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who deserve so much and have ever
received so little.

Prefdce
•
"As_regard~e of t~_i~_dtyyou m11g know that it hasa com·
passof24 m1Ies;-roreilcli side oflt hath a le!!,gtl!.£L6 miles, andit is fgur-square. AmUt is all wall~<l.round with walls of earth~
;.rucli-1iave~~.-th'ickness of full ten paces at bottom, and a height
of more than 10 paces. . . . And they are provided throughout
with loop-holed battl~ments. . . . The~ 2 gates and over
each _gate there is a s;:eat ana hand~e- £iface. . . . In those
palaces are vast halls in which are kept the arms of the city gar·
rison.
"The streets are so straight and wide that you can see right
along them from end to end and from one gate to the other. And
up and down the city there are beautiful palaces, and many great
and fine hostelries, and fine houses in great numbers. All the
plots of ground on which the houses of the city are built are four~quare, and laid out with straight lines; all the plots being occupied by great and spacious palaces, with c~urts_ and gardens of
proportionate size. . . . Each square plot is encompassed by
handsome streets for traffic; and thus the wh~ile city is arranged
in ·squares just like a chess-board, and disposed in a•manner so
perfect and masterly that it is impossible to give .a description
•
that should do it ~ustice. . . ."
'I!!_!s i~ how Marco Polo describ_e_§...J>~ki_n&J.JtS it wa~~n

.
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• Peking ("Northern Capital'') was the city's name during the period from 1421 to
1928, when it was China's capital, and this name was officially resumed on October
1, 1949, when it .became the capital of the new Central People's Republic of China
instituted by· die Chinese COmmunists. From 1368 to 1420 the city was known as
XV

•
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--

Peiping ("Northern P«lce"), and under the Kuomintang government (1928-1949)
Peiping again became its·official name. Old-time residents, however, as well as all
who loved the•city continued to refer to it as Peking during the Kuomintang period.
For this reason, and for the sake of simplicity, the name of Peking has been used
throughout this book, except for cases where "Peiping" appeal'\ in quoted •statements or in certain proper names.
•
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P;king in the sum~er_of 194~vyhat we fou!ld there was in
many ways a much sadder and more impoverished city than the 1
one we had left eleven years before. What it had lost" in ancient
charm and gra~e. however, it made up for in the acceletated ,nterest of day-to-day political events.
•
Our return had been made possible by the Fulbright Program,
under which many Americans are being sent to teach, do research, or study in the countries that were America's wartime allies. China was
the first such country to join the program, and.o::.L
I
•
was the first Fulbri3ht Fellow to bs ~ent to China. My projectthat of translating a history of Chinese philosophy written by a
Chinese professor who taught at one of Peking's many universities-was arduous, and its completion within the-year allotted required intense concentration. Often it provided a curious back- •
drop to the drama of inflation, siege, Communist occupation~
and numberless other events connected with our daily life in Pe-.
king.
.
Particularly do I remember the dark days of December 1948
and January 1949, when the ~ity, almost entirely cut off by siege
from the outer world, lacked electricity and running water and
had but little food. In the evenings, while our family of three
sat huddled around a primitive oil lamp, with shell explosions
and machine-gun fire rattling our windows, I was struggling to
render into understandable English the terms for the eight forms
of consciousness discussed in a particularly abstruse seventh-century school of Chinese Buddhism .
• We had left America that summer fully conviKced that our
year in Peking would see changes of epoch-making importance
not only for China but for. the world. In this we were certainly
not disappointed. Two days before we arrived {AuguSJ 21, 1948),
the Nation.alist (Kuomintangtgovernment launche~ its final major economic effo't to stave off impending disaster~ instituting
for thi~ purpose a new golq yuan cprrency an~_psoclaiming "permanent" price ceilings on all important commoditJes. During
the five and more months that followed, we witnessed the col~e of this ~overnment and with it the disintegr_auon of a whole ~
!.ncientW'ay of life. The prevailing mood. during this time was

..

.
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one of gloom, tension, and uncertainty. In November, when crisis became imminent, an exodus of most of the foreign colony,
especially •Americans, swelled the steady southward flow of welltdtdo a11.d politically prominent Chinese that hat! already begun
previously.
•
This period culminated in six weeks of siege, ending with the
peaceful entry of the Communists. From then until our departure almost seven months later (August 24, 1949), we watched
tne" introduction and growth of the new ideas in urban China,
and their spread southward until they had encompassed most of
the country. During this period the mood of most, though naturally far from all, Peking Chinese seemed one of renewed hope
and optimism.
As far as we ourselves were concerned, our entire year in
•china, with the exception of the siege, was physically comfortable as well as intellectually exciting.
--··For our son the year was as successful as for ourselves. Not
only did he learn quite a bit of spoken Chinese and a fair number of the written characters, but Pte also received excellent preparation for life in a world in which international relations have
became of paramount importance. The Peking American School
which he attended, and which had opened in the fall with an enrollment of 160, dwindled sharply during the weeks of exodus
and closed entirely during the siege. Only through the heroic
efforts of its excellent American lady principal did it reopen in
January in a private house, with an enrollment of forty for all its
ten classes. 'fhree of these, includi11g Theo's third grade, wer~
housed in a single j"oom and taught by a Swiss lady married to
a Chinese. The one girl and twelve boy pupils in these three
classes included s<!ven different nationalities: American. English,
French, c!erman, Russian, Greek, and Chinese. The combination, in wllit:h there was only one other American boy besides
Theo, worked out beautifully.
•

•

In keepi~g the diary which follows, familiarity with the Chinese
past and the old pre-war Peking life stood me in good stea!f, as
did contact with a wide range of Peking's population-Chinese
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and foreign, intellectuals and coolies, missionaries and businessmen, officials and diplomats, rich and poor: ra"dicals and reac- · '
tionaries. The one important group, in fact, with whdm we, like
virtually all otl!er foreigners, were unable to make personal c3ritact was that of the Chinese CommuniSls themselves. Our view
of the Communists, therefore, had to be from the outside. It was
clarified to some extent by contacts with non-Communist Chinese
intellectuals sympathetic to "the new regime, as well as with a very
few non-Chinese in its service.
Most important of all, however, was the ability to hear and
read what the Chinese were saying in their own language, without dependence on translation. In every country, but perhaps in
China more than most, the native often becomes a very changed
personality when he talks a language not his own· for the benefit
of the foreign visitor. Chinese was the medium in which many•
of the conversations and most of the written materials recorded
i~the;e_ eages ~~;~-;~n~_a_!l~ r~
~A good deal of personal or inconsequential material has been
discarded from this diary, ar.J names of most persons mentioned
in it have been changed. Other. than this, it records events as
they happened, or my comments on them, irrespective of their
later confirmation or denial by subsequent events.
One charge to which the record is open is that of inconsistency.
In some places it praises what in others it condemns; sometimes
it is hopeful, at other times gloomy. If this be so, it is because
history in the making is itself often inconsistent, and because itis
•almost impossible to watch a revolution from day w day without
being seized by conflicting emotions. Only•later when the historian sifts the significant from the trivial, examines his data for
their baiic tendencies, and then fits them i~to seelliingly neat•
categories, do they begin to assume purpose and meaning.
Every writer, f~rthermore, is the victim of certait'l prejudices
and predilections. Within these inevitable limitations, however,
I have !ried ~<:r~~rt as objective~ as possible wha~ I saw and
beard, the good and bad alike. In general, my attempt has been
to see events not only from the viewpoint of the handful of for·
•
eigners resitling in China, but also in the light of the _significance
>
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they may have f~r ~he Chinese people themselves-especially the
great mass of common people, the lao pai hsing or "old hundred
names," who have been both victims and heroes of the struggle
tafing place.
e
It is very important, l feel, for us Americans to know-on the
basis of observation rather than assumption-just what happens
when Communism comes to a vast country like China with a
strikingly different history and traditions. It is also important for
us to understand something of the background t~at has made
possible the seemingly sudden emergence of this movement from
the Chinese countryside into the great cities. This diary, then, is •
offered in the hope that it may have some historical value as a
fragmentary record of a crucial year in Chinese history, seen
from the city which became the focus of events during this year.
-so far as I know, no other foreigner kept a similar record while
I was in Peking, the more so as the news activities of all foreign
correspondents were halted by the Communists less than a month
after their arrival.
In conclusion I wish to express •deep gratitude to the organizers of the Fulbright Program who appointed me a Fellow, and
above all, to its administrators in China, who, under extraordinarily difficult conditions, made it financially possible for myself
and seven other Fulbright Fellows to continue working in Pe·
king throughout 1948-49 despite political change. It is a tragedy
that this program has now been forced to cease in China, after
only one year of very successful operation. The views expressecl
in these page. are, of course, entirely my own. In no way do they
represent those of tAe Fulbright Program or of any other official
agency, American or Chinese.
I am a~ gratef~l to the University of Pennsylvania ~r granting the year': leave of absence which made it possible for me to
go t-o Chin~. To my mother, who read these.pages while in illness, and to my tather and wife, especially the latter, I give
thanks for she stylistic improvements they have offered and their
suggestions for the retention or omission of various passages.
To Mr. Edgar Snow I am particularly gratefyl for ha;r,ring
brought me in contact with the publisher of this 'book, Mr.
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Henry Schuman. To the American lnstitute.of Pacific Relations
I am indebted for permission to reprint a few of the pages near
the end, which originally appeared in the Institute's Par Eastern
•
•
Survey.

•

•
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ProlOgue:
- Slow Boat to China

One morning ~n March 1948 the telephone rang in my home in
Philadelphia. It was {call from Washington. "Would you be prepared to go to China as a Fulbright .Fellow?" the voice asked. •
"We would like an immediate decision, if possible, so that we
can make a press release today to say that the Fulbright Program
has been started." I swallowed my surprise, remembering from
wartime experience in Wash!ngton that when things )lappen
there, they usually do so explosively. 'Til be tremendously hapPY to go," I replied. "Please tell me the details."
It was in November 1947, shortly after reading of the signing
of the Fulbright agreement by China and the United States, that
I had written to Washington, outlining a project for which I
should like to be sent to Peking. Some time later a reply came,
stating that the Program's board was "much interested" in my
project and that formal application blanks would be sent as soon
as printed. Many weeks passed and nothing hapJ>ened. Then
came the Washington phone call. It was only afterward that the
forms were finally sent me. Such was the una.thodox beginning
to an unt>rthodox journey which was to culminate in ;t decidedly
unorthodox year in China. We were offered acct/)mmodation
on a fast 13,ooo-ton British freighter about to start f:ter maiden
round-the-world voyage from New York, via tll.e West Coast, Ma"
nila, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Tientsin. We leape~ at the op-. ·
portunity and decided to cross the continent by rail and board
her in Los .t\ngeles. Only afterward did we learn that she was
really not a._,new ship at all, having been built in Seattle in 1944
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as an aircraft ~arrier for the British Navy, sold after the war to
a British shipping company with headquarters in Hong Kong,
and just flow converted into a freighter in a Norfolk, Virginia,
s~ipyat'd.
•
The first unexpected. incident in our journey was a two-wet'k.
wait in Los Angeles, caused by engine trouble suffered by our
ship while we had been crossing the continent. It was with great
relief that we finally boarded her and sailed from Los Angeles on
July 7·
Our two caqins were large and comfortable, the food good, and
the run to San Francisco as fast as one could wish. A routine
check after docking, however, revealed that somehow the engine
had burned out a bearing. As a result, it was not until the evening of July 14, one day less than a month since our departure
• from Philadelphia, that we finally steamed out through the
Golden Gate and saw the lights of San Francisco gradually drop
below the horizon.
One night four days later, I was suddenly awakened by a violent nudge fro.m Galia and her e:tclamation, "The engine is dying!" She snapped on the light just in time to see it gradually
fade into blackness. The whole ship was dark, and the former
hum of the engine made its present utter stillness all the more
oppressive. Presently the silence was broken by steps running
past our cabin, then the urgent cry, "Electrician! Electrician!"
Then again silence. We pulled on our bathrobes and stumbled
through the inner blackness to the comparative light of the deck
outside. In the flare of my cigarette lighter I looked at my watc~
It was 4:15 ~.M. The ship was now completely motionless save
for the slight pecu,iar roll characteristic of a vessel no longer
under way. It wa' awesome to feel, as we did at that moment,
that the s.Irtip which was the center of our life had sudaenly become a dead.thing, and that we were more than a thousand miles
from neare~t land.
•
Presently voices.::ould be heard from the depths of the engine
room. At ~he same time a couple of sailors climbed to the topmost deck carrying two large red oil lanterns, which they hoisted
one above the other on a rope-the signal that our ¢ip was out of
control. It seemed a futile and pathetic thing to do ~th the real-
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ization that probably· for hundreds of miles .aro_und there was
no other ship to see.
·
As we walked.up and down the deck, we talked in l'bw voices
(and it is strange how sudden silence causes one to do thisj abotft
tlle chances of repair and the probability that tugs would have
to come to tow us to Hawaii. As dawn broke, the red lanternsthe only light:S visible on our ship-were replaced by two large
black balls made of wooden frames covered with canvas. Near
our ship we could see groups of great seabirds that had hitherto
been flying vigorously behind us since San Francisco. Now they
.. bobbed gently up and down on the almost waveless sea. They
too must have been puzzled by this sudden halt.
After a delay of four hours, the engine was somehow made to
run and we got under way once more. Then, within an hour, it
stopped again but this time took only an hour to repair. During •
the following days, as we moved across the Pacific, four or five
similar breakdowns occurred. Fortunately the sea was always
calm. No one ever seemed to know why these troubles occurred,
because each time they had a •different origin. Once it would be
the generator, another time the fuel pump, still another a bursting steam pipe. Our British officers cursed freely at the shoddy
work done by an American shipyard. We countered by asking
how any reputable British steamship company could have accepted such work.
As we entered the tropics, the engine room became almost unbearably hot. From it the heat seeped through the ship, making
our cabin floors so hot we could hardly touch them with bare feei:.
Already in San Francisco we had noticed thaP for some incredible
reason the main ventilator shaft to the engine room had been
built aft-instead of forward of the engine-roo~ skylig~ts opening
on the top deck. This meant that all hot air escaping from these
skylights was immfdiately drawn into the ventilat;~and thence
returned to the engine room in a closed circt.Vt. Worst of all was
the complete cessation of lighting and ventilating systems whenever the engine stopped functioning. On such occasi~ns the heat
in the engin' room soared to as much as t6o degrees, and then
it was a r~e between it and the endurance of human beings,
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working in rel~ys ~ith flashlights, to get the engine moving again
before they themselves were prostrated.
To add to the general woe, the refrigeration system failed us
a•few days before Manila when a broken pipe allowed the freezing fluid to leak out. lthus as we entered the hottest stretch, ~e
were faced with the unpleasant realization that the ship's frozen
meat was gradually thawing. Not only this, but ice was no longer
available for the drinks which by this time we and officers alike
were consuming in increasing quantities.
.
The only other passengers aboard were a kindly and oldish
grocery store proprietor and his wife from a tiny town in north- ..
em Michigan. They were true innocents abroad who never before had visited any city larger than a few thousand people. But
because their son had been a college friend of one of the ship
•owners, this trip had been given them as a way to see the world.
As day by day we moved across the Pacific, the husband became
progressively more gloomy and depressed. "So much water!" he
exclaimed at almost every meal. "Not a ship! Not even a plane!"
But when the refrigeration system broke down, he came into his
own. With professional pride he paid daily visits to the freezing
locker and gave instructions as to what meat and vegetables must
be thrown overboard and what could still be used.
On arriving in Manila on August t, we were disappointed to
learn that thorough-going repairs on the refrigeration system
must wait until Hong Kong, as it would be cheaper to buy new
freezing fluid there than in the Philippines. Five days later, as
we left Manila, our engine again went dead. For four hours we
floated helplt:ssly ufon the waters of Manila Bay while several
other steamers sailea grandly past us. As we learned afterward,
the boilers had rl.Jll dry and, if the engine had not been turned
off immediately, a disastrous explosion would have folfowed. By
this time mo.rale was so poor that the engineer considered to be
the particd'lar expert on this aspect of the e~tgine refused to go
below because he pappened to be off duty.
At Han~ Kong, where we arrived August 7, our ship was
moved as soon as possible into a large shipyard owned by the
company. Our memories of the following days are (thiefly of heat,
thirst, and noise. Night and day, the temperature iri our cabin
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never dropped below 95 or 96 degrees.· Part of the time the repair work stopped the flow of all washing water, part of the time
buckets were needed to flush the toilet, and none of the time did
we have any ice~ From our own ship and others nearby t:ame-a·
deafening din of hammering and welding, seldom lessening day
or night. Yet to find accommodation ashore would not only nave
been expensive but extremely difficult, for already at that time
Hong Kong was being flooded with refugees from the mainland.
On August 14 our ship finally set sail once more, having lain
idle. an extra 'day, apparently to avoid departing on Friday the
thirteenth. But as we headed out to sea, the engine again made • its all too familiar unnatural whine and then stopped dead. Another bearing had burned out as the result of a clogged feed pipe.
We dropped anchor in the bay and twenty-four hours later were
pulled back by three tugs to the hated shipyard. No one knew•
how long the delay would be this time-at least a week, perhaps
a fortnight. To make this particular repair, it was necessary to
cut a hole through a bulkhead so that part of the engine could
be lifted ashore.
•
By now we had reached the limit of endurance. Upon our
vigorous protests, the company reluctantly agreed to furnish us
plane passage for the last leg of our journey to Peking. On August 19 we said goodbye to the ship, leaving our trunks aboard
. to follow when they could. On the morning of the 21st, after an
intervening day in Shanghai. our· plane &r""OEPsa us onto the
dustY. Peking air;pQtt1 .Jl~s!!i!!g ..~.t.!P~e~foot of the hil1s._a f~w miles
west of the city. From the muggy heat of the._§outh -;--e~merg~d
into the crystalline I:>Iue atmosphere of No~th ~hina. Two
months and six days had passed since o1lr d~arture from Philadelphia.
•
As we•learned much later, the ship broke down yat again on
her second attempt to leave Hong Kong and had to be towed
• trial that
back for further Oferhauling. It was only on the thiftl
she succeeded in getting away. Our baggage, j.S a result, did not
reach us in Peking until the night of October g.
Despite all the delay and discomfort, we"would not have missed
this. voyage for the world. It was a unique way to travel and
a fitting p'lo:logue to an eventful year in China. But one year
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later, when on the point of returning to America, we learned
that this very same ship, by some strange quirk of fate, was about
to arrive .again at Tientsin. Ships to North China were few at the
!lme, '-lWing to the Kuomintang naval blockadt and as we ourselves intended to fly
Hong Kong, it was necessary to sead
our heavy baggage as separate sea freight. "Why not try this
steamer?" suggested our shipping agent. Is it surprising that we
answered with a resounding "no"?

vom

Aug.ust 19 48
August 29 ( S u n d a y)
A Chinese Ducal Palace
We arrived in Peking one week ago yesterday and are still staying in the College of Chinese Studies~an American missionary •
institution better known to Peking's foreign colony as the Language School. Though grateful to have this temporary roof over
our heads, we shall not be sorry to move on September 1 into
the privacy of the charming C~nese house which we have rented.
It lies not far south of here, and also not far from the Peking
American School which Theo is to attend. Its hutung-as Peking's innumerable smaller streets and lanes are called-bears the
impressive name of Fang Chia Yuan or "Garden of Fragrant Excellence." At the moment we are busy buying furniture.
Our future home, like most houses in Peking, is a low onestory structure, surmounted by an overhanging roof of gray Chivese tiles, and facing south upon a small garden protected from
the outside world by high surrounding walls. In a m6lre elaborate
establishment the courtyard would be flanktd by three or four
semi-detached narrow buildings. Ours, howev~r, is faced <;mly by
the singl~ northern structure, divided from east to west into a
series of ro_?ms. Chief among these is a large k'o-t'in~ (guest hall),
the noble proporti~ns of which are enhanced by its rot'lghly hewn
horizontal roof beams, from which rise the raf1ers of the exposed
roof. The entire southern face of the room is pierced by windows
de11igned to catch the maximum of ~_.!kin[s bountift11 sun. On
one $ide of it lies what is to be my 'study, on the other side two
bedrooms. 'flfese subsidiary r<:>oms are separated from the guest
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hall only by silk partitions rising as high as the horizontal roof
beams. This arrangement will make it possible, we hope, to heat
most of these rooms by a single large coal stove, which, when
Mnter comes, we shall have to install in th~ guest hall. The
eastern extremity of t4e building includes a kitchen which faees
upon a small courtyard of its own. This in turn is connected
with the larger garden by a "moon gate''-a picturesque circular
gateway piercing an intervening whitewashed brick wall.
Actually, what we have rented is only one small.cell in a much
grander establishment-one that in the nineteenth century was a
ducal palace, inhabited, I believe, by a brother of Tz'u Hsi, the famous Manchu empress dowager. Our home-to-be had once been
the carriage building. To enter the Hsia Kung Fu or Palace of
Duke Hsia, as the whole place is still called, one steps from the
• unpaved outside hutung through a gate wide enough to admit a
good-sized truck, then walks past a gateman's lodge, and thus descends a slight ramp into a large brick-paved courtyard crowned
by a towering tree and flanked by servants' quarters. From this
front courtyard several passagew:tys lead to a series of separately
contained gardens, courts and buildings (enough to supply generous living space for six or more families). At the very rear, farthest from the street, lives the landlady, Mrs. Sung, a vivacious
middle-aged lady with five children and a Western education.
Between her and the small northern windows of our own house
stretches an extensive garden, filled with flowers, bushes, and
persimmon and other fruit trees.

•

•

•

Material and Spiritual Impoverishment
•

•

Though we are impatient to move into our modest wing of this
impressiv~ ~stablishment, we nevertheless find the Language
• Peking. Through
School a good place in which to begin life in
conversations wit~ the missionaries who come here from many
parts of C!hina, as well as through personal observation, we are
gradually building up impressions. These add up to the fact that
Peking has changed greatly in the eleven years ~ipte we were
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last here, and mostly for the worse, even though at first sight the
• •
city looks much the same.
Impoverishm~nt is the aspect that~ ~es<>.m.;s most evident (!S
~he d~ys pass by-an i~overishm~n(lJotli ~lnritu~ andj~iysi~11.
Physic=illly-;Tol:ie sure, most of the major itreets haVe E":een paved,
so that ~ is ~Qnsi~,erahlx.Je.s.! !l.Y.!t than befor~. B_!ggers, too,
are not too much in evidence. One of the greatest changes from
the past is the replacement of the old hand-drawn ·rickshaws by
a new vehicle known to foreigners as the pedicab and to Chinese
as the san lun ch'e ("three-wheeler"). This curious hybrid between a bicycle and a rickshaw resembles a bicycle in front
(where the operator peddles) and a rickshaw behind (where the
passenger sits). Following its introduction during the Japanese
occupation, it has made the rickshaw virtually obsolete.
In former times many gates of Peking's houses were painted ae
brilliant red and studded with gleaming brass knockers. But today most buildings-including, especially in our part of the city,
a good many monstrosities from the Japanese regime-look drab,
gray, and unpainted. Traffic Qn the streets seems slow and thin
compared with former days, and business appears to be in a
somnolent state. Goods in the shops are in general meager in
quantity and variety, high in price, and poor in quality.
There are obvious reasons for this situation. In the first place,
Peking has become increasingly isolated from the outside world
by the civil war; hence it no longer receives the products which
once reached it in abundance. We are told, for example, that the
,Peking glass industry is now a thing of the past, the reason being
that the needed raw materials, formerly brought frem Shantung,
no longer come in. In the second place, man' of the rich families
have liquidated their property and gone south. Formosa seems
to be especially popular as the new Promisel Land. And finally,
much of Peking's former prosperity depended upon its large foreign colony and Jllany foreign tourists. Now the -colony has
dwindled and the tourists for the most part n<llonger come.
This physical decline is paralleled by a spiritual impoverishment which, if not so immediately apparent, is equall~ pervasive.
In part, of course, the two are interlinked. It is· obvious that
a city whicb for more than ten years has been struggling to keep
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its belly full, first under alien occupation and then civil war, cannot divert muc"h eitergy to the "higher" things of life. The prevailing poor quality and bad taste of so many of the things on
s!le are undoubted reflections of this fact.
•
Actually, however, tbe decline in taste has far deeper room.
Long before the Sino-Japanese War it was evident that the Chinese were losing their old artistic standards, while failing to understand those of the West whose material gadgets they seized so
eagerly. This was less apparent in pre·1937 Peking than elsewhere, largely owing to the foreign patronage which helped keep
the old handicrafts alive. (Many of these same handicrafts were
looked down upon by the Chinese themselves as quaint and oldfashioned.) But foreigners are few, and the handicrafts die. I
doubt whether they will ever be revived. It is more profitable,
•less arduous, and more obviously useful to be a car mechanic
than a jade cutter. Today we are observing the disintegration of
an ancient civilization, of which Peking has long been one of the
last remaining citadels. It is impossible to believe that the vitality which made this civilization great has expended itself, but it
seems unlikely that what will take its place will assume definite
form in the near future.

Verbalism
Peking's spiritual impoverishment, however, has more than purely material roots. It springs, too, from the intellectual straitjacket
imposed by \he Chinese government. There is something terribly
sterile in the effor! of a government to retain its grip upon a
people whose confidence it no longer enjoys. One manifestation
•
of this storility is what may be called "verbalism." Ve»halism is
nothing new in China. All too often the Chinese, with their almost mysl!cal respect for the written word, .have been content
to allow the word !O stand for the deed. Again and again we read
in the dynastic histories that such-and-such a law was promulgated or ~uch-and-such a mandate decreed. By the traditional
Chinese scholar it has been too commonly assumed that .these
laws and mandates actually achieved their purpQIIe. But did
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they? In many instances the histories fail to tell us. In others,
however, scattered hints indicate that word's and deeds did not
always correspond.
'
This discret'ancy be~omes particularly apparent in .time~ of
.political disintegration. As a governm~nt becomes increasingly
unwilling or unable to act concretely, it relies increasingly upon
~m..e_t.r. ~loe;ans and..exhortations-slogans which accomplish nothmg- and which everyone knows can accomplish nothing, .but
which are nevertheless written and recited so that the proper
forms may be observed. This is the stage now reached here in
~Its symbols are the huge chara~ters, written a6ove the city
gates and in other public places, exhorting the people to "Eradicate sin, unify the country," "Get rid of disorder, achieve local
self-government," and practice the virtues of the New Life
~ovement.
•

SePtember 1948
September 12 ( S u n d a y)
Campers in the Temple of Heaven
fhismorning we made a trip to the Temple of Heaven. Our anJcipation was keen as we neared this magnificent architectural
monument, situated within a "sacred grove" of ancient cypresses
that covers hundreds of acres in Peking's South City. Here the
emperor used to kneel, once a year, on a three-tiered, open-air
marble altar, to worship Heaven ~m behalf of himself and his
people.
When we arrived, the outer grounds looked much as we remembered them, but inside, what a depressing spectacle! All the
buildings, including the Temple of Heaven itself and the approaching gateways, are filled with hundreds of young men (also,
in certain quarters, girls). They are wartime student refugees from
Shansi, some of whom seem hardly older than twelve or thirteen.
Most of the stone terraces outside, as well as the floors of the tern- •
pie itself. are ~overed with their thin sleeping pads and meager
possessions, leaving otlHy narrow passages for the occasional tourist.
The marble balustrades of the Altar of Heaven are festooned with
bedding drjing in tte sun. A few students sleep under small mat
coverings erected on the altar, while dozens more occupy military
tents pitcheti tvithin the surrounding enclosure, The columns of
the great temple and adjoining buildings, much faded from their
former brilliant r~d~ are covered with ugly written notices, and
dust and debris lie everywhere on the once gleaming marble. As
one mounts the steps toward places once reserved for the emperor
and his followers alone at the most solemn of re!igious cere-
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monies, one can but tum from this scene of hqman misery and
degradation to look at the unchanging Western Hills on the
horizon.
•
•
•
Most depressing, however, is the demoralization of the young
!;tudents themselves. Now and again can-he heard the sounds of a
flute or hu ch'in (Chinese violin); two students can be seen playing a game of Chinese chess; still others move about or are
engaged in conversation. But the greater number lie' inert on
their bedding and do or say nothing. Nowhere do we see books
that might keep them intellectually alive, or signs of organized
physical activity. The reason, perhaps, is the traditional belief
that work with one's hands is beneath the dignity of the educated man.
As a result the mental condition of these boys is far worse than
that of the poorest coolie. There is no trace of leadership or organ~
ization. Portions of the courtyard, and even of the lower tiers of
the Altar of Heaven itself, are littered with their half-dried
excrement. One might think that a minimum of leadership could
have organized squads to dig' latrines in the extensive grounds
outside. Such leadership is apparently not forthcoming-either
from the students themselves, or from Peking's many universities
(which might have arranged lectures and other activities to keep
them occupied), or 'from the government. Perhaps it is too much
to expect from these young men themselves, uprooted from their
homes, many perhaps orphans, and all, no doubt, underfed. But
what about the authorities who shipped them to Peking as a
""cultural center," rather than to Tientsin, where many nonstudent refugees have been sent? One may py that the demoralization of these boys is really the demoralization of their
government. One wonders if students could have been treated so
indiffer~ntly in the days of China's "united front," ten years ago.
They have been here, so I am told, since June of •hJs year. And
not only here, but inl many other of Peking's most famous buildings and parks: the Chung Hai and Nan Hai,""the T'ai Miao,t the
• Pei Hai, Chl,!JJg.Jiaj•...l!»d..NJl!1..!J!':LL\:JI>!!IJem,_~l).t_g),.AnJL~\Ither_n..,.::Seas').
Three beautiful park enclosures dating from imperial times, grouped around a
seri~ of lakes extending through the city.
.
"(' OF
t T'ai Miao_!"Q.i!:.a.LT.ffil.I!!!Q,.Ant;estral temple of the Manc!t~,Xulen,Al.~\C •·
dynasty {•6H_j.ll!.!_). southeast of the Forbidden City.
;
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Temple of Confucius, 1 the Hall of Classics, 2 the Lama Temple,s
and many lesser edifices-almost everywhere, in fact, except in the
Ce~ltral Pa;k, 4 the Pei Hai, 5 and the Forbidden Gi.ty. 6 What will
be their "fate two months from now when the winter cold comes?
Or t\\Oo or five years heitce? How many will still be alive, and•
what will they be doing?

Two Incidents
Last Monday when Galia was taking Theo to school for the first
time, she passed a young man lying prone on the street. When she
returned he was still there. Stepping from her pedicab, she made
inquiries of the crowd which had by now gathered. "He is very
~ck," someone said. "He must have been sick a long time and
apparently has no family." The cause, they thought, was lack
of food.
On returning home she asked our cook what could be done.
He suggested the police, She mad~ a trip to the nearest police
station, but on explaining the situation as best she could, was told
that such a matter does not fall within their province and that she
should go to another organization (perhaps the Bureau of Social
Affairs?) some distance away. This meant a long extra trip, and
by now it was time for her to go back to school to pick up Thea.
On the way she again saw the man and stopped. She offered
money to a pedicabber if he would take the man to a hospital. •
"Hospitals wop't accept cases who have no family," was the reply.
While she was tailing, a Chinese in Western dress appeared,
Temple of Confucius. 1lemple and enclosure in the northeast of Peking.
Hall of Cla~cs. A building and enclosure adjoining the Temple of Co~fucius, so
named because the emperors used to expound the classics there.
3 Lama Tempi• targe lamasery for Mongol and Tibetan monks in the northeast
~~~
4 Central Park. A popul:tr park southwest of the Forbidden City. containing the
Altar of the Soil of imperial times.
5 See footnote tm Pei Hai, Chung Hai, and Nan Hai on preceding page.
6 Forbidden City. An almost mile·square moated and walled enclosure in the ~nter
of Peking, containing tmndreds of palace buildings, courtyards, anti girdens of the
•
former Manchu dynasty.
1
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nned out to be a doctor on his way to a patient. Using a
cope, he decided the man was not ill ·but suffering from
ion. "HosJ>itals won't take such a man unless he·is ill," the
;Jr declared. He tried to talk to the man but received on!y
oherent mumbles in reply. By then ~ had to proceed on his
, leaving Galia alone to cope with the problem. She got the
·owd to lift the man to the side of the road and persuaded a
woman to bring tea and gruel from her house some distance
away. Part of this the man managed to swallow, but the rest was
spilled on his trousers. Galia then gave the man three dollars,
which a pedicabber put into the man's pocket for her. With this
she hoped he could be taken somewhere for food and sleep. But
by now she herself had to leave. Later, when she passed by the
same place again, the man was no longer there. Next day, however, she again saw him lying as before, though this time in an..
other hutung. Whether his moriey had been taken from him or
not she did not know. At any rate, he himself was too w~ak to
make use of it.
When she told the story that day to an English friend, Fitz·
hugh, by whom we were entertained for lunch, he said that the
Salvation A~y-which in Peking functions under British a\lspices-was the only organization to handle such a case. The next
day, when Galia again passed through that hutung, the man had
disappeared and hasn't been seen since. Probably he died.
Galia was much upset by this incident and we talked about its
causes. No doubt these are both economic and social. Economi•cally, the struggle for life is so keen in China that it leaves scant
surpltiS for help to any individual unfortunate ooough. to become separated from his own social group. ~ocially, the cohesion
of the family is such that it gives a man strpng claim upon his
relative~ and immediate friends, but very little upol\ society as
a whole. Therefore, many functions which in West<i.m. society are
performed by the-government are left to family and friends. In
structure, moreover, the government is like a.magnified family in
which each unit has its own status and functions, distinct from
those of every other unit. That is why the police will not pick up
a starving min, nor a hospital accept him.
The familial structure of Chinese government and society also
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brings with it the concept of personal and group respom-,
Since each family is" responsible for its own members, anyori
side the family who accepts that responsibility is held ac<
aftle for whatever happens when he has thus •oversteppe
bounds imposed by hii social status. Nobody in the cro·
whom Galia spoke dared to assume care of the starving m:
pruse each knew that by so doing he would be held respo
for expenses in case of death.
The other incident is briefer but makes a neat corollary to the
preceding. On the same day that Galia vainly tried to get the
police to help the dying man, her pedicab operator, newly engaged on a monthly basis the day before and given an advance
payment of $20, • failed to show up. Finally, to our relief, heaptpeared in the middle of the afternoon. The reason for his tardiness? On leaving his house early that morning, he had forgotten
to take his jacket bearing the license number issued to each
pedicab operator by the municipal government. He was therefore picked up by the police, fine~ one dollar. and not released
until the afternoon. The reason for such diligence on the part
of the police, our cook told us, is that twenty cents out of every
dollar of fines goes to. the policeman making the arrest.

Septemher 13 ( M o n d a y J

•

Morning Sou~ds

•

Every morning we are aroused by a succession of early• sounds.
The process l>egins shortly after six A.M., when regularly, while
the sky is ~till black, we hear the roar of airplanes overhead.
How many they ar, and where they are going we do not know,
but we believe they must be bound on military missions. Galia
thinks they go from east to west; Theo and I. that they move
• Here and elsewhere money references are to Chinese currency, .unless otherwise
specified. At the time'of this entry, Chinese $20 was equal to U.S. $5.• •
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southward. Each day I am determined that ne:ct t.ime I will run
out into the courtyard to see, but when next morning comes, I
am too sleepy to.do so.
Following the planes, we hear, south of us, the call of bugles~
LAter, this in turn is followed by the anmistakable sound of
soldiers singing in unison. It is only after such evidences of military activity have thoroughly aroused us that the sounds of ordinary civilian life begin: first the characteristic Peking hum of
a flock of pigeons wheeling in the now light sky-a sound caused
by the tiny bamboo whistles fastened to the tails of these birds
by their owne:rs; then the cries of early morning peddlers from
the hutungs. By this time one's mind is so full of thoughts that
sleep is no longer possible.
During the daytime, evidence of military activity is much less
striking. It is true that many military trucks are to be seen on the
streets; that the streetcars are covered with clinging soldiers who
in this way move about the city free of charge; that, when I go
to the Central Bank, I see many soldiers waiting there to cash
their pay checks; and that wa~ casualties hobbling on crutches
are a fairly frequent sight. Nevertheless, Peking by day seems
a curiously quiet backwater, and it is hard to believe that not
so far beyond its walls civil war is in full swing. Despite the considerable traffic on its streets, the place seems· dead. The body remains, but it is only half-alive. One senses the same thing when
one goes into the shops .

•
September 26 ( S u n d a y)

•

Peking Is a Dream

•

••

There is a curious dreamlike quality to our life in Peking. For one
thing, it is so seemingly like and yet so fundamentally unlike the
Peking we knew eleven years ago. Many of the people ·we knew
then are still hfre, but how different is their present life. At that
time not a few enjoyed a measure of comfort and economic well-
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being. Now thfy a.re impoverished and deeply worried about the
future. Eleven years of Japanese occupation and civil war have
•
made them older and grayer.
• It rs"sad enough to see the plight of the Chinese. Professors live
cramped together in aowded compounds, almost penniless, tbo
proud to speak of their destitution to the outer world. They suppletilellt their scanty university earnings with various kinds of
part-time work, including the anonymous writing of popular trash
which they despise but send to the newspapers. Yet without the
meager food allowance provided by the government, it is doubtful if this and other activities wo'.lld keep them going.
Even more pathetic, howev<:r, is the plight of those nonAmerican foreigners-Russians, French, Germans, and otherswho still remain. For the Chinese, at least, impoverished though
• they are, a possibility exists of doing some kind of work to keep
alive. But for many of these foreigners there is nothing. Those
who could, have already gone elsewhere. Those who remain do so
simply because there is nowhere else to go. Many have lived here
for decades. Now they have almost nothing, and before them lies
the prospect of even less.
Yesterday I visited the National Library, the finest library in
Chma:'"fhe buildings are intact, and within them the movements
of life continue, but I had the impression of an almost lifeless
shell. I was told that the Library's monthly operating budget,
exclusive of salaries, comes to the equivalent of US$1go, and that
the director, who was absent, had had to borrow money for a trip
to Nanking to beg additional funds from the government. Hefe
and everywl'lere inleking people seem to be struggling in a bottomless morass from which there is no escape. while pretending to
themselves and otllers that their movements are the ordinary ones
of a man\valking on firm ground. It is only when one •enters the
parks and tije Summer Palace • that the illusion of the old Peking
momentanly returns, and everi there the large number of soldiers
soon reminds oneothat things are no longer the same.
The changed economic situation is reflected in the greatly reduced teritpo of social life. Before the war it was possible for even
"little people" to entertain and be entertained from time ta time.
'

• Imperial palace enclosure, 7 miles northwest of Peking.

..
•
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Though much of Peking's social life was undoubtedcy shallow and
vapid, it also had considera~le gaiety and charm. But now, what·
ever large-scale e~ertaining there is, is usually limited· to dull •
official functions attended by endless Chinese generals and officials.
Or1tcenters around the activities of the preeominantly American
diplomatic crowd, who live a life of their own, curiously oblivious
to the facts of life outside, delighted with the picturesqueness and
"cheapness" of Peking, and rather incredulous when one tries to
tell them of the changes that have taken place. Whatever evidences
of prosperity th~re are these days usually turn out to be attached
to a string of American dollars. The same phenomenon, of course,
is found all over the world, and it makes one .wonder why to a few
fortunate Americans should be given so much, and to so many
other less favored people so little.
.
I myself feel this keenly when I contrast our simple but charming house and our economic security with the privation, uncer'
tainty, and fear that beset so many here. When, for example, I
enter the dark and rather shabby home of Professor Muller, a
graying and otherworldly GermaJil scholar, I notice the torn paper
fluttering &om the latticework of his door while hearing him explain in a rather tired voice that he was teaching last year but has
no classes now, .and that he would like to go to America but at his
age it is difficult to get established there.
What makes this life perhaps most unreal is that we have no
part in it ourselves. We come here as outsiders, we know that a
year hence we shall have returned to our very different life in
Aftlerica, and above all, we have the blessed power to move elsewhere at any time, if necessary, which these peoRie lack.-we might,
in fact, almost be observers &om another planet: But when I try
to explain these feelings to other Americans who, like ourselves,
are here as \risitors but, unlike ourselves, did not know the prewar
Peking, i~ is hard to put into words what I feel.
••

•
•
How the Communists Get Their Arms

•

I have·written ~arlier that Peking is a quiet island, curiously immune to the disturbances that wrack the countryside. A week or
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ten days ago, bow.ever, the Communists began theiT fall campaign
with simultaneous attacks at many points, and these are causing
.inevitab1e ripples to lap their way into our cit-y. Every time I go
on th·e streets, soldiers seem to be everywhere, on foot, in jeeps, or
driving carts loaded "ith supplies.
•
One thing we no longer hear is the predawn foray of planes
that used i:o wake us every morning. Perhaps the intensified
fighting has drawn them from their regular schedule, for at other
hours they are frequent, sometimes flying very l9w. About four
nights ago, perhaps around three A.M., I suddenly awoke and was
conscious of a low and distant rumbling, apparently southeast of
the city. Thunder( was my first thought, but then I realized it
could not possibly be thunder at this time of year. There is no
doubt that it was distant artillery fire .
From today's papers it is evident that the fall of Tsinan (capital
of Shantung province) is imminent. Street fighting is in progress,
and half the city is already reported in Communist hands. In this
struggle, judging from the pro-Kuomintang newspapers, the defenders, though holding an ad1'antage in arms and equipment,
are pitted against a foe who enjoys superiority in numbers and,
above all, in morale. Indicative of the latter is the defection of
a defending divisional commander to the Communist side. Another indication concerns the source of Communist arms. How
do they get these arms? They possess few arsenals, and it seems
agreed here that Russian help has been insignificant, save perhaps in Manchuria at rhe end of the war, where the Soviets allowed surrendered Japanese arms to pass into Communist han<is.
Much Commu~st equipment has u~doubtedly been captured
from the Nationalists. But there is another explanation as ~ell:
they sometimes ttctually buy arms from the Nationalists. This
was poiiited out by Professor Chang, when he called ~n me this
morning;, A friend of his was present at Shih-ching-shan (some
ten miles west of Peking) during the fightin~ there this summer.
The Communis~ were in the hills and the Nationalists on the
plain, bpt when the Communists came down and drove the
Nationalists away, this friend had a chance to talk to several of
them. He was assured that many of their arms psed in this engagement had been bought from Kuomintang troo~s.
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The assault on Tsinan regresents a ne~ l!ll'\~n Communist
stra'tiy. Heretofore they attacked only isolated points and scrupulously avoided the larger cities where they would be outnum•
.
bered. Now, however, they are ready to mass large forces against
such centers, the capture of which will coafront them with new
and difficult problems. This changing situation has resulted in a
curious Communist-Kuomintang shift in propaganda. While the1
A~unists now t~ll the tirb~oEulati~nj ~hapht;_xhave noth- e
mg to fear under Communist rule, _that privat(! sll1all business is
~!;! ~
be ~urage~. -~J:l~t_fi~~. ~!!.,~~]the Com~u
~)~tsh only to destroy the bureaucratic caeuahsts ana corrupt
officials, the Kuomintang talks increasingly about the neea-for · .
ag;a;ian reform and for protecting the people's livelihood against
big business and officialdom. This propaganda shift parallels that'
in military strategy: whereas the Communists are now beginning' •
large-scale positional warfare, the National government talks
more and more about developing a local people's militia and
mobjle guerrilla tactics.

.

will

•
September 27 ( M o n d a y)
Strike of the Merchants
Many people feel that the future of the government hinges upori
the fate of its new currency, the gold yuan, which was introduced
August 19. in place of the inflated fa pi dollars, at the rate of
GY$.1: FP$3,ooo,ooo. But how can even a well-backed currencyand this one is gold only in name-remain si:alile when the demand for goods outstrips the supply and So-go per cent of the
national budget goes into war? After remaining fairly.stable the
first month, the gold. yuan began rising sharply this p;st week.
The day before yesterday, for example, our coobannounced that
he had had to pay GY$1.50 for a pound of pork, the offi~ial ceiling price of which is $0.70. To do so, he had had to buy the meat
surreptitiously from under the counter, and since then even this
illicit supply ita~ dried up.
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What is happening is that the merchants are conducting a
strike against the government's ceiling prices. This is true not
only of food stores; in the Tung An market-a huge covered ar• cade with hundreds of stalls and .shops-m:ny other stores are
temporarily dosed. ~have no doubt the merchants will win their
strike; several days ago the authorities already announced the
possibility of price adjustments for certain commodities.
There are some grain shops in the city, their windows covered
by heavy steel bars, where holders of ration cards may periodically
buy flour (mostly of E.C.A. origin) at low goveniment-controlled
rates. These shops may be spotted from afar by the crowds struggling to get inside. As one approaches and studies the intent faces
of these jostling figures, it is e;tsy to imagine how quickly they
might become a mob of rioters were any breakdown of authority
•
to occur.

A Chinese Intellectual Speaks His Mind

•

The past year has seen university circles in a constant uproar
over the government's frequent arrests and shootings of what it
chooses to call "subversive" or "Communist" students. On July
5, for example, some 1 ,500 student refugees from Manchuria,
having staged a parade before the house of the chairman of the
municipal council, were fired upon by gendarmes just as they
were dispersing. More than twelve deaths resulted. Cause of the
demonstration was the rumor that they were to be drafted•for
the civil war. These students, whatever else they may have been,
were not Comm•unists. Many had walked long distances to;each
Peking throug~ Communist territory, refusing Communist invitation~to remain with them. The latest incident is tlfat of August
19, when the government arrested, or tried to arrest, hundreds of
•
studen~ all over the country, including. some 2 50 in Peking
alone.
•
Students here seem to be rather solidly united against the government. Faculty opposition, too, is large and growing, though
there are a fair number of government supporters in strategic
administrative posts. Among the students there·i~ percentage of
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Kuomintang "special service" spies and informers, whose presence in the universities, I am told, often ·results from the
Ministry of Education's insistence that certain individuals be
admitted without entrance_ examination. For the great b1!1ll< of
students, however, these examinations covtinue to operate with
scrupulous fairness. In them, in fact, the same procedure is followed as under the old imperial civil service system. That is to
say, the names written by candidates on their examination books
are pasted over with numbered slips so that the identity of these
candidates remains unknown to their examiners.
Tep days ago, three or four of us Americans rod~ o_ut to,. Tsing- ~
~ua University, the famous government- instiJuti_o!! Whicnl.!._es .M ·
~~ mil~s. north.~est o~- ~e_1d~g. There we had ~ lorig _ana frank;:J~
conversation with a d1stmgmshed _group_ of _qun~S(! h~c:ral £ro~
fessors. In the course of itone<2! l11! <:J>:TJ..>a!)_iQ!_l~ sai2in essence: ~·
"Many· Americans, including government officials, wonder /fi:.., ·
why Chinese ~ntellectuals are. an_ti·A~r!can an.~_£ro-Russian. ~..-1
How would you explain this situation?"
·PJ~
There was a moment of sil~nce, during which the Chin~J""
looked expectantly at one of their number, a distinguished-loolfing man with graying hair and short-clipped mustache-a--fo{me._.r_ __
member of the Kuomintang, long noted as one of China's outstanding liberal thinkers. His reply, in carefully phrased English,
ran something like this:
"Most Chinese intellectuals would prefer not to bother about
politics. But while they have heard the government repeatedly
pi"Oclaim its intention of bringing democracy and honest administration to China, they have se~~_!:lte.§.e..lrr9~t_ation_~ rq~eatedly_
flo11ted in actual fa<;t. Indeed"- f'!!'_f[om)!D£rt>viJ]Jk the .govern·
ffie~ome~_s_t~a~UY.__Fqr~~. ~o that t~da_y fe~. tl}inlsi~pje
llold mucJ. hope for its r~ T~s whY. we intdlec~aals~
gone through three _p}las~ in our thinking0t~.most of us
supported the goverJl.menf, recogruzmg its many faults~btit hoping it would reform. Then we became increas~gly discouraged
with reform prospects, but saw no feasible alternative. Though
the present government, we felt, was bad, what might take its
place would be even worse. During this second Ehase, intellectuals were 1111chtain and bewildered. Then came the present,
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third phase. }Ve. have become so completely convinced of the
hopelessness of the existing government that we feel the sooner it
is removed the better. Since the Chinese Communists are obvi•ously
the only force capable of making this change, we are now
willing to support th~m as the lesser of two evils. \Ve ourseJ.ves
_}- would prefer a middle course, but this is no longer possible.
"But while we Chinese have thus been forced more and more
toward the left, we have seen a countermovement at work in
America. At one time it apparently wanted a genuinely progressive government in China. During the past two· or three years,
however, it has seemed to be interested less and less in liberalism
and more and more in anything, no matter how reactionary, that
might be a bulwark between it and communism. This change has
coincided with growing reaction within the Chinese government
• itself. The result is an American government which talks constantly about democratic rights yet continues to aid a Chinese
government increasingly mindless of these rights. That is why we
Chinese have become anti-American-we are not against the
American people but against t~ American government.
"That we are anti-American, however, doesn't mean we are
pro-Russian. The verv fact that Americans automaticallv regard
anyone who opposes their policies as pro-Russian in itself indi,cates the prejudice with which they view the whole Chinese situation. Normally we would prefer America to Russia. But today
the Communists are China's only hope. Besides, we are not convinced, as are Americans, that they are merely tools of Russian
communism. After all, the Chinese Communists are Chinese•as
well as Cd\nmunist, and conditions in China are different from
those in Russia. •Therefore it is doubtful if communism oi the
Russian type calil be successfully transplanted to China."
The ~iscussion then turned to the cultural inftuenc~ of various
Western ~untries on modern China, and I was surprised by the
rather arry way in which these Chinese dismissed the American
impact as relati~ly insignificant. Very little American literature,
they say, has been translated into Chinese, and what translations
exist ha;,e had little influence. English, French, and Russian literary influences, on the contrary, have been considerable. -Proust,
who was translated fairly recently, has enjoyed q~i~ a vogue, and

.
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the popularity of Russian literature antedates b9,th the Chinese
and Russian revolutions. It was added that the thinese feel a
certain psychological kinship with Russia-both revolutionary
and pr~revolutiorfary-which they do not feel toward America,•
perhaps "because China and Russia have. both been backward
agrarian countries.
These Ch}ne~ professors, of course, were spe~ing _only of in /
.~uences on :a nig4 cultural level; not of technology orsuch in
fluences as th'e movies.

·october 1948
October 2 ( S a t u r d a y )
A Talk with Our Teacher
Three times a week Mr. Ma comes to our house to give Galia and
• Theo their Chinese lesson. He is a man in his late fifties or early
sixties, with an eager, high-pitched voice, vigorous gestures, and
eyes that peer keenly forth from behind thick-lensed spectacles.
His entire life has been spent in Peking, and he knows everythin-g worth knowing about ttte city, both past and present.
\Vhenever he comes, he always has something new and interesting to tell, expressing himst~lf forcefully and graphically in his
resonant Chinese.
Three days ago, as he was taking his leave from Calia. I joined
them for a moment of conversation. He immediately launched
into a heated tirade on the current situation. Beginning with the
meat shortage, he observed that pigs, for example, are no longer
being brought into the city. The reason, at least in part. he said,
is that th~ farmers prefer to barter them for products coming
from Communist•territories.
•
As he continU&d. his voice filled with bitterness and passion.
There !re too many poor people in China, he saifl, and not
enough ri~h. When all the money falls into the hands of a privileged fe~. trouble is inevitable. How can p•ople continue living
under present circumstances? If the lack of foodstuffs continues,
there may be mob violence. People like us or himself may perhaps have cause to fear the Communists, but that is not true of
people who have nothing at all. He makes a point these .days to
listen to what is being said on the streets, and wh~t he hears is
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that it will be good if the Communis.ts come soon. It is not only .
foods that are lacking in the shops; the same is tr'ue of all other
daily commodities. When he telephones the coal shops, for ex0
ample, he is told they have no coa1, but when he goes in }"Jersmf
he sees their yards full. Then he is told th.ft this coal has already
been sold to army officers, to the American Consulate, or to other
large organizations.
The great trouble is that the government only cracks down on
the little businessman but not on the really big people. In Shanghai, for example, where there has been so much commotion over
hoarders and speculators, the net result has been the execution
of one lesser man and sentencing of a few bigger people to six or
eight months of imprisonment. How can this be expected to have
any effect?
Tire government also acts stuJ>idly toward the educated class- •
es. fianests non-Communist students because they OP.J>OSe the
government, thereby driving them inevitablY. into the Communistcamp. On the military front it is equally blind. Having lost
Tsinan, War Minister Ho Yingifh'in announces that this loss has
no strategic importance, instead of honestly admitting that the
situation is serious and needs drastic action.
The Kuomintang itsel( is ridd_l_!ld with clig~ each with its
ownpublication in which it attacks the others. By the time one
has finished reading all.of them, one reaches the conclusion that
all are equally bad.
This and much more Ma poured out in, ·a talk of more than
1-.alf an hour. What was interesting was not ~o much what he said
as that he should say it, for he is an unusually int~tlligent, but
ne"ertheless traditional, scholar of the old sct:ool, without Western education or knowledge of foreign languiges, and hardly a
man who'tould be accused of radical tendencies.
•
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pctober 14 (Th u r s d a y )
"Disasters and .4 nomalies"
The weather these weeks has been unusual for Peking-hazy,
warm, and quite unlike the crystal-dear atmosphere one expects
at this time of year. About a week ago the warmth culminated
one evening in a thunderstorm, at first very distant, yet so powerful that our house li-teraHy shook under the thunderclaps.
Later in the night the storm returned with even greater violence,
accompanied by torrential rain-a most unusual occurrence in
October. It forcibly reminded us of the ancient Chinese theory
• that Heaven shows its displeasure over human wickedness by
sending down "disasters and anomalies"; by superstitious Chinese it could certainly be taken as a sign that the world is out of
joint.
One or two days later, about.the middle of the morning, we
heard very clearly the sound of "human thunder." It lasted perhaps half an hour and was obviously cannon fire from the south,
considerably louder than that which we had heard once before
very late at night~

Looking into the Past

•
Our lives here are a succession of pulls from the maelstrom of
current events int~ the quiet backwaters of the dying past, •nd
then back again iltto the present. Most of the time it is the present that•holds us, with its nervous tenseness and feeling of impending cajaclysm. Every once in a while, however, a little scene
or episocfe momentarily takes us back into .the China that was,
and these are th~ most poignant and nostalgic moments of all,
because in them we are .aware of that gentler and easier way of
life that has now gone never to return.
One of these moments came on the afternoon of Octaber 6,
when I visited the Ethnographic Museum at Fu• ~n (Catholic)
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University. It is situated in an old and run-down, J:mt still lovely
rock garden- a quiet spot seemingly aloof from the trouble and
bustle of the pr~ent world. There for a coupl~ of hours th.~
single Chinese in charge showed me with enthusiasm through a
faScinating collection of shadow-play figures, painted theatrical
masks, grave figurines, door gods, models of Peking street vendors, scissor cut-outs from red and white paper, peasant pottery
and textiles, kites, and countless other forms of popular art.
Again and a~in he remarked with sadness that this or that object is I).OW no longer made in Peking, or can be obtained
only with great difficulty and of far poorer quality than
the examples exhibited in the museum; that whereas six
types of a certain kind of street ·vendor once existed, only
. two survive, and so on. Most of these changes have taken place in
the short space of eleven years since I was "last in Peking. It is •
fortunate that the Catholic fathers of Fu Jen have assembled this
unique collection of objects, because, n?t falling into the category of formal art, they would otherwise soon be gone forever.
But when a culture reaches the stage in which museums must
be built for its preservation, it is an infallable indication that
that culture is dead or dying and giving way to something new.

Troubles of an Americanized Chinese in China
Another impressive glimpse of China's artistic past, on a more
Sophisticated level, came on October 10, when I visited a oneday exhibition of Chinese Eaintings at Ts~....,[hua•University.
Tltey are the property of a private collector who, it is said, has
been kno:rn to sell a hou&e in order to acquire a single .Painting.
The long series of horizontal scrolls, beginning with one attributed to the Sui dynasty (590-618) and running •h.rough the
Ch'ing (t644-1911f, is probably better than any comparable collection on public view in China today. Som~ of the Sung and
Yuan examples were breathtaking in their universality.and deep
penetration into life's myst<;ry, and a few of the Ming works were.
almost equall~ fine. It was sad, however, to see in the Ch'ing
paintings tht! unmistakable hardening, stereotyping, and loss of
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philosophical insi!Jht which set in at that time. Artistically, there
is no doubt that the really creative phase of Chinese civilization
Wtme to an end centuries ago, though. by wayeof compensation.
much "development took place thereafter in certain "uncreative"
aspects, notably histortcal and textual criticism, philology. a~d
other fields of humanistic scholarship.
Two days before, I had attended a preview of an exhibition nf
Peking handicrafts (cloissone, brass worli, Peking glass. rugs, embroideries, etc.), held in one of Peking's national museums. A
tea accompanied by endless speeches left only little time to examine the display itself in the gathering twilight. What we saw.
however, was another commentary on the Peking of today. The
objects were few in number and disappointing in quality; many
of the best were not contemporary products at all but loans from
• private individuals who had acquired them years ago. A theme
constantly reiterated in the speeches was that Peking's handicrafts have declined sadly during the past decade or so; that the
causes are lack of good materials, high labor costs, loss of markets,
and other factors connected witlf war and economic instability;
and that every effort must be made to preserve and revive these
handicrafts for which Peking is famous.
All true, no doubt. Yet the most important factor. I still maintain, is that internal artistic decay which I have already previously observed. This is particularly apparent in the rugs, embroideries, and other articles commonly bought by foreigners, in
which the breakdown of the old standards has been accompanieq
by infiltration of non-Chinese motifs of Western origin. Other
articles more· uniq61ely Chinese in function, such as the carved
bamboo armrests used for writing calligraphy, avoid the alren
motifs an.d theref<Jre retain the old standards more su,cessfully.
Even in these, however, the resdts are imitative rather than creative. On~~he spiritual essence of an art has been lost, it is hopeless to look for any genuine artistic "revival.'' regardless of how
much financial or•material aid may be forthcoming .

•

Riding the bus to see the paintings at Tsinghua, I happened
to share a seat with the museum director who hat!. wranged the
handicraft exhibit. He is a dynamic, outspoken Chinese only re-
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cently returned from a long term of museum sj!rvi,ce in Am~rica,
and as we bumped along, he poured out the story of the troubles
he has encounter~ since coming back to China. One of the fore•
most, of course, has been financial. For the operation of his museum he has received, aside from salaries, <mly a f_ew million fa pi
dollars per month (about US$2.00 at current exchange rates).
Money for his handicraft exhibit had to be raised in driblets of
GY$10 or so from a bank and a few other sponsoring institutions, so that ~e himself had to contribute from his own pocket.
He was forced to write ironclad guarantees for the safe return of
all objects before many of the handicraft producers could be induced to loan a few of their wares. Even then, as I have remarked, many of the best objects came from private collectors.
Worse than the financial difficulties have been the indifference
and passive opposition he encountered every time he tried to •
make any innovation. On assuming his post, he was confronted
by a group of employees, ·many of whom were not even graduates of middle schools (equivalent of the American high school).
For years they had apparently kit that the only thing needed tb
earn their salaries was to appear at the museum during hours and
there read their papers, chat, or simply do nothing. These salaries, he pointed out, are not too bad as things go today in China.
Any request for action on his part would be met by assent, but
on returning next day he would find that nothing had been
done. Finally he was forced to make several dismissals-always a
dangerous step in China, but one he took successfully by pen;ioning some of the dismissed men, partially out of his own
pocket. In t~eir place he introduced a you11ger anll better-educated group, including one of his own museum-trained students. Among these men, one can double as a t:arpenter and thus
•
•
make some badly needed repairs; another knows how to make
rubbings of the objects on display. In this way somet.hing is beginning to be done!.
With some bitterness, my friend also recoul!ted his experience
as adviser to another of Peking's museums. Taking .his duties
~eriously, he started by trying to make a complete inventory of
the contents, ~or which purpose he asked to be shown the objects
in storage. 1-his request met with a blank refusal. No persOil) he
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was informed, except the director himself, could have access to
objects not o~ p~blic display. On complaining about this treatment, he was told cynically: "Don't be a da~n fool. You have
l>een ~way from China so long you have become just like a foreigner who only wanti to stir up trouble. Don't you know tliat
when they made you adviser they didn't really expect you to do
anything but only wanted to use your name?" My friend compared this incident with his experience as a visitor to the Fogg
Museum at Harvard, where, upon request, he was handed the
keys to the storage room and allowed to enter it fTeely for an entire week without any supervision. He is now trying to instill in
his students a similar concept of the museum as an organ of public welfare rather than a preserve of private interest .

•
Inflation Again
By now there can be no doubt of the collapse of the new currency, despite deceptive statemelli:s from Finance Minister Wong
Yun-wu, at present in America, that the gold yuan has been a
brilliant success. We thought prices astronomical a couple of
weeks ago; in comparison with today's they seem reasonable.
Prices of most everyday products have tripled, quadrupled, or
even quintupled since mid-September, and most of this rise has
taken place in the last ten days. Despite this phenomenon, the
government clings to its artificial exchange rate of US$1:GY$4.
After personally seeing what has happened, it is fantastic to
read yesterdtty's interview with Chiang Kai-shek in the government's English-language paper, Peiping Chronicle. "Press oreports of recent price increases and rush purchases were 'greatly
exaggerat'M,'" he is quoted as having said, "and did not give a
true pictur~ of conditions. He said that during his personal inspection ot Peiping, Tientsin and Mukden, ehe saw nothing to
support these allqgations." The rest of the interview runs in
similar vein, blaming the people in general and intellectuals in
particular• for allowing themselves to be "bewitched" by Communist propaganda, and frowning upon the "overcritical attitude" of legislators and Control Yuan members t;l¢.ird the gov-
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ernment. In place of this, Chiang urges "a cpop~rative stand to
assist the government in achieving unity of purpose and action."
The same meptality characterizes a new flock of wall sloga~s
that have appeared since Chiang's Peking visit: "Purge away
the bandit plots," "Unite the city to exterminate the bandits,"
and the like, By appeals such as these the government hopes to
put down a revolution.

October 16 ( S a t u r d a y)
The World beyond Our Walls
Yesterday, from an American engineer who has traveled widely
as an adviser to the National government, I received some scraps
of information about what is happening outside our city:
Mukden: Conditions were tarrible when he was there recently.
Hal~ a million people have left, either for Communist areas or
as refugees to North China. Industrial production is down to almost nothing. A primary fa~tor is lack of food,_c~used by the
siege. Rationedfoo<I' lasts a worker only ten days out of every
month. Many people are forced to live on the large Manchurian
soybean cakes, ordinarily used only for cattle and fertilizer.
These, probably because of vitamin deficiency, eventually pro·duce night blindness among adults and permanent blindness
among children-in some cases even actual <lisinteg"ration of the
e)ICballs. Lack of food results in lowered coal output, which cuts
electric rower, which in turn leads to flooding of coal mines.
ProductiOn appears to be coming to a complete standstill. This
coming winter there will surely be starvation. ~nditions in
•
Changchun are, ifoanything, worse.
Tsinan: Y~sterday this engineer talked to•a mill owner outside Peking, who in turn had seen a man just arrived from
Tsinan. This man reports that, following Communist occupation, ·schools there reopened October 6, food was shipped into
the city, an<1 no one was arrested save a few top officials. The man

..
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himself was readily allowed to go to Peking when he asked permission to see his family. At the same time he was assured by the
Gommunists that he would be free to retmm whenever he
wished: My engineer informant compared this treatment of educational institutions wfth the depressing conditions here at the
Temple of Heaven, where the refugee students receive two meals
of corn bread a day, and recently, because of price rises, even had
this meager ration suspended for two days.

October 27 ( W e d n e s d a y )

•

A Meeting with the Madissima

Two days ago Galia found our landlady in a state of considerable
exhilaration, having just returned from a luncheon given by
Mme. Chiang Kai-shek at her Pekl'ng residence. Only six or seven
other public-spirited Chinese ladies were invited to the meeting,
the purpose of which was to organize a drive for relief funds.
Mme. Chiang, according to our landlady, spoke very frankly and
was as charming as usual. She said she was fully aware of the
economic situation in North China. (One wonders why. in that
case, she has been unable to convey this information to her husband.) What particularly impressed our landlady was her simplic·.
ity of living. The Chinese meal consisted of only four courses,
•
and when these appeared the madame remarked that ordinarily
her husband and herself would make that number do for two
meals. A ljttle later she stressed the need for economy i~present
day China and, by way of illustration, told her amah (maid) to
bring fortll• her dressing gown, once lovely, but now b:tdly
patched. This, she remarked, she had been w;aring for ten years
past, despite her amah's urging to throw it away .

•

• ••
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War and Food
Within the last two or three days the government has had a great
victory (duly_ celebrated in the headlines of the Peiping Chronicle) in the recapture of Yingkow; it has-also (and for this one
has to dig deeply into the Reuter dispatch following Central
News under these same headlines) lost Kaifeng, Chengchow, and
Paotow. The loss of Chinhsien and Changchun (the latter not
yet officially apmitted) occurred some time ago. Fighting around
Taiyuan apparently grows in intensity. A special ship is said to
be coming to Tientsin within a month to evacuate the heavy
baggage of Americans-and, if need be, Americans themselves.
The local packing firms are flooded with orders.
Economically,
for unexplained reasons, there has been a tern.
porary easing of the situation. Perhaps Chiang's visit? At any
rate, a 44-pound bag of flour, costing ~Y$nw a couple of weeks
ago, has now dropped to half that price. But the economic
pinch is still severe, especially for the salaried class. ·when I saw
Martin at Tsinghua _three day~ ago, he said he had been spending much time in town in a vain effort to raise money for needy
Chinese colleagues. E_ighty-seven professors of Peita University*
have issued a manifesto demanding a doubling _oJ ~~2!1-d
\ threatening a tliTee-craystrike if it is not forthcoming. They have
~en j?ined-by_Erofessors at Tsinghua, the Normal College, and
other institutions .

.

•
/

•

/I)isillusionment -·

While WJ"iting these pages and thinking bac1 over ~y impressions since arriving here, I am Struck by the critical spirit with
which I now view_China,_.@w dif[er_ent_it all is fron!-,he days in
Peking fifteen ye~rs ago, when with youthful enthusiasm I
steeped myself in Chinese philosophy, joyfully witnessed the picturesque festivals which then took place, regarded Chinese
schol~~ship as the fountainhead of all wisdom about China, and
• Peita is the. CJ>i•ese abbreviation for P\!king National Ufliversity, one of the two
or tliree most famous universities in China.
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looked upon tb.e Chinese themselves as the most well-balanced
and happy people in the world. I remember my doubt when an
~merican friend, also a student of things Cainese, explained
his attitude on a certain point by saying that he was, after all, a
Westerner and on the whole preferred having been born as sucb
rather than as a Chinese. At the time I regarded this as chauvin·
ism, but today I think I appreciate what he meant. For Western
civilization, despite all its harshness and its stress on personal advancement, and despite the two wars with which it.has laid waste
the world within the space of thirty years, still offers, it seems to
me, the greatest hope for improvement because of the place
laboriously won in it for individual expression outside of prevailing orthodoxies. In other words, the very element of struggle
which has loomed so darkly in our Western world, destructive
• though it often is, is what has given it its possibility for evolution
and ultimate advancement. •
In China, on the contrary, this element has been largely lacking. Chinese society has been based on the ideal of a static "harmony," insured by the rigid suoordination of one social group
to another-a society in which individual differences are discouraged and the interests of family or friends are commonly
emphasized at the expense of general public welfare. In China
there has been little social consciousness and no proletarian phi·
losophy of the sort that, despite suppressive efforts, has forced
its way to the surface in the West during the last few centuries.
What "social consciousness" does exist in China is usually of the
benevolently paternalistic type, operating from superior to in~
ferior, symb~lized ,JJy Madame Chianq:'s philanthropic activities. In reading Chinese philosophy, one is struck by its cl~s
basis. Even in tht! highest moral flights of the most eminent
•
•
thinkers, unconscious prejudices and assumptions of the social
status quo .~e almost always apparent. There is no Locke, Rousseau, or Marx in Chinese thought. Such indi""-duals were impossible in a society, the orthodox ideology of which was Confucianism, and. which Taoism and Buddhism, though opposed to
• With the growing East-West tension and the prospect of a new hydroge~. bomb.
it has become harder, since returning to America, to remain as !jptipliSiic as when
these words were written.
•

!7
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Confucianism on many points, did little to alter, owing to the
retreat of the one into nature, and the search of the other for a
salvation outside.our existing world.
In ancient China the man who most nearly broke through th~
social straitjacket seems to have been Mo Tzu, the non-Confucian
philosopher of the fifth centu!y n.c:-w!i_o_,P!~<!_«:hed-..-ilniVersal
love::" and OP.f>Osed aggressive warfare. It)s_alsQ he who today
seems the most "Western" and least "Chjnese" of Chinese thinkers.
He commands respect despite the humorless puritanism, asceticism, and matter-of-factness which caused him to be discarded.
In later Confucian China, perhaps the nearest approach is the
idealist philosopher Wang Sh()u-jer.t{Lt7U5~_!_whose unorthodox attitude to life is reflected in his own remarkably successful
/(official career. Yet even l!e never r~_hed_tpe J?_O_i~lt of. questioning the basic assumetions on~ which_ Coi!_fuci<!_I!__SOciety was •;7
f~d.
-- ----~---All these impressions, of which I began to be clearly conscious
during my years of wartime work, are confirmed by the little incidents I observe in Peking to~y: the starv!!!g ma_n2!Jol!!_GJtlia
saw 1~ untended on the street;l.he experiences of my museum
fr"leild in organizing Chinese museums; the indictment I have
heard several times of students and intellectuals generally for
their failure to make contact with other social· classes and hence
be spokesmen for other than their own small group. (When I
mentioned this latter criticism the other night.to a very intelligent university student, he admitted its validity. At the same
time he quite justly pointed out that China's industrial backwardness makes it difficult for students to have much contact
•
with labot groups, and that, being mostly concentrated
in a few
large cities, their contacts with the peasan'ry are necessarily
~~~

.

The latest incident of this kind is that of our e1ceptionally
gifted COOk, WhO Ullexpectedly left US a few days ago, on the eve
of an important lunch we were giving for sever.al Chinese friends.
He had been given a few days leave to settle some family affair
and had left a substitute in his place. When the allotted time
passe<:J:-.and he failed to reappear, we sent our pedicab man to
summon hiftl. •It was then that our cook told us that he had no
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intention of coming back. His reasons were dissatisfaction with
present wages in view of rising prices and the fact that he had
found a job elsewhere.
• W~n we upbraided him for his lack of franlness and reliability, he replied that it would have been pu hao k'an (bad form)
to express open dissat!sfaction about his wages, that he actually
did have private business to attend to when he departed, and
that anyway he had left a reliable substitute in his place. (Previously he had told us that this man was inferior to himself in
cooking Chinese food.) No amount of argument could convince
him that his leaving us unexpectedly in this way was much more
pu hao k'an-for him toward us and for us toward our coming
guests-and that it would have been better for him to have told
us frankly of his difficulties. We are very sorry to lose him as the
• result of this difference between Chinese and Western ideas of
"face."
That China needs to escape from her age-old framework, and
that this can be achieved only through the impact of intellectual
forces originally alien to her traditional civilization, has long been
•
evident. Today the Chinese Communists seem the only group
likely to supply these forces. Regardless of their own ultimate
fate, it is hard to believe that if' and when they leave, China can
ever revert to what she was before their coming.

•
October 30 ( S a t u r d a y )

•

•

A Talk witjt Peita Students.

•

•

Last night I discussed American politics with a group of about
ten Peita•students. The room-one of Peit;(s reception hallswas magnificent ~Chinese style, newly painted), but large, cold,
and cheerless (the weather these days is becoming rather wintry).
I arrived•with a half-hour's delay caused by trouble with my bicycle. Nevertheless the students were attent!ve and appare;uly interested, and their reactions to America were ins~Uf:tive.
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The topics we spent mosuim_e on were: (t) The Negro problem. (2) The concept of states' rights, especially in the South.
(3) The status of the American Indian (an outgrowth of the Negro discussion). <1.) The role in politics of American and Chine~
s~udents respectively. (5) The relative intellectual maturity of
American and European labor. (6) Henry Wallace's attitude toward China. (7) American policy toward China in the event of
a Republican victory. (8) The role of the various departments
of the government (State, Defense, etc.) in determining American foreign policy. (g) Why didn't Americans such as myself in
China tell the American government what its policy in China
ought to be? (10) The difference in attitude. between Chinese
and Americans toward Chinese ~ommunism (that of the Chinese: it is an internal problem we must settle ourselves; that of
Americans: it is simply part of the world-wide struggle between •
democracy and communism and must be treated as such). (II)
Is America ·a democracy?
The responses of the students illustrate the truths and halftruths they have about America, the dangerous oversimplifications with which they approach the complexities of American
thought and life, and the difficulties that any American educational program among them has to face. (It is obvious to me that
a program conducted along official lines, like that of the U. S. Information Service, can have little effect upon students such as
these; much more could be done through small informal discussions conducted by open-minded Americans with whom the
~tudents could speak frankly.)
Judging from the discussion, their two obsessio11s would appear to be that America is ridden with nt:ial prejudice (the
status ·of Negroes a:n:d other minority groups), and that it is controlled bf a small and viciousoligarchy ofcapitalists. •
Toward the end, one of the students asked_me whether or not
I regarded America as the most undemocratic cotfntry in the
world today. My :nswer was that politically it is more democratic than most (free elections, free speech: no concentration
camps); that socially it is also democratic (the slavish. subservience, in certain European countries, of the "lower classes" toward
their ~upe1;.io{s," as observed by me in I938, contrasting with
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the free and easy behavior of the average American); but that
economically its thinking has in some ways failed to keep pace
with what is happening in other parts of the ~orld.
• One of the tragedies of our time is that a nation whic~ today
holds so much politic\1 and economic power fails to realize tb.e
inexorable forces that are working to shape the world in ways
which, though often different from the traditional American
"way of life," cannot be permanently stopped, simply because the
economic conditions of most modern countries make some form
of government planning the only alternative to complete chaos.
In my discussion I tried as much as possible to explain the historical background from which the American ethos has sprung,
and, without blinking at the unpleasant sides of the American
scene, to point to ways in which evolution and improvement
• have been taking place (Supreme Court decisions on Negro
rights, etc.). Through what I said I hope I at least convinced
some of the students that the true picture of America is a good
deal more complex and less one-sided than they had supposed .

•

Nov~mber ·1948 ·
November I ( M o n d a y)
Governmental Criticism from the Ta Kung Pao
Yesterday's Ta Kung Pao• contains an editorial, "The Government Ought To Realize Its Responsibility," which is more bit- •
terly critical than anything I have yet seen outside of such
intellectual periodicals as the Observer (Kuan Ch'a) and China
Reconstruction (Chung Chien). It paints a merciless eicture of
the effects of currency reform t~date: The rich remain as pow• er£ul as llefore. The middlearullowerbourgeois'ie, having turned
'in their silver and foreign currency, are stilrwaiting for the
, August 19 price ceilings then guaranteed them by the government. The ~eat masses of J>Oor are under_g_~i~~'!!!P.recedented
sufferings. In Shanghai, for example, many pedicab operators
refuse to take passengers, complaining that they are too hungry
to pull. The Chinese tem1 for "republic" literally means
"people's country." In present-day China, however, the "people"
have become divorced from the "country," ~d th~ latter has
beeR subsumed under the term "government," with its many
officials, decrees, and compulsions. When the "~rvice" ostensibly
being rendered by this government to its people results• in such
suffering and uncertainty, is it not time for it to r<",fognize its
real responsibility? •
•

•

• A Tientsin daily long known for its high journalistic standards. Before the
Communists took Tientsin, it was part of a chain of Chinese newspap;rs bearing
·
this name that were published in several major cities.
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The Day's N ea;s

•

It was an unpleasant surprise to learn yesterday that the new
monthly subscription to the Ta Kung Pao will cost GY$21 (US
$5.25), as compared with last month's rate of aqout GY$3 (US
$0.75). However, even this sum will seem well spent if it brings
us many more headlines like yesterday's, which reads (in Chinese):
GETTING FOOD TO EAT IS NOT EASY
BUT GOING TO THE TOILET IS ALSO DIFFICULT
The story that follows vividly describes the troubles of people
trying to buy everyday necessities in Shanghai. Barter is wide·
spread, and one must wait in line even to buy toilet paper, sales
of which are limited to ten sheets per customer.
Another potpourri of econmhic items from Kwangtung ar
Kweichow is headlined:
WHEN BUYING OIL TODAY, HOW DARE
ONE ASK THE PRICE? WHEN MONTHLY
WAGES ARE $2, HOW CAN ONE FOSTER
HONESTY?
This story describes how at a town near the Canton-Hong Ko1
Railroad, people no longer dare ask the price of peanut oil, sin
they know•full We!ll that no merchant will sell it at the Augl
19 price ceiling. All they can do is to hold out a dollar al\d
bottle, :nd ask tlle clerk to pour as much oil into th& bottle
the dollar will buy. In Kweichow, the story continues, cour
magistra1tii now receive less than $10 per month. How, it cc
eludes bitterly, is honesty to be expected •under such circu
stances?
•
Othe~ items from the same paper: Tientsin telegraph operators
go on hunger strike; employee$ of the Hopei Medical College in
Tientsin "request leave of absence"; during a 9ris£ stopover of
his plane in Tsingtao, Premier Wong Wen-ha~ listens to tales
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of people in distress; professors at Peita and other Peking universities resume classes, but middle and primary school teachers
continue their stake; a three-day strike of Yunnan University.
professors begins today; rice famine continues unabated atifankow, where teachers have appealed in vain.for help.
In other words, the economic distress is not restricted merely
to North China where the "Communist bandits" might be held
directly responsible. A primary fac;tor is the government's admission, made ar.ound mid-October, that the original note issue of
GY$2,ooo,ooo,~oo has already been increased to over GY$9,ooo,ooo,ooo. The resulting pressure on the August 19 price ceilings
has proved irresistible. Now, as of November 1, the government
has officially removed these ceilings and approved other measures
which mean the tacit abandonment of its promised A?gust 19
objectives.
•

~November 3 (Wednesday}
,

l.
f

The Exodus Begins
A circular we received from the American Consulate two days
ago urges Americans, in view of, the worsening military situation,
to "consider the d6sirability of evacuation at this time while normal transportation facilities are still available." Special shipping
may be provided if enough Americans signify their intention of
leaving.
•

•

•
November 4 ( T h 4tr s d a y)
The Exodus Grows

•

During the last twenty-four hours something approaching hysteria h<ls gripped large numbers of Americans, especially in places
like the Lar..gulge School, where every opportunity exists to ex-

1
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change rumors. Most of its students are apparently leaving, so that
it looks as if the school may soon close. Several missions boards
4have also ordered the complete evacuation sf personnel. The
American Consulate, on the other hand, is laying in large stocks
of food, and all but oRe of us fifteen Fulbright Fellows have decided to remain.
This morning our landlady, Mrs. Sung, proclaimed to Calia that
she had no intention of leaving, quoting the remark of a certain
Chinese doctor: "Whatever happens, I don't Waf!t to become a
refugee. If I have to die, I want to die in my own house." On the
other hand, the Chinese aviator who only two weeks ago brought
his family here from Nanking and rented the largest house in our
compound is now leaving. And well he might, for if anyone is
hated by the Communists, it is the Kuomintang fliers. The evacuation of his family is being made at government orders-a significant fact, because it indicates that the government no longer
expects to hold out here, whereas only two weeks ago it did.

November 6 ( S a t u r d a y )

A Coalition Government'!
This afternoon, from a Russian businessman from Tientsin and
an American Lutheran missionary. Calia garnered two rumors:
(1) The Cm'hmun~ts have offered a coalition government, to comprise approximately fifty per cent Communists, forty per @ent
Nationalists, and ~n per cent neutrals. (2) Five northern Kuomintang ge;erals, having just held a meeting here, have declared to
Nanking.tl;Jat they will not be responsible for the morale of their
troops if resistance is continued. They urg~ Nanking to offer a
coalition government to the Communists. The second story sounds
more pr~bable than the first, but the interesting thing is the
similarity between the two, despite their widely different origins.

.

,

I
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November 7 ( S tT n d a y )
Anniversary of the Bolshevik Revblution
The Bolshevik revolution took place thirty-one years-ago today,
and in the Soviet Consulate a reception was held this morning to
celebrate the occasion. A good part of Peking, Chinese and foreign, seemed to be present, irrespective of political coloration.
The great hall was packed with people, a-nd· the roar of conversation almost drowned out the strains of a band. Cocktails flowed
freely, and the piroshki were excellent. The consul and his wife
received near the door, the former resplendent in a blue diplo- •
matic uniform. Chief topic of conversation among the several
hundred guests seemed to be whether or not to leave Peking.
Most have apparently decided in the negative, and- several instructed us as to what we should do: begin laying in supplies now,
not only of foodstuffs, but also• of kerosene and water (for use
when the utilities go).

November 9 ( T u·as d a y)

•

.A Marxist View of China

•

•

'1

I have just finished reading an article by a .well-known Peita
/""-economist. on "The Meaning of the Chinese Renaissaace," appearing in the~ffo;ember 5 issue of rlTitna- -Tleconstruction.•
This
has
- -- intellectual and- sodal movemeli't,"die author !rpgues,
__ ....,....._
failed, despite a history of thirty years!. to realize its potentialities,
primarilf.6_ecause
bas_ rap-eo ro tal<:~- roift netessarr_ St~s:
'' f1) Rejectio!:_~Chmese tradit_!OnaT P.Tiil'oso~, w1in-its over~\ emplia~~9f_ming and un_g_er.e.rnphasis of environment as the two
actermining.fa~ttors in human condm:t. Tolstoy, who continued

.

J!

• A fortnightly lib~'!!,_magazine edited_l!y~gr.?~p_of"Peking~~s.
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living on his estate despite his social theories, is cited by the
author as support for his thesis that the outlook of the average
• capiralist or landlord is, in general, limiteJ by his economic
status. (2) Rejection ~£ the theoretical concept of liberty, whi{:h,
while adequate for economically and socially advanced countries
like England and the United States, becomes meaningless in the
case of a backward country like China, and, indeed, even acts as
a check upon the gaining of liberty in the true sense. (3) Acceptance of the Marxist materialistic conception of history, according
to which man's thinking is determined by his existence, and not
his existence by his thinking. America is cited as a prime example: "American capitalists act in order to protect their financial
interests and capitalist gains; only then are they ready to utter
• nice-sounding words [about democracy, etc.]." (4) Giving of
political and social leadership to the long oppressed peasantry and
proletariat.
Application of these principles. the author continues, will result··' in a new kind of society-a real heaven on earth, created as
if by God himself. Science and industry will flourish; men will
neecf to work only four hours a day; everyone will be freed from
superstition and fear. All activities will be based on the principle
of cooperation: studies will be pursued in common, as will recreation, agriculture, and industry. The joys or sorrows of a single
man will be those of ten thousand. Nor will this society need to
publicize itself, because neighboring people; will of themselves
all come to observe it; it will not need to export itself, because
neighboring peo~les will of themselves all feel obliged to study
and imitate it. So widespread will be its influence that per]laps
within fifty years.all countries on earth will transform themselves
into sin1ilar societies.
•
The naive thinking of this article is disappointing in a magazine whi~h• aspires to be The Nation of ChiQa. It lends substance
to a view I have ilready heard expressed, namelv that the presentday Chinese "liberal" can sometimes be as dogmatic and closed
in his tHinking as his scholarly forebears, even though his approach
is apt to be Marxist. while theirs was Confucian. Pa~ticularly
striking are the closing paragraphs, with their Mar«ist parody of
the Confucian utopias described in such classicJ as the Book of
~,,

.
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, . Rites. Even the Confucian d()_c_!:rine Qf·~acef~l_con9.uest through
\ virtue is not Iad<Tng; for just as,~ in ancient Chin~. the virtue of
~~u_p w~ ~so effic~u~hat all p~eople,.
the sage ruleiSYiil
·~ar at!g:-J!earJ.~y_qhmtari\y_submi.ttecl_ to themdo too; in modern
Cliiila~tlieiiifllleilce
new Marxist socie~~ wiinin half
~ry, an~without_aE-tspecifi~action on its o~~_I>art, cause all
countries of the world voluntarily to model themselves on its
pattern.

an_{

of the

November I0 ( We d n e s d a y)

Rice and Riots in Shanghai
We have thought inflation was bad in Peking. But under a large
headline: "Shanghai Market shaken by Fierce Billows," here is
what, according to yesterday's Th Kung Pao, happened in Shanghai on the eighth:
The price of rice rose from GY$300 per picul (133 lbs.) in the
morning, to $10oo by noon, $1400 by afternoon, and th'<lt evening
there were cases of persons buying at $1800. Other prices followed
suiL At the Navy Y.M.C.A., for example, an order of pork chops
rose successively ftom GY$7 at 11 A.M., to $12 at noon and $24
QY 2 P.M. Commodity prices as a whole had by November 8 risen
twenty times over what they had been on August '19, when the
gold yuan was introduced.
•
•
'!'he story goes on to describe eight cases of rice rioting and
pilferingJluring the same day. Typical is that ot a rice sh~p before
which several thousand prospective purchasers of ration rice were
already waiting when it opened its doors that morning. Suddenly
one man shouted: •·crab! Grab!" Everyone at once surged forward and began seizing what he could. The p~lice made twentynine arrests, but losses have not yet been calculated.
•
Why, one wonders, does anyone want to flee south under such
conditions? Yesterday Dr. Andrews told us a story which, after
~J
,
all, is perhapl more than just a story. It seems that a Peking

.
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Chinese recently decided it would be a good thing to move to
Shanghai. Just as he was about to leave, imagine his surprise at
.running into a Shanghai friend of his on th~ streets of Peking.
On ;sking his friend what he was doing here, the latter" replied
that, in view of the ec_~nomic difficulties in the south, he had decided it would be a good idea to move north. Having recovered
from their initial astonishment, the friends came to an agreement highly advantageous to both: the Peking man is to take
over his friend's house in Shanghai, and the Shanghai man is to
take over that of his friend in Peking!

•

November II (T h u r s day)

Refugee Students
It has grown quite cold the lastefew days, and a thin coat of ice
and snow still remains from an unexpected snowfall the day before yesterday. While basking in the warmth of our large stove
or lying snugly in bed at night, I have often wondered about those
unhappy refugee students whom we saw two months ago at the
Temple of Heaven. Yesterday we learned the answer. As Galia
was coming home in her pedicab, she saw truds containing hundreds of young men and women (:lrawing up before three adjoiqirig houses on Nei-wu Pu Chieh (Avenue of the Ministry of Internal Affarrs), which is only a few blocks from where we live.
These, she quickly discovered, are the former Temple of Hea\ren
refugees"and they•seemed happy indeed over their ne~quarters,
even though the houses do not look too large and have no heat.
Overcrow~ing, of course, will be intense, and sanitary conditions
no doubt terrible.
•

•

•
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November 12 ( ~ r i d a y)

The Avalanche

•

As I begin writil'g this evening, I still feel breathless from today's
events. Almost forgotten in the rush is the early '.10ming news
that the exchange for the American dollar has bet>n officially raised
from 4:1 to :10:1.
It was a solemn group of Fulbright Fellows that assembled in
the U.S. Information Service auditorium at 10:30 this morning
in response to the summons sent out the day before. Vice-Consul
M. silently distributed a notice stating that a chartered plane will.
be provided on November 15 for all Fulbrighters deciding to leave
here for Nanking, that we must give our decision by 3 P.M. today,
and that no further stipend payments can be guaranteea for those
who remain.
All this has left us very much-up in the air. At last report more
than half of the· fifteen or so Fulbrighters had e!ected to go.• We
ourselves, after some soul searching, have decided to stay and are
trying hard to convert what money we have either into American .
greenbacks or the old Chinese silver dollars. Meanwhile Galia is
going job hunting.
On returning ltome from the U .S.I.S. meeting, I noticed that
£he main gate of our large compound was ajar. Scarcely had I
entered our house when I noticed that three or fo'!r young fellows had wandered from the general compoufld into our private
codrtyard and were peering into our windows. On seeing me,
•
they slipped away without answering my shouted
dellltlnd as to
their business. Hearing a hubbub outside, I went to the outer compound and there found an avalanche of humanitf l"'uring in
through the front gate. It turned out to be those same student
refugees whom Galia had seen moving into th; Nei-wu Pu Chieh
houses the day before yesterday. From the main court they were
fanning out in all dh·ections, some invading our lanOlady's garden, others the fr6nt building recently vacated by the air pilot.
• Eight was th; ntber that eventually remained.

•
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Many carried piles of bedding and other belongings. All attempts
to argue with them fell on deaf ears. They had spent the last
• toup~ of nights in the open courtyards of the4Nei-wu Pu Chieh
houses; now they had found an empty building and most definitely
were going to occupy-it. It was an amorphous horde, with Ii.o
apparent le!ider with whom to talk. ·while I tried to stop some,
the others continued pouring in.
Our landl. iy, Mrs. Sung, who arrived at this juncture with no
previous inkliu;! of what had been happening, qllickly sized up
the situation ana ;n honeyed tones explained that though the
main building was at the moment unoccupied, rent had bee11 paid
on it for six months in advance and the belongings of its tenant
were still there. Her words were equally ineffective. As she talked,
• dozens of students stripped her trees bare of their hai-t'ang (crab
apples), which they began munching, while some ensconced themselves in the air pilot's chairs. Still others carried their belongings
to Mrs. Sung's pride of prides-the terrace of her great k'o-t'ing
at the rear of the garden, a museumlike hall filled with valuable
Chinese furniture acquired over-the years by her husband (now
in the United States). Her greatest fear was that the students
would despoil this hall.
It was useless to talk further. Some of the students (mostly
young fellows in their teens) seemed amenable to reason, but
others assumed a belligerent air. They were here, and here they
were going to stay. Mrs. Sung began phoning ~r various contacts
bpt at first could get no one, this being the anniversary of Su~
Yat-sen's death and therefore a holiday. Finally she reached a
friend of the air flilot, himself an aviator, who arrived shortly
afterward with three soldiers. They mounted guard at the entra,.ce
to Mrs .• Sung's p~ivate court, bayonets drawn and s:artridges
slipped into their rifles, and for a moment I was afraid there
might be t.reuble. After vainly arguing for some time, however, the
aviator withdrew in defeat, taking with him ~is soldiers. Later in
the afternoon three other pilots arrived, finally followed by Mrs.
Sung's pilot tenant himself (who had just flown in from Nanking).
He too, however, was unsuccessful and finally decided that the
only thing to do was to salvage what he could of his furniture by
moving it out as soon as possible. Very late in Jh; afternoon a

•
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fairly high police official put in an appearance, only to announce
solemnly to Mrs. Sung-in the hearing of many of the studentsthat under the cir~umstances he was powerless to remove theiD but •
w,ould be willing to act as a go-between.
These students, as a consequence, have• been left in complete
possession. They not only occupy the pilot's house but also the
smaller building behind, as well as Mrs. Sung's great hall, from
which they have helped her to remove the furniture. Coming
home in the late afternoon from an attempt to exchange money,
I found streams of students passing through the fron.t gate, bringing with tliem their daily fare of steamed corn bread (provided,
I learn, by the Bureau of Social Welfare). For a while after dinner
we heard a flute being played, but now all is quiet. We discovered not long ago, however, that a narrow passageway directly •
behind the rear window of our kitchen is being used as an openair ~oilet. Thus all the filth which shocKed us at the Temple of
Heaven is now being brought directly before our eyes. Fortunately the weather is cold, so that there are no flies to spread
•
disease.
By piecing together scraps of information, I have been able to
reconstruct thi events leading up to the present situation. These
students, all from Taiyuan middle schools, were evacuated months
ago by plane to Peking, where they were dumped in the Temple
of Heaven. After first enduring rains and then the recent cold
weather, they fina1ly decided they could stand no more and moved
.en masse into the T'ai Miao (ancestral temple of the former
Manchu emperors). Before long, however, they were ~jected at the
orders of Fu Tso-yi (Kuomintang command~ in North China),
• removed to the Tung Yiieh Miao, a large. Taoist temple outand
side the ~ast gate of the city.
•
Finding this too small, some of them then appealed to Fu Tsoyi and the municY>al government for additional qfutrters. The
reply they received was that the municipality itself was helpless
to do anything, since no house owner would• voluntarily accept
refugees like themselves. However, the municipal oothorities
woul4 agree to raise no obstacles if they, the refugees themselves,
would invade the city and commandeer whatever empty places
they might
available. This they acc6rdingly did, and the out·
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come was the move to Nei-wu Pu Chieh, where they found three
rather large houses, vacant save for their landlord and some furni• !ure (~traightway removed by its owners). Thes~ houses, however,
being still insufficient for the almost two thousand refuged, scoqt·
ing parties were then •sent about the neighborhood to lovk for
other possibilities. A group of seven or eight came here yesterday
afternoon, were carelessly admitted by our compound's not overly
intelligent gate keeper, and today's descent is the result.
All this, heaped on our other worries, made teday the most
depressing one since we have arrived in Peking, and gives an
unpleasant foretaste of what may happen if things really get out
of hand. Our young refugees, though cold and underfed, are at
the moment comparatively docile. But what may they become if
• there is complete breakdown of authority and their meager food
rations are interrupted?

•
November 13 (Satu rdoy)
Two Years behind the Iron Curtain?
Anether hectic day. though less nerve-racking than yesterday.
Yesterday we made our decision to stay. Today we are preparing to
meet the situation accordingly.
•
In the mo1ning I requested that a telegram be sent to Nanking
asking for as large llump-sum payment on my stipend as possible.
Peters of U.S.I.S. i~ doubtful that anything can be done. His vrew
is that CJtina may be isolated from the outside world fo• as much
as two years before diplomatic recognition may make a resumption of norfnal contacts possible. Hence the ~onsulate has been
accumulating a year's supply of foodstuffs from Tsingtao, for
which its member~ have individually contributed a considerable
•
sum.
I myself withdrew all except GY$20 from the bank this mprning
and spent the greater part of the day on the blackfket convertonducted in
ing it into solid currency. The major transactio
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the rear, windowless room of a small tailor shop-was at the rate
of 29:1. Yesterday I could have had it at 22. My tremendous pile
of fresh gold yuanehas thus shrunk into a tiny folder of well-wor~
greenbacks. Prices have jumped proportionately.
•
•

.

•

November 14 ( S u n d a y)

Glimpses behind the Iron Curtain ( [..,

t· lf

)

This afternoon, at a tea given by Forke to ldok at ljis many 1interesting Han rubbings, I m~number_of,Phing'uinologically- •
minded Catholic fathers~~fore looking at the rubbings, the
c_onv~~ation ineyi~~l! ~n<!<fto jX>litic~ and I heard ~ing
f,- of life behii_!.d th<; ir_~~m curtain. Only a week ago Father Eimer
received news about Harbin from an Austrian dentist recently
arrived from that city. Food thMe is abundant, he says, and life
goes smoothly, though it took the Communists a year to get the
city administration into good wor,king order. Most startling is the
claim that one can live adequately on US$5 per month! ~r
A_Hals also retailed reports of what he has heard fro~-~ht;_Ca_tholic
missionaries in '[sinan. They_!!_~ve_1Jt;ep I~!! ~!!molested and all lowed so far- to cooduct their school as usual. In fact they were
even-given -ric~ by the Communists when-theiatte~ fi--;:stCaJl!e
i;~ and persons who WlSh to leave the city have been allowed to do
so without trouble.
•
•

•

• Chinese Boy Cinderella
Our

•

••

Our pedicab boy, t!:hin, deserves a few words of praise in this
record for the way in which he serves us. He is~ rare example of
unspoiled simplicity and honesty combined with a nat~ve intelligence that might take him far did he have the benefit of a decent
education. His life, though he is only twenty-three, has not been
particularly eat. As the youngest in his family, he has been a

\
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true boy Cinderell<~, the object of constant abuse from his elder
brother, who operates a beauty parlor. In his early teens, before
~nishing primary school, he was apprenticed t8 a shoemaker, for
who~ he had to toil from six in the morning until late a.t night.
Small wonder that he JOmetimes nodded over his work, on which
occasions he would be beaten by his master. Once he wa~ punished so severely that he fled home and refused to return until
forced to do so by his elder brother. Finally he ran away to
Fengtai and succeeded in getting a job on the r~ilroad. It was
several months before the family saw him again, and since then
he has lived independently, eventually becoming a pedicab
operator.
Today he is not merely Galia's pedicab man but our houseboy
• as well. He shows remarkable talent for everything mechanical,
especially electricity, about which he has picked up considerab'knowledge. On his own initiative he installed a complex system
of electric bells, linking us with the kitchen, the front gate, and
our landlady's quarters. He also manufactured skeleton keys for
the broken lock to our gate, wire<i an electric lamp for his pedicab,
and is skilled as a repairer of pedicabs and bicycles. Around the
house he makes himself useful at all sorts of jobs. \Vhen sent on
errands he always gets us the best bargain possible without pocketing a commission for himself. Being the youngest son. he is the
sole support of his widowed mother and grandmother, for whom
his elder married brother does nothing. Yet ethis brother often
berates him for being no good, though recently. needing to install
s~me electrical equipment in his new beauty parlor, he called o~
Chin to do •the jo-.. Incidentally, Chin's most devoted admirer is
our Theo, who follows and "assists" him in his work and, I have
no dou~t. has lelrned more Chinese from him than from Mr.
•
Ma, his regular language teacher.
Mr. M~ W; another man for whom we have high regard. Though
getting on in years, he is alert, widely interes~d in many subjects,
and active both physically and intellectually. He rides a bicycle
which h.f prides himself on keeping in excellent repair with his
own hands-a rather unusual accomplishment for an elderlv
Chinese gentleman of the scholar class who, among other· things,
has written an unpublished history of the Chinesf shadow drama.

I
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n day)

fimergency Operation

•

It is fortunate that we did not try to take the Fulbright evacuation

plane, which finally left on the sixteenth, .a day later than originally schedul~d. It is also fortunate that Peking possesses such
a fine institution as _the famous Rockefeller-endowed Peiping
Union Medical College (P.U.M.C.), and such an excellent surgeon
as Dr. Loucks, who is attached to that institution. Otherwise there
is no doubt that Theo would no longer be living today. On
Sunday the fourteenth he began complaining of severe abdominal
pains, which during tl}e next twenty-four hours reached almost •
unbearable intensity. The doctor whom we summoned seemed
unable to diagnose it, so on the evening of the fifteenth we finally
appealed to Dr. Loucks. The result was that Theo was rushed
immediately to the hospital and 6lperated on late that night. What
was supposed to be appendicitis turned out to be a case of intus- ·
susception (rolling up of one intestine within the other). But
Theo is now well on the way to recovery and expected home within
two days.

•
•

Two Kinds of Racket

Although the new 20: 1 exchange rate was anaounc~d in all the
paJ1ers on the twelfth, we were told on the sixteenth that the
P. U.M.c .•was still being forced by the local br!nch of tht; Central
Bank to convert its American funds at the old 4: 1 rate. The
ostensible reason was that the bank had not yet recci:'{,ed official
confirmation from ~anking of the change in rate. Two days later
I heard this story repeated by Mr. James, a curi<tus old gentleman,
apparently an ex-missionary, whom I have seen wanderin~ around
the P.U.M.C. grounds-usually wearing a Chinese gown--:-where
he bolOs some sort of glorified janitorial position. According to
him, the Centrfl Bank even offered to help the P.U.M.C. out, if
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it were temporarily short of funds, with a loan at thirty per cent
interest! •
• The local authorities, it seems, are now end~avoring to arouse
Peking's residents from their lethargy concerning the Red menace.
Their aim, in the wonis of the Peiping Chronicle, i~ to ma.ke the
people realize that "the present war is not a civil war but a campaign to eliminate the enemy of democracy, peace, and freedom."
For this purpose they have organized a city defense training program into which they eventually hope to draw som~ 3oo,ooo ablebodied civilians between the ages of 18 and 45· \Vomen as well
as men, according to the same news story, are expected to do their
bit. Training under "specifically designated women disciplinarians" is to be given to a curious conglomeration of "245 actresses,
• 343 nuns, 193 usheresses, and 1,233 prostitutes." From our Chin
we learn that all gainfully employed persons will be graciously
permitted to undergo this training between 6 and 7 A.M. dailya time selected in the hope that it will least interfere with their
own work..

In addition, the authorities plftn to conscript a further 1o,ooo
men in Peking, aged 21 to 28, for actual military service in the
Communist Suppression Campaign. All the trappings of democracy are being invoked for this scheme. Each section of the city is
being asked to supply a certain quota, to be selected by drawing
the names of prospective conscript~ from an urn. At thi~ point,
however, the resemblance to democratic procedure cea~es. On the
ope hand, no exemption is apparently provided for draftees wit~
dependents; on the other, it is possible for any individual possessing the nec•essary wherewithal to "buy" another man in his place
and thus escape the drawing process entirely. The procedure t!oes
remain ';democrat'k," however, to the extent that the ~contribu
tions" thus demanded vary according to the economic status of
the donor., ln the case of our Chin, for example (who is strong and
twenty-three, and therefore eminently eligi~le, despite the fact
that he has a mother and grandmother to support), he was told
yesterda~ that a GY$6o contribution would be enough to keep his
name out of the fateful urn. Through hard bargaining, moreover,
• This situation continued until some days after the 21st. wheiJ.. this entry was

written.
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he succeeded in reducing this sum to $3o. In fact, he is even hopeful that further bargaining may bring it down to $20. Very reluctantly, therefore, ~e have advanced him this amount, devputl~
hopingit will achieve its purpose.
The. authorities are also approaching th~ general populace for
donations to "comfort" the families of those 1o,ooo men (presumably too poor to buy themselves out) who are actually conscripted.
Our landlady, for example, was asked for $500, which she succeeded
in reducing to.$50. According to yesterday's World Daily News
(Shih-chieh ]ih-pao), Dr. Hu Shih • was provoked by a similar request for $400 into writing a letter of protest to the mayor. No
doubt this letter was effective as far as Dr. Hu himself is concerned.
The question remains whether it will stop further demands from
being made upon the innumerable little people who lack Dr. Hu's •
influence.

Two Kinds of Inefficiency

•

The past few days have seen long lines of people waiting at the
banks to change their remaining fa pi dollars-officially slated to
be withdrawn from circulation today-into gold yuan notes. As
on some previous occasions, however, the authorities do not seem
to have anticipated what would happen when they promulgated
this measure. In th~ present case they forgot that a supp!y of small
change in the new currency (ten- and twenty-cent notes) would be
n~eded to replace the fa pi, which, since August 19, has been func:
tioning as a small change auxiliary to the gold~uan. ,.,he result,
according to the papers, is that many petty street vendors have been
forced to suspend business lately, owing to their i~ability t~ supply
change for•the single dollar bills which are the lowest denomination gener~lly available in the new currency. Yesterday~ ~uddenly
awakening, it seems, to the situation, the authorities extended the
deadline for the.fa pi conversion another fifteett days (by which
time inflation will probably have solved the difficulty).
• Chinese scholar famous as the founder of the Chinese literary renaissance thirty
years ago and as China's wartime ambassador to the United States. After the war,
until the CommtUJist occupation of Peking, he was president of Peking National
University.
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Aside from the crowded banks, one of the few places where
fa pi may still be conveniently disposed of is the post office. Here
•agai\} confusion reigns, however, owing to twoeor three successive
increases in postal rates during the past few weeks, while few if
any stamps corresponliing to the new rates have yet been print~d.
Because of these frequent changes, it is safer to go to the po;t office
oneself before putting stamps on any letter. Even then, considerable ingenuity is necessary to find out, first, what the new rates
(quoted in gold yuan) correspond to in fa pi (in which the stamps
are printed), and secondly, to be able to combine ·these stamps in
such a way as to approximate the amount required. By the time
this process is completed, one's letter has usually become so covered with stamps as to leave almost no place for the address .

•
Chairs and Daggers
Our students, though giving no peTSonal trouble, are bep;inninp;
to show signs of unruliness. Tw~nights ago our amah, whose room
is located beside the entrance to the outer compound. complained
that they kept her awake the whole night with their comings and
goings. The next day we heard loud banging in the garden behind
our house, and, on looking out, saw whole tables and chairs being
smashed to bits. The pieces were then hidden in various out-ofthe-way places, including the narrow pass•geway behind our
)citchen, formerly used as a toilet. (I ant glad to say that this particular use of it has been discontinued since l\frs. Sung's servant~
not the st~dent~ themselves-dug latrines in other parts of the
compound.) At the time we were puzzled by this seemingly _!ense·
less de&truction, 'but a story in yesterday's Ta Kung P_ao explains
the mystery.
It seems that the previous day the authorities made a city-wide
registration of all refugee students in the cotlrse of which they discovered and corffiscated, among other objects, several daggers and
a number of Buddhist images and sacred texts. (This confirms a
story in the Chronicle several weeks ago, according to which the
monks of the Lama Temple complained that many sacred objects
had been stolen by refugee ~tudents housed iJi that temple.) At
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the Tung Yiieh Miao, • where some of our Shansi students still
remain, the discovery of one such dagger led to a fracas in which
one official of the Eureau of Education was wounded and seven.
studen~arrested. Though the registration officials also visited our
stttdents' Nei-wu Pu Chieh headquarters, they neglected for some
reason ·to come here. Thus they failed to discover the tables and
chairs which the students had carried from Nei~wu Pu Chieh during the night, then destroyed and hid in our compound. Probably
these had been ?riginally looted from the Temple of Heaven.

November 28 (Sunday)
"Strategic Withdrawal"
Paoting, provincial capital of Hopei, has been lost. The military
spokesman's rationalization is amusing: After driving the enemy
more than 33 miles from the city, the National troops voluntarily
decided to evacuate it in order to spare its inhabitants hunger and
suffering, as well as to retain their own mobility. They plan to
remain close at hand, however, ready at any time to return to the
city when asked to do so by the inhabitants.
Over sixty per coot of the Americans in North China have left,
or are plannmg to: m the Pekin,g_ consular district, 355 gone and
4~scheduled to go, out of a totafof 674; in theTientsin ronsular
district, 55 gone out of an estimated total of 177 .Jvlost a,.e missionaries• Many Tientsin businessmen, however, seem prepared to wait
and see if they can do business with the Commubists;
•
Price_s_ h;ve iump~d ag!lin ~1lril,!gJ:he past week.
Nothing has yet been done for our student guests, P.qr is anything expected to be tlone in the immediate future. According to
today's Chronicle, the Bureau of Education is •'straining every·
effort to seek for big houses in the city to accommodate those student refugees who occupied empty houses without the per~ission
• "Temple. of the Eastern Peak"-large Taoist temple, not far outside of Peking's
main east city gat~. 1
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of the owners." This face-saving statement apparently means that
all plans for positive action have been dropped. Meanwhile more
-tllan. two thousand new student refugees ltave arrived from
. Paoting. They are to be housed in the Wo Fo Ssu and Pi Viin Ssu,
lovely Buddhist temples in the Western Hills.
,
'
A few days ago several of us Americans visited a group of Chinese
intellectuals, including the fairy godfather of the magazine China
Reconstruction-a thin, pale-faced young man from Shanghai who
speaks almost no English and whose Mandarin is spffused with an
atrocious Shanghai accent. Also present was a Peita economist
who is one of the magazine's chief contributors-a plump, round·
faced, genial man who speaks English slowly and incorrectly but
with fair ease. Most of the conversation turned to rather idle
• speculation and gave the impression that these intellectuals know
little more about the situation than do we foreigners. Toward the
end, however, as we sat in darkness after the electricity had gone
off-a frequent occurrence lately, usually lasting anywhere from
one to three hours after 5 P.M.-the question was raised what we
Americans would do when the «hange came. We replied that we
would like to stay, provided we could continue to receive funds,
would be unmolested in our work, and would have fair assurance
of being able to leave after one year's time. The economist replied
that it might be possible for him to sound out the proper quarters
as to their attitude, and that he would endeavor to have an answer
for us as soon as possible. None of us ventuted to ask how this
plight be done. •

•

•

•

•
November 30 (Tu esdoy)
•

•

.Refugees and Relics
•
Yesterqay, with Theo on the tear of my bicycle, I visited the Temple of Confucius and the Hall of Classics. Both places were swarming with refugees: Manchurian students in the one, civilian
• As a matter of fact, it never was done. At least we were neltr given an answer.

I
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families in the other. The total impression was not quite as devastating as that of the Temple of Heaven, however,. because, in the
first place, some attempt had been made to construct toilet facili-•
-ti'es, ami in the second, some families seemed to be engaged in gainful occupations, such as spinning. N€Wertheless, I found it
actually difficult to recognize these places, so changed were they' .
from the quiet, dignified spots I had once known. All the side
buildings, with their stone-tablet inscriptions of the thirteen
classics, are no~ occupied by families. Their lattice windows and
doors are pasted across with old newspapers or covered with rna~
donated by philanthropic organizations. In one corner of the Temple of Confucius lies a great heap· of half--smashed furniture,
cleared from its original buildings to make way for human habitation. The marvelous ·tiled archway near the entrance of the
Hall of Classics is plastered with posters, among them, ironically •
enough, U.S. Information Service pictures of New York skyscrapers. Perhaps U.S.I.S. placed U1em there in the hope of raising
refugee morale! Few people, aside from the refugees themselves,
come any more. The gatekeepei told me that he_ sells only ten
odd tickets a day.
·
This visit is another vivid symbol of the breakup of the old
China. As the gatekeeper commented, some of the relics within
these walls, including the magnificent cypresses, have been standing here ever Since the Mongol dynasty (thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries). And now in the twinkling of an eye, historically speaking, they are being blotted out. Though this has often happened
before in Chinese history, what saved the situation then was that
the destruction of one monument was usuallf follo~ed by the
buikling of another. In this way China's cultural continuity was
maintained. But today this no longer happerfs. What ~ow disappears wrn never be replaced.

•

•

•

December
December 4

1948

(Saturday)

A Soviet Meeting
• The day before yesterday we had a lengthy conversation with S.,
a well-known Soviet citizen. The conversation-heated but friendly
-inevitably turned to politics and broyght forth some rather frank
remarks on both sides. S. is scornful of the accomplishments of
Socialist Britain. The English are too slow, too gradual, he exclaimed. Moreover, Britain is rtbt really democratic because the
men who sit in Parliament are not truly representative of the
people as a whole. Even the members of the Labor government do
not really represent labor, because, while they may have been
union leaders once upon a time, they gave this up years ago to
become lawyers or politicians. For real democracy, one must go to
Eastern Europe. There all working groups •(laborers, farmers,
~bite-collar workers, etc.) are represented in the government <~&
cording to their actual ratio in the population as a whole. Further•
more, these dele~tes remain really representative of their own
class because, when not in session, they continue to do their ~rdi•
nary w•rk as laborers, farmers, etc. To our objectiop that the
people cannot be really and adequately represented by men who
merely aM:end one gala parliamentary meeting a year, S. made no
satisfactory answer. But here in a nutshell li:s one important difference between •w estern and Soviet concepts of democracy.
On R.ussia we spoke very openly. Granted, we said, that misrepresentation and mi.Econct?ptions about the U.S.S.R. exist in the
West, this could be mitigated to some extent by allolVing journalists and others free z :cess to all parts of that country and its popula-
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tion. To this- S. replied that: ( 1) In the prewar years much freedom
had been allowed, but the present campaign of vilification in the
Western press noWiinade this impossible. (2) Even so, freedom had•
been g.anted many people. Henry Wallace, for example~ was
altow~d to travel in parts of Siberia "whicli· had never been seen
by outsider_s before." (To which I rejoined that this proved precisely that such freedom was not customary.) (3) Secrecy was necessary as long as Russia remained industrially inferior to the United
States. All she wanted was a chance to be left alone to build up her
industries to the point where she could show them with pride to
the rest of the world. When electric refrigerators, for example,
would be found in private homes throughout the Soviet Union,
she would then be glad to have other people come and see. Even
at the end of the present Five Year Plan, in fact, he concluded, we
shall see that much of the present stringency will be relaxed.
•

Lull Before the Storm

•

The spectacular price rise of the early part of the week has begun
to subside, and the U.S. dollar, which reached 55 to 1, has gone
back to 45· Hence I am in no hurry to exchange my new remittance
from Nanking, which finally arrived yesterday. The exchange,
both of Chinese silver dollars and American greenbacks, is now
being done dpen~y throughout the city. A few days ago, for the
first time, I heard hawkers clinking silver dollars on the streets.
~hough food and other necessities are high, the general exodus
(Chinese as well as foreign) has left many luxury goads a drug on
. l
•
tht! market. The Chrome e, for example, reports that electric
refrigerators can be bought in Shanghai for.a quarter of their
original hlue, and that apartments formerly requiring thousands
of dollars in "key money" now go begging. Here in Peking, it
claims, one can bu,. a 1941 Ford for as little as GY$tot>o (slightly
over US$20 at present exchange). The coroll<lfy is that gasoline
has gone up to over GY$42 per gallon.
Despite the military quiescence immediately around the city,
the forced conscription of soldiers continues. Ma, poor man, suffered this \'\reek from a combination of a bad cold and financial
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difficulties. He is much worried lest his son be conscripted, and
we fiave loaned him $wo to buy an exemption. (The orginal sum
demanded was $400.) He is full of bitterness toward the pao chiefs
•in dmrge of conscription.• People who refuse to pay, he s,jlys, are
spirited away in the middle of the night to no one knows where.
• he knew who had been only recently
•
This ltappened to a man
married. Furthermore, Ma has been approached for "repair
money" to renovate the city wall for defense purposes. This is the
third such demand made of him since the summer.
The very day before Mr. Ma told us these troubles, General
Fu Tso-yi made a statement in the Chronicle promising strong action against a large number of abuses, notably corruption in the
recruiting of soldiers, and the illegal occupation by force of empty
houses!
• Our students, incidentally, still remain, though there are rumors
of corrective steps "within the next few days." Most of the Language School-largely depopulated as, the result of the American
exodus-has been voluntarily turned over by its director to some
four hundred refugee students from Paoting. Unlike ours, they
• attend classes, and are reare accompanied by their teachers,
portedly well disciplined. Probably he has done well to accept
them now, instead of leaving the buildings to a possibly much
worse fate later on.

December '2 ( S Wn day)

The Tide Draws Nearer

•

•

So quietly and gently that one is hardly aware of it, yet inexorably,

the "red title" draws nearer. Indeed, at the IDtiment it seems as if
it may reach PekiiJg sooner than Nanking and the South. Twice
• A pao is an ancient administrative unit, theoretically consisting of w chia, each of
which in tuill consists vf 10 households. It was revived by the Kuomintang, both in
the countryside and in the cities, as a means of maintaining close supervision over
the people and was often used as an instrument for "squeeze" and oppression by
unscrupulous local pao leaders.
'
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this week my subscrip.tioo--to theTa Kung Pao'>has failed to come
through from Tientsin, owing to cutting of the railroad. A day
or so ago a station t"\\'enty-five kilometers south of us on the Peking- •
Hankow line was destroyed in fighting, and though the "banaits"
were driven off, they are apparently in fir~ control of Liu-li~ho,
only a Iit~le farther south. T~ommunists also move st~adily
down the Peking-Jeholline, on which they ha-ve reacheda p_Qint
some twenty-five ..kilometers northeast of the city.: At Tn.agchow
(ten miles east of Peking), the papers report. l!OJiie thousaqti houses
aiia many fine~idttees have been razed around the city wall to
strip the terrain of all protective cover.
All this heightens speculation about the intention§ of General
Fu Tso-yi, Kuomintang fomm.ander here, Will he fight or not?
Some say he will, others that he has already made a deal. My own
hunch is that he has been negotiating, but unsuccessfully so far, •
and will skip out at the last minute, perhaps to join Ma Hung·
·
kuei in the Northwest.
Within the city condi_tions remain quiet, despite (or because
of?) increasingly strict police ~asures against ail p_ossible subversive elements. Visitors from Tsinghua today reported that a
close examination is being made of all persons entering the city
gates. They themselves were forced to dismount fromtheTShlghua
~d then~ex:.eJrjsk_ed_from_Eead to foot ~y_plain-clothes men.
As of this writing, we in Peking are forbidden to listen to enemy
broadcasts, to asseJOble large groups in our home, to open our
doors to unknown persons at night, or to do any other of a total
;f some thirteen items. We are also warned to be prepared for
indefinite suspension of electricity and water. •
•
Whatever else may be lacking here these days, there is certainly
no absenc~ of activity. Aside from military rftovementsJ this is
largely caused by two crosscurrents: Peking residents desperately
trying to flee southward, and refugees from outer area~ flooding
into the city. House-moving is a common sight on the streets, and
a couple of evenings ago I saw a line of (:arts 'Proceeding down
Mor:ris()n Street, filled with civilians (obviouslf refugees, perhaps
from Tungcho~) perched high atop their piled-up betongings.
Economically, the result is curious and tragic. On the one hand,
the past week has been marked by the sh.arpest collapse yet of the
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gold yuan. Though the American dollar has risen to over 70 to 1,
the Chinese silver dollar has gone up even more sharply, so that
• yesterday it is said to have topped tht" Americafl dollar for the first
time. This remarkable phenomt"non apparently reflects th~ greater
Chinese confidence in times of change in the worth of thei.r tniditional silver currency. As one enters the Tung-tan open-air market,
it is lite¥ally difficult to push one's way through the crowds of exchangers who stand on the street clinking their silver dollars.
But side by side with the hectic buying and sprculation is the
sadder picture of those pinched by inflation or unemployment
who sell their belongings in order to keep alive. At the Tung-tan
market, for example, in addition to the usual merchants and the
new influx of silver exchangers, one now sees little knots of people, men, women, and children-apparently entire families-sell• ing clothing, furniture, and other personal belongings spread
before them on the ground. The market is also flooded with the
possessions of people fleeing south-among them some extraordinarily cheap bargains for anyone fortunate enough to have cash
during these difficult times.
•
Last Monday, the sixth, at 8 P.M .. we thought for a moment that
the great change was here when, within a few seconds of each
other, we heard two muffled but obviously powerful distant explosions. The second, indeed. was so strong that it forced our
southern entrance door to swing inward. Tht:n silence until 10
P.M., when two even louder explosions caused me to rush outside.
As I stood there, peering into the blackness of the night, a third
explosion, the st~ngest of all, not onlv blew open our door but
several of the windows as well. It was followed by an intens~red
glow w~ich lightell the entire southern sector of the skv.for several
seconds; then again all was still and dark. The next morning we
heard th<~t a gasoline t.ank and ammunition dump had successively
blown up at Nan Yuan, • whether through caft"lessness or sabotage
we do not know.-It is rumored there were some forty casualties.
At 11.A.M. today. while walking with Theo in the T'ai Miao.
I heard very clearly a new series of explosions, obviously gunfire
• Peking's southern airport. used primarily by the military. The city's western airport, Hsi Yuan, was used for civilian planes.

.•
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north of the city. The rumble went on_ almost continuously for
perhaps five minutes.
A disturbing n!cent development has been the large-scale re-.
lease ot prisoners from jail, reportedly to save food and heat: Seventy-seven were let out yesterday. Econ<tmic conditions being
what they are these days, it is said that some were reluctant to accept their new-found "freedom" and had to be ejected at bayonet
point. About eighty per cent, according to theTa Kung Pao, are
former collaborators under the Japanese; the rest mostly dope
addicts, plus a scattering of robbers. The collaborators include
men of ~onsiderable note: the Japanese-appointed puppet mayors of Tientsin, Tatung, and other cities; the puppet president
of Peiping Normal College; leaders of the Japanese-sponsored
Hsin Min Hui (New People's Party), and so on. One wonders
Iio-w tTiey will be received by the Communists.
•
Partially balancing this act, however, is the release in Tientsin
of a dozen of the students who were arrested there on August 19
and have been held ev~ since without trial. Other student release_s, both in Tientsin and P~king, are expected shortly. The
reason is rumored to be that, as the Communists draw ne<Jier,
the authorities are beginning to worry· about reprisals against
themselves.
Meanwhile the conscription racket continues. Today a big
celebration, replete with speeches and sound trucks, was held in
the Throne Halt of the Forbidden City: Its purpose was to
.honor the 8,ooo recruits (the original quota was Io,ooo) who,
unable to "hire" other men in their place, have been inducted
into the army. This c~remony has not stoppied tht! continuing
de~ands for "soldier hire" money from the rest of the population. Our Chin, though possessing a receipt.for the GY$20 he
has already paid, has been approached, together with the other·
young men in his section, for an additional donatiqp of three
bags of flour each• (over $7oo at present prices). This demand
they rejected, but they have now been dumfed for $IOo each,
which most of them have already paid, some by selling Jurniture
and other personal effects. Chin came to us today for a "loan" for
this amount, which we refused to give until he receives assurance
that this will end the matter.

.
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One hardly envies the men who are finally inducted as the result of all this hocus-pocus. According to one Chinese friend, Fu
.Tso-yi's soldiers receive the munificent wage of GY$6 per month
for fikhting for their country (about enough to buy two JY<!Cks of
the cheapest cigarette\ at present prices). This, however, is on1y
the theory. In actual fact deductions made for towels and other
articles supplied for their personal "comfort" bring this sum
down to about $2.50.

December 14 {Tuesday)

•

Has the Siege Begun?
Yesterday it seemed for a while that the end might be here. The
cannonade, beginning in the late forenoon, continued throughout the afternoon on a wide sector north and west of the city and
was obviously nearer than anyth.ing we have heard hitherto. As
the afternoon wore on, visibility became greatly reduced by a
raging dust storm, but the explosions continued with increasing
intensity until they were shaking our windowpanes. By the time
darkness fell (accompanied by a strict curfew after eight o'clock),
it seemed not unlikely that by next morning the city might be
in Communist hands. Toward midnight, however, the firing
gradually died down, and today all has been quiet save for a few
scattered reverberations in the early morning.
•
What cat.t!ied aU. this excitement, according to the papers, was
the appearance of about a thousand "bandits" around Tsin~-ho
(two or .three milt!s from Tsinghua University). Of course (according to these same reports) they were triumphantly driven off.
What mo\t disturbs us is that Fu Tso-yi perhaps really intends
to make a fight of it. A statement issued y~sterday designated
both Peking and ;r'ientsin as vital centers, to be defended at all
costs even though this may mean distress to their populations.
According to rumor, Fu has boasted that if Yen Hsi-shan has
been able to hold out all these months in Taiyuan, there is no
reason why he, Fu, cannot do the same here.
•

:
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The ominous tone of these statements is strengthened by what
I saw on a bicycle tour of the city this afternoon. Never _})as Peking been so full ~f soldiers. Fu is obviously packing them into.
the Clty, and outwardly, at least, intends to keep them het'e for
· some ~ime. The streets are filled with marfhing squadrons, roaring military trucks, and long lines of two-wheeled horse carts
packed with straw for the animals, and bedding and other equipment for the men. One poignant scene was that of two wounded
soldiers bein~ carried on stretchers down one of the largest
streets.
Ho_pi~_g_ to get C1 d!~tant view of th_e fi~ting, I made a triP. to
CoifHilr---the artmciaTiiill which staiids just north- of the impenafpalaces near die center of thecity=blit"iliscovered that -the
encfosureis filled with soldiers and no longer open to the public.
The same is true of the other parks and paia'ceenclOsl.ires: the •
Forbidden City, the T'ai Miao, and the Pei Hai, Chung Hai, and
Nan Hai. Only Central Park presented its normal appearance,
with a small band of skaters looking curiously incongruous in
the midst of all this military jCtivity as they glided over the
frozen moat which separates the park from the wall of the Forbidden City. Most disturbing of all was the sight of soldiers
stringing military telephone wires between their various en_campments. These spectacles create visions of a repetition of the hor_.
rible sieges endured by Changchun and ~ukden in the past and
Taiyuan today, with all the starvation and suffering that this
entails.

December 15 (Wednesday)

•

"Under Firt!"
•

The ancient city of Peking is ·now being shelled by CC!!fimunist
guns! So says a San Frane1scooroa~~~~picked U_E_her~-on short" wave tooif."Icanimag.,lne the ex;citement this is causing at ho~~
' • ~tually it is all nonsense:; Firing, most of it southwest of the city
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(Shih-ching-shan, Marco Polo Bridge, etc.), has been going on
the greater_ part of the day, and around supper time became
.quite intense-enough to rattle our windows-.while for the first
time• I hear the heavy booms clearly punctuated by the r<l$-tat-tat
of machine guns. But so far as I know, no shots whatever ha<ve
been directed into the•city itself. Moreover, I suspect that ninety
per cent of the firing is the work of the Nationalist soldiers, who
today are packing the city more than ever, and probably expend
their ammunition so recklessly in the hope of scaring their enemies and encouraging themselves. During the last several minutes (it is now eight P.M.) there has been almost no firing.
I write by oil lamp, our electricity having stopped at 10.30 this
morning. The water has also been off dut"ing most of the day,
though a thin trickle began a short time ago and we are hasten·
• ing to fill the bath tub. Probably there will be no regular electricity or water again for some time to come, but fortunately
there is a pump in our compound which should supply us. The
fact that much of Peking's population still depends on well
water makes a stoppage of running water less serious here than
•
in a more modern city.
Aside from the radio, I believe we are now completely isolated
from the outside world. Telephone communication no longer
exists with Tientsin. In fact it does not even extend as far as
Tsin.ghua and Yenching Universities, which, if not already in
Communist hands, may well have been engulf~d in the fighting.
The railroad to Tientsin is still cut.
•Worst of all is the fact that we are now cut off by air. Yester:
day's rumor.that t~e airfields were abandoned has proved correct,
and further rumor has it that Fu Tso-yi's troops destroyed-rhe
control tower of .tle former before retreating-rather senseless
in view ·of the fact that the Communists themselves t'ossess no
planes. But it is no more senseless than some other things being
done thes~ days, such as the reported mounwng of guns on the
city walls. One WQnders if Fu Tso-yi realizes that he is no longer
living in the Middle Ages, and that walled cities are useless as
protectimt unless bolstered by outlying defenses.
Despite the loss of the fields, today has seen much air activity.
Numerous small fighter planes, perhaps from Tiebtsin, have
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swept at high speed over the city and onward to the north and
west, probably for reconnaissance. And both yesterday and today
a large civilian pla11e circled for many minutes very low over the
city itself. It wanted to land on the run_g-tan glacis,. but• was •
w<rrned not to do so because of the softness of the ground. The
authorities, however, plan to convert the• glacis into an emergency airfield.

December 16 (Th'ursday)

A Glimpse of Tsinan under

th~ Communists

\(:. •

~:'!,';

Peculiarly appropriate for these troubled days is a Chinese
article, "Tsinan Since Its Loss," contributed to the December 5
issue of China Reconstruction by an anonymous Tsinan middle8choof teacherrecfil1tl,x arrived.in Tient~in: After fighting had
stopped, the writer narrates, the first act of the Communists was
to distribute rice to all volunteers who would clear dead bodies
from the streets and_stack up the abandoned rifles. Discipline in
the {Commu~i~~)~ig~t~_B.oute ~r~y ~~s!;i~t. Personafi~rop- ·>t
erty that had been stolen by Nationalist soldiers from the Amer-'
iZan dean of C!~~'loo U!_liversity "Wa~ pr~mptly returnedtoliim
f ~yth~ Comiii_unists. "Du~i!lg _my thirty y~ars in -Chinai~have
f\~r-~~~~ch tr_O()pS ~s the~e," he is reported_ to -have said:- •
Communist field troops were evacuated soo~ after-thefighting
was-over, but during the interval between their departure and
the arrival of military police, there was a wafe of looting. Two
•
•
of three people had to be executed in order to restore order.
Soon afterw~rd the writer remarked sarcastically to a CRmmunist ·
offi'cer, "Others say•you are the destiny of the poor. Why, then,
don't you let these poor people loot? Out i~ the countryside
• A broad, op,en field surrounding three sideS of the Legation Quarte-After the
s~gc:_ o_! the legati;;;;;~uring_the_~xc;~ '!Eris!!lg oTlgoo, 'ihe~hinese -houses surrounding the legations, from which many attacks had been launched, were razed to
tpej:Oiirid-aftlie "demaii<fof th:__f~~gn y~~~-

- - - -- - - - -
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don't you work at stirring up conflict?" To this the officer replied, "In the country it is necessary to destroy feudalism in
• order to increase production, but to do this it! the cities it is necessaf-y to protect industry and commerce. Looting is no ~olution
to the problem of POi'erty. The impoverishment which hils been
created over many years by the ruling class can only be solved
through systematized productivity. It is not something that can
be solved in 3: single morning."
After occupation, the article continues, the Corp.munists maintained strict discipline over their men and ordered any cases of
oppression to b«; promptly reported. Two Communist soldiers,
in fact, were executed as a result of such reports. Some of these
Communists had never seen a large city before; they did not even
know how to turn off the electric lights or what a camera was for.
The schools were rapidly reopened. Within half a month virtually all public schools had resumed classes, and not a single
middle-school head, to the writer's knowledge, was removed.
Private schools opened somewhat more slowly. All educated
elements were urged to stay wit~ the Communists, but those who
wished to leave the city were allowed to do so. The troops of
General "\Vu Hua-wen, whose defection to the Communists had
paved the way for the city's loss, were converted into the "Thirtyfifth People's Liberation Army," and General Wu himself was
retained as their commander, despite his record under the
Japanese as a puppet general who had foug~ the Communists.

Somt Ext¥me Measures

"

Intermittent firin~ has gone on throughout the day, though less
•
•
intense than yesterday. Last night I was awakened two or three
times by.sudden bursts, so strong they seemed to come from
within the city itself. Today's triumpha~t headline in the
Chronicle is: "&ed Bands Driven Off from Peiping Suburbs,"
and the text below recounts the usual story of Communist
"heavylosses" and "fierce Government counterattacks." The
grapevine has it, however, that they now control both of the
nearby towns, Fengtai and Tungchow.
•

7~
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A toor of the city reveals military activity everywhere: a long
file of soldiers marching south on Nan Ch'ih Tzu, bending under
heavy guns, 'beddiQg, flour bags, and other supplies, and many o~ •
them, <Jespite the cold, sweaty as if they had been marching a
logg way; an equally endless line of empty military trucks roaring notth from the South City through- the• Ch'ien Men (gate); a
big Red Cross van on Morrison Street; half a dozen tanks on
Hatamen Street; and so it goes everywh~re.
Most frenzied of _all is the scene at the Tu11~-!an glacis, now
dotted with several thousand men hard at work converting it
i~to an emergency airfield. Bands of workers are digging out its
flanking trees by the roots, snipping off the neighboring telephone lines, and hacking down telephone poles. The streets
skirting the glacis are covered with a maze of fallen wires and
branches, and the large avenue immediately to the north has
been closed to traffic, creating tremendous congestion in the
hutungs still farther north. If a defense of Peking was really
seriously considered, why was not all this done weeks ago?
However, we are not quite so cut off from the outside world
as I thought yesterday. A few• phone calls are still coming
through from Tientsin, though not, for some reason, going the
other way. AU railroads are cut, and the western airfield,· as I
thought, is no longer available, but the southern field, contrary
to yesterday's rumors, continues in limited use, with four planes
expected to arrive today .
• activity on the streets, quite a number of
In contrast to the
shops are closed, reportedly on police orders. The military have
published six offensespunishable by hnmediat$ exectition; they
inclt¥fe looting, rumor spreading, harboring subversive elements,
and raping. The street cars are no longer rum.1ing, and electricity, thougl! it came on late last night, is off again today ..Water,
however, has been flowing sporadioally and at the m.oment is
good.
•
·
The closing of the city gates is causing a rapid rise in food
prices. Today's Chronicle reports that "to prevent lawless elements from infiltrating into the city," all refugees ar~ being
detained at the gates, where they are crowded into temples and
the "half-tumbled-down Japanese factories and buildings." It
G
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adds that owing to military operations, "the relief of these refugees has been impeded." One can imagine the pandemonium and
misery that prevails on the outer side of th~ walls, only a mile
or two from us.

December

18 ( S a t u r d a y )

All Quiet

•

Yesterday iiring was at a minimum, and last night, for the first
time iri several days, there was complete silence. The day before,
fighting had raged around the Wan Shou Ssu ("Temple of Ten
Thousand Years of Longevity"), only a couple of miles outside
the west wall. The Communists apparently control the region
beyond, including Tsinghua and Yenching Universities, with
. which there is no com~unication.
In the city, too, things are q.uiet. The work of converting the
glacis into an airfield continues, and this morning the first plane
succeeded in landing. The press reports that another much
larger field is being prepared in the Temple of Heaven enclosure. One wonders how many of the irreplaceable, centuries-old
cypresses are to be sacrificed for this purpose.
Meanwhile, the southern field outside t~ city continues in
use. No less than nine planes arrived there the day before yester•day. That afternoon, however, just after two had landed, the
Communfsts sr:-.ted shelling. The result, an eyewitness reports,
was pandemonium. Many important personages were on th~ field
at the.time, reacfy to be evacuated. Some jumped into the planes,
which immediately roared off, but others ran for cov~r. The baggage w~ch they left strewn over the ground was promptly looted
by the soldiers on guard. Family members hecame separated during the excite~nt, some succeeding in boarding the planes, but
other1. (including one small baby) being left behind on the
ground.•
• As it turned out, this was the last time the Nan Yuan was used. Since then it, like
the Hsi Yuan, remained :n the hands of the Communists.
•
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On going to the Peking Hotel yesterday for a haircut.! I found
all ..Windows being taped over with- strips of paper as protection
:gainst bombing. What alarms most people, however, is the J?OS- •
sibility Qf looting once food begins to run short. The announcement that 355 prisoners have now been re~ased from the jails
hardly allays anxiety. The authorities are trying to raise morale
by sending sound trucks around the streets to broadcast news and
good cheer to all willing to stop and listen.
There are now some 20o,ooo soldiers in the city, bivouacked
everywhere in private homes. Our Chin has no less than eighteen
in his small two-room house. He reports that they are well behaved and polite and supply their own food, but use his fire and
coal for cooking. At any rate, this military concentration ends
the fear of conscription for him and others like him.
!_o~ y we no lop.g,e! haye ele~tricity, !hol!gh warer still oP.erates.
ny persons have been killed in accidents involving military trucks~ Poor amah! For her it is certainly true that ''disasters
never come singly." Only a few weeks ago she lost her sister and
went out to the Jade Fountain Ol\ a bitterly cold day to see her
buried. Today she learn~d that her nephew-a young boy who
was her sister's son and but recently married-had been run over
by a military truck. He died some hours later. The lack ofelectricity prevented an immediate operation .

•
December 19

•

I S u n d a y)

A Visitor from the Other Side

•

•

This morning, about-10:30, there was a knock at our gate, and
going out, there on ltis bicycle was Dick, one of the Fulbright
students who studies and teaches at Tsinghua. N man from another world! He had cycled in from Tsinghua that mornin~with
Loehr and another foreigner, hardly expecting to get as far as
the city, and much surprised when they succeeded. They pedaled
across the fields (the main road would have been impassable),
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meeting Nationalist soldiers o:1ly when fairly near the city gate.
They succeeded in passing them by producing documents indica~ng their Tsinghua connections and expla~ning that they were
merely poor teachers anxious to reach town, one to ~et some
money, another to 1:1uy a pound of butter! The only major physical obstacles they encountered were several hastily erected embankments, over which they had to carry their bicycles. They
hope to return to Tsinghua tomorrow.
Hardly had Dick sat down in our house when. two foreign correspondents appeared on the scene, eager for an interview with
this man from the other side. Conditions are quiet both at Tsinghua and at American-operated Yenching University, Dick told
them, and one would hardly imagine a war to be in progress not
far away, were it not for the wounded soldiers from both sidessome badly shot up-in the infirmaries of the two universities.
Classes at Tsinghua will be resumed tomorrow. The turnover
came without actual fighting on the campuses, though there was
considerable firing at the old Summer Palace near by. On the
night of the thirteenth the T~nghua people were much alarmed
when Nationalists installed four large howitzers on the grounds
near the observatory. Tsinghua's president, however, who was in
the city at the time. was notified by phone, got in touch with the
military authorities here, and within three hours the guns were
moved away. As Dick remarked, such a thing could happen only
in China!
•
Dick and other Tsinghua and Yenching foreigners have cycled
as far as the Summer Paiace and Jade Fountain,• which are both
in Communisi:•hands. At the Jade Fountain, the Nationalists
(who had main~ained an observation post in the pagoda) tad appareiTtly departed very hurriedly, leaving thebe belongings
strewn in utter confusion.
The•Communilit Eighth Route Army is made up mostly of
young fellows, red-cheeked, cheerful. and friendly. Aside from
their tall fur c;ps and absence of Kuomintang button, their uniform-is much like that of the Nationalists. One American who
went to look at them at the Summer Palace was greeted with the
• Jade Fountain. A park loaHe4 northwest of Peking. at the W<>t of the Western
Hills. It is famed for its spring water.
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words: "Don't be afraid because you are an American. We know
that there are different kinds of Americans; some of them don't ·
like us but others <ft>." To which he replied that he was not at all •
afraid, and began handing out cigarettes which he happened to
have with him.

.

•

The Tension Grows
Mea11while there is little to report within the city. The military are constructing a road which will circumscribe the city, going just within the walls. They are also clearing away all buildings and other cover outside the walls. All t~is means that they
have had to destroy a great many private houses.
l saw four planes on the glacis yesterday, including one big
passenger transport, which, however, had burst a tire upon landing. Everyone passing the north side of the glacis is forced to
detotJ.r through the narrow hutungs. As I. was doing so today, a
truck towing a large. disabled t~k happened to meet another
truck coming out of a hutung. This caused considerable excitement, and the several soldiers directing traffic were very busy.
Suddenly one of them, I don't know why, jumped upon a civilian
(perhaps because he had not moved out of the way quickly
enough) and began beating him furiously on the face with his
fists. The soldier, ~eside himself with rage, pursued the unfor, tunate offender through the crowd, striking again and again with
all his force and yelling: "You Pa Lu Chiinl You Pa Lu Chiinl"_:
a poJ>ular name for the Communists. With a fiihal dplosion of
fury ~e kicked the man's cap high in the air onto the street. The
man, who looked as if he might be a student,
.1odged th~ blows
.
as best he could, though in a moment his face was badly bruised
and blood flowed freely. Throughout, with typical Chinese restraint, he neither raised a fist nor uttered a word. Had he done
so, he might well have been shot on the spot. When the storm
was over, he stood perfectly still for several minutes, se~ingly
dazed, then moved slowly away.
The Chinese papers announce that all_prisoners with less than
twenty-year Sentences have now been released. Seven hundred
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broke out of one of the prisons outside the northwest city gate
but are said to have been foiled in trying to sneak into the city.
All this hardly eases the general tenseness. •

•
December 21 (Tuesday)
Trapped

•

Many people who fear the Communists are no doubt given a
comforting illusion of security by the thought that a stout city
wall separates them from the dreaded "bandits" outside. To me,
however, this wall makes of Peking nothing but a gigantic potential deathtrap. On the one hand it means that no one can leave
the city without the permission of the defenders, and on the
other that no food can be brought in without the permission of
the attackers. It also means that these attackers are in no hurry
to storm the city, since such tactics would be costly, and that
therefore they are naturally committed to starving it out. In other
words, it makes a prolonged siege almost inevitable as long as Fu
Tso-yi decides to stick it out. A city like Tientsin, on the other
hand, which has no wall, will probably fall well before Peking.
The aspect of the city as one goes out on ttl.e streets these days
is pretty grim. Shops close up fairly early in the afternoon, and
·the lack of electricity makes a place like the Tung An market
particular,y de~essing on these short winter afternoons. ·we have
definitely entered a siege economy. A 44-pound bag of•flour,
whicl>.. cost GY.$;50 the day before yesterday, shot up.to $350 yesterday and $soo or more today. Inflation is helped by the fact
that th01>e people who do have money are engaged in a wild buying spree. Though the authorities cheerfully announce that food
supplies are en1mgh for three months, this means little in the
virtuil.absence of any organized distribution system.
No doubt one factor that encourages Fu to fight.on is his continuing air contact with the outside world, made possible by the
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reconversion of the Tung-tan glacis. I saw eight planes there this
morning looming indistinctly through.the fog, tho~gh the softness of the ground and the small space make it extremely diffi- •
cult for big planes to land there. But with the completion of the
'Eem_p~e of Heaveq_field...ito have an air strjE...!!_Ire~ times the size
of that on the glacis), the resumption of commercial flights is
promised. Even this, however, will obviously not solve the problem of feeding a city like Peking (which with soldiers and refugees must now. have a population of well over two million). And
when all these people, by the hundreds of thousands, begin to
get hungry, what then? The only hope is a speedy settlement in
Nanking, but news from there is almost nil these days.

December 24 ( F r i d a y )

Christmas Eve

•

Theo has gone to bed after singing carols, and Galia is wrapping
up the few meager presents which we have been able to buy for
him in this beleaguered city. The tree, a very attractive little
potted fir, has been decorated with the stars and other things
which Theo (together with the amah) has been cutting out of
paper the last cot!ple of days.
·
As we approach this Christmas, so different from any experienced before, the prevailing mood is one of dullness and boredo~. We have passed through the first stag~ of si~ge, that in
which everything happened at once, and have reached the
second, tpat of patiently waiting for something conc~sive to
happen. The curfew, the billeting of soldiers in almost all of
Peking's parks and beauty spots, the exodus of so m<llly friends
for the South, the cessation of letters from the outside world, the
scantiness of news in our· single-sheet newsp!pers, the lack of
water and electriCity, the desperate struggle for existelJfe of so
many poor people, the hectic military movement on the streets
which mak~s one want to stay at home as much as possible, and
the almost complete curtailment of social activities-all these
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make of this once lovely city a place unrecognizably drab and
dreary. At any moment, of course, the lull may be broken by a
• new wave of violent and possibly terrifying attivity. But for the
moment one must sit and wait and fall back upon one's own re•
sources.
•
•
A few planes continue to use the Tung-tan glacis, but aside
from these and the radio, we remain isolated from the outside
world. The Temple of Heaven airfield, which was to have been
finished yesterday, will probably not be ready before next week,
owing to lack of water with which to make the gr~und hard. We
in this eastern quarter of the city are fortunate to have a tiny
trickle of water during the night, for elsewhere there is none.
Though it usually drips from one faucet only, it is enough, after
several hours, to fill our bathtub with the water we use during
• the day.
On the streets, long lines of civilians, equipped with shovels,
being marched off for forced labor on fortifications and the like,
are a common sight these days. Yesterday our Chin and all the
men of his neighborhood were,. impressed for several hours of
such work, for which, of course, they received no compensation.
In the city streets, pill boxes, barbed wire barricades, and the
like, become more prevalent; but most work, aside from that on
the emergency airfields, seems to be concentrated upon clearing
away the thousands of houses that line the outside perimeter of
the city wall. According to yesterday's Chronick, the residents of
these homes are being compensated with GY$300 each in the
dtse of adults, and GY$150 for each child over twelve years of
age. (Appat'entl~ no compensation is given for those under
twelve.) What this means in purchasing power is indicate~ by
the fact. that yeste\-day I paid $to for one pad.{)£ ten.Hatamen
cigarettes. (American cigarettes cost several times that amount.)
After the J10uses of these unfortunates have been destroyed, it is
hours and sometimes even days before they are allowed to enter
the city gates an4i thus swell Peking's population of homeless
refugees.

-

A serious problem confronting the city is the removal of night
soil. In normal times the large cities of China, being iargely lack-
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ing in modern sewage-disposal methods, are linked with the surrounding countryside in a complementary and continuing
rhythm: the coun~yside sends its food into the cities to feed the •
city p~pulations, and the cities send their night soil intoo the
coimtryside to fertilize the fields on which the food is grown.
'
Now the siege has broken this rhythm, so that not only does
little food come into Peking, but few of the little green carts with
their odoriferous contents wend their usual way through the
gates into the suburbs. Furthermore, the situation has been aggravated by the fear of some night-soil collectors of being impressed into the forced-labor battalions, and the resulting
cessation of their humble but highly necessary rounds of houseto-house collection within the city itself. Fortunately the weather
is cold.
Our stud~nts have now gained possession of the last of the l
hitherto unoccupied servant quarters in our compound, though
for a while it was a question whether they or a detachment of
soldiers would get them first. It seemed as if the soldiers would
win-until the teacher who is J.lOW in charge of the students
found that he was personally acquainted with the commanding
officer and after long discussion persuaded him to take his soldiers eisewhere.
This morning I was told, by a man who had himself seen aerial
photographs of the results,,that on the nineteenth no less than
five bombs were llropped on the Tsinghua campus. Fortunately
there were no casualties, as the bombs fell on open ground, but
one building was damaged by concussion. Thes~ bombs were not
dro~p:_<! ~y~ommunists, who have no ~lane»~,~lready con~~Tsinghua area. They were dro~J>ed br Nationalists, apparently ~ the hope of thus scaring lllany stu~ents into.the city
ai1cf1n this way preventing the next day's scheduled resumption
ofclasses. A good many of us have not forgotten ho"' lesstKan
ten years ago this same Nationalist government was bitterly protes\ing the bombing and destruction of its uni-.ersities and other
cultural institutions by the invading Japanese. Not a word of
this as yet in the papers.
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25 ( S at u r d o y )

Christmas

•

K

•

A really lovely day, quiet and with a genuine Christmas feeling.
We awoke to find snow on the ground and some still falling-a
rare and propitious event in Peking, where the 'Yinters, though
cold, are too dry to see more than a few snowfalls a year.
Today's Hua-pei ]ih-pau (North China Daily News) mentions
the Tsinghua bombing for the first time. It refers to the bombs
as "shells" and carefully avoids stating their origin, but the use of
this word naturally gives uninformed readers the impression that
they were "fired" by the Communists. (Had this really been the
case, there is little doubt that this organ of the Kuomintang Ministry of Information would have said as much.)
The same paper announces a successful trial landing yesterday
at the Temple of Heaven airfie~d. and, incidentally, answers my
<J."iiestion about the number of trees which had to be removed to
make this possible. The reply is 400 (mostly ancient cypresses)
having trunks of one to three meters in diameter, and no less
than 2o,ooo trees and shrubs of lesser size. Many of the trees belonging to this "sacred grove," once one of the most holy and impressive spots in China, were planted centur+es ago. Their destruction is the price paid by humanity to enable a vainglorious
general (Fu Tso-yi) to endure a siege for a few days (possibly even
a few weel~s) lo19ger than he might otherwise have done. The
paper praises the authorities (for which read: unpaid labor)• for
the sp~d with ~hich the difficult task of uprootin~ trees has
been accomplished. The trees themselves are to be used (probably mostly as firewood) by the military.
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December 31 ( ~ r i d a y )

•New Year's Eve

•

It is now u:>:3o as I sit down to write these words. This New
Year's Eve is being spent by us solitarily at home (Galia playing
Chopin on th.e piano a moment ago), with the streets outside as
dark and deserted as they have been for two weeks past. And yet
several events have occurred since last I wrote to give an illusion, at least, of a partial return to normalcy. One is the reoRfn·
ing yesterday of the southern half of the Pei Hai, which, when
visited it this afternoon, was crowded with skaters. Another
is the resumption, during certain hours of the day, of the water •
supply (made possible by the installation of new generators
within the city). A third is the very welcome arrival by plane, a
few hours ago, of letters from America-the first since before the
siege started. And still a fou~h is the extraordinary item in
yesterday's Chronicle describing the "reopening" of the PekingTientsin highway (now running almost entirely through Comffiiiiiist territory) and announong that "Buses are available, taking two days to travel from Peiping to Tientsin." This is one of
those incredible things which makes one wonder _whether what
we have is reall~a siege or something else. •
Aside from these developments, the political and military conferences now taking place in Nanking have given rise to flocks "of
peace rumors. Today's Shih-chieh ]ih-pao (World -naily News)
has• an editorial which is remarkable conside~ing that this paper
is an org'V! of the CC Clig,._u_!!,i~PtWed "There Must Be (;hange,"
;( iiPffillt; out th;t.Uhoygh for twenty years ~'the people haveJonged
'for reform and the government has advocated refor~ in words,
inactual fact the government officials have never shown the slightest sincerity toward reform, and have simjlly made a playthi~g of

we

• It was one of the last items from this often unconsciously huw.orous little
English sheet. On New Year's Day the Chronicle announced that it was temporarily
suspending publication "during the New Year holidays." It never reopened.
t The two Cl\'en brothers, Ch'en Li-fu and Ch'en Kuo~f'c!•. n~~r~s reactionaries
intheKuomintang.
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\political power. The people's livelihood has been led down a road
loflncreasing starvation, while the powerful and influential have
.continued their profligate extravagance witMmt measure. . . .
Today is no longer the time for high flown words or for ~lk in
the style of 'eight-legged essays'! We hope that the meetinp now
<being held in Nanking will for once be one at which the truth is
spoken."
What this paper is saying undoubtedly expresses what most
people are thinking, but that it should say it at all is a striking
admission of the military and moral depths to which the Kuomintang has sunk. Whatever the Communists choose to do, it seems
evident, as I close these pages for 1948, that the Kuomintang is
t entering its death agonies and that the future will see the coming of events which may, I hope from the bottom of my heart,
• bring peace to the Chinese people for the first time in almost
forty years.

•

January 19.49
January I ( S a t u r d a y)

New Year's Day
As if to celebrate the New Year, the electricity unexpectedly
came on about an hour ago. And what electricity!' Brighter than•
it has been on many occasions in the past. How and where it
comes from we can't imagine, for the main plant, at Shih-chingshan, has lqng been in Communist hands. One of the jokes going
the rounds the past week is thaJ: the Communists phoned several
times from Shih-ching-shan, politely offering electricity to the
citizens of Peking, but that these offers were all sternly rejected
by Fu Tso-yi for reasons of face.
Another event that has tremendously cheered us personally is
the news, learned as we were returning from this morning's New
Year reception at the American Consulate, that steps are almost
completed which will assure me and the other Fulbright Fellows
in Peking of absolute financial security during the remainder• of
our stay here. •
.
•
•
Ay way of contrast, our refugee students have been treating us
the past;wo days to a very unpleasant specta~le of masSJavagery.
Yesterday morning, shortly after breakfast, we suddenly heard a
wil~ barking near the entrance to the main compo~jnd, accompanied by equally wild human cries. On going out to investigate,
I Sal\' a ring of some fifteen students intenW.y watching half a
dozen of their comrades who, armed with sticks and large stones,

•

• How this was done is a complex story that cannot be narrated here, other than to
say that it re~ects the highest credit upon the administrators of the Fulbright fund
in Nanking. Our New Year hope became an actuality one week later.
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were approaching the mat shelter partially screening one of their
open-air toilets in the corner of the court. Behind this mat
crouched a dog which had been lured into t-"e courtyard from
• the street outside. Having cornered the animal, the student.fi were
about to beat it to death. The purpose, as we soon learned, was to
vary their monotonous'diet of wo-t'ou (a dumpling made of !nixed
corn and soybean flour) with dog meat. Our Chin, however, using
his pedicab as a screen, and helped by our cook, succeeded with
difficulty in guiding the unfortunate creature until it could
dodge out to the safety of the street.
·
This is not the first time such an incident has happened. According to Chin, the students have already massacred and eaten
four or five well-fed dogs in this way. :Nor is it the last, for again
this morning, but this time in the garden behind our house, we
•heard another frenzied barking, accompanied by yells. Then
some heavy object, apparently a metal rod, clattered against our
wall. After that all was still. This time the dog did not escape.
Yesterday, at Calia's insistence, she and Mrs. Sung visited some
of the functionaries who ostensibly have charge of the Shansi
students at Nei-wu Pu Chich. 'To them they complained not
only about the dog massacres but also the indiscriminate chopping of Mrs. Sung's movable timbers (for firewood) which we
hear going on every night; likewise the equally indiscriminate
defecations which have been making of the open area flanking
the front entrance a more and more unsightly IJless. The answer
of one of the teachers, to whom Mrs. Sung had already complained previously, was revealing. "It wouldn't do any good for
us to talk tp the• students," he remarked, "for they wouldn't
listen to us anyway. And it doesn't do any harm not to tall to
them." He then W<!nt on to convey the idea that since the teachers theorselves are paid so little, and since they would r~ceive no
merit for their efforts, it would really not be worth their while to
bother ab~ut such matters at all.
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January

7 ( F r i d" y)

Neither Peace nor War

•

. Ever since Chiang Kai-shek's "peace" statement of New Year's
Day, the war has been in a state of suspended animation. Neither
in North nor Central China does there appear to have been much
military activit~. Chiang's statement has been the signal for a
continuing "peace offensive" from the Nationalist side. A few
days ago, Nationalist planes dropped thousands of "peace
bombs" on the Communists north of Nanking-leaflets urging
Chinese not to kill Chinese, the need for peace, and so forth.
Similar appeals, couched in highly flowery and literary language, •
have been issued. the past few days by chambers of commerce,
groups of leading' Chinese citizens, and other organs in Shanghai, .
Peking, and elsewhere. They consist of telegrams jointly addressed to the National government and to "Mr. Mao Tse-tung
and other Communist leaders.'• Most striking change of the
times, however, is the terminology employed in the paper I now
read, the World Daily News. In most of its dispatches the contemptuous word fei "bandits"· has given way to the more respectful kung "Communists."
We ourselves continue to revel in our supply of water and
electricity, though.the latter is far from city-wide. A recent cold
wave interrupted the water supply for twenty-four hours when
our main pipe froze. This would not have hap~ened.if our student~ had not stolen the planks covering the pit in which the
pipe and meter are: &ittJated. Another trick of 4:heirs, discovered
only with the restoration of electricity, was the complete rtmoval
of the electric bell wire which our Chin had so carefully strung
between Mrs. Sung's house and our own. This wire has ~ow been
converted into aerials for the students' radios-no doubt to listen
•
to Communist broadcasts.

•
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"White Chinese"
• This is the term certain circles are beginnjng to use here to
de~ribe those Chinese rich and influential enough to secllre passage on the few planes flying south. It is inspired, of course,. by
the term "White Rl!ssian"-the major group of politica-l exiles
with which the Chinese have long been familiar. Yesterday the
resumption of regular commercial plane service was promised,
using the Temple of Heaven field. Over 8,ooo people are said
to have asked for reservations, despite the rumor1.hat as much as
US$700 is being demanded for a single ticket. Owing to local
shortage of gasoline, flights will probably be limited to two a
week.
As a matter of fact, Mrs. Sung, with her five children, left
• abruptly for the south on a noncommercial plane two days ago,
thus joining the exodus that already includes the presidents of
several of Peking's universities. In her place we now have a new
landlord, Mr. Chen, who is the local manager of one of China's
largest chemical companies. This firm has bought the entire compound-"students and all"-antl, when peace returns, hopes to
use it for its Peking headquarters.

A Report from Behind the Iron Curtain

• Tsinghua. Trips
Yesterday Dick showed up again on his bike from
to the city, made at such hazard a few weeks ago, arc now becoming fairly oom~n. I Ie told us of his return to Tsinghua after his
last visit here. After being delayed a whole day by failure t~~t have
a milj.tary pass. 'he and his two Tsinghua companions, plus a
fourth foreigner from the city, succeeded in getting ~ast the city
gate. Hardly a mile outside, hewever, they ran into a road block .
• a detour-and ran directly into a line of Nationalist·
They made
Communist fire. At this point two of them decided to return to
the city, but the other two, Dick and Loehr, determined to push
onward. The firing became worse, and finally they were obliged
to abandon their bicycles and crawl the remaining several hundred yards to safety on the Communist side. Natur;tlly they gave
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up their bicycles as lost; greafwas their surprise, therefore, when
several Communist soldiers retrieved them and returned them
to their owners, rt!fusing to accept anything more than verbal •
thanks -in return.
.
At present, Dick reports, Nationalist troops are hardly in evi~
d.ence Iitore than a mile outside the city walls. Beyond is a sort of
no man's land, with very few people to be seen, but nevertheless
controlled by the Communists simply because the Nationalists
do not venture out that far.
Conditions at Tsinghua and Yenching remain guiet, say_s_ Dick.
The students, enthusiastic over the_ir"l1lieration:--;rttend daily
indoctrination ~s _g-i!en by Communist P9litic~:r_s _to
prepare themfor simllar political work in the city when Peking
is taken. Academic work has ·suffered as a result; classes, though
temporarily resumed, have now again been discontinued. TJ:!.e •
Tsinghua bombing did much to destroy, among_g_\ulenJ:S_and
faculty alike, what little pro-Kuomint~ng sentiment remained.
----~------
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9 ( S u n d a y)

How It Feels To Be Rich

•
Never have I been rich, and never do I expect to be. Yet it is
odd but true that in this beleaguered city today-short in food."
in public utilities, in economic well-being, in ev~thillg, in fact,
except• privation, fear, and discontent-! think I understand as
never befor& what it is to feel rich.
•
,
Perhaps, after all, this feeling is not so odd, for it depends, as
I have come to realize, less upon what one has oneself than upon
the ratio between what one has and what the other fellow lacks.
It is the discrepancy and exclusiveness that count, 'hot the absolute
amount,.and these increase in inverse ratio to the decl\pe of a
society's total living standards~ Thus the· difference between one
and zero-be~ween having one loaf of bread, for example, and
having none at all-is infinitely greater than that hetw~en one and
H
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two or even one and three or four. From this point of view it is
obvious that we, with our solid roof over our heads (unshared by
• soldiers or refugees, owing to our status as fo11eigners), our warm
stove and clothing, and our simple but adequate meals, .are far
richer in besieged Peking than we have ever been before.
Perhaps the most t!mgible symbol of this feeling of we~lth, as
far as I am concerned, is the oil lamp beside which I now write
these words (our rp.uch vaunted electricity having failed again
today). The oil lamp ordinarily used in China is a primitive glass
affair, hardly six inches high and without any shatle to diffuse its
feeble light. To read by it for any length of time puts an impossible strain on the eyes. Imagine my delight, therefore, when, the
day before Christmas, I happened to pass one of the open air
markets and noticed a large foreign oil lamp for sale. Its fine pot• belly of gleaming white metal was capped by a broad shade of
'glazed white glass. I leaped from my bicycle, fortunate in the fact
that a fair amount of cash was in my pocket, and, though the
lamp was far from cheap, succeeded in purchasing it after some
bargaining.
• consumes alarming quantities
This addition to our household
of the kerosene we wisely bought weeks ago in a Io-gallon tin. Onlv
after the dinner dishes have been cleared away do we huddle
around it to read. At other times an ordinary Chinese lamp
suffices. But as we bask in its warm glow, it produces an indescribable feeling of well-being, for we realize_ we are one of the
very few families in Peking who can enjoy such a luxury. Only
in one other household, in fact, have I seen anything like it.
This f~ling.af well-being, pleasurable though it is, brings
with it considerable disquiet. It is unpleasant enough tb run
arouQ,Cl in times rtke these bargaining for and buying can after can
of the U.S. Army surplus foodstuffs which lie stackelin heaps of
olive 8"1'&en on many street corners. But what is much more
repugnant is to buy the foods that are of really vital concern to
the Chinese: bags of flour and rice, eartpenware containers of
cookin15 oil, bottles of soy sauce and the like, knowing that only
a portion of them is to be used immediately and that the greater
part is to be kept under lock and key for future emergency. It is
not an easy thing to do, even though some is intended as salary
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payment to our servants. For each bag thus hoarded means that
much less to others as deserving as ourselves..Each purchase intensifies the inflationary spiral. Yet, in the absence of any over-all . •
system J:>f rationing, wbat else can we and people like us .do?
"Hurry! Hurry! Buy today because your money may be no longer
good tomorrow." This is the motto in a d\:y in which the race
goes to him with the most dollars, and devil take the hindmost.
The moral seems sufficiently obvious: In societies in which the
material goods of life are produced in sufficient abundance for
all, freedom from centralized controls may well be synonymous
with individual freedom. But in other, less fortunate, societies
freedom from want is a primary need, and such controls are accepted, indeed welcomed, by most people as absolute essentials.

-

ianuary 15·(Soturdoy)
The Lull Is Broken

•

Today marks the beginning of the second month of siege, and
with it the period of inaction se·ems to have come to an end. On
the political front, the most i~portant development is Mao Tse:
tung's statement, ~finitely_rejec~!~g_Ch!<!!l.z's Ne~ _Y_~P.eace"
olter and _substitu_~ng_~Jgh~poiD:ts _o_f ~~s ow_?._ These_ call for:
(1) puiitiliment of war criminals, (2) abolition of the "false" (i.e.;
Kuomintang) constitution, (3) abolition of falSI go~rnmental
organ~. (4) reorganization of all reactionary armies on democratic
principles, (5) confiscatio~ of bure~gatic_s~pitll, (6) insti11Jting
of land reform, (7) abolition of foreign treaties derogatory to
Cfilna's SoVereignty, (S) convocation of a national aSS<i.ffibly of
~~ nonreacticina!f_ dements tocreatea_d~nwcratic governmen~
...,.r -- ,, --- - ~-1
~t~!:ily,. the .luiLuuhe_NQ!th h~~-been-=_b_ril~n_b_y_jntense
1i~~t~g-arot:.n~~T~entsin, _a~ the re~~lt of which th~t_<i!I_ i!J~rob
a~r~eady in <::;oml!!_\ll).ist_!lands~ Here in Peking a di;turbing
development has been the sporadic Communist shelling of the
center of the"city~aimed, it is rumored, at a munition dump in
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Central Park. One shell landed barely twenty yards from the U.S.
Information Service, killing a man next door. Perhaps as a con• .sequence, commercial plane service at the Temple of Heaven
air~ld has been "temporarily discontinued."
One sensible step taken by the authorities is that of encou~g
ing all refugees who ~ish to do so to retum to their homes in the
countryside. The resulting exodus is reported to involve as many
as 4,000 persons daily. Early this week I paid a visit to the main
east gate, where I saw a long line of persons, each with his pass,
waiting to get out. Soldiers stood in force at the gate itself and at
a sand-bag barricade about a hundred yards inside. As I arrived,
a mad scramble was in progr_ess to get through the gate before it
closed for the night. A moment later confusion was heightened
• by the appearance of one of the familiar little green manure carts;
the donkey, becoming excited by the crowd, rushed forward, despi_te the efforts of its driver, and plunged itself and its malodorous
vehicle headlong into the packed ranks of pedicabs, bicycles, and
pedestrians. A soldier at once began indiscriminately beating the
donkey and its driver, and, by 'he time order had been restored,
the gates a hundred yards away had been closed. A long line of
disappointed people then turned back disconsolately to spend the
night in the city. It was just 4:20 P.M. These night-soil carts.
incidentally, each carry a triangular flag bearing the words:
"Peiping Municipal Manure Cart," presumably to protect their
drivers from being conscripted for labor whel\ they go out of the
city. I was heartily glad to see evidence that they are functioning.
• Construction of defense works continues, especially south of
the city. On W@dnesday afternoon I made a trip to the extreme
southern gate and on my way saw thousands upon thousands of
labor•s plodding southward in stolid lines with picks ~nd shovels.
The majority seemed the poorest of the poor. Many of them were
either old men, some obviously in frail health, or young boys.
The reason is simple: since persons with money can "hire" other
workers in theh• place, the latter are almost invariably recruited
from thf poorest families. Moreover, since these families are dependent upon the able-bodied wage eamers among them, they
try to shelter these, if possible, and send the old or young in their

place.

•
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The main south gate itself, when I arrived, was a scene of confusion, with one l~ng line of workers retuxning from the day's
labor outside and another waiting inside to take its place. Tum-· •
in~ to small boy who was waiting in this way, I engaged him in
conversation:
•
"How far out do you go?"
"Six li" ("two miles").
"Does work go on at night as well as day?"
"Yes."
"How long have you been working in this way?"
"Twenty days."
"Do you get any pay?" "No money, only a little food."
"How oi'd.-are you?'-'- •
"Twelve." (Which, according to Western reckoning, means
eleven-only two years older than our Theo.) By this time a crowd
had assembled, including some suspicious soldiers, and I decided
to move on.

a

•

January

17 ( M o n d a y)

China The"'- and Now
I have just finished reading a very interesting new book, Hollington 1\,. Tong's China and the World Press. Writt~n by.the former
Vice-Minister of Information, a man known to.countless foreign
correspondents in Nanking, Hankow, and Chungking, H' is an
account, witty, informative, sometimes stirring, often pathetic, of
the Chinese government's efforts to get its story of the waf across to
the outside world during the long years of 1937 to 1945. But above
all it is a puzzling book; puzzling because of the ·unexplained gap
between its earlier, heroic half-the half dealing with the b2ttle
of Shanghai in 1937, the rape of Nanking, the eleven-month stand
at Hankow, and the early Chungking bombings-and the story of
the depressing corruption, discord, and decay which fills its later
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pages. Many fragmentary accounts have been written of the extemal events in China between 1937 and 1945· But what caused
• the~e events-the psychological, econom~c. and political _factors,
soine springing from the war itself, some embedded deeply. in
Chinese history-is a•story that has not yet been told.
One key to understanding, I think, is the following vivid passage in Tong's book:

This incredible faith, which has been one of the riddles of the
Chinese war to outsiders, perhaps can be best explained in terms of
the father image which the Generalissimo exemplifies to the majority
ofour people. The Chinese feeling for a great and trusted leader is an
emotion which is not easily understood by Westerners. It is a feeling
which has its roots in the long Chinese custom of imputing superior
• wisdom to the elder. We have a great sense of security in the family
and we seldom question the decisions made for the family by its head.
In our political life, we have transferred much of that feeling to the
head of the State or the national leader.
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, in his relationship to the people
of China, was behaving as a wis~<t elder would have behaved, and we
know that his decisions were made for the common good, and not for
personal reasons.
The strength of this father image complex, to use Tong's very
happy term, rests upon three postulations which go far back in
Chinese history:
( t) The great mass of the people is ignora~t and unfit to take
•part in government itself. As Confucius said: "The people may
be made t.p folJ_,w a course of action but not to know the reason
why."
•
(2), Government, therefore, must rest in the hands of a small
elite whose qualifications are a mastery of the intri&cies of the
Chinese written language and a knowledge of the moral principles d~emed necessary to give good rule. The Chinese classics
were the fountajnhead for these two kinds of knowledge, and the
instrument for recruiting the ruling bureaucracy was, of course,
the fanfed examination system.
(3) Spirit is superior to matter; in other words, the thesis
was never questioned that morality and econonri.cs are independent of one another. To be more specific, a man who had

•
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gained admission to the ruling class by demonstrating his knowledge of the moral principles contained in the classics was ipso
facto deemed reli!lble to carry out these principles in govern;.. •
ment.'"I'he fact was discegarded that in so doing he was primarily
answerable for his conduct not to the bulk of the unlettered
comm~n folk below, but to men of his dwn ruling class, with
whom he shared a common ideology and common economic
interests.
The undemocratic nature of the first of these postulates is
self-evident. As for the second, one wonders abou~ the efficacy
of any kind of morality when it is instituti~nalized by being
made the basis of education and, especially, the key to a man's
entry into his later professional career. The third, though a6rcepted by most philosophies and religions, puts an impossibly
heavy strain on the individual unless it is checked by controls •
applied to him or his group by society as a whole and not merely
a select portion of that society. Fo;. it is demanding too much
from all but the strongest to suppose that he will remain "good"
on the basis of no other control than that of inner moral conviction. Too often, if left free •to act only according to his own
"inner law," will he find convincing reasons why this "inner law"
should coincide closely with the personal interests of himself or
his group.
What is ill!R.QJJal1t_to_rememJ>~r-is_tll~t~th~~-three._po&.tulates
still _permeate thi thinking~of much _2f_~hin<!'~pres~l!~ ~lizarchy~
A great deal of what the Kuomintang is blamed for can, I· think,
be attributed-to the per.sistence of this ideology, rather than to the
deliberate viciousness of which it is often acoosed.•No modern
society can be founded in China on the basis of such thinking, and
the Com~unis_ts_ar:exight.when..th.~y_ attack C9nfuc:;ianis_!IJ,on th!s
ground. The question remains whether they themselves, with their
absOilliist philosophy, can avoid falling into similar •endencies.

A
·

The Chinese Student

•

More trouble with our students. Their latest trick is to come to
the rear ot our house at night, smash flowerpots against our wall,
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and peer and jeer at us through the windows. To prevent them
from further demolishing the main gate for firewood and break• jng his windows to steal coal, our new land.lbrd Mr. Chen has
receJil.tly offered them a monthly sum suffi(ient to buy one-ton of
coal plus kindling. Their answer was that they would hold' a
meeting to consider &e matter. As of today they have given no
answer.•
As I observe these boys-not all of whom are destitute, because
some continue to receive money from their families-! am convinced that one of the things wrong with China is the magic aura
which surrounds the word "student." Stemming from the traditional separation between the educated elite and the uneducated
masses, it all too often allows the former to act with an irresponsibility such as would be tolerated in no other class .

•

January

23 ( S u n d a y )

~--·"

•

Surrender!
The momentous news of the week, of course, is that the siege of
Peking is. now officially over. Fu Tso-yi has surrendered. At six
yesterday evening he issued a thirteen-PQint statement, the
gist of which is that his troops are to be gradually moved into
die suburbs; order is to be maintained by the existing police force;
administratio.re o~ns, banks, industries, schools, etc., are to continue as usual under existing personnel; aliens and alien prorerty
are to ~e protected, as is freedom of religion; newspagers are to
continue publication; in short, life is to go on as much as possible as beJore. Nothing is said of Fu's future position or of when
the Communists will take over.
This surrender-is perhaps the result of the "peace delegation"
that, . on January 18, went outside the walls to talk with the Communists. This mission, composed of several prominent citizens

o'ctoac.

.

• The offer was later rejected on the grounds that it should inclqde money for

food and an '"office•• for the student organization.
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headed by Ho Ssu-yiian, former city mayor, had originally been
slated to leave on the seventeenth. At three o'clock that morning,
however, a time bo~b exploded in Ho's bedroom, followed a few...minut~ later by a second explosion. Ho himself, who happened
to be· sleeping in another room, escaped with light injuries. His
wife ar{d two children were wounded, how~ver, and a third girl
was killed. This bombing, which has been universally attributed
to t~j~-hard CC Cligl,!~ •. .delayed the departure of the delegation for twenty;four hours. Ho bravely accompanied it, however,
when it finally went out to the Western Hills on the eighteenth.
Now, with the surrender, in the twinkling of an eye the aspect
of the city has been changed from that of impending attack to a
semblance of peace. Yesterday the glacis was still' covered with
thousands of men working like ants to extend its air strip. Today •
it is abs61.utely. deserted. Unfortunately the armistice comes too
. late to save the many trees that have been hacked down around
its border during the past week. Nor will it restore the many
private houses that have been razed around the city wallsamounting, according to the ne\Vspapers, to over 16,ooo chien
(room -sections).
·
The futility of these and similar defense activities has been
demonstrated.the past few days by the way in which Communist
fire has reduced the use of the emergency airfields to almost nothing. Virtually the only air activity has been that of trying to drop
food into the city.40ay after day, for hours at a time, the sky has
been noisy with planes circling above the frozen lake of the Pe!
Hai and dropping bags of rice or flour upon the ice. The first
attempts were far from successful. Some bags mifsed t1le lake entirely; others broke open, spilling their precious.contents over the
surface; at.least two incautious spectators were hit and in1ured.
After the first day, however, parachutes were used, with much
better results, and it was a beautiful sight to see these pl<mes circle.
the city and suddenly discharge their cargo, leaving a trail of parachutes fluttering gently down to earth.
•
As· I write these words, our electricity remains spor~ic •. but
today's paper promises a "great illumination" within the next
two days. ThJs, to me at least, will symbolize as keenly as anything
a return to normal'!)'. Never, until this siege, have I been so aware
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of the importance of light. Never have I noted so eagerly the daily
gradual increase of sunlight each afternoon following the winter
•
~solstice. To modern man, surrounded by his gadgets,
such ex peri- •
end~ is needed to comprehend primitive 'man's joy in and adoration of light, and his,fear of darkness-a joy and fear whis:h h"ave
given to the world so much folklore and festival.

---

January 26 ( W e d n e s d a y )

•

Liberation!

This is now the great slogan of the day. Everyone talks and writes
happily of the "liberation" of Peking by the great "People's
Army." So far as the physical appearance of the city is concerned,
Iillie~has happened as yet. Fu Tso-yi's soldiers are still much in
evidence, though said to be gradually moving out, and I have yet
to catch my first glimpse of the Communist "Eighth Route Army."
IJiiring tlleTast two days, however, walls and telephone poles have
been plastered with multigraphed posters, exhorting the population to conduct itself peacefully and work for the building of a
new China. Most spectacular of all has been the arrival of the longpromised "great illumination." Tonight as rwrite these words .
.street lights are burning all over the city for the first time in six
weeks.
•
The absence
of greater change, of course, is due to the p~cefulness of the turn-fiver and the fact that the old guard still remains
in po'wer-an old guard, however, using a vocabula~ amazingly
different from what it was mouthing only a few days ago. The
formerlf reactionary World Daily News is a typical example. A
fair part of today's issue consists of transcripts from the Communist radio, put out, however, under the date line of the Kuomintang Central News Agency's Peking office.
Much of the new talk, of course, stems from deliberate opportunism or plain ignorance of the significance of what is taking
place. Take our Shansi students, for example. During the past

•
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two or three days they have covered the walls of the compound
with a rash of hancJwritten posters congratulating themselves and
the c~,1: on_it§.lib~g~. On one of these they had the audacity tCfl"
WJ;ite: "Prot~tion of t~e .£p!e'_s_proper~ty is our fustd.1!!r.{' This
after special-workers emp oyedoy our lav.dlord had spent the
greater part of a day nailing metal sheets over a locked door which
the. students had broken open the night before. Another large
wooden gate, leading into the rear garden, has now been completely demolished. The same students also took the opportunity
to daub our gate with the slogan, "Down with American imperialism!"
Yet despite the opportunism, hypo. crisy, and. lack o. f co.mp.. r. e. he. n- ~
sion from many sides, there is_ n<>~ doubt)n._.Vl±.mind_Jh~_~th.e
·
~ c~~~~~~s~tp-e h~~- with ~I!~ b:ulk_ of the ~opl~_Q!l_ their .• ~de::_~ ~n~wa~ tn~e.~tee~~ilif.iiciv 1~_djl!g.g_f_r_~IIe1.=_an-cl}elaxa- }!

tian can de_fi!l_ftmr Q_e_ sepse_d__,___eY.~.!! thougl! it is hard to describe
- --·
----

'idil iangiOfe terms-.~·- -

January

30 {S u n d a y)

No Peace

•

Events have taken a turn for the worse since I last wrote. The
Chinese New Year has come and gone. To be sure,
something of
~
a ho.iday atmosphere prevailed on New Year's Eve, two days ago,
when we went to the market and bought a kite and a glass trumpet
for Theo-!-traditional toys of the season-and, for ourselvrs, a set
of door gods, a kitchen god, and "spring couplets" (strips of red
paper bearing good-luck phrases). The latter we dul-fpasted in
strategic places around the house. That night there were enough
firecrackers to prevent sound sleep, though few· indeed compared
with former years. On New Year's Day itself it was em:ouraging
to read of the appointmentof a~por'!rx..seven-m~P.eace committee-folJIJ: Communists and three from the other side-to govern
the city.
~- --~-·- -· -·-~

.
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Today, however, there is neither mention of this committee nor
sign of the new occupying forces. Instead we have been treated
• heavy explosions, •
--.throughout the day to a series of sporadic but
obviously not firecrackers and some apptrently within tne city.
One exploded this afternoon so near by that its concussion. swung
several of our windo~s open. This commotion is said to be caused
by the refusal of some Kuomintang troops to accept the cease-fire
order and march to their designated positions outside the city.
The section of Hatamen Street fronting the gllJciS, which was
reopened to traffic immediately following last week's "surrender,"
has today again been closed. Prices, which slumped at that time,
have resumed their rise. Our Chin, who completed a round of
belated New Year calls today, returned late this afternoon with
gloomy predictions of riots and looting if the present stalemate
••lS not soon settled.
Yesterday's North China /)aily News, in an economic review of
the year, prints some interesting statistics. One year ago, it points
out, a 44-pound bag of flour could be bought for FP$t,2oo,ooo,
which, at the August 19 recopversion rate, would amount to
GY$0.40. Yesterday that same bag of flour cost GY$t,8oo. In other
words, the price of flour has risen 4,500 times during the past year.

•
~anuary

31 ( Mo n d a y)

Occllpatrbn!

•

•

Toda.,, less than twenty-four hours after last night's ciire predictions, the "People's Liberation Army" has finally marched into
Peking! At 4 P.M., while riding up Morrison Street, Galia saw the
first arrivals. At their head moved a sound truck (apparently supplied by the mmticipaiity), from which blared the continuous refrain, """elcome to the Liberation Army on its arrival in Peipingl
Welcome to the People's Army on its arrival in Peipingl Congratulations to the people of Peiping on their liberation! . . ."
Beside and behind it, six abreast, marched some two or three hun-
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dred Communist soldiers in full battle equipment. They moved
briskly and seemed hot, as if they had been marching a long dis• tance. All had a r£-cheeked, healthy look and seemed in high.,
spirits.•As they marche<j up the street, the crowds lining the ~ide
walks, including our Chin, burst into applause. Near their head
walked" a rather nondescript, shabbily dr~ssed civilian-apparently .some kind of official.
·
Behind the soldiers marched students carrying two large portraits: one of Mao Tse-tung, the other presumably of Chu Teh,
commander in chief of the People's Army. A military band came
next, and finally a long line of trucks carrying more soldiers, students, and civilian employees of the telephone company, railroad
_administration, and other semi-official organizations. In about ten
minutes the parade was over.
Yesterday's explosions, which continued this morning, are ex- •
plained by the papers as having been caused either by the detonating of land mines outside the city or by exuberant soldiers inside
the city who celebrated the New Year by firing their guns. We are
also told that the n~w_§even-ma_n_coalition committee willJormally
get unqer way tomorrowaii(fiha(Fu Tso-yi and his headquarters
have-moved to the "new towii;, in the southwest suburbs.

-Februory 1949
February 3 ( T h u r s d a y)

The Changes Begin
Events follow each other so rapidly these days that it is hard to
• remember what has happened even three days ago. The People's
Liberation Army is in complete control, and only occasional
groups of "enemy" soldiers are still to be seen.
The entire Peking Hotel is in process of being taken over by
Communist functionaries. When 1 went there for a haircut two
days ago, a young soldier, fullf equipped, walked idly up and
down the room the whole time I was in the barber's chair.
The seven-man "coalition" interim committee began functioning yesterday, headed by Communist General Yeh Chien-ying,
chairman and city mayor. It is subject, however, to the orders of
the Peking-Tientsin Headquarters of the People's Liberation
Army.
•
• Yesterday Chin reported that he had seen long lines of carts
bringing f~od iijto the city. Prices have dropped slightly, but it
is obvious that few serious steps in this direction can be otaken
0efrr~ the proces~ of conver..ting gold yuan into the new regime's
"people's notes" has been completed. This will be d~ne during
the next twenty days at places designated by the People's Bank
(into whtch the former Nationalist government's Central Bank
has already been converted). The exchange is set at GY$10: PN$1
•
for all persons save laborers, students, teachers, and "poor people."
These, lftving secured certificates indicative of their status, will
be permitted to exchange up to GYSsoo apiece at the favored rate
of GY$3:PN$1.
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All has gone smoothly so far save for on6 unpleasant incident:
a demonstration for increased wages by several thousand municipal
._ employees in whichethey wrecked the house of the former mayor,
attacke~ and wounded the chief secretary of the municipality,
piUered a supply of ralion flour, and broke into the municfpal
building, looting and scattering official paliCrs. Though a hundred were arrested, they were later released after being lectured to
and forced to restore what had been taken.
Tod!f.'S big event has been the &[_and_ v:ic~Or.):J><!.I;:ad(!_sjg!!ali_zing
the formal take•over of the city. It unfortunately coincided .with
fhe -first-real dust storm ~fthewinter. A fierce wind moaned_
through the scaffolding still enveloping the partially dismantled
tiled archway at the south end of Morrison Street. It raised such
dust from the near-by glacis that during the biggest gusts it was
literally impossible to see across the field. My face was black with
grime by the time I returned home.
Prominent in the parade :were thousands of student&- and
workers from schools and organizations throughout the city. Many
of their colored paper banners and Mao Tse-tung portraits were
torn to tatters by the wind. Among the students also marched some
well-known university professors. Some groups danced to the
rhythmic drum-and-gong beat of the yang ko or "planting song"a simple traditional peasant dance performed in unison by large
groups, which is already becoming_ enormously popular here as
the result of the general Communist emphasis upon folk art. More
familiar to me w.J a band of stilt walkers, cavorting merrily in
colorful costumes above the heads of the crowd. Other groups,
directed by "cheer leaders," chanted, as they marcj}ed, she famous
"eighPpoints" of Mao Tse-tung.
Of chief interest was, of course, the Liberation Army it~
missed the 1irst contingents of infantry and cavalry, as well as part
of the motorized units. But in what I did see, lasting about an
hour, I counted over 250 heavy motor vehicles of all kinlls-tanks,
armored cars, truck loads of soldiers, trucks mounted with machine guns, trucks towing heavy artillery. Behind them followed
innumerable ambulances, jeeps, and other smaller vehicles. As
probably the greatest demonstration of Chinese military might
in history, ~e spectacle was enormously impressive. But what
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made it especially memorable to Americans was the fact that it
was primarily a display of American military equipment, virtually
-.....all of it captured or obtained by bribe fron~Kuomintang forces _.
in t~e short space of two and one half ye~rs.
•
And what about the reactions of the nvilian participants find
spectators? Granted lthat some of the former paraded 6nly because they had been told to do so, and that many were school
children too young to realize the full significance of what was happening, the fact remains that the enthusiasm of most was too
obvious to have been feigned, and this notwithstanding that many
had been ellposed to wind and dust for some tour hou:J before
I saw them. I have no doubt that not a few on this day felt a keen
sense of personal participation in an event symholil.ing the beginning of a new era in Chinese history. The -eaction of the
• spectators. on the other hand, was, like that of most Chinese
crowds, less outspoken. Nevertheless they seemed in general quite
favorably disposed and obviously deeply impressed by the display
of power. As the stream of trucks continued, I heard several exclaim with wonder: "Still morel Still more!"

•

Propaganda and Press
The Commumsts are losing no time in beginning indoctrination.
The Peking radio has already begun relayin" the Yenan broad·
casts, and yesterday, in one of the poorest quarters of the city, I
~uddenly came upon a series of Communist woodcut posters. The
most effectoive sltowed a figure, obviously Chiang Kai-shek, cringing before a huge outstretched fist. At his feet lay a pile of grtnning
--r.~~.."r:Wi; in his ha'hd he held a sword, bearing-in English, not
•
Chinese-the two letters, "U.S." Another poster portrayed
a temple buil~ing, and beneath it the slogan, "Protect cultural monuments." Still another showed a Chinese book wrapped in flames,
entitled "False Gonstitution." (Everything pertaining to the Kuomintang these days is invariably described as wei or "false.") A
fourth ~picted a People's Army soldier flanked by four civilians
-laborer, farmer, merchant, and intellectual, symbolized by their
hammer, sickle, abacus, and paper scroll. A fifth portrayed another
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soldier, his arm protectively thrown around the shoulders of a
civilian. The accompanying caption read: "The Peoele's Libera' tion A~n!l' _is the _Pt;,?_Ele's Friend." "I:his is the sort of simple but ""
effectiv~ propaganda wP«ch now replaces the stereotyped Kuo~in
tang slo,gans formerly conspicuous in all p~blic places-slogans
such as, "The liquidation of the bandits is the only way to preserve the city" or "To kill one bandit is to give life t<Hen people."
Most noticeable, however, are the changes in the :eress. The
World Daily N e,ws, for example, nowTevot~; considerable- space
to theYenan radio, while stories from its out-of-town correspondents have been reduced and those from the Central News Agency
entirely dropped. An article in its February I issue, "~l.n: Is It
. -Necessary to Put Land Reform into Practic:e?,".,3!gues that a situa'\ti?fiin which seve!ltX tQ eightyp~r_<;:ent of China·~ cultivated land •
is controlled by less than ten per cent of d.H~_totalr._uglPQpula
tiOii'IiOt only gravely weakens China's rural economy, but impoverishes the entire nation, leaving it an easy prey to foreign
imperialism.
TheNorth China Daily News, fQrmer organ of the Kuomintang
Ministry of Information, has already been converted into the
official mouthpiece of the new regime under the name of ]en-min
]ih-pao (People's Daily). Here are some of the chief items appearing in its first issue yesterday:
(I) A front-page notice prohibiting all photographing of the
People's Liberation•Army save by accredited photographers.
(2) The text of Mao Tse-tung's eigh!__P.2ints..!. accompanied by.
a large p.hoto of Mao.
(3) I;pthusiastic stories on the liberation of Peking and Tientsin.
•
(4) AttacM> on Kuomintang phony peace talks.
(5) Regulations concerning the new currency and other official
•
notices.
(6) Stalin's answers to the questions posed to him by International News.
•
(7) Communist gains in the recent Japanese elections. •
(8) A Yenan broadcast citing the surrender of Peking as a
model for wha,t should take place elsewhere and pointing out that
Fu Tso-yi, though technically a war criminal, may through this
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act hope to atonehis guilt. The implication is that other generals
who follow his example will receive similar consideration.
~ (g) The text of the ultimatum delivered t~ Fu on January 16, ...
the"tiay following the fall of Tientsin, gi-..ing him until 2°P.M. of
J anuary 22 to surrender, after which the Communists threatened
•
to storm Peking, regardless of cost. The letter promised safety to
Fu's officers and men and a pardon for himself if he surrendered.
This resulted in the January 18 peace delegation, following the
failure of die-hards to blow up its leader, Ho ~su-yiian, with a
time bomb. On January 22, a few hours before the expiration of
the ultimatum, Fu surrendered.
(10) A lengthy article, entitled "Outline of America's New Plan
for Interfering in China's Internal Politics," which bolsters its
• thesis with extensive quotations from AP and UP dispatches,
Life, Newsweek, the Bulletin of the Foreign Policy Association,
The New Republic, and other publications. In it the author makes
it clear that in his own mind, at least, there is no doubt as to who
will be the controlling factor in the new China: the Communists
have liberated China and they.will determine its form of government; those who join that government will do so only on Communist terms. Yet at the same time he shows himself curiously
anxious to remove the label of "communism" from what is now
taking place. Commenting on the term "Communist government"
used in an editorial of the New York Herald-Tribune, he says, for
example: "By this is meant the Communist-led People's Govern• ment." This tendency is in line with other indications I have
noticed: the army of the Communists is invariably refeFred to as
the Peopfe's Ctberation Army, the new government bank is the
•
f~le's Bank, 1he new official paper is the People's Daily, and
so on. The Communists are obviously anxious to fos~r the belief
that they are the instruments of the Chinese popular will but not
the sol~constituents of that will.

•
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FebruarY 13 ( S u n d a y}

•

T.wo Weeks of the People's Gover"lment
Tomorrow it will be two weeks since Galia saw the first detachments of the Liberation.Arriiy nia.r.ch_triumP.h~ly_..!!R MQ._rr}son
~~et. What art: the crediti ~nd debits of th_e new~g~rjng
this s!t_ort ~!:!.od?
. __ ~ - ---~~- ·
_

· In physical rehabilitation much has been done. "":LIJ~_curfew is

c::nd~watermd elef!ricity_oR~r~~ continu_gi!s!y, the mess around
the glacis has been somewhat cleared up, the electric wires replaced, and the surrounding streets reopened to traffic. Though •
many parks remairi closed, the Pei Hai has been restored to its
former tranquil apJ>earance:-Much J>rogress has been made in
communications. Streetcars run again; buses go to Tsinghua; train
serVice toTientsin, Mukden, and elsewhere has been restored. A
British ship from Hong Kong is rq>arted"tOJ-iive dockedatTientsin, and the Communists have announced that, war or no war,
they ar~ willing to barter coal for flour with Kuomintang China
and to exchange letters. No planes have arrived since before
Chinese New Year, however, save for that bringing a Nanking
citizens' peace delegation here a week ago. Our last American
mail was received c!n January 28, so that <iespite radio and telegraph, we feel cut off from the outside world.
Economically there has been little change. Prices have dropped
but sli~tly, despite the influx of food into the dty,~nd the hordes
of silver-dollar_ changers remain as conspicuous Dn the stree~s ~
before. The-conversion of gold yuan into people's notes proceeds smoothly. That the favored 3:1 exchange rate for poor people on
sums up to GY$soo can give only trifling economic reliH1 how.
e¥er, is shown by the fact that this amount now buys less than
six pounds of flour at current prices. One curiobs result of the
dual exchange rate is the extraordinary lease on life it h.is given
the gold yuan in the last days of that ill-fated currency's existence.
A day or so ago I even heard a street vendor shouting his readi-·
ness to give people's notes for gold yuan. The explanation is sim-
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pie: Some poor people are apparemly unable rc ~crape together
even the GY$5oo which they are entitled
exchange at the
favored rate. Hence they are supplied with the necessary amount ..
by 5reculators, who exact a cut for t hemstil ves in return. '
•
In organizational and indoctrination work the ComJnunists
• actiw. A~mo~t all sectors ot the work.ing;
halt€ been particularly
population, among them groups as diverse as pedicahbers and
librarians, are organizing themselves into unions--or rather. being
organized, for the initial steps are being taken. by Communist
political workers. Our Chin, who joined the pedicab union a day
or so ago. "';:; '·. id that it would strive to improve the working
condit;.o~Y "' :,;; rnembers, give them financial assistance in time
of need, etc. No definite due~ were demanded, but he made a
voluntary donation of GY$so.
Aside from the new unions, innumerable other h'Toups continue
to issue congratulatory statements on what has been happening.
Probably close to half of the People's Daily is devoted to such statements and to accounts of the mass meetings and parades that have
been taking place almost every ~av this week.
Biggest of all was yesterdav's super mass meeting in tht: big
square before the T'ien-an Mc:n (the imposing front gate to the
Forbidden City), followed by a parade lasting many hours. Over
200,000 persons are said to have listened to the speeches delivered
from the top of the gate, which was draped with red flags and surmounted by gigantic ponraits of iv1ao Tse-ttlng and Chu Teh .
•Though the crush was too );~'~at to \et me get near the gate itself,
the cavorting ~:radcrs I saw later on seemed to be thoroughly enjoying themselves. One of the most arresting displ.,ys, ac~rding
~e papers (I ~id not see it myself), was that prepared by students fTOm the :\lukden Medical College. It consistt"d of a huge
turtle labeled Chiang Kai-shek. (According to Chinese folklore, the
turtle i~ supposed to reproduce itself unnaturally, and so there
is no greater insult to a Chinese than tn be called a tur:.le or
turtle's egg.) ott him rode a "hignosed" foreigner in formal attire andostovepipe hat. obviously llncle Sam.
The papers are so full of these local doings that they give only
a hazy idea of what is happening in the outside world. This is
particularly true of the People's Daily. Aside from local news and
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items from the Yenail radio and Tass, most of its space is devoted
to general articles of a doctrinaire nature; to a "People's PagP"
•• filled with "proleta~ian" essays, poems, and stories; and to occa- ~
sional photos and cartoons.
The result, for the outsider, is .r;
nretty
•
duU reading.
•
In foreign affairs, the propaganda of the! new regime follows
the familiar Russian line. It bitterly attacks the British in
~ya,. the _Q~;~ts_h in_ In<!o.!l~sia, and the Fre~ch. in Indo-China,
but reserves its heaviest guns for the evils of American "imperialism" abroad and American capitalism at home. Despite such
propaganda, I have seen n~ tr~c~ ?f discrimination against individual private foreigners other than that, for travel outside the
Ci~y, th-ey~must ila':e_ ~p~c!~(passes-apparently not readily obtainable. On the official level, however, the situation is different. On
the grounds that no diplomatic relations exist between themselves •
and the rest of the world, the Communists resolutely deny that
the foreign consulates have any legal existence. In Tientsin they
have confiscated the stocks of E.C.A. flour, thus· bringing the
activities of this organization in tJorth China to an end.
The biggest hornet's nest, however, was stirred up by the AP
and UP dispatches telling how the People's Army was received in
Peking. The UP correspondent, it is alleged here, described the
local attitude as one of "wait-and-see," hardly different from that
accorded Peking's six other "conquerors" of the past forty years.
AP is claimed to h:tve stated even more explicitly that the populace
greeted the Commun·ists "in the same way in which, when Japan
occupied Peiping, it welcomed the Japanese; when the Americans
returiJed, it welcomed the Americans; when the1tuot'nintang returned, it welcomed the Kuomintang; and even ~s several hundred ,
years ago i~ welcomed the Mongols."
~
These dispatches have elicited widespread demands for the expulsion of the offending parties, and, if really quoted a€Curately,
can hardly be denied to be not only injudicious but unfair. Who
can say with assurance, for example, just how Peking reacted to
•
the Mongols almost seven centuries ago?
Another incident heaping coals on the fire is the AP "fox story"
allegedly caJ:>led from Peking on February 7· As quoted in the
People's Daily, it describes a group of Peking students who, hap-
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pening to meet a well-to-do Chinese lady clothed in expensive furs,
commanded her to crawl on the street like a fox. Though induced
·......_ to desist by older people, they are alleged to ~ave shouted as they
de~rted: "Today we have a new China,.in which no o~ whatever iii allowed to wear fox!"
•
According to whit I have been told, this story was ·written
wholly on the basis of second- or even third-hand evidence. But
even supposing it was accurate, was it really fair for a responsible
news correspondent to single it out as represent31tive of what is
happening in Peking these days? Calia, for example, was pleasantly
surprised a day or so ago when, also wearing a fur coat, she happened to drop a bundle and had it politely picked up for her by
one of a group of students who were performing a dance in the
• street for the enjoyment of passers-by.
What, then, is the real attitude of Peking's residents toward
their new "conquerors"? ~iy own subjective opinion, for what it
may be worth, is that the reaction is enthusiastic on the part of
many, favorable or at least acquiescent on the part of most, and
definitely antagonistic on the p_art of a relatively small minority.
(It must be remembered that many of those most violently opposed
already fled southward before the Communists arrived.) Among
a group of liberal and leftist professors whom I saw this last week,
the attitude was, as might be expected, uniformly favorable. But
so it is among older and less manifestly liberal men, such as old
Professor Chang or Calia's teacher Mr. Ma. •
• On a less sophisticated level, opinion is perhaps represented by
the views of our servants. Our cook Sun, a cynic, is obviously
skeptical. He speaks rather sneeringly of the endless meeti~ and
oarades and decr_ies attacks made on men like Chiang, Truman,
oiit'racArthur. "After all," he says, "Chinese should~t mak.e fun
of Chinese," while as for America, it is a friendly country.
Our ~ung idealist Chin, on the other hand, is openly enthusiastic. With gusto he relates two stories. The first is that of a very
poor friend of hts who had run out of coal. The day after Chinese
New Ye~ (when all shops were closed) he went to his usual coal
dealer to buy a few pounds of coal balls. He was angrily refused,
and on repeating his plea, was threatened with a beaJ.ing by some
of Fu Tso-yi's soldiers who were quartered in the coal yard. A
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week or so later, after the liberation, he returned. -This time the
coal dealer greeted him with smiles and vehemently. and some, • what apprehensively denied that he had ever refused him coal in
the p~t. Moreover the Communist soldiers, who by now haq rephtced those of Generai Fu, addressed him, despite his pov¢y, as
"old sir."
•
Chin's other story is that of a man on our street who recently
bought 200 pounds of firewood from a street vendor. After watching its delivery, he refused to pay for more than 150 pounds, claiming that it real1y amounted to no more than that since its weight
had been increased by soaking in water. "Why, in that case," asked
the vendor, "did you first accept the wood without question?"
"You can do what you like," replied the man angrily, "but I won't
pay more." At this the vendor appealed to the police, who quickly
compelled the man to pay the full amount. "In the old days," Chin •
concluded triumphantly, "these same police would probably have
arrested the vendor as a troublemaker."
It is my belief that the Chins outnumber the Suns at the moment, and that the Communists can count on their continued
support if-and this is an importaht if-thet ~J.!lEi_!!l_atel Y. succ~ed
instal:iili~i:!~_!:!_l~ ~~mic si~uatio_n .
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Landlord and-Servant
in the New Chintfl
-

•

Our new landlord, Mr: ChenJ)S.lt- ~entle, soft-spaken man of-'!ftmut _..
forty, quite a contrast to, our· former, extrovert landlady, Mrs.
Sung, and very unlike the stereotype of the "exploiting~ landlord.
He is very busy these days and hence rarely comes to his office here
at the extreme rear of the big garden, which he has left in charge
of two young fellows who are so fearful of our student refugees that
they rarely venture out of doors. This morning, how~ver, when
Galia went. to pay our house rent, she found Mr. Chen present and
stopped to chat a few minutes. Inevitably the talk passed to the
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problc?. oi. the sntder.ts, quite a number of whom, 1\Ir. Chen
;r··,' not really students at "I l bm sp( cial :1gents sent hy
,
Yen Hsi-s 11an (Knomin!1r.g olefenrler of hf'sief;ed Taiyuan) to spy •
on his fellow gencr:d, Fu T~ovi'
•
~Chen h~s hcC>n worki:1g,hard, he toll! Galia, to persuade the
new authoritie~ to ta~ some definite action. He has c:tllerl dn them
several times and cxplainetl the plans of his dwmical company to
make the compound its nat tonal headquarters as soon as it can be
vacated and tepain·d. The Communists, e'lger to foste• industry,
are genuinely anxious, he believes. to see this happen, ;md so he
is hopeful that something ,,·ill ~oon lw done.
"But,'' said Mr Chen. ''ir certainly isn't easy to get to know
these people. '\'hen vou enter their office, you arc nn-er sure tn
whom you art' talking. Is lt an important man cor jmt a little clerk?
• There's no way n£ telling, l>t'cause all are drcs~;c(l exac:lv alike in
the same Rtay cotton uniform. Aftcr vou've explained your ca~e
to ~omeone, you a~k :1is name and he replies: 'Never mind about
th:n. \Vhen you cnrne again. just gn to this sane table and you'll
be taken can~ of.' But w:tcn I do go hack, l lind somehody else
sitting there :mrl haYe to t'xp1aitfmv business all 0ver ag;ain."
Rcccntlv, however, :\1r. Chen succeeded in making- a personal
contact-a Communist whom hf' discovered to be a Japanese. and
to whom he wa~ able to talk in Japanese, he himself havin~ bct'n
educated in Japan. The man was so pleased to have a rhar,ce to
speak his own iang-uag·e that he became qnitc. friendly and has
bet:n -very hdpful. Thm :M'. Chen feels that~ is now on the wav
toward gcttin~ re~ults.
Another pJ3t!wr wh~eh l-Jas i4iven our bndl01 d endless worrv is
'
the nse of ~1rs. Sung-'~ amah. This woman had served i\frs. Sung~ fnT""Manv vear~ huf is nnw old and not good for much •vork. Furthermnrl. she has ;J vm t0 support hc·r. Hence w\1en \-ln.. Sung· fled
south. she. warted tn dismiss !lw amah but, instead of acting herself. left thi~ unpleasant t<~'k to Mr. Chen. HF accordingly pain her
off or• rather gen~··nus trr7l'ls and forgnt about lhe mctnn. Presently, however. tl>e old nmoh at her son's insti~ption. C(Jnfrnntt'd
\fr. Chen with a demand for part of the newlv p11rchaserl property
which she daimf'd was "owing" her. Her ideaS< cmed to he that a~
an old servant she was entitled to part of the moPey• which had
a~serts,

.
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been paid to the Sungs. When Mr. Chen refused, she appealed to
the police, who made Mr. Chen appear before them one night to
. face the irate wom~n. This little old-fashioned servant, who had Ill'
always-been so meek in Mrs. Sung's employ, now began a ter:rific
rumpus. She hit her h;aq on the floor and wailed and shri~d in
a frenzy until Mr. Chen, with the police as ~tness, finally paid her
a very considerab!~ sum. All this had happened before Fu Tso-yi's
surrender. For some weeks all was quiet, and Mr. Chen thought
the case closed.
When the Communists came, however, the amah and her son
apparently thought that now would be their real chance to make
more money. Hence they brought their case before the newly
established People's Court. Poor Mr. Chen was by now very downhearted. After hearing both sides, however, the judge reprimanded
the amah) and then, in a compromise that is typically Chinese, •
told Mr. Chen to pay her a very trifling amount as a token settlement. This, he warned her, must be absolutely the last of the
matter. Mr. Chen is very relieved over this happy conclusion tb a
case in which he feels he has bee~ quite unjustly i~plicated.

•
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The First Month

•

It is now thirty-two days since the People's Army marched into

Peking. Following the spate of meetings, parades, and congratulatory messages of the first two weeks, changes of a more concrete
nature are beginning to make themselves felt. The honeymoon
seems over.
Physically, conditions contin11e to return to normal. The enormous piles of unsightly refuse which had accumulated in the
streets during the siege are gradually beirig carted away. The
reopening of the Palace Museum, and probably of many other
parks and museums, is promised within a week. Already the city
wall is open as a promenade to those who w~sh to use it. F:rom
its top the evidences of destruction wrou~~y Peking's former
defenders are clearly apparent: on the wall itself, in the tunnels
and piles ~f JWck and earth remaining frorr hundreds of dugouts and. gun emplacements; beyond the wall, in the gra}- waste
of-Fazed buildings which circle the city in a belt several hundred
yards wide. Of these, only heaps of rubble now remain, from
which boys are gradually carrying away the bricks on their backs.
•
At one or two places a start has been made at rebuilding, but for
the most part tht scene is one of bleak desolation.
On the production front the papers are filled these days, quite
a Ia Rus;e, with enthusiastic accounts of how the workers are rehabilitating industry to a point equal to, or even higher than,
its presiege level. Improving communications are m~king it pos-
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sible for thousands of refugees to return to their homes, helped
by free transportation and grain allotments from the govern• to revisit the Temple of Confucius a few
• ment. It was inspiring
days al!;o and compar€i its present stately calm with the f9-rmer
scene of refugee squalor, misery, and confusion. Almost ~e last
eviden~es of that unhappy time are the pills of refuse now being
carted away in preparation for its formal reopening a few
days hence. Voids remain, however, where doors, windows, and
furniture used .to he-all burned as firewood during the siege.
As for the economic picture, incomplete figures show that during the period of monetary reconversion ending February 23,
over 817 ,ooo workers, students, teachers, and "poor people", or
not far below half of the city's population, made use of the favorable 3:1 exchange rate. Developments since that date include a •
census-taking of the city's poor and the distribution of 150,o6o
catties (Chinese pounds) of millet to an unspecified number; also a registration of the unemployed, especially those possessing
technical skills.
Of more lasting importance iii the activation 'bf a new monolithic governmental organ, the North China Trading Corporation. About a week ago this organization began to sell grains,
coal, and certain kinds of cloth at prices slightly below those on
the open market. For this purpose it uses shops of its own as well.
as privately owned subsidiaries scattered throughout the city .
•
The latter are pe~d
to continue selling their own commodities. at unfixed prices, the theory being that in the course of
time these will be forced by competition to appr(il{imlJte the gov-·
ernm~nt levels. At present it is far too early to judge of the success of this device. Prices, -after
continuing
t~ rise since I last
- - .
wrote, have dropped slightly during the past three or four days,
but not enough t_o be significant. Chief defect
the-iy~t~~- so
far, according to a Chinese friend, is the inferiority in quality
of government commodities to those on the opoo. market, as well
as the fact th~t they are sometimes mixed with the latter by certain unscrupulous private dealers and then sold at the higher
open-market rates.
Coincident with these steps, the authorities have banned fur-
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ther transactions in the Chinese silwr dollar, which must be
turned in to the People's Rank for people's !Dtes. Sr; far. however, the ban has been only ligbth applied~ The hawhrs who •
Fonn~rly blocked traffic with their numbc.rs at n~rtain strl!i:'t corners lnd dinned the air with their clinking. now walk sin~~ly
1long the streets, mu"ering: "Buv nnt~! Buy ond" to passe;·s-hy.
Salaries cf all workers in public institutions, including profes;ors in the government universities, are now computed in terms
:>f catties of millet. The immediate aim is to restore them to their
late 1948 levels, which, though better than tho~e of the siege, are
;till far from adequate. A prokssor, for example, now receives
:he equivalent of about twenty silver dollars n·onthly, compared
.vith a prewar (prc-19~7) salary of ~oo siher dollars. For labor?rs the discrepancy is romidera bl y Jess.
Shortages :)f imported ?nods are making themselves felt, par:icularly in gasoline, ctusing {ewer cars than btfore to be seen on
:he streets.
In the political sphere. the last week of Febrnary saw the trans'er of the North China Peopl~ Government, headed by Tung
f>i-wu, from Shihchiachuang_ to Pekin~.
Far mor<> publicized has !wen the arrival here of several hunired persons representing over twenty anti-Kuomintang political
r-oups. Included are the Kuomintang Revolutionary Comrrtittee
md the Democratic League. as well as overseas Chinese representttives and unaffiliated figures. These. no ~. will become the
ton-Communist nucleus for the "coalition" government evenually to b.e c•ated for all China. Another event has been the
trrival, cordial recepti0n, and departure aftt~r ten days, •of an
'unofficial" flve-n'lan pe<~ce delegation from the South•
A final item is the announcement, a coup!<.? of days ago. that
he "reor~anization"--in other words, indoctrination--of Fu Tsori's surrendered troops is now completed. Those who wish will
)e allowed to jrnn the Libt>ration Army; others will be given
hree ffiOJlths' term ina 1 p:lv and free transportatinn to their
tomes. Certainly a gencnms treatment and speedy rr.etamorphois! Fu himself apparet:tly r•·mains in the western SJ-Iburbs, but
s never mentioned.
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In the educational s.,ehere! the past weeks have seen the reopeningoflower and m~ddle schools. In that to which our amah sends
• her children, each pupil was asked to supply one table and chair
-a~y ltind would do-to replace those destroyed by Fu's soldiers
during.their siege-time occupation. There was nothing cafupulsory in the request, however, and our amaft begged out of it on
grounds of financial disability. Kuomintang textbooks, though
eventually to be revised or replaced, remain in use for the time
being. Peita anp other government universities have at last been
"taken over" by_!h_e :People's Q9y~~~ment -in the sense that one
orrnore members of that regime have been for-mallY ;rt'Uciied
to each-iiis-iit\ltioll. No-c~uri~ul~m other changes, however, are
contemplated at -the present time.
Just how short the Communists are in trained personnel is ,
shown by their efforts to recruit 1 o,ooo men and women graduates of middle schools or higher institutions to serve in the "southern expedition." Their problem is that of finding persons who
possess the requisite technical ability combined with enthusiasm
for the cause and willingness to UJldergo great personal hardship.
Many students have the latter qualities in abundance; only a few
possess the former. Their eager response to the recruiting campaign is exemplified in the case of Tsinghua, which reopened
classes yesterday with an <>ttendance of only 1,804 out of its former enrollme~t oJ 2,482. Most of the 678 absent students have
apparently decide~rego further studies in order to work for
the revolutionary cause in the south.
With an eye to the future, the Communists ar• als.p establish.
- .
- --ing tliree "universities" -really gigantic indoctrination al!<!train{ng instit~es-~~-~e_ -k_n~~l! _i~specti..;eiY a~ Nofth China_University,~-th~ ~~oi1_h (;hi!!<!_R~ople's ~e_voluti~n_ary Univer~i!y,~d
~orth_~hina_ Milil<!ry_A2_l!!_inist_ration Universi~Y: All Jhree are
now preparing to hold entrance examinations.
The notice of the Military University appearing in the
Pe_ople's Daily is no doubt typical. It announces that t!aining in
military administration is to be given to 6,ooo students. A preliminary haJf-year term will, in the case of selected groups, be
followed by a further curriculum lasting from one to one and a
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half years. Subjects will include Marxism, ideology of Mao Tsetung, sociology, fundamental problems in the fhinese revolution,
contemporary political policy, fundamental knowledge about the •
Liheration Army, and military ~ience.and tech~olo.gy.
Anyobe can apply who is of good physique and habits, has graduated from a lower•middle school (tenth grade by American
standards), and is between the ages of eighteen and twenty-eight.
It is in the realm of what may be called indoctrination, or, less
charitably, thought control, that we reach the m~st questionable
aspect of the new program. The authorities are trying, with considerable success, to see that only their point of view reaches the
people. Slogans and posters carrying their message now adorn all
public places. Many, printed in bright colors, are very effective,
for example the one depicting a galloping cavalryman holding
• aloft a red banner, beneath which appears the caption: "Plant the
victorious banner throughout China("; or that of an army officer
pointing to the way ahead, with huge tanks looming in the background.
A reading room and adjoini~ sales room for New Democracy
literature have been opened at a strategic location on Morrison
Street, where they attract such crowds that one can enter only with
difficulty. What I was able to examine on one brief visit proved
unimpressive: piles of tiny pamphlets containing crude blackand-white pictures arranged in comic-strip fashion to illustrate
the evils of landlordism, the benefits of p~ant cooperation with
tpe People's Army, and similar themes. •
Movies are ~w said to be subject to censorship. In the words
of the March 2 Peiping Digest: t "Decadent U.S. films are>to be
ousted by healthy.Russian films. Fifty Russian movies are already
in circulation in _:\;orth China and thirteen are to b~ shown in
Peiping."
Newsp~pers have suffered a high mortality, at least seven having been closed in Peking, including that to which I had sub-

People's

• This situation chan~d radically in later months, which saw an ever-increasing
flood of nevo. publications pour from the presses, often very attractively printed.
Attendance remained high not only in this, but in othe.· bookstore< opened to meet
the popular demand.
t A small bi-weekly sheet of English translations from the local pr~s. started after
the siege by a group of Peita students interested in journalism.
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scribed, the World Daily News. This leaves the city with only
two dailies, the official People's Daily, and a tabloid; the Hsinmin Pao (New Citi~en), which is the only paper surviving from
~
the old regime under its own name. Others will probably be
sta;ted before long, j~dging from what occurred in Tientsin,
where the official Tientsin Daily has alreal!y been joined, or is
about to be joined, by three revamped papers. Among these, the
most important is the Chin-pu ]ih-pao or Progressive Daily, a reincarnation of th~ famous Ta Kung Pao.
I have begun to subscribe to it again and notice that, like every
other paper, it faithfully follows the Communist line, using the
New Chfna News Agency as its only source of information about
the outside world. Within liberated China itself, however, ·it
maintains something of its former wide coverage by the use of •
news letters from local correspondents. These give it a piquancy
and individuality lacking in the more standardized official organs.
How many dailies are published in Communist China today?
According to the editorial reply ;.o a letter to the editor in the
· March 2 People's Daily, the total is 63, distributed as follows:
Man(:huria (includin'g part of Inner Mongolia), 22; North China,
16; Northwest, 6; Central Plains, 7; East China, 12. Only Jour
citiel' have more than one paper: Harbin, 2; Mukden, ~-:'Shih
chiachuang, 3; Chengchow, 2. These figures are obviously incomplete inasmuc~ey list only one paper apjece for Peking
and Tientsin.
During the past few weeks, however, I have con"'-ud~d that the
integrfty of the press depends on more than simply the number
of its pape~s, important though this may be. If does not greatly
matter, after all, if a city possesses one, two, or five papers, provided they all print essentially the same news derived porn the
same source. As a matter of fact, what can be said ~\f the press
here in China can also be made to apply, in so~ resp~rts, to the
American press: too many American cities maintain .only one
paper, too many papers depend f<?r news solely on a single news
agency, too Vlany Americans read the same feature columns syndicated throughout the country. The real difference between
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America and Communist China, however, can be summed up in
a sentence: a speech by ~lao Tse-tung has a ~air chance uf being
at least partially reported in America; a Truman speech has no
chance at all of being printed in Communist China. uf·tless it
suits the purpose of the- a1nhorities to pe~·mit it.
•
Most disturbing ifct of thought control is the Fcbr;Iary 27
order halting all further new~ al:tivities of Peking's foreign cor·
respondents. Though onlv snenteen persons are affected (Australian, Swiss, Swedish, and Dutcl1, as well as .-\merjcan), the nrdcr
in effect means the compktt· ct·ssauon of nt·w~ (other than ovn
the Communist radio) from Communist China w the outside
world, since Peking is the only city in ;-.;onh China in •.vhkh foreign correspondents are stationed. The samc order hans the fur• ther circulation here of the lJ.S. Information Service news bulletins, both Chinese and Fnglish. thus )(•aying the ~hort-wave
radio (for those who ha \f~ one) as the only "fn·e" organ of in for
mation from the outside wmlll.
It is difficult to see the jmtitication for a step whirh, in its
sweeping inclusiveness, transc(lllds anything attempted even in
Soviet Russia. The official explanation is that of "conditions during the present state of military activity." The Progres.nve lJoziy
goes a good bit further by beginning its February 28 edicorial
with the words: "Though among foreign correspondents in
China good ones are certainly not wholly lacking,
in tlw final
-analysis most o_f them are stupid and ar~n eggs." As illusft'ation it cites the unfortunate AP and CP dispatches de~rnbing
the ComlllJlni.t entry of Peking.
If these are the real causes [or the present step. the Communists could have attained their objectives equally weLl either hv
expelling the two correspondents directly involved or by imposing gene.al censorship. Though either step would have undoubtedly aroused criticism abroad, neither could have been as disastrous as the pres~nt move, the only practiu,l effect of which is to
close the.mouths of the new regime's potential friends abroad.
strengthen its enemies, and make more difficult the re-establish·
ment of those diplomatic and commercial ties from which the
Chinese Communists themselves stand to benefit.

.
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But probably it is too much to expect the Communists to pay
much attention to Jong-range considerations such as these in a
• matter in which the question of prestige with their own people is
involv~. Nor is it surprising that their decision should be approved by the students, always inclined to be hot-headed, or that
it should be ignor~~~y_t!_l_e I?ulkofChina•s toiltng masses, for
whom the proble~ ot filling_!l~day~ rice bowl_is fa! _!0_2re important than t"ii:_e_ academic guestion 2!_l?ress freedom. B~t what
about those mal}y non-Communist intellectu_als and liberals who.
have repeatedly in the past risked personal safety by protesting
against Kuomintang violations ot the press? It is disappointing
that on this occasion not one has raised his voice in public cri~i
cism.

•
March 6 ( S u n d a y)

Land

•

What is the Communist land reform program? Here is the gist
orth7land re~lations-tliat were appro"WI:September 13, 1947,
by the National Chinese Communist Party Assembly on Land, as
contained in one Qf. the new pamphlets now being sold on the
street corners:
~
•
With the aim of realizi_!!g_iun Yat-se~'urin_£iple, ~'To _the·
tiller b;!ongst~~il,"all feuda~i~ti_c or semi-!_el}-~~st_i!:_land institutions are to be abolished. This means abolition of the land
rights- ;;-f laQdlor~s, temples,-sclJ.~ol~, and other ~rganizations, as
well as of all rural debts incurred prior :o _!!J.~re_f~.£1!!· Reform
will be carried out through the associations of farmers- and of
poor (i.e., tenant) farmers, to be created in each village (~sia.Eg),
1<!_istrict (ch'u), county (hsien) a~ province (sheng), The village
will be the focal unit for land redistribution, save in.cases of
special -importanc~, which --~ill-be. decided .by the ..district or .
county associ~tions.
Large forest lands, water works, mines, pasturages, waste lands,
K
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lakes, etc., will fall under government control, as will cultural
and historical monuments. All other land, to;ether with agricultural property (buildings, animals, implements, grain stocks, and •
·the like), will be pooled for each villag~ unit and theft redistributed on the basis of quantitative and qualitative equality for
all alike, irrespectivl of age or sex. Landlords and their families,
once having surrendered their holdings to the general pool, will
be reassigned amounts equal to those of everyone else. So will the
families of Kuomintang soldiers and officials, and of traitors and
war criminals, provided they are willing to cu.ltivate the land
themselves. Traitors and war criminals themselves, however, will
not receive land. Laborers, professional workers, and others
wrwse livelihood is dependent only in part or not at all upon
• land will either not share in the distribution or will receive correspondingly lesser amounts.
Once land has been redistributed, it will be regarded as the
private property of its owner and may thereafter be freely
6ought, sold, or even rented, subject to certain regulations (proliih<l.iing exorbitant rents and. the like). Nothing is said about
collectivization. Violators of the regulations will be tried in people's courts, composed of members of the farmers' associations
and government-appointed individuals. The government guarantees to the people their democratic right to engage freely in
criticism at the meetings of the farmers' associations and to elect
or replace the committees and representati-.es of these associa•.
---.._
tions.
Such then is the land program as it stands on paper. • To anyone acqu~ini:~d with rural China, the difficulties in its "'ay may
well seem almo~t insuperable. There must be tens of thousands
of villages in China, for each of which a farmers' ass~iation must
be created. Initially, at least, this task cannot be left to the farmers themselves, but must be guided by trained political workers,
preferably those intimately acquainted with local conditions.
The work of awakening and activating millions of illiterate
peasants. to the point where they themselves can perpetuate the
program is surely one of the most challenging and formidable
in all history.

.

• For important subsequent modifications, see pp. u;s-154.
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What has been concretely accomplished to date? In the absence
of any over-all repwt, one is forced to turn to whatever scattered
• statements happen to come to hand. Two weeks ago the papers
menti~ned that 90,000 mu}. or about 13,636 acres, of newly liberated land in northern •Kiangsu province are now being surveyed
for red1Sti-iouuon. Aniteillintoday's Progl'essive Daily describes
how over 1,300 f>Olitical workers have been engaged in land reform ever since-October in the 1,634 vlilages surrounding Mukdell,Withredistribution already completein some.
A story in th~ March 1 Progresswe Daily gives the case history
of one particular town. The place in question, ChaQ:.k"!l~!!:Ying
described as a former "bastion of feudalism"-i~ located in Paofeng-hsien, southeast of Loy~!J~!(!Yi!Jsia~_sa.Ef~~l of Honan. Its
population of 2,325 individuals, belonging to 468 households, •
cultivates a total area of 5,86o mu or about 888 acres. Hence an
exact land division would theoretically provide each family of
slightly less than five persons with a fraction under two acres.
Part of Chao-kuan-ying's population is undoubtedly engaged in
occupations other than farming ~nd so does not need land. But
even if we arbitrarily grant this portion to be as much as 50
per cent-obviously far too high-each family of five would still
receive an allotment of less than four acres. These figures vividly
illustrate the agrarian problem that exists in China. They also
reveal that even tlie most equitable land redistribution, as proposed by the Coml!lunists, can only partially solve this problem. ·
. Of Chao-kuan-)'!!i.gtpopulation, 8 per cent an! landlords whQ
own 39 per cent of the land within the district..,(plus another
2,157
lying outside); 49 per cent are "poor fart1Iers" who
hold only 11.4 per cent of the land. At the ape~ of t~~ ~feudal"
structure tkere formerly stood two families, one of which was
s~p_Eorted by!.ocal officialdom! the other by bandits. Attempts at
reform, begun with the liberation of Chao-kuan-ying ii? August,
1947, were nullified when the Liberation Army was subsequently
driven out and the landlord association, supp~rted by its Red
Spear Society, returned to power. With the second libe£ation, in
April, 1948, efforts were renewed. They met with continued difficulties, ho'Vever, owing to the timidity and inexperience of the
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farmers, until in October of that year a corps of political workers
b~n a systematic program of lectures an~ indoctrination. A
self-defense militia corps was then established against roving •
bandits, and two men, one a local landowner of 8eo mu:with a
long record of exploitation, the other a ~otorious bandit,- were
apprehended and triM before a people's court. The fonner was
fined twenty-five piculs (8,333 pounds) of wheat; the latter was
executed.
Today the farmers' association of Chao-kua~-ying boasts of
349 members and is firmly established. But, as the writer of the
story concludes, the real work of land reform is only just beginning.

"

.

•

Industry and Commerce
The Peiping Digest of February 25 contains a translation of "instructions issued by the Administrative Committee of the ShansiChahar-Hopei Frontier Area, .regarding the protection of industry and commerce during the process of land reform." Some
of the highlights of this document, intended primarily as a guide
for dealing with small scale rural enterprise, are:
The government guarantees ownership rights, free management, and lawful business profits to all factories, workshops, and
firms (public, private, and cooperative). The ,ame guarantee applies to enterphses operated by "landlo~ aim old-style wealthy
farmers," wh~h. if they have already been taken over by the
farmers' associations, should be handed back to their wiginal
owners. Enterpri.ses owned by "bureaucratic capital or_ notorious
country bosses," however, are subject to confiscatiotP and operation by the government. Every effort should be made to maintain
the opet'ation and prevent the dismemberment of all enterprises.
Equipment should be confiscated from landlords only if the latter lack the madpower to operate it themselves, in which case it
should ht! taken over by the farmers' associations. Debts between
individuals engaged in industry and commerce are not to be repudiated: "The claims to collect debts of the landowners, rich
farmers, and usurers [money-lenders] in industry and commerce,
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. when they do not fall into the category of usury, should also not
be abolished." Taxation should aim at encouraging production.
"Industrial and co'mmercial capitalists" should endeavor to improve-working conditions, while laborers should "actively engage
in 1Jfoduction in order to obtain reasonable profits for the capitalists.., In this way "capitalists and labo~rs will be united in
their struggle for victory in war and the reconstruction of the
nation." As for the apprentice system, "except for abolishing its
feudal or semi-feudal miture and making adequate improvements within ·economic and other necessary limitations, the
treatment of apprentices should still follow the old customs.'~
This is a far cry from actual communism. The stipulation
about non-cancellation of debts, in particular, is a notable de1Jiation from the contrary stipulation in the 1947 land reform regu•
lations.

"The Poor Man's Road to New Life''
r

:-=::::ae:::S:_!EC

This is the headline of a story 1n the Progressive Daily of two
days ago,telling- what lias oeenfiappening the~ pas(fe,vw.eeks in

~~eri-t'aiii.-Chu'!ns.:alittleto~~=ofa~ou_t_~5~_pers_o~s.:__on~he
outskirts of Tientsin. A census taken immediatelyafter libera.,
tion showed that 128 persons were in particularly straitened circumstances, owina to the siege and depredations of Kuomintang
soldiery. After ~'.ich1'ersuasion, Communist f¥llitical workers
induced these men to organize an industrial cooperative. They
were very reluctant to do so, the village having 11'eez. victimized
once Defore by a so-called "cooperative" scheme organized by a
Kuomintapg official. On February 7, however, •the enterprise got
under way with a capital of PN$14,050 subscribed by the workers themselves, another PN$12,ooo contributed by thro, People's •·
Bank, and tools and other equipment donated by sympathetic
persons.
•
The cooperative began by manufacturing coal ball~, which it
was able to sell at less than the prevailing market price. Its next
venture was to sell salt which it transported from the sea coast.
By February 27 it had already made the extraordinary profit of
~-----··--
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PN}11,200, with which it plans to expand activities by selling
fish brought from Taku and acting as local sales agent for the
government's North China Trading Corporltion. In this way,
the article concludes, the poor people of this village have n•t only
obtained gainful employment but, perhaps· even more importmt,
they are learning ho\le to work for instead of against one another.

Intellectuals
Yesterday's Peiping Digest has an article entitled "Communist
Party Policy towards lntellectuals"-an "official statement Of poliq• issued about two years ago." Its main thesis is that though
most professors, civil servants, scientists, engineers, and artists
• come from landlord and capitalist families, they themselves are
"mental workers" toward whom "the Democratic Government
must adopt policies which will protect them and make use of
them to serve the People's Republic to the best of their capacity."
Because many suffered economic insecurity and political oppression under the Kuomintang, ohly a very small minority really
favor the old regime. "These people can be won over to our side.
If we can give them sound political guidance and education,
their knowledge and skill can be used." Even within the ultraconservative Three People's Principles Youth Corps, in fact, only
"a very small part are reactionary elements be1'ond redemption."
The building of a new China, the <ft"hcl()~Oes on, requires
enormous numbers of educated specialists. "We can set up various kind~ of 'training classes to give them political and technical
training, reform them gradually, then give them suitable·work.
But at first we niust avoid giving them key position~and be always on the alert to prevent !'ubversive activities. . . . At the
same ti~e we must make intellectuals out of the workers and
farmers . . . and train the most promising among them . . . so
that they can pill¥ their full part in the work of construction."

•
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Are the Chinese -Communists
ReallY, Communist/-

··~--

Practically nothing' of what I have been describing can be really
--=--=
·-.
.called ·"~ommunisJI1.'" Government sale of_gram ana other key ,.
coiimodiiTes is not cctmmun1sm. Rather it seems like a modern
adaptation of that -~ncient "ever-normal granary" principle
which, under varying names, has been sporadically practiced in
China for some two thousand years. Nor is a land P.rogEam com-\1·
tp.unistic which not onlx allows...,R.riy~ Q~~!.s th._e rig-ht_. _to~buy,
s..e!l, a11d rent land b4t a!s~U..t~~e_ncs t~cwle~tiviz;ttion.
On the contrary, it, too, stems from numberless attempts in Chinese history to equalize the land, of which those by the usurper
Wang Mang at the beginning of the Christian era and by the
eleventh-century statesman Wang An-shih are but the most famous. Nor is an industrial_ and COIIlmercial Rolicy_ communistic
which encour~g~P.rivate_£QQP.erat~ves_and leans over backward\
~ns~re "lawful business _profits"_ to "capitalists" and "landlords
and old-sty~e wealthy farmers~"
Does this mean, then, that the Chinese Communists are not
true Communists? The answer i~no, for two good reasons. In the
first place, they accept the Marxist view of history and use such
terms as "feudalism," "imperialism" and "democracy" in the
same way as do other Communists. In the second place, they resemble Communists elsewhere in the propaganda techniques
they employ, thei• almost religious faith in themselves as the sole
possessors of trufJl, anti their distrust and disli\e of "imperialists."
The seeming inconsistency of their program, t~re(ore, proves
only t~eir practical realization that immediate_c!)mmu!lJs!!l)s_im__:
possible in.a~y as economically_l!__ndevel~~d as _<;_h!na,, and
their res~ti~g . ~illi_ngp.~s!J:o _accept__tempora:r:Y. c~mpromise _Ln
o!_d~"}o.::__achi_eye t!te _final_ socialist. _goal=even _ thou$h "temporary" may in this case mean a span of decades. Any other interpretation, in fact, becomes almost impossible:;, in view of actual
conditions in China.
Let us take the land problem as a single example. 1\ssume, for
the sake of argument, that the land can be successfully equalized
in accordance with the Communist program. Assume, too, that
-~·--
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the\ressure of population on land can be reduced by large-scale
industrialization. And assume, finally, that China's huge population can during this process somehow be kept in check near its •
present limits.
Even granted that all three things happen, the pressure of f'Opulation on land will ~till remain constant and inexorable.- judged
by Western standards. (Let us remember Chao-kuan-ying, where,
if only a fifth of the existing population were to remain farmers,
this would still mean less than ten acres per family.) Given this
compelling fact, plus an economic system that continues to permit the private purchase, sale, and renting of land, it is hard to
see how any program of land redistribution can permanently halt
tJ:v! gradual regrowth of the age-old rural stratification of landlord, owner, part-owner, and tenant. Nor is it easy to imagine
• how China's food needs can be adequately supplied as long as
the land remains fragmented in small individual plots, thus preventing a mechanized agriculture without which there can be
little hope of a marked increase in productivity. Some form of
collectivization, therefore, seems the only way out. For this
reason, if for no other, the ptesent land reform program can
hardly be more than the first, though a very essential, step toward
the Communists' long-range goal.

•

t.Carc:h 17 ( T h u r s d a y )
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•

Barter Trade

•

Prices continue upward, as shown by the daily quotations in the
papers, as well as by the recently resumed weekly cost-of-living
indice:;: c~mpiled by Nankai University's Institute of Economic
Research in Tientsin. The government does its best to slow the
•
rise by selling large amounts of commodities to the newly formed
consumer "cooperatives, whose members usually are the employees
of specific public and private organizations. The Progressive
Daily, for example, reports eight such cooperatives ln Peking as
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having already bought over a quarter of a million pounds of lovernment sugar, together with comparable quantities of millet,
1
• corn flour, cooking oil, salt, and soy sauce. In Tientsin the governmeat has disposed of several million pounds of millet to labor
grO\'toflS having a total membership of 80,000.
The new export-import trade regulation~have just been published. They provide that all merchants engaged in such trade
must secure operating licenses from the foreign division of the
North China Trading Corporation, and that separate licenses are
further required for individual transactions. Through such controls, the government aims to balance exports and imports, conserve foreign exchange, and rationalize the entire field of foreign
trade in a way deemed advantageous to the total nationel
economy. Exporters may on occasion be required to import certain specified commodities in order to export their own goods- •
in other words, to arrange barter deals. The North China Trad-··
ing Corporation holds an option on buying such imports at prices
guaranteed to give the importer a fair profit. Export and import
customs duties remain fixed at their Kuomintang levels.
Meanwhile the local silver bawlers have disappeared from the
streets and silver dollars are becoming increasingly difficult to
buy.

A New Peo'R_lf!_' s Gov~~n!'l'ent

•

The formation ea~ly this month of a provisiot"u "cvple's Gov.
ernment for the Central Plains makes it appear ~at the Communist~ are in no hurry to place all occupied territory under a
single government. This may not happen now before China as a
whole has ~een taken over, which, in view of the continuing
military lull, may take considerably-longer than seemed possible
a month or two ago.
•

Letters from America

•

During the nast five days we have been happily-flooded with letters from America, dating from mid-January to late February.
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Th\se, we trust, will continue coming, now that steamship contact has been resumed with Shanghai. Owin~ to the fact that our
local stamps are not internationally recognized, we can only reply ,
through the intermediary of friends in Shanghai.

,

•

"]elly.BellyJ Tailor))
Further evidences of the new regime's strong nationalism are
the regulations that all addresses on local lettei's must hereafter
be written in Chinese, and that no non-Chinese lettering is hereafter to appear on the trademarks and packaging of products
manufactured in Communist China. It has even been suggested
that the latter prohibition should be applied to all shop signs as
• well. This, if carried out, will mean the loss of some that have
for years been dear to ti).e hearts of Peking foreigners-for example, the large placard, "Jelly Belly, Tailor," appearing over
one of the shops on Morrison Street, or another labeled ""Whole
World & Co." • The explanation offered by the authorities is
that foreign-language trademarks are earmarks of a colonial psychology resulting from China's long economic dependence on
the foreigner.

Newspapers

..

•

•
•
'The last two days have seen the appearance of two new newspapers il1oPe'l.ing: the Chieh-fang Pao (Liberation News), organ
of the Peking branch of the Chinese Communist Party ~in contradistinction to" the People's Daily, which represeJlis the North
China People's Government), and the Ta-chung ]ih-pao (Daily
Masses). a labor organ formerly published elsewhere in liberated
territory.
Regulations k>r the licensing of all Peking newspapers, periodicals, a.pd news agencies were published on the eleventh. Applicant organs must state the occupation, political belief, and political affiliations of their editor and publisher, sourc.e of financial
• This suggestion, fortunately, was never carried out.
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support, and present financial condition. They must pl~ge
themselves not to v~olate the laws of the People's Government,
.,not to disseminate propaganda injurious to the New Democracy
or sprectd rumors and slander, and not to disclose national and
milia\}' secrets. Violating organs are subject to temporary or permanent· suspension; other (presumably m~tre drastic) punishment will be meted out in cases entering the sphere of "criminal
behavior."
I have recently asked some of the still remaining foreign correspondents whit they feel is the attitude of their Chinese colleagues toward such regulations, and more particularly toward
the government's ban on foreign news gathering. Their replies
confirm my previous impression: Most Chinese newspapermetJ.
sincerely favor what the new government is doing and therefore
accept the new regulations without hesitation. This explains the
ease with which their publications have changed face since lib·
eration, despite the fact that in many cases the staff of these publications has remained relatively intact save for a few shifts in the
higher echelons. Furthermore, Chinese newspapermen have long
resented the privileges enjoyed by• foreign correspondents under
the Kuomintang, such as freedom to write in a way which they
themselves did not dare to do, or access to inside information.
Hence they do not on the whole feel unhappy about the plight
into which their foreign colleagues have fallen.
As for Chinese li.erals, th~ir attitude (according to these same
foreign corresponaents)-1loesnot- materially diffe» from that of
newspapermen. T~y_~el,_with.g()_od_re~~on, __that th.e~¥!-lomin_.
tang....-----.•-has been corrupt and
reac_tion<!__rX
and that
the eni!!ed
States,
...
-·
-~esp_!te its 0:!-"1! profe~sed beli~_! i!l dem_o_cracy, tt:s been i~s chief
supporter. :H~ th~y !lre_not tpQ_sorry to see th_e_r_t;_opJe'~ Government-id"Opt its present tactics. In other words, the United
States, oy its concrete policy in-China, has done as muc!:eas anyone else to discredit, in the eyes of thinking Chinese, those abstract democratic principles which it would most like to see
function there.
-~-~
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The Police State

•

•

One of the most unpleasant indications to date of a budding..
police state is the story, reported in the March 12 Prtjgressive
Daily, o£ how the Tientsin Bureau of Pu1Jlic Safety is set~J'lg up
"investigation boxei" throughout the city into which an~one can
drop secret denunciations of what seems to him dangerous activity. Such activity includes that of "Chiang Kai-shek's bandit
adherents," "reactionaries," "traitors," persons with false identity
cards, robberS, and, in general, all "destructive elements." Citizens are warned not to use this as an opportunity for making
slanderous accusations or repaying private grudges, and are instructed to accompany all accusations with their own correct
name and address. In return, the authorities promise anonymity
to informers. Some eighteen boxes have already been set up, with
others to be added. Their contents will be collected daily. So far
as I know, no similar system has yet been instituted in Peking. •

Rumors

•

While such techniques are certainly abhorrent, it should be remembered that they are being carried out in a region in which
the new regime has been barely two months in power and where
many hostile elements undoubtedly remain., The arrest of notorious Kuomintang secret agents and seTzure of hidden arms, am•munition, radio transmitters, and the like, have several times
been report~d. Under the circum,stances, the absence ~f largescale terroristic reprisals has been 'striking. Most police and other
municipal employees, for example, remain unchanged from the
old regime.
Even. now it seems certain that rumormongers are still at work.
A few days ago, for example, a letter to the editor of the Progressive Daily inq11ired whether it was true what friends had told
him, naqtely, that all unmarried women of marriageable age living in the environs of Tientsin were to be forced into marriage
• Nor was it later instituted. In Tientsin, in fact, it was only oi temporary duralion, to the best of my knowledge.
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by governmental decree. The editor's reply to the writer! of
course, was not to beJieve such fabrications and to tell his friends
..not to do so either.

•

"

Ptison Reform

•

During the past three days (March 14-16) the Progressive Daily
has run an interesting series of articles on the reform program instituted in the Tientsin prisons. There, prisoners are no longer
called "criminals" (fan-jen) but "penitents" (hui-kuo-yuan), corporal punishment has been abolished, "squeeze" among wardens
eliminated, and care is taken that all food and other· parcels sel'rt
by friends and relatives arrive intact. "The prisons have become •
schools." The inmates of each cell elect one of their members as
their chief, and he is expected to see that all of them observe the /
prison rules. Livelihood committees have also been elected to
look after their food, attend to their hygiene, and buy cigarettes
and other supplies on a cooperative basis.
Thus, according to the Progreslive story, every effort is made
to encourage initiative and self-management and to induce the
prisoners to obey the rules because of self-respect rather than intimidation. The slogan of the new prison director is: "The purpose of penal institutions is to cure persons who are ill and make
them into riew mel)lbers of a new society.'!
Fixed times ant now •allotted for work, recr<mtion, lessons,
bathing, haircut~, etc., the story continues. ~~st important, how~
ever, are the daily study groups, each conslstmg
t~lve men,
devoted to "self-examination" (fan sheng) and "the study of life.''
Prisoners pa.rticipating in the former are encm;raged to discuss
their faults frankly before their fellows, accept friendly criticism,
and express repentance; in the latter they hear lectures upon the
evils of the old society, the ways in which it can be reformed, and
the hope this holds for their own rehabilitation. •
On March I I these small sessions culminated in a. IJJass "selfexamina•ion" meeting, attended by over 400 prisoners, at which
many stood .up to make public confession, in some cases for
crimes other than those for which they had been sentenced. The
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"c.}nfessors" included, among others, the former puppet mayor
of Tientsin during Japanese occupation; a wan of Sovi.::t citizenship who had committed a notorious trunk murder in Tientsin;#
a dope peddler; and a robber. The robber's confess1.on was
typical:
•
,
"I am a robber. Today I have come here for self-examination.
Please criticize and teach me, so that I can be completely remade.
When I was born I was not a robber, but then as a youth I was
led astray by bad people. . . . For the last several years I have
been a pickpocket. . . . On being sent to prison, however, I
found that there is food to eat and a place to live in. There is no
beating or punishment. The Communists want to make us over.
'Phey do not oppress us. We must go forward with them. But we
have all stepped through a cesspool. We are covered with filth .
We are dirty and stink. People don't want men like ourselves.
Can't we understand, then, that we must reform?"
The puppet mayor, for his part, confessed that at sixty-six he
had had an affair with his wife's twenty-year-old maid. Questioning from his fellows elicited the fact that the maid had accepted
his advances only under compulsion. After several further confessions and accompanying criticism, the prison superintendent
expressed the hope that continued study of the nature of society,
combined with sessions of self-expiation, might eventually help
all to reach a state of sincere repentance and understanding,
through which they could become constructitte members of society. The met¥ing then broke up witJ:r the s•ng: "Without the
·communist Party there would be no China."

• •

Political Revivalism

•

•

Regar<Uess of what can be said about Communist objectives, one
must admit that they bring to their cause an idealist fire that is
almost religious.in its earnest intensity. One of its most characteristic matl}.festations is that of the "self-examination" sessions just
described. This l:echnique-so reminiscent of the Oxford Movement or a revivalist meeting-differs from them in that it is more
than an appeal for individual repentance. For while uttering this
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appeal, it asserts at the same time that every individual is eslentially the product ot the human environment in which he lives,
and that, therefore, his own redemption is linked, in the final
"'analysi~ with the cooperative betterment of society as a whole.
TIH.t technique-a sort of political revivalism-is applied by the
Commubists to many groups beEides priso~ers. We find it, for
example, being used in the Tientsin Municipal Political Training
Institute, the first term of which is now being attended by over
three hundred students. Its curriculum not only includes the study
x of such texts as TheN ew Democracy, On Coalition Government,
/ 'and The Chinese Revolution and Chinese Comrii.inist Party, but
also comprises two daily meetings at which-the studentSdivide
into small groups to discuss among themselves their past failin~
and the ways by which they may better serve society in ·future.

Spirit of the New China
Last Sunday, a lovely spring day, the three ~f _u~ook a walk
throu~h the ~~ei_H~i.,As we passM CZ>ne of the_9:@~J~,Uh.at
frrie-the lake's northern---=shore, we.
that
= noticed
.
- - two
·- of the three
lar'&t bronz~)ncense burners before its gates -lia<flleen toppled
--;;::;:&C .•~~
fiom their marble pedestals. "More of the work of Kuomintang
soldiers," we commented.
A few minutes later, repassing the temple, we met eight or ten
young People's Alllny sol<Tiers, out for a stroll like .,urselves. The
next moment one of them-obviously a natural leader, though~
private like the rest-noticed the overturned incen~e burners as
•
we had done and ran toward them, waving to his comrades as he
did so. In a matter of seconds he and three or f;ur of the others,
despite their loads of rifles and blanket rolls, were struggling to
lift one of the tripods back to its pedestal. The task waseterribly
difficult, for the tripod was abo:ut three feet high and enormously
thick and heavy, besides being so round and smo<9th that only two
or three men could get a real grip on it. All efforts seem~ doomed
to failm·e. The burners simply could not be lifted from the ground
without rope~ and poles.
·
But then the leader had an inspiration. He called his comrades
-~~--..:--..;;-
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aga\n to the task, and together they rolled the burner over the
ground until it touched the foot of the pedes,al. Then, pressing it
with all their strength against the side of the stone, they slowly.
rolled it up the stone's vertical face and thus onto its upper~urface.
After that it was comparatively simple to pull the burn<7back
upon its l~gs and sli.-Ie it until they slipped once more it\to their
original sockets, whereupon the soldier who had conceived the
operation leaped happily inside the incense burner, waved his
arm, and shouted in triumph. Then, jumping down again, he and
his comrades ran to the other prostrate burner and within a few
minutes had restored this, too, to its original position. And we
three foreigners, together with a small group of Chinese children
~ich had by now assembled, applauded and shouted: "Hao!
Hao!" ("Good! Good!") As we did so I thought to myself: This
is probably the first time in decades-perhaps in centuries-that
a group of Chinese soldiers, undirected from above and with no
expectation of gain or praise for themselves, have spontaneously
performed an act requiring initiative, effort, ingenuity, and
cooperation, simply in order to put to rights a monument belonging to the public.
•

•
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Cooperatives

•

Prices continue upward, though slowly. Even the People's Daily
is raising its price today from PN$5 to $10 per copy. There was a
time when it sold for $2. According to the Nankai University
economic indices, wholesale prices in Tientsin have increased
20.3 per cent for the four weeks of February 23 to March 22, and
laborers' cost of living, 16.84 per cent. Since my last entry, the
North China Trading Corporation ~as stopped selling commodities to the general public. The official reason is that some of its
fifty-five private-shop outlets were surreptitiously raising their
prices and committing other irregularities, but an actual shortage
of supply is probably an important factor.
The result is that ~he s"-le of goverhment commodities is being
r~stricted more and p:tore tdlthe consumer cooperatives, which are •
usually institutional in character, and whose membership is
limited to employees of specific organizations. The rapid increase
of such cl'loperatives, however, makes it difficult to measure the
effect of the coptinuing inflation with accuracy.
•
That they do not always have easy sailing is revealed in a frank
story in the March 22 Progressive Daily about a particular.Tientsin cooperative. An official investigation revealed considerable
coolness on the part of the public toward this coo~rative. There
were a number of reasons for this: unfortunate previous.experience with Kuomintang-organized cooperatives; infiltration of unreliable personnel in the early stages of the organization; the
spread of rumors that no one "with food to eat"-that is, no one
/
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enj~ying more than a bare subsistence income-would be allowed
to join; losses suffered on the first batch of c.orn flour, which had
been bought at higher than market prices though of second-rate
quality;'and the spreading of adverse propaganda by competing
merchants.
•

.

•

./

How To Beat the Inflation
An ingenious method for protecting savings accounts against inflation, which has already been tried in Tientsin, is today being
inaugurated here by the People's Bank. This is how it operates:
The bank establishes a "unit price" which it publishes daily in
the papers. Its basis is the sum total of the average market prices
during the five preceding days of three key commodities: wheat
and corn flour (per pound) and cotton cloth (per foot). Let us
suppose that this sum, on a given day, amounts to PN$10o, and
that an individual opens a savings account for that amount on
the day in question. By so doing he is, in effect, buying one
"sa'!ings unit" from the Peopk's Bank. Now let us suppose that
three months later, wishing to withdraw his deposit, he finds
that, owing to price rises in the three basic commodities, the
value of his savings unit has gone up to S150. This means that
the bank now pays him, not his original $100, but the unit's new
value, which is $150. At the salll€ time the interest accruing to
him is calculated proportionately.
•
•
• The syste.J is foolproof for the investor sin~e. should deflation
cause th~ v<Wue of the savings unit to drop below its original level,
he is still guaranteed repayment of his original deposit in full.
The system applies, however, only to long-term accounts of three,
six, or twelve months, the interest rates on which a;e respectively
3.6, 6 and g.6 per cent per annum. •

•

• Since my return to America, I have been informed by a Chinese economist that
this savings-unit plan is not a Communist invention. having fin.t been suggested by
a friend of his in !n article printed two or more years ago in Kuomintang China,
when, ho~ever, it was ignored. Late in •949 the Communists applied the idea on
a nationwide scale when they announced their intention of issuing government
bonds the value of which would be adjusted every ten days according to the average
price fluctuations of four kev commodities (rice, flour, cloth, chat'coal) in six widely
scattered cities (Shanghai, Tientsin, Sian, Hankow, Chungking, Canton).
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Business and Austerity

•

Increased production has become the great slogan of the day, but
·only of.such goods as are deemed best suited to national economic
need&. This means that anything smelling of bourgeois luxury is
severet,-frowned upon and that austerity a~ utilitarianism have
become quite tl}e fashion. Even well-to-do Chinese-of whom there........,
are not many left these days-make a point of dressing as shabbily
as possible in order, as they themselves tell us, to avoid undue
attention and m:tke themselves look as much as possible like the
lao pai hsing (common folk). The new mode harmonizes well with
the general dilapidated and unpainted appearance of the city.
The result is that thousands of merchants formerly engaged tn
the "luxury" trades-often catering primarily to the foreigner- •
have either closed their doors or turned to other enterprises. A
pewter shop, for example, now sells chemical supplies; a mirror
shop sells shoes; curio shops sell watches and fountain pens; and
bars of yellow laundry soap appear in the windows of shops which
once sold fine porcelains. Luxury goods often go begging, even
at low prices, in contrast to daily 'hecessities, the prices of "\fhich
continue upward. Formerly, for example, a yard of wool was
worth a whole bale of plain white cotton cloth, but now the same
bale exchanges for two or three yards of the woolen material.
One striking evidence of the new utilitarian order is what has
happened to the ill-fated Tung-tan glacis. From having been a
polo field in the oW days df the foreign legations, t~n Fu Tso-yi'~
airfield during the siege, and finally, for a short time, seemingly
destined to become an assembly ground for Commun1st-~nsored
rallies, it has now been metamorphosed into an. ever-expanding
shanty town ~f ugly mat sheds. Here hundreds of petty merchants
sell everything from second-hand clothing to ancient phonographs, and almost anyone who wishes, so I am told, can stake
out a claim for himself, free of rent or taxes. Many who do so are
the former employees of well-established shops which, financially
unable to carry on their staff, give them goods in lieu of ~veraJlce
pay. What has happened to the gla~is is a continuation of that •
process wherepy almost half of Peking's small business, it sometimes seems, is now conducted in the open air.
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\The New Democracy Youth Corps

•
The students continue to throw themselves enthusiastically
into
their new activities, though, one suspects, to the detriment cJ. class- •
work•. Despite much talk about curricular <tnd textbook chaQges,
it seems unlikely that.much will be done along these lincs~efore
.....--.rnefall term. One major event has been the creation of a new
semi·political organization, the New Democracy Yomh Corps.
Membership in this organization--whose name is unpleasantly
reminiscent of the Kuomintang's Three People's Principles Youth
Corps-is entirely voluntary. The Progressive Daily has an interesting story describing the inauguration of the Tsinghua branch
on•March 20. Five hundred and twenty-six students, as well as
• several well-known professors, attended the meeting. which
opened with the singing of the lnternationale. Following the usual
speeches, the climax came when the neophyte students recited in
·unison the following oath:
"I am a student of T5inghua University, today joining the New
Democracy Youth Corps. I solemnly swear to follow the organization, ~o follow its decisions, to follow the majority, to follow the
people, to observe tht: organization's rules and statutes, eternally
to move forward with the Communist Party, to study Mao Tsetung's thought and cultural and sciemific knowledge. and to apply
everv effort w .'·~if-reform so that I may l1e of service to laboring
citizens. I guarantee that I shall exet t all nw strength for the
r~volution andashall ~truggle to the end"for th&establishment of
c: Chi;wse Pt:ople'~ Democratic Republic."
He-re. 11\'t ~0ubt. is the org-an that will prepare many future
recruits for the ~ommunist Party.
•
Many students are still smdying for service in tlie southern
expedition, though some have already left. The three training
"univertities" mentiont>d calier are now in partial operation.
The most important. ~orth China lJniversity. aims at an ultimate enrollment-of something like w.ooo. Here is its Spartan curriculum:.
Rise at 5 A.M.; 6-6:30 physical exercise; 7-9 self-study or group
discussion; 9 breakfast; 10-1 P.M. reading or discus&,ion; 1-2 rest;
2-4 classes; 4 dinner; 5-7 "organized free activity" (whatever that
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may mean); 7-9 study; g:3o lights out. At least three gene&llecture assemblies ant held weekly, each lasting three or four hours,
• followed by smaller group discussions. Subjects studied include
the Chinese revolution, Chinese Communist party, history of
soc~evelopment, "philosophy of the masses," problems of coalition government, "anti-empiricism," New Democracy, and so on.
Students receive free tuition, board and lodging.
...._

Our Shansi Students
Meanwhile our compound is blissfully quiet these days, save for
the crows who have made their headquarters in the great tree
sheltering the front courtyard. The reason is that our Shansi stu-.
dents, after staying with us almost exactly four months, have at
last gone elsewhere! During the past two weeks, perhaps as the
result of our landlord's efforts, they have gradually dwindled
away, some to be returned to the environs of their still besieged
Taiyuan, some to :resume classes _in an unnamed spot in the Western Hills, and some-believe it or not-to study in one or ~other
of the new Communist institutions. Their former living quarters
still present a scene of chaos: windows smashed, wooden lattice
work gone, deep deposits of dirt and rubbish on the floors. What
they did not destroy they often stole-among other things, a bathtub, the removal•of wh~h has only now been discovered. It will
take much monc!y arid many laborers to restore tfte place to something like its former state, and the impressions .they have left
will never be effaced. But today the main courtyard is clean and
swept, the outer gate closed for the first time ha months, and the
open-air I<ltrines beside it are lonely and unfrequented. Spring is
here, the sun is warm, and the bees make a soft hlim in the bios•
soms of ou~ cherry tree.

•
Peace Plane from the South

•

A few minfltes ago, while sitting in the sun after lunch, Calia
and I heard a distant hum from the southern horizon. For perhaps
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a m'nute we were dimly conscious of it without sensing its
significance. Then Galia suddenly exdaimetl: "A planet" It is
curious how a sound, made familiar through constant association,.
retains that familiarity and thus escapes notice even whe!\ it has
not been heard for many weeks. Undoubtedly this planY>rings
the Kuomintang delttgation from Nanking that is expected here
.,.._.....,t~ba~ay for peace negotiations. What else, I wonder, does it bring
for the people of China? . . . A great silver plane has just now
passed quite low overhead, after which it circled ~oward the western airfield. Quite a thrill it gave us to see this tangible evidence
of contact with the outside world after weeks of isolation. (Letters,
however, written as late as March 13, continue to reach us from
Alherica, and so do magazines dating as far back as October and
• November.)

Thought Control
On March 25 the Peiping Mili1ary Control Council, to "prevent
the ~structive activities of counterrevolutionary elements and
protect the democratic rights of the people," promulgated regulations for the control of social organizations which are very similar
to those for publications issued on March 11. According to them,
all societies must be registered in qrder to operate legally. They
must submit lists of their organizers apd stat'\!ments as to their
past and pres~t aims, activities, political be,iefs, connections
with other o~nizations, and sources of funds. They must not
violate the laws of the People's Government or engage iu activities harmful to democratic principles.
In the field of art, the Cultural Control Committee•has banned
the performance of fifty-seven plays belonging to the traditional
reperto~. Included are 23 plays that are superstitious; 14, licentious; 4, derogatory to national dignity owing to the· prominence
given in them to acts of foreign aggression (invasions of the Buns,
Mongols, <etc.); 1· catering to a "slave morality"; 5, upholding
feudalistic oppression; 7, "extremely boring" or lacking a definite
scenario. Though I am not enough of a specialist orr the Chinese
drama to judge offhand whether these fifty-seven plays represent a
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serious loss to art, their very considerable number suggestslthat
they do. It is a COJllillentary on the acute moral consciousness of
• the Communists that among the plays, those banned for political
reasons" (anti-nationalistic, feudalistic, or with a slave morality)
are only thirteen in number, whereas those banned on purely
moral gt.ounds (superstitious or licentious) tQJ:al no less than thirty......
seven.
Yesterday I was given living evidence of the continuing strength
of "superstition" when I paid a visit to the P'an T'ao Kung ("Hall
of Spiral Peaches"). The occasion was the birthday festival of the
patron deity of this Taoist temple, the "Queen Mother of the
West." The temple was jammed with worshipers burning incense
or devoutly kowtowing before the images of the Queen Motl~er
and her attendants-goddesses who send children to the childless,
cure eye diseases, and perform numerous other miracles for b~- •
lievers. The long approach to the temple was crowded with food
vendors, toy sellers, acrobats, magicians, and the other concessionaires and entertainers who are customary at such temple fairs. They
did a roaring business with the crowd of festival-goers, which must
have numbered in the tens of th&usands. This festival, in .filet, is
the most ~triking evidence I have yet seen since my· return to
China of the vitality of the old beliefs. Those who attended, however, were for the most part old-fashioned folk; students and other
sophisticates were conspicuous by their absence .

•

•

•

Love in the New China

•

•
•

The past couple of weeks have seen a perceptibl.e deterioration of
the Progre!sive Daily. Advertisements have been increased, news
matter diminished, and in the process the often interesting newsletters from its own correspondents have been eliminatetll. Today,
aside from local Peking and Tientsin news, it pri:p.ts only what
originates from the official New China News hgency. Even so it
offers more diversity than the other papers, including.the official
People's Daily, especially in foreign news.
A major "'"eason, no doubt, for the official concentratiQn on
local news is the conviction that if the people are left blissfully
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of what happens abroad, they will concentrate better
on their tasks at home. This may be psycho~~ically sound, but it
is also obviously dangerous. Take, for example, the way in whid)
the theme of American imperialism~-symboli?~d at the 'moment
by the North Atlantic Pact-is being treated here. Almost tire only
information availa~le consists of thc adverse statemerffs, often
..,_...,-"'€~~mmunist, and the accounts of protest meetings, that are culled
from various countries. Thns the local public, while warned
against the pact's sinister designs, is at the same time given the
comforting illusion that few people really support it. even in
America, aside from a small minority c>f reactionary c:apitalists,
militarists, and government officials. The result is a reas~uring hut
c:Kstorted picture that carefully excludes all element~ of discord
and uncertainty.
• To return to the Progressive Daily, one of its most interesting
sections, because most indicative of public opinion. is that of
letters to the editor. These, understandably, rarelv deal with
politics, but touch on almost everything else: how to get rid of
a bad case of halitosis; what ~ the meaning of the latest postal
regtltations; how to unsalt fields whose productivity has bt>en
lessened by brine; how the People's Rank savings units operate:
the danger to health from public trash; and so forth. To all requests for information, the editor, who is a sort of doctor. agrarian
expert, engineer, economist, and Dorothy Dix rolled into one,
••
gives faithful answer.
•
• One of the fnost persistent types of inquiry deals with love and
marriage .aloog lines such as these: I am a boy (or girl) twenty-two
love.
years old, deeply in love with a girl {or boy) who returns
But my parents-are feudalistically-minded and oppoae the match
(often because they have previously arranged a betrothal of their
own). I understand that in the new China marriage is the free
•
choice of the couple concerned. Is this true? Do parents have any
legal right to enfs,rce a match arranged by them perhaps years ago?
To this the editor gives a stock reply: The new China wishes
•
to destroy all class differences and social discriminations, and
recognizes that marriage is a personal matter. Palients have no
legal right to enforce their will. Ex'Plain this to them gently and

...

my
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try to gain their approval. If this does not succeed, you ar~ free
to do as you like. •
The persistence of this theme indicates the widespread strength
of the'old morality despite the efforts of men like Hu Shih to
destroy it twenty-five years ago. It gives point to the heavy Communist"stress on equal rights for women, ex001plified, for example,
by the great amount of publicity being given to the current ses!'!!si"l!!on!!""''l..,~
here of the All-China Federation of Women.

Foreign Criticism
Foreign teachers at Tsinghua and Yenching now have passes all~w
ing them to come into the city. These, however, do not permit •
excursions to the Summer Palace, Jade Fountain, or other beauty
spots in the Western Hills.
Suspicion of foreigners seems to be growing, and annoying
incidents have been reported. Our British friends, the Victors, for
example, when visiting the P'an T'ao Kung yesterday, were
stopped at the temple gate by s~ldiers who interrogated-rhem,
discovered that they were Tientsin residents, that their traveling
pass had expired (owing to failure of the authorities to issue a new
one in time), and straightway marched them off under armed
guard to successive police stations in different parts of the city.
It was not until fiove hours later that they were finally released,
.
with the promis~ however, that the delayed pass would be issue,.d
promptly.
•
Such. incidents embitter many foreigners. They comment sarcastically that the Communists suffer from a "p~sarit mentality,"
that their J.!ew export-import regulations cannot possibly work,
that their economic position is bad and getting worse, and so forth.
Most are unable to see what goes on from any but a persoftal point
of view. Roberts, of Yenching, is one of the very few able to realize
that, regardless of how right the foreigners nfay be in certain
criticisms, the thing that really counts in China, after llll, is what
happens to the Chinese, and n~t to a handful of outsiders.
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Developments here can be better understood, I think, if viewed in.
terms of a religion-a militant, dogmatic, idealistic, in sofne ways
puritanical religion, in which the devotee,"like the mystic of•other
religions, seeks to identify himself with the universal whofe, there..
.,._.~b~y,.,.gaining spiritual release and psychological tranquillity. This no
doubt sounds trite, but as I look around I cannot help being impressed by its validity. Here are some of the semi-religious elements in the New Democracy that seem significant:
( 1) The struggle between God and the Devil, good and evil.
The New Democracy is always "democratic" and "progressive";
t~e forces of evil it opposes are always "feudalistic." Evil is pri• marily typified by the Kuomintang (always "bogus" or "reactionary") and the United States (always "imperialistic"). These and
similar terms are applied with a blanket inclusiveness that permits
no shading between black and white. Good is always good, evil
always evil, and in the struggle between the two the good inevitably triumphs.
(l'f Sense of a divine missi~n. The Chinese Communist Party
is the divine instrument of the Chinese revolution. It is notable
that though official statements pay due tribute to "the people" as
creators of the new China, they stress even more that they can do
this successfully only "under the guidance" of the (omniscient)
Communist Party or "under the lea<\ershipW of Mao Tse-tung .
•This concep~accords well with traditional Ohinese theories of
government..
(3) Dedication of the self to the cause. This is well ex~plified
by the oath tal< en by the Tsinghua students joining the New
•
Democracy Youth Corps.
(4) Faith rather than reason. The teachings of the New Democracy a~ repeatedly stated to be both "cultural" and "scientific"scientific in the sense, apparently, that they have achieved the
validity of sciedtifically determined laws of nature and, as such,
may be etc.pounded and commented on but are not to be seriously
questioned. This, perhaps, is why "anti-empiricism," as we have
seen, is one of the subjects of instruction at the- North China
University. Use of the term apparently means that the spirit of
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scientific inquiry, and with it of individualism (now a worft in
disrepute), emphasi~d in Europe since the Renaissance, is to be
.discouraged.
(5) ~ense of guilt. The reform of society must go hand in hand
with individual reforn{. which must start with. a readiness on the
part of tbe individual to accept public critiiJism and openly confess his faults. I have earlier commented on the resemblance·o"""£-""~""
the Communist technique of public confession to that of the
revivalist meetin~. This technique is important. Only a few days
after writing that entry, a single issue of the Progressive Daily
carried across its front page no less than three stories describing
confession meetings that had been held among the workers of the
Tientsin Electric Co., the porters at the Tientsin East Station, aJ!d
another group, which I do not now remember. This concept of a •
sense of guilt is something comparatively rare in Chinese history.
(6) Puritanism. Idealism and the desire to be of public service
•
lead to stress on personal honesty and incorruptibility. Superstition, frivolity, and looseness in sex relations are frowned upon.
Chinese cheerfulness and sense of fun, however, prevent this
tendency from going to the extreO:e of condemning pleasur.,.;imply because it is pleasure. On the contrary, the Communists like
fun like anyone else, but it must be of a simple, wholesome character.
(7) Sp~rtan simplicity. This, closely related to puritanism,
leads to the willid5 accertance of hardsh~p and avoidance of
luxury. It is'exen1l'lified in the curriculum'of the ll':udents at th~
North China Universi,ty. It is interesting to note in_rhis connection tha~ Peking's Communist maydr reportedly receives a salary
less than that of the non-Communist professors in ,the government
universities. •
(8) Cult of the common man: 'J11e long-exploited lao pai hsing
have become the heroes of the new China. Their unsophaticated
arts are emphasized, so that the peasant "planting songs" hold a
prominent place in the new drama. A story told "by Dick is characteristic: Some weeks ago Tsin~hua students produced a propaganda play to which farmers' onhe neighborhood were invited.
On their arriV'ftl, these farmers elbowed the university people aside
to get the best seats, hawked and spat loudly during· the per-
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and generally betrayed the fact that they were unused
to such surroundings. The wife of o1e TiAnf{hua professor (not
a one hundred per cent suppnrtcr of the new order) afterwar.d
remarked rather bitterly to Dick, "It would have heen"common
decency for some of the sturlcnts to hav~ told these farmers not
to spit in a public ,_tditorium. But I wouldn't have dared suggest
~ch a thing to any studt·nts I know. If I had. they would have
accused me of being counterrevolutionary."
(g) Deification of the leader. Mao Tse-tung's portrait appears
far more frequently than that of anwme else, ·and his name and
statements are always mentioned with respect. (I am sure he himself cares nothing about this.) The Communists. howe ·cr. still
fl.ave far to go before they a<:hicve for ;1;m the apmheosis reached
• by Sun Vat-sen in Kuomintanr; China ..:The latter. incidentally, is
rarely mentioned these days. Apparently the Communists new
prefer to concentrate upon their ~ew Democracy, though a few
years ago, when less secure. they played themselves up as the
legitimate perpetuato~·s of Sun and his ideas.)
(10) Exclusiveness of the "we" grrmp. The> Cl.inesc people.
"ulmer the guidance of the t':ommunist party," must struggle to
create their own new China. Nonbelieving outsiders (foreigners)
are ipso facto open to suspicion. This attitude. which is nothing
new in Chinese histmy. is now being- rnnscionslv reinfort:ed
through official propaganda. Jndg-ing- frnm mv rlailv ront.ar:ts with
ordinary pe0ple, it~ effef"ts among rl4em tl;•date have been nil.
• though no <Wlubt it is influencing the thinkin~ of inte11ectuals to
some exteq,t.
Can a movement compounded of such elements s~ccecd in
China? Many people say no. arguing that too many are alien to
Chinese temperament and tradhion. They might a~d that several
were shared by the Kuon1intang in its heyday (as by many other
revohhionary groups). My m:n opinion, however, would be otherwise. The present movement has sent ils ronts down into China's
masses in a wa'f the Knomintang never was able to. It~ methods
are mor.e efficient, its aims more far-reaching. its program more
constructive, and its benefits more readi1y apparent to larger numbers of people. Moreover, itromes to ?O'"er at a ti~ when China's
social and economic disintegration is much further advanced, and

•
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people therefore psychologically ready to turn to radical soluti)'ns
which they would oth1erwise shun. History shows that in the past,
during periods of stress, the Chinese have been ready to embrace
iBeas wbjch, in normal times, they would have rejected as "_unChinese."
One·such period was that of the Warring States (fifth to third
centuries B.c.), when the reformer Mo Tzu an~ his followers tri~
to solve the political and social crisis of their day through methods
that seemed dangerously radical to their contemporaries. They
organized a highly disciplined politico-philosophical group, the
members of which were ready to die, if need be, at the command
of their leader. They preached "universal love." They were authoritarian, dogmatic, ascetic, and puritanical, and attacked t~
art and rituals of the aristocratically-minded Confucians from a
utilitarian and "common man" point of view.
•
Another such period was that of the civil wars and barbarian
invasions from the third to the fifth centuries A.D., when people
shunned the responsibilities of society by seeking refuge in the
new BQddhist church, some chopping off fingers or even burning
themselves alive in their eager fervar to gain salvation.
.,.
Both movements died, but the real reason, I think, is that
neither of them ever really changed the fundamental political
and economic fabric of Chinese society-Mo Tzu and his followers,
because they never gained the necessary political power from the
ruling class; the Bu~dhists, because they were never really interested in so doing .. J"oday, hbwever, the situation _is__.qi_ffer~Jl,t._'I]~e
Communists _P-_9~se_s!l.bQ.th._ a Jl.yn~rnlc_!Qeplo_n and.•.the. ,pqlitic2_l•
po-wff"to make it effective. Soviet R,~ia pr.QV.!!.§.. jf.pr_pef is needed,
tnat chaltges can be made in human nature, provided they coincide with ch,.nges in the human environment. Equally startling
changes, I have no doubt, will take place in China, even though
the obstacles are in many ways more formidable.
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April 5 (Tuesday)
Confession and Criticism
The latest cenvert .to the "confession" technique is Fu Tso-yi.
1 he broke his silence to issue a lengthy statement. In it
he blamed himself for having exploited the people and disregarded
their wishes, praised the Communists for their S)lccess in winning
popular support, and closed with an appeal to all true patriots in
the Kuomintang to profit by his mistakes and work for real peace
on the basis of Mao's eight points. The statement was nicely timed
t~ coincide with the arrival of the peace delegation from Nanking.
• Incidentally, the papers have not mentioned the delegation since
that time.
More interesting is the speech made on April 2 hy President
Lu Chih-wei of Yenching to his students.
"Today," he said, "there is the greatest opportunity for China's
intellectuals to be active. It is the time of greatest hope for China.
In-past history China has never had a more noncorrupt government, or one with such concern for the people. This is our
people's government, and as such we should offer it our criticisms
in a spirit of complete sincerity, rather than merely sing its praises.
But at the same time we should recognize the problems confronting it and so should not purposefully ~ake d!.fficulties for it."
• All honor ~ the man who dares to speak ~ ith such courage
and honesty•

- --rrn April

-

•

•
April LS ( M o n d a y}
We Mov' House
As I write these words, petals flutter down into our courtyard
from the pear tree that raises itself above our ne_ighbor's wall.
What I see from my window is no longer our little garden at Fang
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Chia Yuan, for on the fourteenth we moved to a new home.lerhaps it was a crazy tjling to do after having stuck it out so long
with our Shansi students; and with only four remaining months in
thina. ~ut when we learned several weeks ago that this house was
vacant, we simply coul<tn't resist it.
For one thing, it is far nearer than the old one to the center of
the city: only a stone's throw from the Tung An market on ~
rison Street, and within a few minutes' walk of the Forbidden
City. But the house itself breathes the spirit of poetry and preserves, more than almost anything we have seen, the charm of oldtime Peking. Unlike most houses, its entrance is from the north,
not the south. From there one passes down a long garden walk
running north to south, which gives access to the various cou~
and buildings on the right. As one walks south, one successively
passes the kitchen and servants' quarters; an arbor-covered court- •
yard with a fine wistaria; a building containing the large guest
hall and the dining room; then another courtyard, entered from
the walk by a moon gate; then yet another buildir;g, containing a
bedroom and bathroom. All these buildings are connected by an
enclosed corridor running parallel to the garden walk on. ~p
posite side of the compound.
Finally, at the extreme south, one reaches the most beautiful
spot of all: a third larger courtyard, which is where we spend most
of our time. A "rock mountain" stands in one corner, with water
trickling through \ts stones into an artificial pool below, while
adjoining it growJ a small•bamboo thicket. From behind the redpainted wall which bounds the garden's southern ~xtremity ris~
the pear tree I have described. On the west side 'bf the court
stands <f detached building containing Theo's bedroom and my
study, while.on the opposite side there is anothef building, housing a storeroom and the landlord's office (which, however, he
almost never uses).
•
At first we felt lost in all this spaciousness; it seemed miles for
us to walk when we had to get anything from an,other part of the
house. Never would ?'e have dreamed of occupying such a place in
winter, when the cost of heating would have been impossible. For
our remaining summer months, however, the house is ideal. Its
rooms are lavishly furnished down to the last cup and saucer, in-
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even an electric rehigeratur-all belonging to an American taipan, or business "big- shot," now no ionfer ir. Peking.
An impressive tiger skin which covers the floor of my study
attracted much favorable comment hom the movers, sivce the •
tiger is a potent protective power in Chines~ folklore. It is exceedingly lifelike, too, as I discovered r:Jis morning on ente~ng the
~y, when I was gleatly startled by seeing the tiger suddenly
crawling toward me. Its motive pown turned out to he Theo, who
had almost smothered himself benearh the skin white awaiting my
arrival. Another object of special imerest is in ,rthe bathrooman electric reducing machine, probably the only one in Peking.
It was, no doubt, for<ncrlv used hv tile .-\merican taipan's wife.
reQorted to have been ou the stocky sidt,.
For all this magniiin:ncc we pay t'S S-io a mon.h. and it is a
•commentary on present conc;itions in ,Jl'kmg that few fort'igners
and fewer Chinese now remain who can alron; to pay such a sum.
A year ago. before the exodus of Anwriram. the house ,,·as rented
for $150 a month b>· tJ;c ~'ionh China E.C.A. D;rector. \Ve our·
selves, in o:rrler to occupy it, have been obliged to augment our
sta~Qok, boy, and amah by taking on an oid ~ateman-ganlcner
who comes with the h'lUse, and for whom we have tc, pa) an additional $12 mon!hly.
When Mr. Chen, m.:r former landlord. learned of ot;l plan,, he
acted in a most uniandlnrd-like marn~er. At first h:: suggeste; 1
lowering our $30 rent, nut on learning that tiHs.was J:(lt • ;1.; r.::a:,on
for our move. he magnan aously atTan~ed to h~c m,,,·c;' tor "
through his co1tipany for less than we ourselves cnu\(1 l•.ave rlo~H·
We are sincel't'ly f{ratefnl for his (Onsr.,mt thou~~,htfulness and wi~h
him much luck in his chemical enterprise.
•
Just as the loading of Pur ~roods was in pron·ss, Ga~a·,; :tachcr.
Mr. Ma, arrived in a stare or f.;reat exdremr;Jt and urg{·d u~ w !!O
at once t4J see the soldiers whrJ were feaving Peking that same day
on their way south to the ·war. He riescrihed their seemmg!y encl.
less columns. all c;quippt·n witn new nniforms and shocs, al'ld the
tremendous send-off theY were being ~iven bv 1he cmwd. Never
before have we seen our old Chines(· friend so moved and enthusiastic.
It was impossible to go at the moment. but as soon;~ our things
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had been loaded, Galia rode off in the pedicab to the new h~se,
and suFe enough, as ~e reached Morrison Street, met columns of
soldiers &rill marching. The leaders carried red silk banners in;cribed with slogans in gold characters-the presents of labor,
student, and other groups. Apparently the spectacle was almost
over, for tnost watchers had already gone. Eaoo soldier had a pack
of extra shoes and clothing on his back, and each wore a brand-new
olive drab uniform. As Galia watched them march, she was keenly
conscious of how much work and planning all this equipment
represented-muc'h of it produced at great speed during the past
several months in countless little tailor shops-and what tremendous tasks and dangers lay ahead. At that moment our own
•
activities suddenly seemed small and unimportant.

.. •

Foreign Currency
On April 7 the authorities finally proclaimed their foreign-currency regulations. All such currency must be deposited in the
Bank of China within one month, after which transactions in it
become illegal. Depositors of foreigu currency, however, ~1frte
allowed to draw upon it in local currency at the official exchange
rate then current. Persons leaving the country will be allowed to
take with them as much foreign currency as they have on deposit
in the bank at the time.
Coincident with t'his am~ouncement, the authorities doubled
the exchange val~ of the American dollar from US$1 :PN$300.
to the more realistic rate of US$1 :PN$6oo. This seniible move,
· aimed at tilling the black market, has so far only had the effect of
forcing the black-market rate up from the lower 6oo's, where it
had been for ~me time, to the 7oo's; and then to about 750, where
it stands today. As long as inflation continues, it is difficult to see
how the black market can really be stamped out.
•

•
Land Reform

•

Here are some of the terms that appear frequently in discussions
on the land program, as defined in the April 13 issue of Peiping

Digest:

f
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A rich farmer is one whose "exploitation income" (income
derived through hiring the labor of others! is more than 25 per
cent of his total income (or 50 per cent of his net income). SueD.
farmers are of two types: (1) "old-style"-those who regdlarly derive more than 25 per cent of their total income from "exploiting
hi:red laborers in a •emi-feudal mode, or from other feudal types
- ·or exploitation (such as usury and hiring out land)"; (2) "newstyle"-those who do the same "in the capitalistic mode or from
capitalistic types of exploitation." In other words, the "new-style"
farmers' exploitation methods are supposed to•leave a margin of
decent living for the persons they "exploit."
· A well-off medium farmer is one whose exploitation income is
ress than 25 i:>er-cent of his total income.
the program, rich farmers are allowed to own only
• as Under
much land as the average medium farmer in their district; all
land above this amount is subject to redistribution.
Such is the theory. As pointed out, however, in an editorial
answer w a letter in the Progressive Daily of April 15, the land
program as actually practiced does not necessarily aim at absolute
e~ity. "It is permissible •for the land retained by some of
the medium farmers to be slightly more than that assigned to the
generality of the poor farmers"-meaning, I suppose, that if the
holdings of a medium farmer prior to land reform are only slightly
above the average individual holdings, they are to be left undisturbed. Moreover, "in the case of in<\,ustrial-or commercial enter• prises belonging to a landlord or rich farme~these need not be
divided. ':Olis is because these enterprises are beneficial to the
economy of present-day society." In other words, the CQIIlmunists
are willing to.allow certain compromises if by so doing they can
maintain a high rate of production.
•

More Rumors
•
Rumorrnongering is still widespread, as shown by four letters in
yesterday's Progressive Daily. The first is a variant of the rumor
circulating a month ago: "It is widely reported ftom the outside
that every unmarried male is to be given a wife . . . . What is to
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be done if one has an unmarried girl in one's family?" The ot1ter
three all express unecfsiness over the rumor that the authorities
intend to tax or fine all individuals who worship Buddhist images
in their h\>mes. The editor's reply:
"The burning of incense in worship to Buddhist figures is a
feudalistic", superstitious custom. In the poslitliberation period,
as the cultural education and !!Wakening of the masses reaches •a
higher level, such surviving customs will, in the course of time, ·
gradually disappear as the result of self-realization by the masses."
However, he contil.ues, this is purely a matter for education, and
all rumors of forced suppression by the authorities are completely unfounded.

•

Quick justice
Our German friend, Professor Muller, ha~ told me an interesting
story of the workings of justice in 'the new China. When I saw him
a few nights ago, heh'ad just returned from a three-day visit to
Tientsin, where he had gone in tonn~ction with a law suit-h~
waited a month to obtain a travel permit. The suit had been
brought by him against a well-to-do Chinese to force payment of
interest and principal on a property mortgage which Muller holds
in that city. On arrival, a session in the People's Court was arranged by his lawyer-forth~ very next morning-itself-a· remark•
able achievement. •
•
In the courtroom, the judge solicitously asked Mull'r whethet
he knew ~ough Chinese to understand the proceedings withou1
an interpreter. Muller said he did and then produced papers tc
show the amot\nt owed by the defendant. The judge turned tc
the latter and asked a single question: "Have you paid or not?"
"No," replied the defendant. "Then pay," said the judge~ and,
when the defendant tried to argue further, "Case closed! Keep
quieti" The whole session was over in fifteen minutes.
The method of payment is interesting. Following the•session,
Muller went to a Tientsin newspaper, where by consulting back
files he determined the prevailing price of millet at the time that
payment had been due. Comparing this with its present price, it
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WiS easy to calculate the corresponding value in today's currency.
The resulting figure, when he presented it tf:> the judge at the afternoon session, was readily accepted. At first the defendant pleaded
for an eight-month period in which to pay, but on prptest from
Muller, this was changed to three successive monthly payments.
All details were settled within half an hour. Thus in one day's
t!ime a lawsuit was• disposed of which in the old days might have
dragged on interminably. The case is particularly interesting because it involved a foreign plaintiff against a Chinese defendant.

•

•

•

April 19 ( Tu e s d a y )

Unequal Treaties
I was wrong when I recently sairl that readers of the Progressive
Daily rarely write to the editor on political topics. Most of today's
letter section is devoted to an editorial discussion of whether or
~e Soviet Union is imp~rialist, and whether or not the SinoSoviet Friendship Treaty of August, i9'45'{giving the U.S.S.R.
partne~ship in the Chinese Eastern Railroad and a military base
at Port Arthur) is "unequal." This effusion is prompted by "many
letters recently received from readers" on the subject, whose
skepticism "is obviously the result of lengthy exposure to the
• deceptive wopaganda of the Kuomh~tang" (tlw government which
signed the treaty!). Here is an outline of the rebuttal:
~he So~iet U:nion is the bastion of world peace. It. is the first
example in history of a classless society. It has always fought for
the freedom ~f colonial peoples, and has made pos:.ible the victory
over German, Italian, and )apanese fascism. Today it heads the
stru~le against American imperialism. With regard to China, it
was the first nation to declare its readiness to renounce all unequal
treaties, and it> has always helped the Chinese people in their struggle for freedom, more especially by defeating Japan in Manchuria
in 1945. Since imperialism is a characteristic of capitalism in its
final stages, to say that the U.S.S.R. is imperialistic is "evil slander
and shameless propaganda."
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As for the Sino-Soviet treaty, it obviously cannot be uneqaal
since (1) it provided f«!r a Russian attack on Japan in Manchuria
il! conjunction with the Chinese army, (2) stipulated that neither
country lfas to sign a separate peace, and (3) was designed to prevent the future resurgence of Japanese aggression. Today it remains dmrbly important in view of the Amterican rearming of
Japan and the "selling-the-country" treaties that have been e~
tered into by the Kuomintang. We should look at such matters
from the point of view of what constitutes the greatest long-range
benefit for the Chihese people rather than in terms of an abstract
"national" benefit divorced from the actual benefit of the people.
Can such a reply, one wonders, really satisfy those readers who
know the specific provision of this treaty (carefully unmentione~
throughout the article)? If &o, they must share the apparent conviction of the editors that a treaty is unequal only when made
with a country we dislike, and bemmes "equal" as soon as that
country happens to share our political philosophy. Aside from
this, the article is of interest as showing that some people, at least,
question the Communist decision (publicly announced, I have
been told) to exempt the Sino-Sovi~ Treaty from the scra~pift!
to which the other Kuomintang treaties are to be relegated.

Views of a Chinese Liberal

•

Tod~y I had a tall.with Fu, ~ young and politically-~nded Peita •
professor formerly connected with the now defunct liberal China
•
Reconstru::tion. "How do you like our bloodless revolution?"
he
began. "Much better than the French and Russian revolutions,
eh?"
•
I agreed, but then went on to remark that its most distasteful
features, from a foreign point of view, were the control and distortion of news, and absence of publicly expressed divergence of
opinion. "What do you propose to write about if-you get Chinn.
Reconstruction going again?" I asked.
•
"Oh, probably such things as industry and economic reconstruction."
"Fine, but what about politics?"
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••we shall treat this differently from before." Then he went on,
"At first I was as impatient about these things as you are. But now
I have come to see them in a different light. . . ."
He went on to say that everyone expected the peace agreement
tO' be signed ·within a day. (On April 15 "the Nanking peace delegation was presen\(!d with a proposed peace treaty-tenns as yet
dhdisclosed-and an ultimatum to sign it by the twentieth. I myself am dubious of its signing, or, if so, how effective it will be.)
Then there would speedily be peace in China. A consultative conference would be held in July by the latest, a1: which a coalition
government would be established. The emergency military restrictions would be relaxed and a new intellectual climate emerge. At
\he moment, however, restrictions were necessary because a state
of war still existed and reactionary elements remained active .
"And what about foreign policy? What about the treatment of
foreign correspondentsr" I asked .
"I am sorry for my personal friends," he replied.
I interjected that the issue was much broader than one of personal friends.
~'1rut this again," he conti~ued, "is part of the military emergency. Once China has been unified, a new government set up, and
diplomatic relations established with the foreign powers, all will
change. The United States has helped and is continuing to help
the Kuomintang. Therefore it is natural it should be regarded
with suspicion and dislike. Even so,.forei~ers have been given
• protection 'l'ftl.d freedom."
•
"Not q-..ite freedom," I interrupted. "I should like to go to
Tsinghua, but cannot do so."
"Moreover," Fu went on, "communist anti-for,ignism is the
result of the humiliation and oppression suffered by China for the
past <;fntury. The Communists are out to show their people that
they are masters of their own house and that no foreigner can
lord it here any more. Such domestic psychological considerations
count more for them at the moment than the question of future
foreign ~elations. Besides, the Communists are practical people.
They talk big, but when the time comes for concr~te negotiations,
they will modify their tone. The situation is like that of their
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demand for war criminals: at first they make sweeping demands,
but in the final bar~ining they will pardon most people wht> repent and come over to their side."
• "What about foreign trade?" I asked. "Do the Communists
•
think China
can be eqmomically rehabilitated without foreign,
particull!rly American, aid? And do they think foreign businessmen will be willing to continue operations•here when they Jtre
told that trade must be done on a barter basis-when, for example,
they are told that in order to export a load of pig bristles they must
import a load of Westinghouse machinery?''
"Until now," he replied, "the Communists have made their own
way, in spite of American aid to the other side. They feel that for
a while, at least, they can continue to get along by themselves. At
the mom~nt, therefore, they are not particularly interested in
foreign trade or help. But when the time comes, they will be teady •
to offer more favorable conditions, and then the Americans and
others will be eager enough to do business, even on Cpmmunist ~
terms, simply because their livelihood depends on it. Even now,
in fact, there are foreign businessmen who are eager to come here
and develop trade."
•
._ I tried to tell my !riend that things are not as simple as he supposes. How soon peace returns to China still remains problematical. Patterns of thought control are extremely difficult to
throw off once they have been established. In order to have
future diplomatic•recognition, it is important that the story of
•
what is happenW!g in Communist
China be mad~nown to t~e·
outside world now and not later, and from this side of China
rather Jhan via Kuomintang China. The present• Communist
policy of indiscriminate vituperation and falsification strengthens those el'ements most antagonistic to them in America, where
opinion regarding China is very divided. When the time comes
for trade and diplomatic relations, the Communists wln find a
settlement far harder than they now suppose in their present
•
flush of success, and so forth.
I don't know what impression these arguments m•de on Fu.
His own point of view is, I believe, representative of a great many
non-Communist Chinese liberals these days, who, being in gen-
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eral enthusiastic about the new regime, try to find rationalization~ for those particular aspects of it which,::!~ not coincide with
their former liberal beliefs.
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April 22

I F r i d a y)

War
As I suspected would be the case, Nanking has rejected the Comlllllnist peace terms. Yesterday afternoon the news spread rapidly
via an extra issued by the People's Daily, and the faces of those
• reading it were grave. Most had apparently hoped for better
things. When, a week ago long lines of soldiers left the city for
- the "southern expedition, many people believed it would be
unnecessary militarily speaking. Today, as I write these lines, a
long, undulating wail rises from the Japanese-installed air raid
sir;;! on Coal Hill. It is only a practice signal, but it brings home
the fa~that the war has started again in the south. Mao and Chu
have ordered an all-out offensive against Chiang's remaining
"bandit forces," and a crossing of the Yangtze is already said to
be in progress on a wide front.
Nanking's rejection of the peace terms har~lly comes as a sur. prise. The terms, first published in "the pape•s ·today, follow
Mao's eight ~ints fairly closely. The preamble, written in pretty
strong language, indicts the Kuomintang for its crimes. Then
follow demands for: surrender of war criminals-with renience
promised to those who concretely show their repentaJice; revocation of the constitution and all Kuomintang laws; reorganization
of the !iuomintang armies; handing over of bureaucratic capital
and Kuomintang governmental organizations; and reformation
of the feudalisti~ land system. Nanking's rejection shows that,
contrary to all indications, it had hoped to the last that Mao's
eight points were mere bargaining terms, to be whittled down
through negotiation.

t
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Since the beginning of the week it has been possible to send let"ters dir£ctly abroad without the help of some friendly intermediary in Shanghai. This pleasan_t development has been made
possible•by a Communist compromise: the. Communist stamps,
bearing Mao Tse-tung's portrait, have been replaced by the"'bld
internationally recognized Sun Yat-sen stamps of Kuomintang
days. These are overprinted, however, with characters reading
"People's Postagt!." We devoutly hope the mails will continue
despite the fighting.

Views of an American

•

A few days ago I reported the views of a Chinese liberal. Last _
night I heard those of a prominent Peking American, who must
remain anonymous. His specific topic was Manchuria, which he
knows well, but in the course of his talk he touched on many
general problems. His pessimism~ while characteristic ~ n~ny
Americans these days, has a more factual basis than most.
Manchuria, he says, long the great hope of China, is today iu.dustrially and commercially dead. Prices are low, but there is no
money with which to buy. Industrial deterioration during the
war, Soviet lootin{¥ and removals in 1945, mismanagement by
Kuomintang ca~t-bagge;s, and fierce civil war, i~e course o! •
which the Communists repeatedly applied scorched-earth tactics
on an uvnecessary scale (blowing up all spans of rail;oad bridges,
for example, when a single one would have done the trick)-all
these factors-have reduced Manchuria's industrial production to
perhaps only ten per cent of what it was as recently as 1945. In
fact, it may be no higher than before the Japanese came<tn 1931
-possibly no higher than as long ago as 1919.
To restore this industry will require billions ef American dollars, plus skilled personnel which not only the Com~nists but
even the Nationalists lack. One of the greatest losses in Manchuria,
aside from physical destruction, was the postwar repatriation of
all the Japanese technicians who had been there. Where are the
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CoinJUunists going to get the money and pe!sonnel to achieve
their economic rehabilitation? l\' ot from R,..tssia, judging from
her own needs and past policy toward satellites, and certainly not
from America under present conditions.
•
But in China proper the situation is .equally gloomy. The
Communists inherit a bankrupt economy and worthless Gtrrency.
Fo<Jd crops threaten\o be bad this year owing to drought. Demands made on the farmers are heavy. Business is dead. There is
growing discontent. Nevertheless the Communists are now advancing into a food deficiency area (Shanghai., :Nanking, etc.),
kept from starving during the past year only by a source (E.C.A.)
that will shortly be no more. They would have been better advieed to have waited a year or two in North China to consolidate
their power. The prospect today looks bleak. How will it be a
• year from now?
I respect my friend's opinion, much of which may well be
... factually justified. Yet there are certain factors, especially psycho·
logical, which I believe he, like many Americans, tends to overlook. In the first place, I suspect the Communists realize as
ket~Qlws anyone the dangers •hat face them in the south. Yet a
revolution is not something that can be called off and on at will.
Once started, there are inherent psychological forces that impel
it forward, unless counterbalanced by still greater external forces.
Who knows what might happen if the Communists now delayed
their advance? Fear of increased American aid• if they paused too
• long, is probably as compelling a fact~r as any .•
~ In the set.'frnd place, I notice that Americans, even those long
resident abfbad, often tend to evaluate situations too much in
terms of American standards. For them a railroad is not a railroad unless it permits trains to run at fifty or sixty miles an hour.
But the Communists will probably be satisfied if through makeshift atifangements they can restore their train service to meet
half that speed.
In the third place, ~fanchuria's industrial development was
designed by Japanese to complement a complex Japanese economy at home. Such a high industrialization, while useful, is not
essential for China's present needs. \Vhy, for example, have steel
mills geared to produce five million tons of steel yearly if the
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country's factories are capable of absorbing only halJ that
amount?
t
In the fourth place, Russia's attitude toward her new Communi~ neighbor is still uncertain. Her policy toward such areas
as Sinkiang and Omer Mongolia, at a time when these were
within. the orbit of an archaic and -often disunited country, was
•
one thing; the policy-she will now adopt toward
a new, dynflmic,
and friendly country may be quite another thing.
Finally, and most important, though most commonly overlooked by "realoistic" observers, is the question of spirit. It is impossible to suppose that the Communists 'could have achieved their
already extraordinary success without very considerable active
popular support, or at least acquiescence. Predictions of gro"\fing
discontent sound too much like the similar predictions periodically made about Russia. Spirit alone cannot accomplish miracles~
but it sometimes achieves results which almost seem like such,
especially in countries like China where the material substitutesfor spirit have traditionally been in short supply. I have noticed
the speed with which the Communists, despite their reputed
shortage of technicians, have re!tored the railroads in ~~y occupied territories. ·I also remember the dire warnings made when
the lights went on again in Peking, much brighter than before,
shortly after the Communists entered the city. "The generators
are on their last legs," said the pessimists. "The Communists are
forcing them for.political effect. But wait and see. One of these
days the maci:Wlery will treak down completely, and that will·~
the end of it." So far this has not happened. • ~r can I easily
forget the spectacle of the soldiers replacing the 'tallen incense
• in the Pei Hai. All this is not to deny that the cost in
burners
human lift! and suffering may be staggering judged in terms of
an economically more advanced society.
•When we left Peking late in August, it still had not. happened .
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April 24 ( S u n d a y )
End of a Dynasty
Nan~ing

•

was entered this morning! The Yangtze has been
crossed on a several-hundred-mile front, and resistance is said to
have virtuatly ceased from Hankow on down the river. Meanwhile, far to the north, the Communists have brolen through the
walls of long-besieged Taiyuan, where street fighting is in progress. One after another the big cities of the south fall to the
groftnd like rotten apples. The Chiang-Soong dynasty has reached
its end, even though its rulers may find temporary haven in Formosa.
_ It is now 9 P.M. and I have just returned from watching a series of impromptu victory parades on the strets-flaring torches,
gongs, drums, a brass band, marching soldiers, cavorting students,
songs, cheers, shouts of "Take Chiang Kai-shek alive!" and "On
to ~sal" Usually the stre~ts are almost deserted by this
early hour, but tonight the parading groups speedily attracted
thousands of spectators, many of whom ran alongside and
shouted and cheered as loudly as the marchers. In the Tung An
market I saw a solitary shop girl prancing up and down behind
her stall in the yang ko dance. All this i~ the mf'lst impressive excfn.,lple of spoJ»aneous joy and enthusiasm I h~ yet seen in
China. Even the victory parade after the taking of Peking,
•
though far more grandiose, evoked nothing like it.
•
According to the radio, the troops defending Nanking pulled
out well before the entry of the occupiers, leaving the•city a prey
to widespread looting. The big shots flew by plane for Shanghai,
Canton, '!nd other places of refuge. Some planes, it is reported,
were piled high with household belongings, sometimes even including pianos.
Of special interest to foreigners is the shooting affray on the
Yangtze between British warships and Communist shore batteries, in which at least one ship, H.M.S. Amethyst, ran aground.
Though already several days old, the affair is reported in the
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local press today for the first time. The Communists accuse the
British of having 41-red first and say they will hold them ;trictly
accountable. Fitzhugh, a self-announced English Conservative,
• told :rpe quite frankly that even if the Communist version is not
wholly correct, he believes the British were at fault. For, he says,
since it is obvious that a war is in progress, they should have informed not only the Nationalists, but the- ~ommunists as WMll, of
their intention to sail upriver.

April 29 { F r i d a y }
/!he White-haired

Gi~l

Yesterday I attended a performance of the most famous of thenew plays, The_W'!ite-haired Girl, beautifully produced and expertly acted'1}ythe Artist Workers Group of the (Communist)
North China University. This i{!mi-operatic drama is-in .elaborate production, written by four persons and requiring <:1 cast of
twenty and an orchestra of twelve. Seeing it was an exciting and
memorable experience, despite its length of four hours and the
fact that, as all tickets were unreserved, I had to come more than
an hour early to insure getting a seat.
~----·
-·
~--The plot, laid in a sl1'l.all farming_ \'ill;:tge ·n~ar ~he mount~
of northwest;n Ho£clbetwee~935 and 193~s-gi(t~ "be
Eased on actual fact. Its theme is the struggle ~ the farmers
a9ainst land!~~ op}?ressio~_ alld thei~ -final lib~~ I;iaepy
One, t,h~_!~venteen-year-old daughter of a widowe_cl_ (armer, is sold
by her father, under compulsion, into the service of the landlord
as payment for debt. The father then commits suicick. In the
landlord's family, Happy One, after constant abuse, is raped and
made pregnant by the landlord. Seven month.'; later her master,
having decided to marry someone else, plans to sell her into a
brothel. Her attempted suicide is prevented by another servant,
who helps her to escape. From that day onward her one aim is to
gain revenge for herself and her father. She finds refuge i_n a
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mounWiin cave, where she gives birth to her child and maintains
a precarious existence during the next severill years by making
nightly forays to steal the offerings from a lonely mountain temple. Diet deficiency, coupled with the fact that she never sctes the
light of day, causes her hair to turn white, so that to the people
of the locality ~ho oc•asionally glimpse her she becomes -known
as tift! "white-haired immortal fairy." Then comes the SinoJapanese War and the landlord turns into a Japanese puppet of! ficial. But the Eighth Route Army guerrillas arrive at the village,
and with them Happy One's farmer lover. Th~ guerrillas organize the farmers, and the lover rescues .Happy One and her
child from the mountain cave. The last scene is the public trial of
theliandlord by the enraged farmers-an enactment of what has
ltctually happened innumerable times in rural China during the
,ast few years. Happy One appears at the trial to give her testimony, and, as the curtain falls, the trussed-up landlord and his
emissary are dragged away to their execution.
Technically, the play is a highly successful blending of new
and traditional elements. The realistic settings of the farmer's
hovel-; tliw landlord's mansion, (be mountain temple, the cave,
and the threshing enclosure where the trial takes place, are new
and aroused great enthusiasm from the audience. So are the stage
effects of snow, wind, thunder, lightning, and sunrise. The shifting of scenes is rapid and skillful, with action continuing in front
of the curtain during changes of sets, so tha' the entire four
lt-a-.1rs of the E!ay are broken by only tme interlijission. Traditional, howe~. is the concept of a fourth invisible front wall
separating thl audience from the interiors shown on the stage.
The actors, as they come and go, constantly open and cl~se the
unseen doors which lead through this wall and step high to avoid
the unseen threshholds.
The music, which is charming and often poignant, is neither
Western nor does it include any of the falsetto singing of the
traditional Chinese opera. Much of it is based on Chinese folk
music. As in Chinese opera, certain motifs are associated with
•
certain characters. The orchestra is a combination of Western
string instruments (violin, cello, and contrabass) with the native
erh hu (Chinese type of violin), flute, drum, gong, and wooden
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clapper. In some themes the Western instruments predom\Pate;
in others, the Chi~se. The result is remarkably successful and
constitutes a new musical genre. Most reminiscent of the old• time dvama is the use of drum, gong, and clapper to punctuate
and accentuate the movements of the actors. This technique is
highly effective when, for example, the pflcussion instruments
burst into a crescendo of fury during a pursuit or a scene o~io
lence. As a result, this play, despite the realism of its plot, resembles-as does the old-time dratr.a-a stylized ballet. Even when ·
the actors are not singing, they frequently move about the stage
with the rhythmic steps and gestures seen on the traditional
stage.
Ideologically_ speaking, there is nothing subtle about t1lis
drama. Mood is suggested by certain obvious stage tricks. The
bleakness of the farmer's home, for example, is heightened by •
the raging snow storm which we see without; the joy and hope •
of Hae£Y. One as she is rescued from the C<!V~ by her lover, by
tite crowing of i.l. cock and flooding:_£_( the cave entrance with
}t rosy light-symbol of_J_h<; E<twnin,K ~ gtina! ,New D'!Y· The
Cliaracters remain typesrath-er than fully rounded indiJ.Tiduals.
AH~One:.s.!iliL,.bentfa~her is tht,s.Ymboj oJ ~he_p_llssive despai_r
of China's eeasants undeL_Il1!l~n~<:_~~e_pression. The sly landlord is a monster of heartless cruelty, meanness, and corruption.
Happy One he~seltsymbolizes_the_will. to_liye_and gain rey_enge.
Th~Eighti_[,Ro~~-g!:!_erJ"H!asrypifY ~iti~purposer~;:--~!!@nized,
i~tLc_ac.tiyi,ly_~hich_c~n_bring_to ~he_~~d Ch-i~ew_ljfe_a~

h_gp_e.
•
This is not to say that the actors do not do the!r work well.
•
They act magnificently, but according to the directions of the
script. As a•matter of fact, the stylization is less jarring than one
might suppose, because the opera-ballet technique of the play
permits certain conventionalities and exaggerations the!! would
be out of place in a more realistic portrayal. Even so, as I
watched the sobbing heroine being dragged away from her father's corpse to serve the landlord, I could not help l\'Ondering:
Is this artistically true to life? Granted that such scenes do happen in China and that there are thousands of landlords whose
underlying motives, in the final analysis, are as heartless as this
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one's, would it be typical of many to act with such complete disrega~d for at least the external appearance« of decency? These
thoughts prevented me from full satisfaction at the triumph of.
good over evil in the final trial scene. On the contrary, ~ts mob
violence unpleasantly suggested the Communes of the French
revolution, and this despite the fact that th'e scene l4as been
to~d down for urbat audiences: in its original version it showed
the farmers moobing and killing the landlord; in the revised
play, the curtain falls as he is being led to execution."'
It is obvious, however, that no such considel"ations disturbed
the minds of the audience (among whom I was probably the only
foreigner). Emotionally, they were completely one with the play
and, during tense moment~. roared their disapproval of the
landlord, shouted advice to the heroine, and cheered the arrival
• of the Eighth Route Army. "Let her get him!" shouted my neighbor-a mild-looking youth two seats away, who before the play
• had been reading a pamphlet entitled The Chinese Revolution
and Chinese Communist Party-during one exciting episode in
which the heroine is restrained by her comrade from attacking
the lan~ord.
•
The behavior of the spectators, in fact, was in some ways almost as interesting as the play itself. They filled every seat and
overflowed into the aisles. During the hour or so of waiting be·
fore the play began, some groups passed the time by singing •lte
new revolutionary songs at the top of their vqices. True. the au.Qience was predominantly youthful and containe~ many students
and soldier~et there were many older people. The man to my
right, for eX'Ilmple, was an oldish worker-apparently illiterate,
judging from the fact that he barely glanced at the pr~lgram I
gave him. A good part of the row in front of I{lC was occupied
by a respectable old gentleman, his wife, and their several grownup dau~hters, complete with teapot and melon seeds. The theater
is a good-sized one (seating perhaps 2,ooo), and the play has been
running for ove~ a month-an exceptionally long time for Peking. Though slated to close tomorrow, ir could easily run for

•

• Since returning to America and reading the many case histories of "landlord conduct narrated in Jack Belden's China Shakes the World (Harper. :~few York, 1919),
I am less certain than I was that this criticism is justified.
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an additional month, judging from the ca_padty houses .•T!!e
whole experience oitseeing it, in fact, gave overwhelming proof
oTthe strength oTihe new ideas in revoluuonary CTima. Let any
inan be~!<ie_·w~_glib!y_ ass_umes tl}at these_i~s are the monopoly of but a few visionary fanatics-beneath whom lies a sea of
,-;-grOwiilg-discont~ne·• ·
·

May .1949
May I 0 ( Tu e s d a y}

•
•

Air Raid

Shanghai remains untaken, while the Communists are swinging
around it to the south to occupy Hangchow. Likewise they have
• left Hankow alone while pushing southward toward Nanchang.
Apparently they hope by these tactics to avoid the destruction of
industry in these important centers. \Vith the occupation of
Taiyuan and two other nonhero cities, all of North China is in
Com~unist hands with the •important exception of Tsingtao,
where American personnel has long been stationed. Judging by
the silence of the papers, the incident involving the firing on
British ships in the Yangtze seems to have frittered away to nothing.
Far though we are from the front. we go~ur taste of war on
.,.fay 4. wJ:wt at seven-thirty in the morning the~ail of sirens signaled an iJilpending air raid. As I climbed the roof of the house
to get a better view, a strange silence descended upon. the city:
the sirens died away, the voices of children from the nearby
primary school ceased as they marched into the buriding, and all
traffic stopped. Then, far to the south, I heard a faint hum but
coulcrcatch no sight of planes. It was twu hours before the allclear sounded. At the same time light and water, which had
been turned off, were restored. From the brief notice in next
day's papers we !Larned that six Kuomintang planes had bombed
the southern airfield, killing seven or eight people, wounding
some forty more, and doing unspecified damage.
The next day, at about the same time, the raid was repeated.
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No results were revealed. Apparently the chief purpose of ~ese
militarily useless ta!tics was to disrupt the celebration of the
thirtieth anniversary of the famous ·May 4 incident of 1919when Ptking students, demonstrating against the .terms of the
Versailles Treaty, wefe fired upon by gendarmes and many
killed. At any rate, the parade scheduled fQT this day was can,
celled.

· La~d, Coo]Jeratives, and Taxes
PFices, especially of grain, have been jumping. The many weeks
without rain, coupled with intense, drying winds which ha{'e
made this spring the windiest and dustiest in my memory, have
created serious fear of drought. The authorities do their best to •
allay anxiety. Newspaper stories describe the digging of wells and •
development of irrigation in the countryside. Others stress the
fact that huge quantities of grain, especially millet, are now being brought here from Manchuria by the North China Trading ·
Corporation. Yet there just doesn~ seem to he enough~ keep
prices down.
Tomorrow is the last day for turning in foreign currency to
the Bank of China. After that, its use becomes illegal. In view of
the weakness of the local currency, however, most people doubt
that the black maaket .can he stamped out. People's notes are
pouring from dte presses in large numbers these o.;:s. judgin~
from the many new bills that are making their appearance .
• prints a
On the: constructive side, the May 8 Progressive Daily
long report on the growth of Tientsin cooperatives. In April
alone consu~er cooperatives increased from 35 to 224, and their
membership from 68,307 to 356,022. (This in a city whose population is under two million.) During the same month th~e cooperatives sold 3,495,185 catties of coarse grain (millet, corn,
corn flour), and 2,237,872 catties of wheat, at prices 25 per cent
below those on the open market. The resulting savins to members amounted to PN$42,977,649· By comparison, the record of
preducer cooperatives· is poor; only seven were establishetf during the month, with a membership of 350. The report admits
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th~ their growth has been hampered by poor organization and
certain misconceptions-one of them bein~ that they should be
exempt from taxes. Meanwhile, here in Peking there are now 'Z 1
cooperatives, with a membership of 96,ooo.
Considering the jaundiced view many businessmen have of
these and similar ictivities, it was refreshing yesterday to hear
t"' opinions of Mr. Ho, a Chinese businessman who, because of
his background, might be expected to object as violently as any.
The new taxes, he stated quite freely, are in his belief fair and
not unduly onerous. By way of contrast he pointed to what used
to happen in the old days. During the last three months of the
Kuomintang, for example, the Tung Hsing Lou, one of Peking's
eldest and most famous restaurants, with a staff of about seventy,
paid a tax amounting to only GY$7.30 (less than US$2.00 at the
• original exchange rate of the gold yuan). For the same period a
small adjoining radio shop, employing only three men and lack• ing official connections, had to pay a tax more than ten times
that amount.
In the field of export trade, the May 6 Progressive Daily
prouc»y prints Tientsin's cmtoms figures for April. They show
uniform increases for wool. dried eggs, soybeans, and other items
over the corresponding figures for April of last year. The two
most important exports, however, suffered sizable drops: pig
bristles, 1-483 boxes, as compared to 2,856 of the year before;
hides, 92,664, as compared to 230,803. N~ import figures are
~iven, but here the drop must be e\ren more ~arked. One evi• dence of-r growing gasoline shortage is the equipping of all
Tsinghua •and Yenching buses during the past week ~r so with
wood burners-a throwback to wartime China.
The Progressive Daily in its April 25 issue car.ies a story on
land reform in the suburbs of Tientsin. Two instances of what
is ha,tpening are striking. One is that of 1,273 mu of land (about
193 acres) owned by three families. These customarily leased it out
to a secondary.landlord, who subleased it to a group of tertiary
landlord.s, who in turn subleased it to its actual peasant cultivators. This land has now been confiscated in toto, though the story
fails to explain how it is to be redistributed. The other instance

is that of a wealthv farmer-landlord who, though owning only
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13.5 mu of land himself, rented yet another 750.5 mu. OfJhis
amount, he himself, tfelped by hired labor, customarily cultivated
18 mu; the remainder he subleased to others. Under the new
program.he has been allowed to retain his own 13.5 mu as well as
that portion .of the rented land which he himself cultivates. All
the remaining subleased land has been taken over for redistri•
bution.
•

Schools and Intellectuals
The salaries of university faculty members have recently been
fixed at the following rates (~p~yable in cash, but calculat~
in terms of catties of millet in order to safeguard against price
fluctuations): presidents, .1300·1500caui.es per montli; professors •
a~ociate professors, 8o~oo catties; lecturers, 1:,00-800 catties. These figures amount rough1y .to- a one-third increase over •
the salaries of the latter part of 1948. They mean, in the case of
a university president, that he may conceivably earn a maximum
of about US$75 monthly, though•in actual practice I itonagine
the amount comes to considerably less. In terms of purchasing
power, of course, it represents considerably more here than it
would in America.
The Tsinghua historian, Wu Han, in a recent speech before
the National Yout~ Congress, offers statistics on the social backgrounds of chila.ren now going to school in Hopei }lrovince. I.central Hopei, 93.2 per cent of the lower-school stu~ents come"
from po~r and middle-class farming families. At the normal
school in Hsing-t'ai (a town on the Peking-Hankow Railroad
line), the pe~entage of such children is 83. In the middle schools
of P'u-yii 89 per cent come from middle-class farming families.
Among the 2,469 middle-school students in Shihchiachutmg, 62
per cent are the children of poor farmers or hired agricultural
workers; 6.3 per cent are those of urban laborers.
I happened to see Miss Hill (an American FulbrighJ student)
recently and asked her if she still retained contact with her
gr~up of Peita students. Most of them, she told me, haye joined
the southern expedition. She still sees one boy, however, who ap-
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par«intly has not been completely won over to the new order. ,
From him she learned of what is being t~ld to university students who want to know why the Russians removed industrial
installations from Manchuria in 1945. The official line, it seems,
is that this was done to "protect" these- installations from imperialist aggression until such time as they might be haRded back
to • friendly Chin:se government.
I also asked her whether she retained contacts with liberal professors at Peita. One, she replied, she saw fairly recently. His
views, as she reports them, coincide remark4lbly closely with
those I heard from Professor Fu some weeks ago. As she was leaving the house of her friend, she asked him to visit her on a cert~n date. At first he pleaded another engagement, then, after an
embarrassed pause, added, ''I'm afraid I won't be able to visit
• you in the future. But I'll always be glad to see you here."

•
The Foreigner in China
There..have been some unpleasant incidents here lately. An
Americap. military officer, for example, was cut on the face when
the window of his car was hit by a stone. Two or three other stonings have also been reported. The police, however, seem to be
genuinely anxious that such incidents should not recur.
I myself have never witnessed anything Qf the kind. All my
-.:>ntacts with Chinese, in fact, have remained uQ,jformly friendly
"except for~ose with our former Shansi student refugees. I particularly remember the two Shihta (Normal University). students
who were my neighbors at the theater the night I attended The
White-haired Girl. I think they were pleased that a foreigner
would come to see this famous revolutionary play. At any rate
they 19ffered me cigarettes, explained various fine points of the
play as it went along, and, during its less tense moments, kept
up a running fire of comment and question, such as, "Isn't it terrible ho"' great is the poverty of the Chinese farmer!" "Have
you had chance to see the life of farmers in China?" "Is there
oppression such as this also in America?" "\Ve want to be frie».ds
with the American people! Can't we write letters to someone in
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America?" "What do you think of our government? We would
like your criticism."'
•
They were so sincere and at the same time so naive that it was
hard to .explain why friendship between -the two peoples is now
difficult; But it would be well for Americans to remember these
two stud8nts and the many others like them~1:2_those forei~ers
A '!ho approach the Chinese studen.!. sympathet!ca!1x_ and w~~ut
I· ~bbery, he will almqst ~lwa_yL_~eSJ?£n_d ~it~ warmtlJ. The
,/trouble is that to_o-.!!!_agy_f!Jl!!gnqs_a!t elth~r unwilling: or unj ~ -~P-roach.hiJI1 in that way.
On the official-level, there has been a relaxation in the granting of travel, permits. Several foreigners have recently been allowed to travel to Tientsin, and I myself, in a single mornirtg,
spcceedeci in securing a uerinit for the whQJe ~a!!li!Y ~it
TS!nghua, Yenchin~, and tht;_§~~ccm~!'Y~alace any time dur\ng
t~ present month. 'f_hat)~«';§. be,ypp<:t tb~_SJJ.mmer.~_?alac~ in the
Western Hills, however--;- remains forbidden territory.

..

Group Effort

•

•

One of the things which the Communists are trying to teach the
student class is the dignity of manual labor. Galia saw an ·example this morning while riding along the large east-west avenue
which flanks the l;,ung-tan glacis near its northeast corner. When
Fu Tso-yi builJ: his emergency airstrip during the siege, gr~
quantities of earth were removed from the glacis itsel£-,md piled it'l
unsightlj' mounds north of the avenue. Until now, ~cupied with
more important work, the authorities have allowed it to remain
where it was. This morning, however, Galia saw large numbers
of young people-many apparently in their early teens and all
wearing the usual official gray uniform-vigorously at.ii&cking
these mounds with picks and shovels. They were members of the
National Young Congress which for the past several days has
been in session here.
.
- It was a pleasure, Galia commented, to see the eag~rness with
w.hich they went about their task, singing group songs as they
worked. The enterprise was well organized. Empty trucks that
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had brought the crowd to the spot were now waiting to take the
eart~ away. On a table in the center stood'a large blackboard,
decorated with a bright cloth inscribed with names and slogans .•
Its purpose was apparently to keep score for the several teams
working in competition. So numerous were the workers and so
rapidly did they di~ that even as Galia passed she nortced the
moliJlds perceptibly diminishing. It would be a very few days,
she thought, before the last traces of the siege at this spot would
be completely obliterated .

•
May 20 ( F r i d a y)

•

Food, Prices and Business

Despite moderate rains on May 11 and t6, and our first thunderstorm of the season last night, unpleasant rumors continue that
crops ar~ drying up, people eakng leaves in the countryside, and
famine is impending. It is said that the rains have come too late
to save the winter wheat.
Many people obviously feel concerned about the future. In
reply to letters asking why, since liberation, price rises continue,
today's Progressive Daily prints an official stateillent from the De..piil.tment of Industry and Commerce. •
•
• Followin(the liberation of Peking and Tientsin, it points out,
these two Iat-gest industrial centers of the North have J>ecome
saturated with the money of persons from the countryside
anxious to buy goods of all kinds. The effects of this-inflationary
concentration of currency have been further aggravated by the
fact tt.l China's largest industrial center, Shanghai, still remains
unliberated. Drought has been another factor. Still a third has
been the Manchurian regime's embargo upon grain shipments
into China.proper, imposed in order to stabilize prices in Manchuria, and only recently removed. (This is the first official implication I have seen that food may also be in short supply in
Manchuria.; The fourth factor is the recent liberation of long-

'
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besieged Taiyuan and other cities, which has resulted in a lJ.ood
of orders from these' cities for commodities of all kinds. But, the
official statement concludes cautiously, with the removal of the
Manchlirian embargo, arrival of rain, crack-down on commercial
speculation, and imminent liberation of Shanghai, prices in Tientsin and :Peking "will in future tend to becoll\f settled."
Such explanations, honest and reasonable though they st!'l::m,
fail to allay the criticism of foreigners, many of whom take rather
bitter pleasure in_ pointing out the numerous "mistakes" of the
new regime. Some time ago, for example, the authorities instituted an income tax-a withholding tax at the source-which,
though going as high as is per cent for those in the upper income
brackets, would not seem unduly onerous considering Chin!'s
present needs. Being quite unprecedented in China, however, it
naturally aroused the resentment of many of its "victims." Recently this tax was repealed, probably because it could not be •
carried out effectively in an economy as amorphous and decentralized as that of China. This repeal, nevertheless, is regarded
by one Englishman with whom I have been talking as a profound
mistake. Why? Because it lessens -public confidence in the permanence of any future measures undertaken by the government.
Thus, the government is blamed when it takes measures to
modernize China's economic and political structure. Then, when
it discovers by trial and error that it is moving too fast, it is
blamed for cance:Wng these measures. This seems hardly fair.
When the Communists ca~e into the big cities, they frankly 'ifl(f!"'
mitted they were ne'Y to many problems and woul<tnecessarily
make mijtakes, which, however, they hoped to correct. Why not
give them the chance to do so?
Their big~est mistake so far, according to the same Englishman, is the foreign-currency conversion. In' Tientsin, according
to final figures, a tota1 of US$214,608 was acquired in thlrway;
in Peking, US$88,870. These sums, he says, while insufficient to
kill the black market, are enough to create many enemies.
Complaints are loudest among Tients~n's export-importers.
"Sets business back two thousand years,'' is a -favorite comment
on. the export-import batter regulations, according to a- recent
visitor to that city. Businessmen remark bitterly that the Com-
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are babes in the wood when it comes to foreign trade.
Though forced to use the middleman wh1o has the necessary
know-how, they are unwilling to pay him adequately for that
knowledge.
•
•
Recently, for example, the North China Trading Corporation
collected a large ql\jlntity of hog bristles from the coantryside
wh~ it handed over to Tientsin traders for export. It failed to
realize, however, that in order to sell these abroad, they must be
graded according to certain specifications. The result was that
the traders were forced to do the grading them!elves. When they
had finished, however, the government was unwilling to pay
them for this extra work.
-c>r again, the Jen Li Rug Company, the largest concern of its
kind in North China, was told that in order to export rugs it
must contract for the import of a certain amount of paper. After
• much trouble the company succeeded in making the necessary
arrangements abroad, only to be told that by this time the
government no longer needed paper, but wanted copper wire.
While such stories are no doubt true, I suspect that in this as in
other fitlds the authorities ~ay change some of their rulings
when experience proves that doctrinaire assumptions do not always lead to successful practice.
The Communist levy of taxes on general business is an interesting process. Instead of telling each individual concern what
it should pay, they determine the total amomet they think ought
~be raised by the business community as a wh~e and then set
quotas tor~ach particular trading and industrial group. These
quotas are subject to discussion between the authoritie~ and the
leaders of the business groups concerned. After that it is left to
the members within each group to work out amorfg themselves
how much each firm must pay in fulfilling that group's quota.
This"ftley do in guild or association meetings, thus bringing into
the business world the same pattern of group discussion which
has become so generally prominent under the new regime.
This t~nique is efficient in that it saves the authorities much
administrative work by allowing them to deal with major groups
instead of scattered individuals. It is "democratic" in the sease
that it leaves it up to the members of each group to discuss in-
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dividual paymen!. And it agrees with Chinese tradition
utilizing the long-accep\ed principle of group responsibility..
• From the foreign point of view, however, it suffers from one
major ilefect. The foreign businessm·an has traditionally (and
usually rightly) been t"egarded by his Chinese business rivals as
economK:ally better off than themselves. Bu1 at the same time he
occupies a minority position. The temptation is strong, therefore,
for the Chinese companies i:o gang up against the foreigners in
the group meetings and, by outvoting them, oblige them to pay
a disproportionate share of the total.

Reform and Reconstruction

•

Here are four items on the constructive side:
The entire railroad from Tientsin to Pukow has been restored,
save for the large Huai River bridge. Considering the shortage •
of materials and trained personnel, the widespread destruction,
and the continuing war, this seems quite a remarkable achieve•
•
ment.
"Non-intertst loans worth nearly four million kilograms of
millet have been extended by the People's Government to owners of houses burnt or destroyed by thE Kuomintang army in
Tientsin before liberation," according to today's Daily News
Release. • No doq,bt similar steps will later be taken here for
those miserab]# people wr10se homes outside the cit4 wall WIPe"
razed during the siege. It is scarcely surprising that refcinstru~
tion act~vities of this kind should cost money and help inflation.
Last night our Chin attended a district meeting of his recently
formed peditab union. Some two hundred were present. They
were asked to contribute what they could toward repair of the
rooms which are to be their permanent headquarters !rld in
which a night scho~l will eventually be organized. They were
also told that until further notice the rental of pedicabs is to be
frozen at $30 per day, and that privately employed pedicabbers
• A small English-language publication launched in Peking on May 1 by the official
New China News Agency. It replaced the Peiping Digest previously put out by a
group of Peita students.
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report to their union if they are inadequately paid. On
their own part, they should not charge unrea:Onable fares. In the
face of rising prices, Peking's pedicabbers are having a hard time.
of it these days. The political organizer explained that at present
these conditions can't be helped, but that" later, after all China
has been unified, mole positive measures will be institu~d. such
as imurance, medical care, loans, etc. •
Official attention is beginning to be paid to the beggar problem. According to the May 14 Daily News Release, the _913 who
have been registered in Peking are being classified and dealt
with as follows: ( 1) Those capable of work have already been
sent to the People's Institute for Trade Training to learn a produ~tive occupation. (2) Those who came to Peking as refugees
are being returned to their homes. (3) Those who took to begging because of illness will be granted loans to set them on their
• feet again. (4) Those who are still sick or disabled will be provided for in relief homes and gradually absorbed into productive
occupations. (5) The professional beggars, who form the most
difficult category, have been put into groups in which they follow a fi:fed daily routine and ~re constantly indoctrinated with
the idea that "those who do not work do not eat."
This seems a more constructive approach to the problem than
that of the Japanese, who, according to report, periodically used
to round up Peking's beggars from the streets and load them into
trucks for trips into the country from lfhich t~y never returned.
·o1tting..tJteJast week or two I have failed to see th~oups of beggars who usoo to beat their wooden clappers in front of the shops
on Morrison Street until given a handout. The old man who spent
his days on Gold Fish Hutung beating his head to the ground and
• all passerswailing, "Lao Yeh! T'ai-t'ai!" ("Old sir! Mistress!") to
by sef~Ws also to have disappeared.

"7

• Far-reaching plans were announced at another union meeting held some two
months later, at which Chin and his fellow pedicabbers wete informed that the
municipality intends eventually to develop more efficient means of communication,
as the result oof which it will be possible to abolish pedicabs entirely, or almost
entirely. When this time comes, existing pedicabbers will be given the chance to
learn other, more useful. trades at trade schools and the like. Meanwhile, since the
present numbet of pedicabs is already greatet than warranted by demand, ~o
further licences will be granted to new applicants below the age of thirty-five.
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~The militar.l adva,!l<;:~ cgr1tim1~ Ol1.~ w!i~Jront in the south,
'.where,Harikow has been taken and Sl_l_anzhai c01npletely2urtounded. Conditions in Shanghai musJ_ be fantastic. Reports speak
orus$1() or more being paid for a single ~und of meat, of prices
• and of GY$5Qi>,ooo
doubling and redoubling in the course of a day,
notes being printed, but refused by merchants, who do all business
by barter .There are the usual stories of Kuomintang arrests, extortion, and destroction. How the Communists will be able to rehabilitate this chaos is hard to imagine. In places like Nanking,
however, they seem to have acted with speed and efficiency. In a
matter of days they had public utilities and government ofl!ces
going again, the worthless gold yuan notes were being turned in
for new currency, the Communist radio and official newspaper
were operating full blast, ~ge crowds were seeing~p!rform
ances !!i..I.l:!:.~ WhiJe-haired Girl and buying Conun!lE._i~t litera-·
ture in thousands of copj~~·
-All this is being done simultaneously in dozens of newly taken
towns that have already fallen behind the front as the acmy continues its push southward. How the military advance is maintained
is portrayed in an account of Lin Piao's army in the MaY.!_B.Daily
News Release:

of the men in this arm have marched all the wa from Harbin
an Mukden. Nealily all have marched from Peieing to the YangtzeSO? miles in tba heat and blinding dust. But they did the march illllltn
average 4o days, and in one army, less than one man'-in~ach t4o
dropped out because of ill health or bad feet and there was not one
•
deserter. Ahead of the troops, great granaries, food stores and mobile
hospitals WCie set up, from which the army could draw its supplies
without disturbing the economic life of the countryside through which
it passed. This entailed months of preparation. ·
~
_
Along the whole route of the march, a giant complex organization
was functioning smoothly, arranging facilities for provisioning, sleeping, drinking and cooking. In front of each column, a few hours ahead,
advance parties went to prepare for the night's rest, &Jod, animal
fodder, entertainment and education, Signposts at every few .niles
e1:plained the next part of the journey-warned of bad sections or
encouraged the men to maintain their efforts.... On the march, they
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are a~le to wash thrir feet every night and bathl their eyes with boric
.-?acid solution .... The march of the people's army to the south will
!'go down in history as a triumph of mass support, political consciousness, minute efficiency and unbounded self-sacrifice.
•
•

, Two Art Exh.ibits
A few days ago I attended a large exhibition of "proletarian"
paintings in Central Park. Its several hundred pictures, almost all
produced since the liberation, met with obvious interest and approval from the good-sized crowd, consisting mainly of plain folk.
J.\.1ilbst of them had probably never seen so many paintings before.
In subject matter the exhibit marked a conscious break with
the past. Favorite themes were scenes of peasants laboring in the
fields and of workers in the factories, of the People's Army frater·
• nizing with civilians, and of the happiness and prosperity of the
future China.
Some pictures were blatantly propagandistic-for instance, a
photogtilphically realistic scen~showing Mao Tse-tung leading his
men on horseback beneath a billowing red banner. Others. however, were ingenious and arresting. For example, there was a portrait of one of Peking's innumerable night-soil carriers, complete
with barrel and scoop. and beside it the inscription, "Wherever
you go, a stench always follows, but you are periorming a necessary
s~ice for the people." A landscape.•with the t"Wtditional backwoun~f"'e.istant mountains bathed in mist. showed, in the foreground, a row of factory chimneys belching smoke into the sky.
•
A file of wild ducks silhouetted in flight was entitled: "Organized
t.i£e."
•
In technique, however, most of the pictures were garish. stiff,
crud~ and poor in workmanship. I hardly saw a one I would really
care to own.
Afterward I wandered, quite by chance, into another art show,
an "Exhiwtion of Famous Painters," also in Central Park, though
in a less conspicuous building. How different the atmosphere
here! The technique-in some cases, at least-was delicate at1d
graceful, and the subjects were the traditional ones of land-
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scapes, birds, fioJers, and calligraphy .. Many of the best pi<ttures
were the work of Peeking's most famous artist, Ch'i Pai-shih, who_
now proudly prefixes his signature with the words, "In his eighty• ninth y&ar." Yet even in these technically outstanding paintings
the net effect was stilt~d. artifical, and dead. Though something
of the oM form lingered, the spirit was gon.e. How far removed
this was from that exhibition of great early paintings I sa.v at
Tsinghua last October!
In art, as in many other fields, China has reached the end of the
old road without•entering the new. The past has spoken so long
that its words no longer convey meaning, but the future has not
yet learned how to talk. In China, as elsewhere, revolution is not
the time for great cultural creation, save possibly in literatufe.
That creation must await the later age of "emotion recollected in
tranquillity."

•

The Old ScholfLT. inlhrlf1!.w Society

.;<(_ T_!l~gressive

Daily of MaY. 1_7ocarries a lol!S'. and be•utifully
"":ritten ~pen letter" {roll! Ch'en Yiian, ~dent of Fu Jen
IJniversity~ to l{u SbjhJJormer p_resi~ent of Peita.~Pr_<?_~h'en,
a well-known historian1_ now in I]. is seventies, who is steeped in
Confucian ~!l.9iti_£n and imqran_t of any_ Wester!! lang~age,
eleCted to remain ip Peking when the Communists came. Dr. Hu,
~ westernized sc:Jiolar! f~me~_~s ~___for~er~.l~!}e~- ?f_ p_r()gr~s,WJe
•,r t'fi_ought~ddenh left_ at t~t time~ a~_ we all !<:n_o~, ~~~ Soutli
China and then to America.
•· ''Whi:_-Ch'e_n writes,in es~en<;_e_,to ~his friend, "did you choose
to rim away?•You said there would be no freedom her~'andciied
KravchenY<:o's rChose Freed~m as illustration. 13ut it is not as you
~ay. ~?w, for the first time in my life, I h_~ve_~«_:e!l_what fr~dom
~<:_al~y Is. l_have_been free t?_ r~ad_rna~ ~hmgs I had n~v_er heard
of before: such books as Mao Tse-tung_'s Chinese R~olution and
~hinese Com,;;,unist Party_~ hi~ D~11!ocracy~
Q_n. (J_oalition
G()vernme!!.t al)d Edgar SnQw's Red Star oyer China [in Chinese
t~anslation]. You have long lived abroad. Is it possible that you
never read Snow's book? You own forty editions of the Water

ang_
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Clas~ic Commentary [an ancient geographical lork on which Dr.
Hu has long been doing research). Why is ft you never owned a
single book by Mao Tse-tung? In reading these works, a new world
has opened before me. I realize for the first time that o~r whole •
study of history has been subjective, unssientific. Man's mind is
:1. determined by his society. We must study that society ia order to
undlirstand the individual, and can reform the individual only
tii'rough reforming the society. All culture follows politics and at
the same time leads politics. The realization of this fact is the
freedom that the new government has brought to me."
"
Here is an eloquent and, I believe, sincere expression of the feeling of widened mental horizons and spiritual exhilaration that
:1\tarxism has recently brought to not a few traditional Chinese
scholars. These men, having been nurtured for a lifetime on the
old Confucian concept of a static, individual, and idealistic
• nioraiity, are now suddenly confronted with the new and dynamic
concept that an interplay exists between the thinking of the individual and his social environment. This concept, so ignored in
traditional Chinese philosophy, yet so seemingly simple, logical,
and cot.erent, comes to these<Old-time scholars with the blinding
impact of a sort of "instantaneou~ enlightenment," to quote a
Buddhist expression. These men, we must remember, have never
known the Western tradition of empirical inquiry and scientific
analysis. Their own Confucian, humanistic tradition was very
different from the Renaissance and post-Reuaissance humanism
~he West. Unthinkingly they accepted this tr~ition, and with
·it a f~~f society that, they later discovered, had somehow gone
•
wrong. Now Marxism tells them in simple terms w~ it went
wrong and at the same time promises a short cut to its betterment.
The result, for its converts, is a new feeling of ml!ntal freedom.
This, I think, explains in part the readiness with which so many
Chi!tese intellectuals accept a "freedom" in certain ways so strikingly unlike its classical counterpart in the West .
•

·June 1949
June

•

I (Wedn"esday)
Shanghai

•

-==--

The big news since last writing is, of course,~ WJ.iP.i.gt§Vi-mghai
on May 22. T!ti~ ~y~nt bring_s j~m~~~r~~~f _nearer _tb_e_d_a_g&_e_n
:ffl'"ttm~~~Jlroe]uleif by a sm_gle nonmJbta.r.r...gQv~r~ment. It •
a'fs'o <haws tlie Communists inescapably into the complicated web
of modern commerce and industry and the problems of foreign
affairs. For us personally it arouses the selfish hope that our twomonth interruption of mail contaets with the outside w3rld will
soon come to an end.
The difficulties and hopes brought by Shanghai's capture are
clearly recognized in yesterday's New China News Agency editorial:

•

• has C~J:lsed th_e wJmle Chi!l,~S~~e
The liberatiOil of Shang_hai
an~It,1fpr<?£i_e~s!_v~ liilmapi!y -to"_r~<:>!ce~ : .. The enemie~hlnese
revoTutio!l- have threatened the Chinese people by saying: "You dare
not occupy Shanghai because you have no way of administering the
city. You hawa no other way_ but to surrender to us." These shameless
braggarts drew on all kinds of fabrications in order to comfort themselves and ~ach other. But now their last card is played.... ~w,
for the fi.rg ti1lle, industrial wo.r:ke_rs, gl?Q!"ill..[.l?~Qpl~, i11_t_ellectuals arid
t~{,e_a_triotic natignaf capitalis.t cl~ss l:_la.v«;: j'Qi!ied]iands fi~Ty. .--:.
On the road of advance we shall, of necessity, meet all sorts of obstacles-both expected .and unexpected-which result frotb. the war,
from the long years of destruction wrought by the enemy, from the
cotl.tinued sabotage by the enemy through subversive means, and from
our own lack of mature experience. We should never adopt a disdainI{""".

..
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ful
to these difficulties. If we disdain
le shall tend not to
adopt seriously the proper methods of overcommg them and we shall
certainly commit grave errors. . . .
•
The Chinese people have long made plain their standpoint regard~
ing international affairs. On the last occasion_ it was in [the following]
statement made by General Li Tao, spokesman of the Gen~ral Headquarters of the Chine!e People's Liberation Army on April 30:
"1\e Chinese People's Revolutionary Military Committee and the
People's Government are willing to protect all foreign nationals in
China who engage in normal vocations . . . [They] . . . are willing
to consider the establishment of diplomatic rela"tions with foreign
countries. These relations should be established on the basis of equality,
mutual benefit, and mutual respect for each other's independence and
in"':egrity of territorial sovereignty, and, above all, foreign countries
must not aid the Kuomintang reactionaries. . . . The People's Government will not accept any action of an intimidating nature from
any foreign government. If foreign governments are willing to consider
• the establishment of diplomatic relations with us, they must sever their
relations with remnant Kuomintang forces and withdraw their armed
forces from China."
This statement is both fair and rationaL . . . But certain foreign
govern~ents, not only in the past but also today, have stood, and
stand now, with the reactionary Kuomintang clique against the Chinese
people. It is not surprising, then, that the people recognize that the
. attitude adopted by these governments toward the Chinese people has
been of an unfriendly nature.

•

The reiteration of this statement on foreign policy coincides with
other indications-some perhaps only imaginary-sftggestive of a
more tolerant official attitude. One is the ease with which almost
any f'oreigner can now get a pass to go out of the city. Another is
the less stringent customs examinations of departing foreigners
recently reported. A third is the recent lifting of the b<tn on curio
exports. A-nd a fourth is the fact that anyone-Chinese as well as
foreigner-can now exchange foreign currency freely at the Bank
of China With no questions asked, and at a rate slightly above that
of the black market (US$I:PN$I,o4o)-this despite the fact that
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since early May all ~oreign-currency transactions have beev officially illegaL Even the daily newspaper blasts against Western
, .imperialism seem a little less shrill these days, though this may
be only imagination. •
There is one peculia"r thing-all the liberation slogans are being
obliterat"ed from the walls of hundreds of ~uildings "throughout
'
the city.

Culture •
A few days ago, not having the necessary pass herself, Galia sent
our boy Chin to see what has happened to the British cemetery
outside the southwest corner of the city, where a relative of hers
is buried. Chin's report was distressing. The stone cross above
the grave has been broken and removed, and so has the marble
name slab; the little sheltering pine has been cut down. Almost •
all the other graves are in a similar condition. The doors and
windows of the chapel have been torn away; the surrounding
wall has been completely demolisved, leaving the cemer&ry open
to any kind of looting or vandalism.t
All this, it is worth pointing out, was not done by Communists.
It was the work of Kuomintang soldiers who, quartered there during the siege, burned the trees and wooden fixtures, sold the
tombstones, and epcouraged outsiders to loot what was left. Yet
when we men~oned this at a dinner party a couple of nights~o,
it was shrugged off with the remark that a similar fa~ likc!wise bef~llen the Russian cem~tery-also outside the chy-and that
such acts are inevitable in time of war.
When !h~ Communists took over Peking, ()ne_ p_f their eight
slogans concerned tJie protection of historfcaimonuments and the
e~couragelllent of cu!~!!!e· Too many foreigners heretorg~t this
f<,~.ct and forget the past. They are oblivious, for example, of the
fact that more simple folk than ever before now swarm into
• This observation proved premature. The following months saw o. crescendo of
propaganda attacks, which perhaps reached their climax on August 19 with a New
C~ina News Agency editorial entitled "Bye-bye Leighton Stuart!"
t This description was later confirmed by Galia when she visited the cemetery herself.
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the Jllrks and Forbidden City owing to the lf>wtadmission prices,
and that these places are everywhere placarded with new signs
bearing such statements as "This park is the property of the, •
Chinese people. Respect it!" Or that much publicity was 11ecently
given to the National Library's acquisition of a unique twelfthcentury edition of tq.e Buddhist canon in 4,ooo volume1-a work
whi~ Eighth Route Atmy guerrillas, at the cost of several lives,
saved from Japanese seizure during the war by concealing it in an
abandoned coal pit.
A week ago we spent several hours at the Temple of Heaven.
A,Wnaraj'of"to see this magnificent structure restored to its original
cO!i'ifiticin, and what a contrast to the human filth and degradation
saw there when it was occupied by the student refugees. Now
a:U'Signs of dirt and destruction have been removed and new ex.lil'6tt.s opened, including one of a fine set of musical instruments
formerly used in the imperial sacrifices.
One enclosure, however-already quite dilapidated when I last
saw it, more than ten years ago-still remains unrenovated. It is
that of tfte building where the t"tn peror used to pass the night prior
to offering sacrifice to Heaven. On this visit we found part of it
being used as a stable, and, lying on a manure pile in the middle
of the enclosure, a magnificent large bronze bell of the Yung-lo
period. According to a custodian who was obviously unaware of
its age, this bell had been removed fro111 its toWifr by the Japanese,
p:NQ~th the expectation of shipping it to J apatl. The wooden
frame
m phich it had hung was later burned by Kuomintang
soldiers.
•
Above the entrance to the building itself we saw, smudged but
still legible, what must surely be alm6st the last Ku~mintang inscription surviving in Peking-large characters of Kuomintang
blue quoting one of Sun Yat-sen's most famous sayings: "The revo~, lution is not yet completed!" How bitterly Chiang Kai-shek and
his companions, for whom this slogan was long a favorite, must
realize its ~nth today!

we

t8g

J•ne 1949

•
• • ~he_ elimination of b\l~i!l~Ss enterprises:_J}Q!-__r~n:\eJ_ as,S9£!ally
or et()Qomfc<!lly b~veff~iaJ ,g_9.es .§teadily JQfFard. G-olwd silver
shOpS, for example, wiJl probably SClOnbecome thi_ngs of the past.
Thougho permitted to sell out their existing stocks of finished merchandise, they have been ordered to sur~ender all unliPrked
precious metals to the government bank in exchange for people's
notes. A similar fate has already overtaken the pawn shopS. Of the
forty-six that flourished in Tientsin prior to liberation, all save
nine, according to the May 28 Progressive Daily, have closed their
doors or turned to other business; these nine are themselves now
in process of dissolution.
•
Tientsin's incense manufacturers, regarded by the authorities
as encouragers of superstition, are likewise turning to new trades,
though not under direct compulsion. Out of thirty, only four
or five still exist, according to the same paper. The largest of an,•
which during the "flourishing days of superstition" under the
Japanese employed seven or eight hundred workers and produced
one boxcar load of incense every.three days, has now c¥!cided to
manufacture matches. It has asked for a government loaR to assist
its reconversion.
The Progressive Daily, in its May 30 issue, urges its readers to
consider the advantages of cremation funerals. Traditional Chinese funerals, it points out, are enormously wasteful in money,
coffin wood, ~nd land. 'tientsin's municipal crematory, on the
other hand, is available to everyone at a nominal costM: i~nd
labor. Ii this movement really gains headway, it wilf mark one of
the sharpest breaks with tradition since the philosopher Mo Tzu
vainly fulminated against the Confucianists for encouraging
lavish funerals.

Self-criticism

Some very frank criticism appears in an official re~rt on cons._rmer cooperatives published in the May 28 Progressive Daily.
Though some cooperatives, it admits, operate efficiently and
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honestly, these are "very few" in number and 'the majority still
.
• "the managers of
have •shortcommgs."
Some are actually corrupt,
the majority are solely interested in personal benefit," and a few. •
violate the whole spirit of the movement by trying to rpmpete
instead of cooperate with one another. T.b.is report exemplifies
the Chinese Communist technique of self-criticism.
•

•

Imperialism and "Emperor-countryism"
Taking advantage of newly acquired traveling passes, we recently
spent a delightful day at the Summer Palace. It was the first time
in4lnore than six months that we had gone outside the city walls.
On the bus we fell into conversation with a Tientsin merchant
and his wife, a well-dressed couple in their early forties, apparently
comfortably off, exceedingly friendly, and woefully ignorant of
•what goes on in the world.
"Are you Soviet Russians?" was the first question, a common
one these days, though the number of Soviet Russians here remains injnitesimal compared ~th other foreign groups. On being
told our actual nationality, the conversation as usual shifted to a
comparison of America with China.
"America is a very comfortable country, isn't it?" asked the
couple. "In America there are many skilled technicians, but China
has very few, because the Chinese are so stupid~'
~t stupid," I replied, "only lackin~ in experieuce and opportunity, bcK their handicrafts show how clever they can be with
their hands.''
•
Then came the inevitable questions on American politics.
"America has an emperor, hasn't it?" was the bombshell dropped
by the merchant's wife.
Though I hastened to disillusion her, she seemed puzzled and
unconvinced. Now how could this good woman have fallen into
such an error? To anyone acquainted with the intricacies of the
Chinese language the answer is simple.
In the fi:St place, "But the American ruler lives in a Pai Kung,
doesn't he?" she asked. Now Pai Kung, the Chinese rendition Qf
"White House," literally means "White Palace." Our bus was
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standing at the tine outside the entrance to the Forbidd~n City,
and to this woman the words Pai Kung no doubt suggestedt~~ome• thing not unlike that vast array of palace buildings. I had to ex- ·
'plain tp her that the American Pai Kung is only a fraction of the
size of the Forbidden.City, that it has no wall but only an open
fence, and that, unlike the Forbidden qty of imperial days, its
unoccupied portion is daily open to the public. In Moscow, I
went on, there does exist a place called the Kremlin which I! more
like the old Forbidden City, being a walled enclosure not accessible
to the public. Bi!t in America this is not so.
·
The major cause of confusion, however, became clear a moment
later when I heard her muttering to herself, "But there is so much
talk in the papers these days about the Mei-kuo ti-kuo chu-)i."
Mei-kuo, literally "American country," is the Chinese term for
America or American. Ti-kuo chu-yi signifie.s "imperialism," but
literally it means "emperor-countryism." Because Mei-kuo ti-kuo
chu-yi is a clumsy way of saying "American imperialism," anc;J
because the term appears so constantly in the papers, it is commonly abbreviated to Mei ti, which literally means "American emperor." No wonder, then, that this unsophisticated lady-and probably thousands like her-draws ·the conclusion that America is
ruled by an emperor. The incident illustrates, as vividly as'. any
I know, the dangers of high-powered propaganda when it operates
upon an unsophisticated population.
·
Our conversation was interrupted a moment later by a loud
whirring behindthe bus,.We turned to see clouds of smoke billow·
•
ing from a boilerlike
tank attached to the rear of ourwr-vewe like
•
the hump of a hunchback. Such tanks are now the liOmmon badge
of the ·many trucks and buses which have been rigged with woodburning devices, to save gasoline. The ticket taker was furiously
cranking a rotary bellows to help along the combustion of wood
inside. Several minutes of this activity generated sufficient gas
pressure. The driver stepped on the starter, the engine burst into
song, and we chugged slowly off.
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June 3 (Friday)
,..--;..!'

A

Modern Literature

What have been sol!le of the major charactehstics of Chinese
litera?'ure since the beginnings of the literary renaissance movement some thirty years ago? Last night I heard an interesting talk
by Miss Hill on this subject.
In the first place, as she points out, Russian literature, both preand postrevolutionary, has-commonly via Japanese translationhag a greater influence on modern Chinese literature than that of
any other country. Compared with it, American literary influence
has been negligible. This statement agrees with what I was told
last fall by a group of Chinese intellectuals.
• Her second point was that modem Chinese literature can be
understood only in terms of politics. Its major changes are generally dated by political events, notably the May 4 and May 30
riwveme~ts ot !919 and 1925 re1pectively. The major controversy
in Chinese literature of recent decades has been between art for
art's sake, on the one hand, and, on the other, the theory that
~ literature is an expression of society. According to ~is theory, all
:\literature produced in a traditional, i.e., nonrevolutionary, society
is reactionary unless it is consciously directed toward
arousing class
.
consciousness, sharpening the class strftggle, and fl'rthering the
ollje8«asw»' the proletarian revolution. Already as early as the
thirties this Marxist viewpoint gained dominance among most
•
major writers. This fact helps explain the ease with which intellectuals have now gone over to the Communist camp. In other .
words, Marxism has long been in6.uential in Chinese intellectual
circles-more so than most Americans realize.
Despite this orientation toward the left, however, the effectiveness of the literary movement has often been weakened by interclique bickerings springing from personal rivalry rather than
basic theoretical differences. Literary figures have tended to shift
from one clique to another in a way which, to the outsider, smack,
a good deal of opportunism. An outstanding example is the way
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~n which ~~~~~i{e_ ~ociety (~eaded by Kuo Mo-·o, no':~
llzi:tre in CQlllm!Jill~ ma , !..n tlit:..m_I_c=~- t1!.en• .ties suddenly ao~andoned the theory of ar! !qr_ art'!, sak,~. ~d
acl6pte<lt!i~ M'arxist one:
. -- ~-~-' Another weakness of many leftist writers is that they seem to
have wrhteil in something of an intellectual vacuum. Thus, while
· writing prolifically on literary theory, they •have often fallfd to
exemplify their theories through concrete literary accomplishment. While debating on how to write for the masses, they themselves have often. written in a far from easy style which could
reach and influence only a small group of fellow intellectuals.
While the "practical" Communists were establishing successive
regimes in Kiangsi, Yenan, and elsewhere, many of these writ~rs
were seeking refuge from Kuomintang persecution in the foreign
concessions of Shanghai and other treaty ports, where they could
maintain only indirect contact with communism as a political
movement.
The general tenor of Miss Hill's remarks confirms criticism I
have repeatedly heard since coming to Peking, namely that the
Chinese intellectuals are a "wavelii~g_ class" which has f.:tll.e4 to
make really eff~lif_e,cop.ta~;:t.!"iiTitlie-i!!.a~s.es.._an~Cthat_tl!eir con\}_ (;_ete_ <:ontributiop~tQ.._Jhe Ch!11·e·_~~ I~V_Qlut:_i~n, s. ~c!a,Uy. in__!ate
7'"" years,
le~S than their. V.QciferQ]JSness would indicate .
- has been
..
. ·..-...-.
.
··--

A.._I_;~ding_ literary
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•

Begga,.s and Black Marketeers
Tsi~ao,_

last $1JQrnintang ()Ut.f!2st i.U "N9rth .Ghin;J." has at last
been taken QV~! .a~n~ ~·-·-· . Still no letters from the outSide
world. . . . In Shanghai a few days ago according to the papers
here, "more than 200 corpses of workers, students, pro~sors, and
other citizens" were recovered from a mass grave into which they
had been cast shortly before the taking of Shanghai. They had
been executed on orders of the Kuomintang police commissioner.
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Many bodies were so badly mutilated that i~eAtification was impossible. Also in Shanghai, the conversion of the gold yuan into
people's notes has been completed. In the last few days befor~ •
the fall of the city the Kuomintang was printing gold yu~n notes
in denominations of one and five million dollars and preparing
to issue others of ten million. Here the highest denomination in
peopJ.f's no.tes I have•seen is one hundred dollars.
In North China, for the first time since early April, the price
spiral has leveled off, at least temporarily. The official exchange
value of the American dollar, after remaining.for some time at
I: 1040, has been raised to I: 11 oo and then I: I200, which is well
above the black market. The latter, as a result, has virtually disaJ'peared, the more so as penalties for currency violators are
severe. Today's paper reports the conviction of a Morrison Street
jewelry-shop proprietor for having engaged in black-market currency operations "fifty-five times." He was sentenced to two years
• in prison and confiscation of his "stock in trade," consisting of 15
ounces of gold, 115 Chinese silver dollars, and US$180.
The quarterly installment of the municipal tenant's house tax
on the .house we rent has j~st been announced. It comes to
PN$1,770 or about US$1.50-a pittance for this two·courtyard
mansion, and far from enough to support the allegation of some
that the new regime is taxing the people to death.
A few days ago over three hundred former be~gars paraded the
streets of Tientsin, dancing the yang ko "to ~elebrate their own
reform and the liberation of Tsingta~." They hac! partially comple~indoctrination program being given by the Tientsin
municipality. According to the papers, the sight profovndly impressed large crowds of spectators. Here in Peking eight hundred
beggars are participating in a similar program. A ofew days ago,
nonetheless, an old crone approached me for alms in the Tung An
market. On telling her that begging is now frowned upon by the
authorities, she abruptly disappeared.
The other day I saw, for the first time, four white people (two
men, two. women-all young) wearing the ubiquitous gra·rblue
uniforms of functionaries of the People's Government. Tl:t>v were
out for an evenin~ stroll near the American Consulate, but I was
too far away to hear what language they were speaking.
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Wonder of wo"dqsl Certain governmental representativ~s recently asked the U.S. Infonnation Service for the loan of two
• p.S.I.S. posters, one about [abor Day, the other about. Byrd's
Antarc~c explorations. The American flag appeared prominently
in the second one. Not•only this, but the request was followed by
an expre!!ision of interest in certain U.S.I.S. educational movies .

•

The Capitalist in New

C~~'!lq._

"If I were a 'Citizen Caphalist' " is the title of a persuasive article
by Ch'ien Tuan-sheng, Peita political science professor, in the
June 5 Progressive Daily. By "citizen capitalist" he means one wf10
has not been connected with the Kuomintang bureaucracy, especially with China's "four ruling families." The hero of the article
is a hypothetical capitalist who, in present-day China, at least,
seems almost too good to be true. He is a man who has stayed •
clear of politics, avoided dishonest speculation, been kind to his
workers, never defaulted to his stockholders, paid all hi~ taxes,
supported philanthropic enterpris&S, and endowed chai~ of economics in two universities. What, asks the article, is the future of
such a man in the new China? As answer it quotes several reassuring statements by Mao Tse-tung and others. But even these, it
admits, may not fully convince our capitalist, owing to his ignorance of the Comgmnist Erogram and to his long exposure to
British and A!llerican propaganda. The remainder of the $ide
therefore tries to settle his doubts on seven specific ~Mrs:
•
(t) Sipce the Communist party is committed to the support of
the proletariat, will this not interfere with capitalist expansion?
The answer !s that the Communist party is in actual fact committed to the "mutual benefit of labor and capital alike." This
has already been demonstrated in such earlier-liberated cities as
Mukden and Tientsin. There is no question that the People's
Government is dedicated to the improvement of labor conditions.
But at the same time it is unalterably opposed to all un5easonable
labor demands which interfere with maximum industrial production.
(2) Deficiency of raw materials. This problem, often present
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in the past, will disappear once the country Jlat been unified and
no~al communications restored.
(3) Raising of capital. This too has often been difficult in th~ •
past, owing to the control of the nation's banks by a small-number
of selfish bureaucrats. But now, with the- breaking of their control, it will become far easier to arrange for loans on productive

.

ente~nse.

.

(4) Selling of manufactured commodities. This will be facilitated by the restoration of communications and improvement of
rural economy, resulting in a much larger domestic market.
(5) Adequate profits. The People's Government, being vitally
interested in industrialization, is committed to the principle of
aa~uate profits for all private investors in productive enterprise.
·(6). Enlargement of enterprise. The People's Government
places no restrictions on the enlargement of private enterprise as
loiig.as it conforms to the laws of the country, is not oppressive,
• and "does not gain a position in which it controls the people's
livelihOod."
(7) The most vital question of all: What will happen to the
capitalitt when China passes &om New Democracy to full-fledged
socialism? The answer is that it is naturally impossible for any
capitalist, living in a capitalist society and subject to the ideology
of that society, to view with equanimity the future disappearance
of his class. In the China of the New Democracy, however, the
situation is different, for the simple r~ason th11.t the psychological
fora.at work are different. "Suppose," the authsr has his hypo•t!J.eti<:!r~tjlitalist say, "I really come to recognize that I form one
of those classes which, under the New Democracy, exerCiises political power; that I have previously contributed to the building of
the new China; and that I, like those of any other ~lass, have become warmly interested in the still newer institution of socialism.
This being so, when the nation evolves from New Democracy to
socialism, I too shall evolve from being a citizen capitalist to
being a manager in the new socialistic industrial enterprise. I
shall con~nue to have a function to perform and thereby shall
continue to enjoy the respect of my fellow citizens."
The final moral drawn by our now converted capitalist is t'hat
"my future road and that of the new China are equally bright."
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1

carries_a story headljned "Old

¥. Marria~_Cus~~~s Dyin!t.Qli"t _F~l::; 5:lte "hol"!il?l~ f~~d~~c

tiCes" of arranged marriage al}d sale of _girls, it S~)'s; ~uc_h__a~tlour
i~ed untler the old gQ_verrim_ent,_ aj·e-!!9w &iillidJy. <li~~pp~ing
fp. the l~b~_r_~ted ~- An example is what<has happened. in a
certain village about a_ hundred miles southw~st of Peking. Out
of 267 cotiplesliving til thai village in 1938", ilie-m~rriages of 95
per cent had been arranged by the parents. ~ut of the 157 marriages that occurred subsequently, between 1938 (when the village
was liberated) and 1948, only 22 per cent were arranged. All the
others were by free choice of the couples concerned, and no d~e
whatever_ was reEQrted of buying or selling.
-:::..: •'-All very true, ru;dOcl;t, and yet the process of change begins
slowly. Take, for example, the case of our boy Chin.
Chin is poor, honest, unsophisticated, uneducated beyond a
few years of primary school, and a filial son to his widowed mother.
Aside from quite an unusual intelligence, he is not unlike thousands of others in Peking. BecauM: he is young and stft>ng, he
- recently decided he would like to marry. Did he have some particular girl in mind? Not at all. The conditions of life for him and
:most other young men of his class permit little opportunity for
meeting eligible young girls. (No doubt this situation will change
with the growth of.labor unions and similar Communist-fostered
•
organizations.).So he appealed to a male friend to act as ~chrnak er.
••
This fl;iend knew of a girl who he thought would do-the
daughter of a petty street vendor. The first we learned of the
proceedings -«ras when Chin asked for time off one day to meet
the girl's father. Would he also see the girl, we asked? Oh no, he
replied, the first step would be ·a restaurant dinner given by the
father for the purpose of sizing up the prospective son-in-law.
The dinner having passed off successfully, the next step was to
arrange for the prospective couple to have an actual glimpse of
each other-a striking concession to modernity. The medium was
a 'khance" encounter on the bank of the Shih Ch'a Hai (Lake
of Ten Temples)-a popular place of promenade in summer.
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The-e, at a certain hour one morning, Chin,•with his mother,
appeared for a stroll, while from the other direction came the
girl and her father. As she and Chin passed each other, they were •
able to have a look at one another. Here is Chin's repo:tt of the
results to Galia:
Galia: "Well, is U.e girl good-looking?"
Chin: "Not too good but also not bad. However"-making expressive curves in the air with his hands-"her body is good."
Galia: "And did you talk to her?"
Bashful Chin: "Oh no. As soon as I had one•look at her, I ran
away."
Galia: "And what about the girl? What did she think?"
•chin: "She told her father: 'K'o-yi, will do.'"
Galia: "Is she intelligent? Can she read characters? To get
ahead in the new China, you ought to have a wife as clever as
• yourself."
Chin's reply was indefinite-he thought the girl could read "a
little.'' But the meeting was obviously successful, for the wedding
was now planned to take place about a month hence on a day
deeme<I-mutually propitious af:cording to the couple's horoscopes.
In preparation, Chin requested and received a one-month advance in wages, part of which, he explained (and here appears a
Western touch), was to be spent on an engagement ring. After the
exchange of rings, he continued, it would be permissible for him
and the girl to see and talk to each oth.er.
•
~at this point an unexpected hitch developed. The girl's
·mother-T~ it is remarkable how often the lao t'ai-t'ai ("old
lady") of the family is the stumbling block to progress iil Chinainsisted that her daughter must have a proper wedding. This meant
a covered sedan chair with several bearers, an escort• of musicians,
and all the other trappings, such as she herself had enjoyed when
she was married. Today, however, all this would cost the equivalent of about 30 American dollars-an inordinate sum for people
in their circumstances. Moreover, as immediately pointed out by
objectors .in both families. it would not be in keeping with the
present trend toward simplicity and austerity; it might, indeed,
evoke unfavorable comment.
Chin himself, supported by his mother and the matchmaker,
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flatly refused to ~<¥<-e this concession to tradition·. The ~irl's
father took a similar position and is reported to have pounded the
• table violently in an unpleasant family scene. But al! in vain. The
mother {emained adamant and (as so often in China) won the day.
The result is that the match has been called off. The girl's family
has "lost Il'l.uch face and Chin and his family ~one, but neither has
he gained a wife. Now he has hopefully appealed to his friliild to
find another girl. The latter has suggested one reportedly skilled
with the needle, but as yet no action has been taken. Thus, in this.
case at least, the oJ.d has triump]l<:<!. ov~r the new.!.

•
June 12 ( S u n d a y )

The New China and the Soviet Union

..

Although there is still no evidence here'of material collaboration
between the People's Govemment•and the Soviet Unio!l.-aside
from a few Russian technicians, probably recruited mostly from
Harbin rather than the U.S.S.R. itself-official propaganda continues to stress the community of interests between the two govemments. T'ien Chiin, prominent Manchurian writer, best
known abroad for kis novel, Village in August, has recently been
•
officially reprimanded for suggesting in a Harbin newspap~at
"there may be various colors to imperialism." His impV~tion wa~·
that there_may be a red imperialism as well as a white one. This
is the first indication I have seen of possible dissatisfaction among
Manchurian fntellectuals over the provisions of the 1945 SinoSoviet Friendship Treaty.
Foreign Minister Chou En-lai has likewise wamed in a recent
speech that "people will be disappointed if they think there will
ever be a Tito in China." On the other hand, he and others in
• Some months after returning to America I was delighted to recei~ a Chinese
'ietter from Chin, in which he happily announced his marriage. It had also been
arrarged by his matchmaker friend, but was a "modern" one nonetheless, for the
bride came in an automobile instead of the traditional but now expensive sedan
chair. Like the other girl, however, Chin's wife "reads only a few characters.''
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the c;ommunist hierarchy have repeatedly strqss~ their determination to protect China's national integrity and independence.

The Devil's Tunes

•

Last oiunday, while •cycling up Morrison Street, I passed thirty
ortorty people attending an open-air service in front of the Salvation Army building, among them four or five wearing the gnyblue Communist uniform. As I stopped to listeR, the crowd burst
into song. The words, posted in large characters on the wall, were
those of a hymn. The tune itself, however, I recognized as one of
t~e hits from the popular play, The White-Haired Girl! So apparently the Salvation Army has not forgotten the advice of General
Booth, who is reported to have said: "There is no reason why the
• devil should have all the good tunes!"
A Chinese professor whom I saw yesterday (not an ardent supporter of the new regime) seems well enough satisfied with the
new untversity salary scale, waich at present exchange rates gives
full professor something like US$6o per month-two or three
times what he often received during the past few years. Factory
other workers also do somewhat better than before, on the
whole. Office clerks and administrators, on the other hand, have
suffered. A university treasurer, for exan pl~ now receives less
th~ professor, whereas-. formerly ~is salary WQuld have been
·about th~ljflme.
This same source confirmed the existence of what I ha.,ve already
heard rumored-a weekly newspaper restricted to the inner circle
of the Communist party and closely associated noi!-Communists.
At Yenching University it is received by four or five individuals.
Labeled "secret," it consists of news dispatches taken from nonCommunist sources (AP, UP, Reuter's, the Kuomintang Central
News Agency, etc.). In its pages, therefore, such terms as "Communist bandits" still appear; only the headlines reflect editorial
opinion.
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The big news of the week is the announce~ent on th! .l~!!tleth
--"'that a -~ol!tica! Consultative Confer~nce. is soon_ ~9 be cop.vened I~
A.iii~ brder to institute a Democratic Coalition Government~for 0 I

\~hina~ It~ fiH?.~~tes ~iY ~e~ d~<!~-fio; tii".~.:i<:liesent~~ive ~
~() in~;:fuae:. 14"political parties {142.del9!il~es.k!_nost impor•'.imit~_"
.
tant of wh1ch wi_ll oe the Communistp~!~Jhe}<.uQmin~g_~ev... ~~--··.'

·"'""'--"'-~·-

~

-------~

·~--

b'TUti()nary Committee, ·and The D~mocratic l.&.:-tgue~( 16~dele~tes
~ach); g nonpollticaTregionaTgroup;0o2 delegates), to be drawn
from all parts of China; 6 army units (6o delegates), all of which,
of course, are Communist; 16 people's organizations and grou~.
ings (206 delegates). This last group will comprise laf?or, peasant,
women, youth, and student divisions, industrial and commercial
circles, literary, scientific, educational, social science, and journalist groups, minority nationalities, ;'democratic overseas ~hinese,"
and "democratic religious circles."
TheJ~.c;.c_:wi!!_Q_e_not~l>.k fo_r_jtsj~c~es!flg'--!lu~..Comc.--·- -~-·· -.
•
~umst £~r~i.ts~of al~ot~-~r:J?O!i!!c2_l.,~~I1:ies w~jFh:h~v.i.bx.oken
away f!'~m the ~uomintang {~any ~f ~h~<;h, howevex:_, might more
properly be calle~cllques rather dian parties). Other than this, it

will follo_w til& Soviet pattern fairly closely. As in Russia~. will
be a composite of regional, military, occupationa~ ,nd raci:il
groups. ~ince all "reactionary elements" are to be excluded, it
will obviously not be a truly representative body, judged by West"J ern democratic standards. ~ve_!t!h_opgh ~h~ Communists wil! be
/'-9Utweighed in point ofactual J!Umbersl there_is nQ goubt they..will
rem(lin the final arbiters of ~licy.
•
-Yet it would be-ext~eme to conclu~~_!l:!a_!_tl_!~~,C.C. _wilLbe
I_!_oth1_ng m.gre than-~~ndow-dres~if!g:...._'\Y~th_~n _c~rtain basic }imitations, I believe, the Communists are g~n11!n~~y willing.!_o recejve
~ suggestionsan.a-mak~9~ccasional CO!!._C~~~ons,_!he ~ore_~o be~se

o(their self-admitted inexperience in various fields. I have heard
it said, for example, that the Democratic National Construction
p
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Ass~iation-a group that aspires to represent itfdustrial and commercial interests in the new China-has already pointedly criticized parts of the present economic program, and that its remark~ •
have at least received respectful Communist hearing. Aj in any
Communist-dominated coalition, however, such internal differences may be expected to be kt>pt under cover, and all decisions,
• presented to. the world as unanimous facts.
once 4tached, will be

New Publications
With the appearance on the 17th of a new newspaper, the Kuangm,ng ]ih-pao (Glorious Daily), organ of the Democratic League,
Peking's dailies have been increased to five. Aside from a few
special newsletters from Hong Kong, the paper seems to differ
little from its rivals. •
• According to a summary in the June 15 Progressive Daily of
the results of the third registration period for Peking's newspapers
and periodicals, the registrations of 1o were approved, bringing to
40 the ~mber of periodicals Jl4)W published here. The registration
of six has been refused and that of two others indefinitely postponed.
DesrJite paper shortage and resulting high prices, the book·
stores continue to be crowded with people eager to buy the publications pouring from the presses these days. The variety of these
is wide. There are treatises on Marxis~. communisVJ, and theN ew
i)emocra~i scholarly reappraisals of Chinese history, sociology.
thought, and literature from a Marxist point of view;. works of
pure literature; translations of Soviet books. The number of Russian imports is growing. A bulky treatise on Marx-'Leninism, for
example, excellently printed in Chinese and selling at a price
less than that of comparable books published here, bears a Moscow
imprint. English-language Soviet magazines include a political
periodical, New Times, an illustrated magazine, Soviet Woman,

·-

• Peking's dailies jumped to six on July 16 with the inauguration of the Daily
Worker, representative of labor interests. August 1 saw the appearance of the North
China Liberation Army, organ of the North China Military Headquarters, but on
the same date the semi-official Liberation News merged with the ultra-oa!cial
People's Daily.
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and a de luxe hea~1>aper publication similar in format to, t~ough
thinner than, Fortune Magazine, in which good colored photos
• • portray life in the U.S.S.R. in idyllic terms. I try to buy what I
can of W.e mor~ impertant local publications, and regret the lack
of time which preven~ me from reading them .

•

..

Law
At t~e mQ_~_etg ~e _liv!!tg il! ~Jt;_gal vac;uum.._ _fQr thQl!g!! all
ItlTomintang laws have l)een-officialiy" abrogated, -nothing has as
yet been formulated to take their place. Justice, therefore, is of
the rough-and-ready sort. A group of experts, however, is now in
process of drawing up a· new code. One of these men, to whom I
talked a week ago, was reluctant to say much more than that the
code would not lean exclusively on Soviet law and that he was at.
that very moment beginning work on the section dealing with
alien rights.
More informative is a story in the June 18 issue of the Progressive Daily reporting a series of m~etings of high officiaTs on the
subject.
The guiding principle of the new code will be to "exgress the
Chinese revolutionary thought of Mao Tse-tung." In concrete
terms this means:
( 1) It "must redlgnize toot the Chinese revolution and Chinese
nation are in their nature based upon the New DemoQ<iq}' tha.t:
is to say that "the forces opposed to the revolution -are those of
feudalistft and burea~cratic capitalism," and that the aim of the
revolution i~ to create "a nation based on the joint democratic
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasant, and dedicated to
the development of a classless society."
(2) As such, the code must be framed so as to facilitate the carrying out of four major points in Mao's political program. These
are, "joint concern for society and the individual, mutual l:)enefit
for labor and capital, mutual assistance between city a~d countrysi~e, mutual intercourse between C]lina and foreign countries."
(3) The code must give recognition to the fact that "the China
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of th~ New Democracy is a preparatory and era!tsitional stage for
a socialistic China."
(4) In order better to carry out these aims, the framers of the, •
code should study the legal and political experience of the S:::hinese
Communist party during the past twenty odd years.
The general conclusion is that Marxism, Leninism'•and the
.
thoug~t of Mao Tse-tung should be carefully studied for the
purpose of the code; that the legal theory current in the U.S.S.R.
and other "democratic" countries should be used as basic reference
material; but that this should be supplementw by study of the
codes of the capitalistic countries of Europe and America .

.

-

•
Prices, Cooperatives, and Austerity
Prices continue their slight but encouraging decline: wholesale
• prices by 1.27 per cent and laborers' cost of living by 4.31 per cent
for the period of June 1-2 1.
Yesterday's Progressive Daily gives a further report on the developm~t of Tientsin's coop«¥atives. In May they sold a total of
13,456,076 pounds of grains, together with other daily necessities
worth PN$83,005,208. The resulting total savings to members
amounted to PN$97,632,281. Sales of coarse and fine grains during
April averaged ten and fifteen pounds respectively per member
(not much when it is considered that most· p1embers probably
have. families to feed). These achievements wen~ countered by
t:ontinui~.weaknesses. Owing to faulty inspection, for example,
some cooperatives "purchased not a little grain that was §poiled or
of secondary quality, and which they were therefore unable to
sell."
•
The past two weeks have seen a major press campaign urging
reduced consumption and general austerity, and describing numerous cases in which public organizations are reducing their
consumption of electricity, water, etc. Much publicity has also
been giveg. to the decision of needy university students, following
a series of public discussions, to accept smaller living allowances
from the government, often at considerable personal sacrifice. On
June 18 Peking's post-office employees likewise voted a salary re-
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duction for them~ht:s totaling 30o,ooo pounds of millet a m.onth.
By fostering public acts of this"kind, the authorities are trying to
• .ward off the difficult economic times ahead .

•
The Public Mood

•

•

I have just returned, this lovely summer evening, from a walk
past the moat south of the Forbidden City, through Central Park,
thence home by wa,y of the south gate to the palaces. Throughthis walk I was struck again by something I have noticed
eral times recently-the changed mood of the people from that
vailing when we arrived in Peking ten months ago. As I started
on my way this evening, I was greeted by the usual vociferous
cries of "Ting hao! Ting hao!" ("Very good! Very good!") from
the swarm of dirty little children at play in our hutung. A little.
later I was startled by sounds directly behind me and turned just
in time to see a bicyclist crashing to the ground. He had miscalculated my movements and had fallen from his bicycle rather than
run into me. A good-natured gria was on his face as ~ picked
himself up, and loud guffaws rose from several people who had
witnessed the mishap. Farther on I paused to join a group of
amused bystanders watching the anti<:s of four o~ five ym.fng people who, rather self-consciously, were practicing the steps of a
yang ko dance. •
•
Next I cam€ upon a group of soldiers making horseplay with
each other and singing a snatch of song ending wid~ ~he words:
"Down with Chiang Kai-shek!" On noticing that they were being
watched, they burst into good-humored laughter, as if pleased to
have arouse~ the attention of a foreighet'.
Finally I reached Central Park and found it filled with people.
Among them were none of the fashionably gowned, exquisitely
slender, sophisticated beauties who used to be so conspicuous here
twelve years ago. On the contrary, these were simple folk, dressed
in the most nondescript clothing, and out for a str6>ll on this
beautiful Sunday evening which they were obviously enjoying.
..In short, all these people encountered on my ·walk have lost
that grim tension so·noticeable during the first six months of our
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stay here. In their readiness to smile, to sin~ (ttJe new songs are
•
enormously
popular), and to talk freely to one another, they have
regained that carefree ease and friendliness that I remember so.
well from the old days and have missed so greatly since our.return.
Economically, perhaps, most of them are ·little or no better off
than they were before. But they do seem free at last frorn the old
fears ~d buoyed up• by hope for the future. May they not be
disappointed this time!
Walking home by way of the imposing outer gate to the palace
I saw a vendor bc::srde one of its huge stone lions.selling ping-ku~n
er or "ice-sticks." as the Chinese call popsicles. On the side of
little hand-cart were painted two large characters, Hsieh .
"lfnited Effort." United Fffort 1 If the Communists can succeed
giving this one precious gift to China, they will have achieveo
much indeed.

June 3()e ( T h u r s d a y )

•

Unpleasant Intrusion

•

This morning, while working in my study, I was suddenlv con
scious of a dark shadow outside. Looking up, J saw four youn~
fellows in official uniform standing ·silently in tbe courtyard
Waiting b~Jnd-instead of leading them in, as would have beer
customary-were two of our servants, who looked trou~led an(
apologetic at having been unable to announce the unexpectec
visitors. Galia quickly joined me, having been warfted in a fe\1
hurried words from Chin that the visit in some way concernec
the housing situation.
One of the visitors spoke English and the conversation wa
conducted both in English and Chinese. Their manner wa
blunt, and. as Wt' immediately learned, their purpose was to see i
part of our house could be occupied as an office for a local bu
reau of the municipality. They wanted to know how many poo
pie lived in the house, how many rooms it had, and were full o

~7
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scorn when they •eaened there were only three of us in this large
establishment. We tried to explain the nature of my worl and
the need for concentration and quiet if I were to complete it
• • within the time remaining to us in Peking. This had some effect,
especiafly whm the. English-speaking official (apparently a
former ~cal student) learned that I was translating a history of
Chinese philosophy written by a Peking prf>fessor.
But only after considerable discussion, concluded by•Galia's
suggestion that they investigate a vacant house a few doors away,
did they grudgif!gly agree to go and leave us in peace. We had
been quite alarmed at the prospect of our remaining weeks in
Peking being spoiled by the intrusion of a noisy office, and were
happy to learn later in the day that they have apparently earranged to take the other house. The visitors were all of student
age, but their attitudes differed. While the English-speaking man
was understanding and reasonably pleasant, the others had a
more threatening air, especially one whose burning eyes seemed'
to express his hatred for all people like ourselves who are both
"foreign imperialists" and "rich exploiters."

•

•
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July 4 (Monday)

...._4'

•

Birthday of the Communist Party

1\ July

1 was the twenty-eighth anniversary of the founding of the
Chinese Communist party. According to figures published in the
PioiFessive Daily on that day. the party now has a membership
~f "over three million"; in 1945 the figure was 1,2IO,ooo. (In
1g38 it is said to have been only about 20o,ooo.)
A congratulatory message received by the party on this day
ends witlf the words, "We fully believe that the Chinese people
will unite forever under the leadership of your party, that a
people's democratic arid industrialized China will of necessity be
biilltup•,:Successfully, and that your party will live forever with
the Chinese people." This message is signed by the leaders of the
Kuomintang Revolutionary Committe,, the Democratic League,
, and seven other political groups-all of them founaed, and, un• ti1 recently~ ,pperated, in complete independence of the Communist party. All are now slated to participate in the fortacoming
Political Consultative Conference. Their latest message suggests
•
the degree of unanimity that may be expected at that conference.

"On the People's Democratic Dictatorship"
Mao's lengtlty statement bearing this title, issued on the occasion
of the Communist anniversary, is one of his major policy pronouncements to date. The following are some of its highlight's
(captions mine):

~
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Communist Utopi,. t

•

•

When a man reaches old age, he dies; it is the same with the [Com
munist] party. When classes are eliminated, all the instruments of
class stru•ggle, political Piirties, and the state apparatus will as a result
lose their functions, ... gradually wither away, ... and . travel
toward the higher plane of the society of mankiqp. We are quite different from the political party of the bourgeoisie. They are afraid.:o talk
of abolishing classes, state authority, and party. But we openly declare
that we struggle hard precisely for the creation of conditions to accel·
erate the elimination of these things.

.

•

And Communist Reality
c

"Don't you want to eliminate state authority?" Yes, but not at
present. We cannot eliminate the state authority now. Why? Because
imperialism still exists, the domestic reactionaries still exist, and •
classe.s in the country still exist. Our present task is to strengthen the
people's state apparatus, which refets mainly to the people's army,
people's police, and people's court.

•

International Relations

•

••

Only one imperialist country in the world, the United States of
America, suffered 50 loss [a~ the result of the war]. However, the
domestic crisis ~f America is very grave. She wants to enslave the entire world and she aided Chiang Kai-shek with arms ~ slaughter
several millions of Chinese. . . .
•
"We want to do business." Entirely correct. Business has to be
done. We onl,. oppose domestic and foreign reactionaries who hamper us from doing business. . . .
"Victory is also possible without international aid"-this is an erroneous thought. In the era when imperialism exists, it is impossible
for the true people's revolution of any country to win its own victory
without assistance in various forms from international revolutionary
•
forces. . . .
"We need the aid of the British and American governments." This
is .also childish thought at present. At the present time, rulers in
Britain and the United States are still imperialists..•. Supposing
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that these countries are willing in future to lendtu~oney on the conditiolf of mutual benefits, what is the reason for it? It is because the
capitalists of these countries want to make money, the bankers want •
to gain interest to relieve their own crises. . . . Internationally, we •
belong to the anti-imperialist front headed by the U.S.S.R.:and we
can look only for genuine friendly aid from that front .

•

•
-

Communism and Sun Yat-sen
A common conclusion has been reached, namelJ, "The firm belief
that to attain victory we must awaken the masses of the people and
unite ourselves in a common struggle with those peoples of the world
wlfo treat us on the basis of equality." Sun Yat-sen has a different
world outlook from us, and started out from a different class standpoint, . . . but on the problem of how to struggle against imperialism . . . he arrived at a conclusion which was in basic agreement
•with ours.

No Middle Road Possible

•

•

"You lean to one side." Precisely so. The forty years' experience of
Sun Yat-sen and twenty-eight years' experience of the Communist
party h4'e made us firmly believe that in order to win and consolidate victory we must lean to one side. _ .. Without exception, the
Chinese people either lean to the side of imperia4sm or of socialism.
To sit on the fence is impossible; a thtrd road does .not exist. . . .
• ~ot only ic China but also in the world, without exception, one
either leans to the side of imperialism or of socialism .

•
Democratic Dictatorship
"You are dictatorial." Yes, dear gentlemen, you are right, and we
are really that way. The experiences of several decades amassed by
the Chinese people tell us to carry out the people's democratic dictatorship. ~hat is, the right of reactionaries to voice their opinion
must be taken away and only the people are to be allowed to have
the right of voicing their opinion.
•
Who are the "people"? At the present stage in China, they are the
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""

~workin&"_~ 1~eP.disant cl_as~ •• the~tty_})_g_u.rgeoisie

and national
oourgeoisie. Under the leadership of the working class and the'Com• .muni~rty, these classes unite together to form their own state and
elect th~ir own government to enact dictatorship over the lackeys of
imperialism-the landlqrd class, the bureaucratic-capitalistic class,
and the ,KUoiiiintang reactionaries and their henchmen. . . . The
democratic system is to be carried out within the ranks of the people,
giving them freedom of speech, assembly, and association. Tlfe right
to vote is only given to the people and not to the reactionaries. J~e
..,x_"'~W~ aspects, narne!f _dem~~_Cj'_~mOn&. the ,P_eOJ?l~ ~nd d~ctator_!hip
...._Vf!Vt!_r_ the reactionari~sL~oml:Jin~- to_{9.IJJl the people's <i_e!!!Qfl"atic dictatorship. . . •
" -~ The methods we use in this field are democratic, that is, methods
/ 'of }?ersuasi~n -:in<-l_- _!J()t coercion:... .- After their poTiH<:af -;egi~e· 'is
~vertnrown, members o£ the - rea_~ti()nary, J;iasses. ~:___,______ :wnCalso- be
gi':'en land ~nd work anda means_oj !iving_ to rt!_-t!_ducai:e ~1~
tllrough work, prov~d_t!_c!_ they ~9JWt_ reb1d, dj~t,_ or sagQtage. If
iiiey are unwilling to work, the ·_people's state w"ilfccimpel the_m_ to.
work.

Peasants

·-The grave problem -is that of

•

•

~uc~n~ _peftsap~s. The peasants'
economy is scattered. According to the experience of t~e Soviet
Union, it requires a very long time and careful work to attain the
socialization of ag!J.culture. Without the socialization of agriculture, ·
there will be ~o complete and consolidated socialism.__ A,pd to carry •
out the socialization of agriculture, a powerful indusuoy with stateowned eifterprises as the main component must be developed .

•
Workers

The people's democratic dictatorship needs tJ!e Ie~tdershie of the
~oiling class, becag_se only }he wor!dng class is- most farsighted,]ust,
and unselfish. . . . In the era of imperialism, no other dass in any
country can lead any genuine revolution to victory. This is clearly
, _Jp.Oved by the fact that t~~ Q~inese national bou~ois class le~the
~~;v9!ution ma~ times. an~Iaded.
.
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··National Bourgeoisie

The national bourgeois class is of great importance at the present

stage.-:·--~: l>ii1y when China's industries are developed and China" •

no

longer depends on foreign countries eco~omically, can there be
real independence . . . . China must utilize all urban and rural capitalist factors which ar~ beneficial and not detrimental to the•national
ec~nomr and people's livelihood and unite with the national hourgeois.ie in common struggle. Our present policy is to restrict capitalism but not eliminate it. The national bourgeois class, however, can~the leader in the revolutionary united frol'lt and also cannot
ocrupy the main position in the state.

not"be
•

Basis of Communist Success
~arty with ~iscipline, armed with the theories of Marx, Engels,
Lenln,-ancl'Tti'iiii; employing the method of self-criticism, and linked
·closely with the masses; an army led by such a party; a united front
of various revolutionary strata and groups led by such a party-these
mark us off from our predecessors. . . . Our experience may be summarized itld boiled down to a sjngle point-the people's democratic
<!!~!'!.~()~~ip_?~~~_<i .9!1-~~~ ~!ijal_!ce .of workers and .P!~~!lts and led
~he working class (through the Communist party) . This dictatorship ffilljt unite . . . with international revolutionary forces .

•

Future Difficulties

•

•

•

• • We must.overcome difficulties and master what we do not know.
We must lelrn economic work from all who know the ropes (no
matter who they are) . . . . We must not pretend that we ktiow when
we do not know. Do not put on bureaucratic ain .. • . The Communist party of the U.S.S.R. is our best teacher.

This statement may be attacked on the basis of its ideas. But
one thing must be said for it, it is a clear, cogent, dynamic presentation of the Communist point of view. It lets us know exactly
how we ang they stand. And it is selfless. Compare it with Chiang
Kai-shek's moralistic generalities and his mystic identification
of himself with "China's Destiny." In that comparison a measuee
of the difference between the two men emerges.

July 1949

"Democrt11ic' Dictatorship" in Action

•

• •One of the most hated features of the old regime was that whereby Peking was administered through a series of regional units
known as pao and chKi. It was through the local heads of these
units that the populace was spied upon, conscripted for military
training or public works, and taxed in many ways, often illegally.
When the Communists entered Peking, they abolished this system and replaced it with one consisting of twenty larger ch'ii (districts), each with. its local bureaus of education, culture, labor,
mediation, and the like, staffed by thirty-five to forty persons. It
was planned that the heads of these bureaus would eventually be
elected by the people living in thei~ ch'ii; until now, howe"er,
they have been appointed by the municipal government. Each
ch'ii was in turn subdivided into several lesser chieh (street) governments.
A few days ago this system was in turn abolished. It will be sue:
ceeded by a simpler system of smaller administrative units based
upon the local police-station precincts throughout the city. Each
precinct will be staffed by a sing]Je municipally-appoin~d chief,
aided by a few assistants, all of whom will be responsible to the
Bureau of Public Safety, i.e., the police bureau. The official reason for the change is that the ch'ii system was too cumbJous and
complex, and no doubt it is true that the new system will effect
a considerable ~ving in badly needed personnel. At the same
time, howeve,, it seems a step toward greater police control over
the people. A further unexpressed reason may be !1\at even in
such a CQmparatively sophisticated city as Peking, the population
has not yet reached the degree of political maturity needed for
the effective~political participatjon apparently envisaged in the
original ch'ii system.
Confirmation of this was provided by the mass meeting of our
own ch'ii, held June 29, at which it officially abolished itself. Because every family in the ch'ii had been urged in advance to send
at least one member to the meeting, the good-si'zed m~vie theater
in which it was held was well filled by the time proceedings got
Uilder way. Because, however, the meeting was held on a week
day and in the morning-as the theater would be in use that
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afternoon-those present were mostly worAe~ (many old and
prob!ibly illiterate), as well as innumerable children of all ages.
• •
I seemed to be the only foreigner there.
At 10 A.M., half an hour later than scheduled, the pro~ram began with a moment of silent bowing bef<>re a large portrait of
Mao Tse-tung mounted on the stage-very reminisceat of the
obeisa~ce to Sun Y~t-sen performed on such occasions in Kuomintang days. Five or six persons, some in the gray uniform of
• civil
functionaries, others in khaki police uniform, and one in
civilian dress, sat on the stage; additional ci~lian leaders, distinguished by paper badges in their buttonholes, occupied the
first row. The chairman (in gray uniform), a tall, forceful young
m~n with powerful voice, began matters by explaining the
reasons for the proposed change. He emphasized the excellence
of the police who were to handle the new setup and received loud
applause when he remarked that "'the police are now the people's
•police."
The subsequent speakers, however, unfortunately lacked his
lung power, so that their soft voices became gradually drowned
in a ris~g babel of squalling.babies, mischievous children, and
chattering women. Even from my second-row seat I could only
occasionally hear what was said. Twice the chairman strode forward atl.d called loudly for order. Each time his withdrawal was
• by a renewal of noise. Finally he advanced a third time,
followed
determinedly halted the current speaker in the middle of a sentence, and shouted above the din, "If there is no jurther discus• sion, it is •he decision of this meeting that the ch'ii system be
abolished!''.The formal vote, if it had ever. been contc;mplated,
was dispensed with.
This closed the business part of the proceedin~. Thereafter
groups of school children performed, very charmingly, a series
of yang ko dances and songs, including the popular number,
"Without the Communist Party There Would Be No China."
The change in the behavior of the audience at this point was
truly remarkable. Such a hush fell upon the theater that even the
words of ~ boy-and-girl duet could be heard with comparative
ease. Half an hour later the crowd dispersed, apparently wrll
satisfied with the morning's proceedings.

•
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_Five days ago the proprietor of a Peking shoe store was sentenced
to thre~ and a half years imprisonment on charges of having repeatedly beaten and o~herwise maltreated an apprentice. He was
. further prdered to pay the apprentice ten bags of flour as compensation for "mental and physical suffering."
•
What gives this case interest is that it was handled as a mass
trial, attended by almost a thousand shop proprietors, employees,
and apprentices (rom the defendant's district. The district head
of the Municipal General Labor Association acted as prosecutor,
testimony was taken from the plaintiff's fellow apprentices, and
apprentices from other shops contributed their remarks. Accotding to newspaper accounts, the affair reached its climax when
"the general assembly, with one voice, shouted such slogans as,
'Promote the spirit of respect for masters and love for apprentices!' and 'Down with feudalistic oppression!' " Sentence was·
then pronounced by a member of the Municipal People's Court.
The whole technique, reminiscent of the innumerable mass
trials of-hindlords conducted durjng the past few yealli by the
farmers' associations -in the countryside, may seem, to some, a
direct borrowing from Soviet Russia. It accords well, nevertheless, with the traditional Chinese abhorrence of form!l court
• withprocedure and preference for informal settlement arranged
in the sphere of one's own occupational or social group.

•

•

•

TIJe Dance as an Instrument of Ideology

••

A small itemein the June 28 Progressive Daily points out that the
growing popularity of the yang ko dances has led to the appearance of certain undesirable characteristics. To check these, the
Peiping Municipal General Labor Association has laid down
·
four rules for its many yang ko performers:
( 1) Male performers are forbidden to dress as women. •
(2) Feudalistic and superstitious tendencies, such as tbe portrayal

• of Buddhist and Taoist priests, demons, etc., are henceforth
banned.
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(!I) No vulgarity is to be permitted-for exaAlf*, the portrayal of

thiang Kai-shek as a black turtle.
(4) Cosmetics are to be used with restraint.

•

These prohibitions-which, if strictly applied, will dep>rive the
yang ko dances of not a little color-are reminiscent, despite their
Communist origin, .of the traditional and somewhat ptlritanical
Confuaian insistence upon moral propriety.

•
July 16 ( S a t u r d a y)

•

Through Train from Shanghai

Latest step in the restoration of communications is the inaugu·

• ration of through trains from Shanghai, made possible by the re·
pair of the large Huai River bridge. A traveler arriving on the
ir1i'dal train, on July 5, reported the trip of slightly more than
forty-five hours as comfortable and uneventful. It is strange
to
.
1hink that it is the first throug~ train from Shanghai since shortly
after the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937 .

.

••

Business and Taxes

..

How the North China authorities try to stimulate industry, and
"What typ~.of industry they give top priority, is revealed in an
order by the Tientsin municipality on July 5 procla~ing that
various industries and trades are to be granted remission of taxes
for the first half of 1949 according to the followin~ schedule:
(1) Forty per cent remission: machine tool industries.
(2) Thirty per cent: mining industries; producers of communications and electrical equipment, smelting equipment, chemicals.
(3) Twenty per cent: producers of chemical fertilizers, agricultural tools, cultural, educational, medical, and health supplies; exporting and shipping concerns; manufacturers of export
goods.

•
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(4) Fifteen peace~t: producers of printing equipment, sllbstitutes for imported products (kerosene, gasoline, batteries, glass,
• .hemp bags, etc.), building materials, tires.
(5) T.en per cent: producers of non-machine-communications
implements (wooden mrts, boats, etc.), repair tools, everyday necessities. (cotton cloth, pottery; needles, IJails, matches, etc,);
makers of handicraft products; hospitals; transport concQ;ns. .

•
How to Increase Production

..

In a letter to Mao Tse-tung, the 1o,ooo workers of a Dairen glass
factory proudly proclaim trl.e completion of their factory's 1949
production quota in six months' time. "The letter," reports the
July 10 Daily News Release, "said that the livelihood of workers
and staff members had been greatly improved owing to the ap·.
plication of the principles of 'more labor, more pay,' 'progressive
bonus' and 'piece-rate wages.' " In other words, the same speedup methods are praised which, if reported &om America, would
be denounced as examples of sweated labor. The differ~nce, ac·
cording to the official line, is that in America such practices serve
only to profit the private capitalist; here they benefit the nation
as.a whole, and thereby the workers themselves.
••

•
July 30

~Sa t

u r d a y)

•

•

•

The joys of Travel
The gap in this record is due to no lack of news but to sheer
pressure of other work. At the moment we are preparing for our
departure from China-not a particularly easy thing to arrange
these days. One of the difficulties is the Kuomintang-imposed naval blockade, which throws uncertainty into the thin trickle of
past~enger steamers between Tientsin and Hong Kong-now the
only means of exit from Communist China. This in turn makes
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it difficult to coordinate our prospective arlivtl in Hong Kong
with •the plane flight from there to San Francisco (purchased last
• •
fall during the mass exodus of foreigners).
The fact that my letter to Pan American's Hong Kon_g office,
sent over a month ago, remains unanswered, mak.es things even
more uncertain. This morning I learned the possible reason
when ~tried to senJ another letter to Hong Kong, only to have
it refused at the post office on the ground that I had failed to
write the complete address in Chinese. How, unless one knows
them already, is one to write the Chinese id~ographs for such
names as Miller, Dupont Corporation, or Marina House? \Vhat
I did was to scribble characters having some phonetic resembfance, and the letter was then prvmptly accepted. But who
knows, perhaps my first letter, because it lacked these symbols, is
still lying around in the post office here.*

Floods, Typhoons, and Prices
It is n~ 4 P.M., and since 6;,so this morning the rain has been
descending in an unending roar. Shortly before lunch we were
startled by a dull rumble rising above the sound of the rain.
Lookii1& out, we saw that a sizable section of the water-logged
garden wall had collapsed, burying a lovely little bush beneath
its bricks.
This is the climax to an unprecedented ~in'!' season which
"began ab~t mid-June on the heels of an equally unprecedented
spring drought and has continued with few interrup_tions ever
since. At Tientsin the river has risen well above the danger
point, and in the South the Yangtze floods are runft:>red to be the
worst since 1931. Our papers report ten million persons homeless
in the Kuomintang area, with 127,000 dead in Kwangtung and
Hunan alone. Though little is said about conditions in Communist China, it is obvious that natural disasters are no respecters of pQ}.itical boundaries.
• This suspicion proved unwarranted, for on arriving in Hong Kong on September
5 we found that my first letter, mailed June 25, had preceded us by about•two
weeks.
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As if this werl'e n~t enough, a few days ago a typhoon ssruck
_ Shanghai and, coinciding with high tides and flood waters, in• .undated almost the entire city. Thousands were made homeless
and on .Nanking Road, Shanghai's Broadway, the water reached
thigh level in front ofothe Wing On department store.
What e.ll this means economically is shown by the catastrophic
• weeks of JJ.me 29
rise in prices since early July. During the four
to July 27 wholesale prices went up by 84.20 per cent, and labor- •
ers' cost of living by 103.87 per cent. The outlook for the winter
is grim, and rumGrs already circulate that the peasants, forced .to
supply the cities with large quantities of food, are in a state as
bad or worse than that under the Kuomintang. These rumors,
however, come from people admittedly hostile to the new regime.
For us foreigners, confined almost entirely to the city, it is as
hard to check up on their truth as it is to determine the real state
of industrial production from the glowing accounts appearing
•
in the papers.

•
Interrogation of For~igneri

•

The past month has been bad for the foreigner. Aside from
stepped-up anti-imperialist propaganda, several unplea~t incidents have been reported from Shanghai, notably the case of the
temporary arrest if "former" American Vice-Consul Olive. In
Tientsin the Chase Natio~al Bank has closed its doors rather
than open its books, like o-ther banks, to governmenr_I\tspe~tion."
In all the.Communist cities in which the U.S. Information Service functioned, its offices have been closed on the grounds that
no diploJ?atic:! relations exist between the United States and the
regime here. Its British and Soviet counterparts, however-the
British Co_uncil and VOKS-have been spared, ostensibly because
they do not fall under the jurisdiction of their respective foreign
offices.
Here in Peking the entire foreign community has bq,en undergoing re-registration at the Bureau of Public Safety. The proceclure is long and onerous. It involves several visits, the writing
of quadruplicate answers in Chinese to a fairly detailed question-
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naire.(rejected if answers are incomplete or bang), and submission of six photos. The climax is a personal interview, lasting
anywhere from fifteen minutes to an hour, at which all answers. •
are carefully recorded.
•
On the day of our interview, we fouad the Bureau's small
waiting room crowded with foreigners of numerous natienalities,
•
with otbers pacing somewhat
nervously up and down the court• yard outside. After waiting about half an hour, we heard our
name called, only to learn to our surprise that we were to be interviewed separately. I was summoned first ami asked to sit at a
table occupied by four interviewers. Several I recognized as
hold-overs from the Kuomintang regime, but in a corner behind
• taking no part in the proceedings, sat a fifth man who, I
me,
suppose, must have been a Communist.
In my case the proceedings were conducted entirely in Chi.nese, but in Calia's an interpreter was supplied. The main questions concerned my educational background, purpose of resi• dence in China, friends, especially Chinese, and whether I had
any political affiliations. Nothing was said about my source of
income t>r other financial mat.ters, but these topics were stressed
when Calia's turn came to be interviewed. The questioning
throughout was polite and unexceptional, and, after about twenty
minutl.each, we were through.
Some other foreigners, however, have been asked amusing or
impertinent questions: "Do you have many ~oy friends?" "Do ·
you have a Chinese mistress?" "What kind of .books do you
read?" "D~ you smoke?" "Do you like to dance?" The prize one
was that asked of a Rotarian: "What is this Rotary Clul> anyway?
Some kind of a dancing organization?"

•

Trade and Imperialism
Imperialism or no imperialism, one fact remains of ~>orne importance-America continues to be the best trader with Communist
China. Tientsin customs figures for June show exports at PN$4,139•66o,6I8-more than double those of May. Imports, however,
were only PN$I,t68,27o,88g-13 per cent off from May. The

•
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United States hetd first place in both categories by an eas~ margin, 42.36 per cent of the exports and 38 per cent of the imports.
·• .Dried eggs were first in exports, comprising 16.73 per cent of the
total; aewsprint was the most important import, comprising
22.56 per cent.
Early• this month the provisional trade regulations for East
China (meaning primarily Shanghai) were •published. T~ey provide that exporters suffering from temporary financial difficultks •
may seek assistance from the Bank of China, and that priority
will be given to the import of machinery and of supplies needed
for manufacturing export goods, as well as to exporters trying
to develop new foreign markets. Exports will be inspected by the
government so as to improve and standardize their quartty.
Those below specifications will be refused clearance. No apparent mention is made of the "link barter system" (balancing of
each individual export against a corresponding import), which
has proved such a bone of contention in Tientsin.
•
Meanwhile, here in the north, all outgoing products have, at
about the same time, been exempted from export duty. Thus, in
foreign trade at least, the autllorities seem to be•learning
through experience.

Collectivization

,

•

.

••

In C~ina _p~er there is no hint as yet of_ arry e.ffQ!!_to hurry the
lan~ irggrariil)eyond its first stage pf redistriouiJ~ of land fo •
PriY~~~ ~wner~ Manchuria, however, provides possiole clues. to
what may eventually happen. The July 22 Daily News Release
tells of the ~xistence of seventeen "publicly operated farms" in
Manchuria, totaling 55,000 acres and operating 231 tractors.
These farms, created only this spring through the reclamation of
waste land and opening of virgin soil, are expected to harvest
over 33,000 tons of crops.
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It is easy to criticize Communist mistakes in urban administra-. •
tion or foreign affairs-fields in which they are least exp~rrienced
-while forgetting their solid achievement~ in rural reform about
which few of us foreigners have any first-hand inforrnatitm. I felt
fortunate the other evening, therefore, to meet a man-a young
• non-Chinese sociologist-who has spent many months observing
how the land program works in a small village in northern Honan. Here are a few of the things he saw and learned:
This community, typical of the innumerable villages that dot
th; great North China plain, has a population of about 1,400.
Though first occupied by the Eighth Route Army as early as
1941, no serious land reform was attempted there until around
1945, and even then very gradually. The aim of the team of po_litical workers in charge was to educate the peasants at each step
to the point where they themselves would be willing and able to
proceed on their own. This was done through a Poor Peasants'
Association, membership in which consisted of one elected representati\re from every twelv~ peasant families.
Several of these representatives, though illiterate, later joined
the Communist party. According to my informant it was remarkable h~w quickly they came to understand Marxist ideas. Their
terminology was amusing. The haves were called "mounds," and
the have-nots "holes." "Levelling th~ mound\.' and "filling up
• the holes" were the terms used to express the aim of the land
program. "Struggle-fruits" was their designation for daily necessities, such as food, shelter and clothing, for which the "ruggle of
existence must be waged; "struggle-objects" was what they called
landlords, usurers, and the like against whom this •struggle is directed.
~~,~!1' 1945) the progra~ was limited to the reduction of
rent and interest rates; actual land redistribution did not start
in fact, the only land legally subject. to consea on was that of landlords and "rich peasants"-those who
der'fve one fourth or more of their total income through "exploitation," i.e., the hiring of outside labor.
Since, according to Communist statistics, only some ten per

{
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cent of China's :wull population belongs to these two classes, tllis
means, in the words of my informant, that the land refon:h aims
, • at "egalitarian distribution" rather than absolute equalizatioq.
In t!Iis particular village, as a_ matter of fact, most landlords
had already been "li<Juidated" before land redistribution was ac·
tually attempted. This had been brought about by demanding
immediate payment of all back taxes of s~veral years standingfrom which their privileged position had formerly exempted •
them. Unable to pay in one lump, they had no alternative but to
surrender their·land. Such was the situation when the first of
three widely spaced meetings of the Poor Peasants' Association
to'?k place. At these, each peasant was called upon to declare before the Association the amount of his land and annual income.
At this first meeting the peasants were still timid and hesitant.
Because of "face" considerations, the statements of certain individuals were allowed to pass unchallenged, even in cases in which
they obv,iously understated the value of their land. Much great~r
outspokenness prevailed at the second meeting, however, and the
third, when it took place, served primarily as a recheck upon the
results of the second. No land •assignments became 'linal until
after this third meeting. In making them, account was taken not
only of the amounts of land involved but also their fertility,
nearness to tile village, and similar considerations. Tlte aim was
to consolidate properties and eliminate uneconomical strip holdings as muc~ as possiele. Simultaneously a campaign was
launched t; restore to cultivation the ancestral g}"ave mouiJ.dst}lat have long taken from the farmer so much of his potentially
arable ~and.
With th~ growth of peasant political consciousness, the traveling t_eam of political workers was reduced from thirteen to
three, and eventuallywithdrawn altogether. Thus the future operation of the program is to be left entirely in peasant hands,
save for occasional check~up visits.
Like so much that the Communists do, this program tries,
•
through mass meetings and public confession, to Hft the individ.ual to a high pitch of moral fervor. At the later meetings, in fact,
so much enthusiasm was generated that some peasants could
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hardly be restrained from surrendering land tvJYch they obviously wefe in no economic position to give up.
So successful was the effort of making everybody into a middle- •
class peasant that a graduated tax, instituted during t~e early
stages, was later abolished as no longer ne£essary. Present taxes,
though lighter than those under the Kuomintang, yield more to
the authorities, acco:ttling to my informant, because of the absence ofcorruption. Former landlords, having been dispossessed
• of their original holdings, were then reassigned land according
to their new status as middle-class peasants. Now they receive
exactly the same treatment as everyone else. Nor are any restrictions laid upon the so-called "new rich peasants." These are the
peaBants who, following the land reform and abolition of high
rents and usury, succeed through their own unaided efforts in
forging ahea,d of their neighbors.
'1' One important feature of the program is that of the mutual-aid
f'., peasant groups, the members of which work in common to culuvaUeach other's fields, and especially to perform such tasks as
are.better suited to cooperative than to individual effort. Careful
count is iept of the labor contributed by each member-with
•
the labor of a donkey or mule sometimes
counting for more than
that of its owner. Thus a balance is kept between what each individual.contributes to his group and what he receives in return .
.::L ,Through •this institution more than anything else the Commu'nisiS"'seem to be laying a psychological basis for that ultimate
s~:o[~.~lectivization toward which~ as they ltte1pselves state,
• t ~ ,·,present f>rogram is only a first step.
As I listenM to what this worker for the Communist~ had to
say, I could not help being struck by his evident sincerity and
spirit of self-sacrifice-qualities also apparent in aftother nonChinese worker whom I have recently met. To undergo the hardships and the isolation from their countrymen, willingly accepted by these men, calls for a genuine idealism such as no one,
not even the severest critic of their cause, should deny them .
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Three Yetrs of War

•

• • According to recently issued statistics for the three years of civil
war frqm July 1, 1946, to July 1, ~'949· the territory occupied
during this period is•slightly less than one third of China as a
whole, but contains over 58 per cent of the population and 8o
per cent of the railroads; more than 79 per ~ent of the latter have
already been restored to traffic. It is further claimed that, where- •
as at the beginning of the war the Kuomintang armed forces enjoyed a numerical superiority of 3.58: 1 over the People's Army,
today that ratio has been reversed to 2.68:1 i~ favor of the latter.
Kuomintang manpower losses during the three years are said
to total s.691,400, of which 27 per cent represent casualties~6o
per cent prisoners, and 12 per cent soldiers who went over to the
Communist side. The comparative statistics for the People's
Army are particularly illuminating: 1,432,900 to.tal losses, of
which 86.09 per cent are casualties, 13 per cent missing, and only
0.73 per cent prisoners.
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Orgamzat10nal acuvtty conunues mtense, apparently t11th the
aim of eventually placing all members of the population within
some particular organization. Most prominent among recent congresses has b~e~the First•All-China Conferen_f(! of Writers ~nd
Artists, attended the earlier part<>.( tlti§. month~Qx "l!l.~re than _2g7 •
l~rary workers, 86 artists, 2_50 p!aywrights, stag(! (li~ectors, actors
•·
.
-and actresses, and cinema workers, 68 musicians, and 3 folk-dance
experts, from all parts of China." Included among the many big
names was Mei Lan·fang, the famous old-time actor. Kuo Mo-jo,
~ ~eftist poet and archaeologi~t, was chairman.
- ~
The conference produced numerous statem~nts ~~_!h_e fu_!!£!ion
of l'IteratuJ~ and art in th~ new society. Al!!2Eg th<:Il!_was that ~f ~.
Ch'en Po-ta, assistant head of the Central Propaganda Department /'of the Communist Party:
-

--

'

.

-

• Workers in literatur~ and thf! arts shol.!!a.I>Os~:~~i~~(_)logy_and.their
works should be ones possessing ideology.... The popularization
ill
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and raising of the level of literature cannot be donetvithout ideological
gu1d'atre: ... [Writers should) learn to depict Communist party
Jea<fers after they have learned to depict the masses. Writers cannot •
produce good works on the mass movement if they write only about·
• role
the masses and fail to depict the leading cad[es and the leading
of Mao Tse·tung's ideology. . . . Mao Tse·tung's ideology is not to
be worshiped, but his method and style of work should be lear~ed . . . .
[At the !arne time writers and artists should] eulogize the people and
• the proletariat. Eulogizing does not mean flattering, for the people
also have shortcmpings. Therefore, apart from eulogizing, there must
~lso be criticism and self-criticism.
Another statement, by Ch'ien Ch'un-jui, secretary of the Chine1e Delegation to the World Peace Congress held this spring in
Paris and Prague, is unpleasantly reminiscent of the current Soviet
attacks on "bourgeois cosmopolitanism":
• So-called "cosmopolitanism" is a tool of American imperialism in its
attempt to dominate the world. The aim of this "cosmopolitanism"
is to ignore the independence and characteristics of various nations and
weaken t~eir self-confidence and self-respect. . . . We should love the
people, history, and excellent atts and cultural traditions of China
and create works of proletarian patriotism and proletarian internationalism.

••

Thus in China, as in Russia, the present wave of ultra-nationalism leads to an unresolved contradicti<;!n: in the ~ntex.t of China's
relations with the outside world, the word "excellent" is to be used
t'b describt! Jler arts and cultural traditions; in the context of
China's internal social development, however, these same arts and
traditions must be branded as feudalistic, since, according to
Marxist theory, they are the products of a feudalistrc society.

Culture in the New China: Practice

7

·'

Can art ang literature be great and at the same time propaganda?

{)£ course they can, but only when two conditions exist: The
artist or writer must wholeheartedly believe in the message he
tries to convey. At the same time he must retain sufficient artistic
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integrity to avoil the sacrifice of artistic reality to propagandistic
•
formula.
• •

~at ha~nsj_l!~~<?cie!}' in which~all cyl!Jira}wo.rk~r"s,~old

~o _proauce acwrd1ng, ~o _a ~Lv~e? i~eol~~

A few_, especially_ in the
first flush of revolutionary enthusiasm, may create great art. The
works C1f others, however, even with the best will in the world, will
probably be stereotyped and fail to realize• the 'full pot~tialities
of their creators. For it is idle to suppose that a man who may be •
an excellent imagist poet can at the same time be an equally good
writer of Marxist plays, any more than a man who by temperamellt
is an idealist philosopher can suddenly become a convincing exponent of materialism.
The Mar){i~t ans~~r,~ofcourse, is that !!-O Jllal! i~_te!!!IX!r<t~n
taliythis or t~t u_nle~ ~c;rtai_!!_{a<;tq:rs ex!st in sgc:iety_that ~duce
l:i!m to b~ !his or that. Remove~ fQ! exa_!!lple, t}l~~s,0_c!,il !~ctors that
~a~e ~or id_~ilistic:; philc_:>Sgphy,_an<J idealist phlk>so£_hers wil[no
l~I_!:ger exist. To which the li2,.1!~Marxisi _will reply-_ that_gc;:nius
(and with it, more specific mental characteristics)~ppe~rs,or d_2es
l_!?t appear irr~~J?~cth:_e~ o{__Qi!th_and .~Qd<il Qa~!s~?-U.!!~,fbrah~m
Lfnc~In was gr~at,~ !_h,ough_he_ ~s h_o!l! J>OOr; Frank.+in Rooseveit was also great, though was born rich. And thus the argument can continue ad infinitum.
To get back to culture in the new Ch-ina: The ex}erhition of
"proletarian''paintings lleld in Central Park some two months
ago, J~ter~~~fi,~~OU[h~it.~as ~ssentially unsuccessful owing
to the failu~ of technique to live up to conception. Quite other~.
wise was the impression produced by the large exhi$ition-filling
sevent~n good-sized rooms-that was held at the College of Fine
Arts early this month. Its many forms included oils and water
colors, sculpture and engravings, cartoons and posters. Some were
the sophisticated work of semi~westernized artists in Shanghai and
Hong Kong, some the childlike and truly "proletarian" drawings
of untutored peasants, soldiers, and laborers. Many professional
works were derivative, but others were powerful an~ original.
Notable, for example, was a sculptured group labeleti "Air Raid,"
in which a fleeing mother crouches low to the ground and stares
!tpprehensively upward over one shoulder, while holding one
child by the hand and a second to her breast, Or a black-and-white
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cartoon depicting a huge ship labeled ··u.s.A.,'ea glaring eye on
eithe? side of its lofty prow, which crashes with demoniac force
through a conglomeration of toppling tity buildings.
•
Most interesting, however, were the less sophisticated works
prepared by Communist propagandists for t.PSe among the p~asants.
There were colored lantern slides illustrating the prowess of the
Liberation Army or ia cooperation with the people; lithographed
• wall ne.:spapers in which the news of the day was presented in
the form of brightly colored pictures arranged like American
comic strips; colored New Year pictures (traditionally posted in
peasant homes at Chinese New Year) in which the traditional
God of Wealth and the Eight Immortals are replaced by such upto-t!ate themes as peasants working together in the field or participating in a "bean election" (voting for village officials by
casting beans into jars set beneath the names and pictures of candidates); "scissor pictures" (designs cut with scissors from red paper
..!..a traditional art of peasant women),likewise modernized to show
Liberation Army soldiers or peasants at work.
Many statistics accompanied these displays. Nineteen lanternslide perivrmances, for example. were given in two months to
17,700 people by the cultural corps of the Third Field Army. Four
hundred kinds of New Year pictures were printed in the liberated
areas d~Jng the past five years. Wall newspapers had a total
circulation of 2g6,ooo among an estimated population of three
million in the Shansi-Suiyuan area.
The entire exhibition left two domi~ant impr~ssions. One was
·the dynami~ force that graphic art can have when it is harnessed
with conviction and skill to certain guiding ideas. The other was
the extent to which the Communists, as no other group in Chinese
history, have succeeded in conveying their message to China's rural
millions.
In the field of drama, on the other hand, we recently saw what
can happen when artistic values are excessively sacrificed to purposes of propaganda. The play, Song of the Red Flag, differs from
the far su~rior The White-haired Girl in that it is entirely a
spoken drama-aside from one theme song. Its subject is the life
of girl workers in a postliberation spinning mill. It treats their
perpetual squabbles resulting from misunderstanding of the new
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ideology, the inafilfty of the mill owner, himself a product ~f the
old regime, to deal with these squabbles, and, by way of co!ltrast,
• • the success of the Communist-appointed manager, a hero of almost
unbeli<ivable gentleness, tact, and patience. Action centers around
the struggle for the &oul of one particularly unregenerate girl.
Fired by the owner in a fit of temper, she bitterly resists the new
way of life until he atones for his action.!..at the persuasion of
the manager-by sending her three sacks of flour, She lhen sud- •
denly realizes that ",the f<tctorie~ '~~ now_ ~-h~ ~le's factories,"
and ~~es the li&bt with revivalist fervor: The final act ends in
triumph as she leads her comrades in a production race which wins
for their factory the coveted red flag.
As im educational tract for Chinese factory workers, the 1'lay
no doubt serves a useful purpose. It portrays ad r.auseam all- the
problems in human relations that might conceivably arise in a
factory and the ideal way of handling them. As a play, however,
I found it dull, lacking in dramatic impact (save for one or twt>
episodes), ~ l?ng, too didactic, and too unrealistJc.

•
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August 2 ( Tu e s d a y)

•

•

"Union at the Heavenly River"-Revised

Yesterday, the seventh day of the seventh lunar month, was the
festival of the Cowherd and the Weaving Girl. Each year on this
day a play called Union at the Heavenly River is customarily prest!nted to commemorate the legend of this celestial pair.
The story is that of a young cowherd who, constantly abused
by his elder brother and sister-in-law, runs away from home accompanied b-, his supernatural co"'- spies a group of beautiful goddesses bathing in a river, steals the clothes of one of them, the
celestial weaving girl, and thus compels her to be his wife. The
pair livet pappily together and become prosperous. Meanwhile,
however, the cowherd's evil brother and sister-in-law suffer sucessive misfortunes culminating in the de~truction ~ their home by
heavenly fire. Finally they are forced to come as indigents to the
·despised yodh_ger brother, who forgives and aids them. About this
time, however, his wife discovers the garments which ~he had
worn as a goddess, puts them on, and returns to Heaven. The
• of the
cowherd pursues her, only to be balked by the barrier
"Heavenly River" (Milky Way). Thereupon the ruler of Heaven
decrees that one night in every seven the pair shall be allowed to
meet. They mistake him as saying, however, that it shall be only
once a year on the seventh day of the seventh month. Every year
on this nigQ,t, therefore, the magpies form a bridge with their
wings over which the cowherd and the weaving girl (believed to
be two constellations on either side of the Milky Way) may rejoirt
each other.

.
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Members of tbj !heatrical world, both here and in Tientsin,
have lately been discussing ways of bringing this play int~ line
.with current ideology. Typical is a Tientsin meeting reported in
the Jult 24 Progressive Daily. At this meeting it was agreed that
the good points of the play are its portrayal of the rewards that
come wi!h hard work, and its implied criticism of lack of freedom
in selecting a marriage partner. It was also !greed, however, that
it suffers from certain defects, notably oversexiness (the~athing
scene) and overemphasis on superstition (the incident of the
heavenly fire). S~veral ways to overcome these faults were suggested. Least radical would be the addition of a prologue, and
epilogue in which the play's weaknesses,would be pointed out in
speeches to the audience. More radical would be deletion of ~he
heavenly fire and portrayal of the impoverishment of the brother
and sister-in-law as the direct result of their own idleness and bad
conduct. Most radical of all would be to strip the play of all
supernatural elements and place it into a wholly mundane settin~
Each theatrical group was left free to work out its own solution.
As the result of this and similar meetings, all Peking and Tientsin theaters are now advertising themselves as producers.of "new"
versions of Union at the Heavenly• River. Yesterday afternoon we
went to see one for ourselves, fully prepared for sharp surprises.
We were pleased, however, to find most of the story pla~d as in
former years, the only major change being the deletion ~fa short
final scene in which the ruler of Heaven decrees the future time
of rendezvou~f~ the coupre. This deletion was accepted without
comment by the audience.
•
Last njght, however, our boy Chin attended another performance of the same company. On that occasion the audience was
apparently Iftade of sterner stuff, for as the curtain fell without
the final' scene, many people set up a clamor of "Not finished!
Not finished!" Not only this, but they refused to leave the theater
even after a member of the company stepped forth to explain that
the cut was made iri order to combat superstition. His appearance,
in fact, was greeted by added protest, emphasized by a shower of
melon seeds from the front rows. It was almost ten ~inutes befire the audience finally filed sullenly out. This, to my knowledge,
is the first instance of popular protest against changing the old into
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the new. Obviously it was induced by the inept,way in which the
comp!ny had arranged its new version. •

•
August 14 (Sun dq.y)

•

•

Uncertain Exit
We are now scheduled to leave Pekir\g on the "twenty-third and
Tientsin on the twenty-sixth, blockade permitting. This blockade
h<l\ become more than a joking matter. The grapevine reports
that several ships have been prevented by Kuomintang naval vessels from entering Tientsin the last four or five days, that some have
been searched, and that two, of Chinese registry, were even sunk.
~ ot a word of this, of course, in the local press.

Food and Grumbling

•

•

Price rises continue, though at a considerably slower tempo. The
rainy season, thank God, seems to be tapering off. Floods continue, ;OIWever. Today's Progressive Daily reports that in our
Hopei province alone more than ten million mu (about 1,666,666
acres) have been inundated, affecting.3,288 coUWiunities with a
• total population of about 30o,ooo. Train service bet~een Mukden
and Tientsfn has been cut for a number of days. All government
employees in Hopei have consequently been ordered t(J eat dne
ounce less of grain per day per person, while the gen~al populace
is exhorted to cooperate in a one-bowl-of-grain-per-meal-only
movement.
In the South the economic situation is obviously even more
difficult. A Chinese friend wrote from Shanghai on August 6: "AI·
ready owing to a number of reasons, rice here is something like

"

• On August 8• a two-month indoctrination course for theatrical workers was introduced in Peking. Attended by 450 persons, it consisted of three weekly morning sessions of lectures and group discussions in which emphasis was laid on h8w
to bring revolutionary content into the old plays.

•
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US$gp a picul [about 133 lbs.] .instead of the US$5 before liberation. Generally s~eaking, conditions are more difficult wi!h us
1 ~han they were before. As our university faces the coming year with
smaller enrollment and lower tuition (with the faculty and staff
• the same), 4nd therefore a smaller budget, our pay is
remaining
likely to.be further reduced."
Though here in the North, tt:achers' salaries are protected
against· inflation by being calculated in terms of millet~ I have
twice heard complaints recently that even t~is device is not en- •
tirely successful. The reason is the time lag of two or three days
between the periodic calculation of salaries and their actual payment, during which sharp price rises may occur. Today's Progres·
sive Daily announces a partial remedy for this situation. If, during
this interim period, the price of millet rises by more than 20 per
cent, this increase will be compensated for when the next salary
payment is made.
Here in Peking, or so it seems to me-and this, o~ course, is a.
highly subjective impression-there is a slackening of enthusiasm
compared with a month or so ago. Complaints are frequent about
the difficulty of making ends meet, and rumors persist, \femingly
m.ore widespread than before, of ;uffering in the countryside.
What percentage of the population remains definitely antagonistic to the new regime? Of course there is no way of keJ,owing.
All I can say is that lately I seem to have heard more overttcriticism
than formerly. Recently I was invited to an elaborate dinner party
attended by s~\iftl or eight'bldish Chinese scholars. As course followed course in rich profusion, the conversation cofiiiste<I of ap •
almost upinterrupted series of grumblings and criticisms: Sarcastic
remarks were passed about some of the "democratic personages"
whose staterftents now figure so prominently in the press. The
word "opportunist" occurred more than once. The new leftist
scholarship was criticized in no uncertain terms-one man's style
is poor, another's scholarship inadequate, and so on.
From this particular group of older scholars such sentiments
are not too surprising. But what about the younger intellectuals,
among whom the Communis~ find their most enthusiastic supwrt? A few days ago I met two young Chinese artists, one of whom
could speak, haltingly, a few words of English. I asked how he had
R
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learned them. "By listening to the radio," he ieplied. "I have a
short!wave radio, over which I hear BBC, Voice of America, New
Delhi, and many other stations." Then, after a pause, "How long. t
I shall be able to do this, I don't know. As time passes, copditions
will• become tighter. But at the moment w~ still have freedom of
ear." To which his friend, who was conspicuously wearing a Mao
Tse-tung button, adAed, "You•see this button? It cost me only
$too. It\ays nothing important. Simply 'Mao Tse-tung, Ci1airman
• of the Chinese Communist Party.' So I bouJht it, thinking it
would be helpful when I go in and out of the city."
Such are the sentiments of a few scattered intellectuals. But
what about the common people? Here is the way a Chinese we
knew well, an intelligent man who is himself sympathetic to the
regime, sums up what he believes to be the feelings of many:
"Food is the important thing. Maybe conditions will be fine
a year from now, but the lao pai hsing don't care about that. What
they have to think about is how to fill their stomachs today, tomorrow, and the day after. It doesn't matter that food shortages may
be caused by drought, flood, the blockade, or other things for
which thtt Communists are not responsible. A government is good
if the people have enough to • eat; it is bad if they don't have
enough. That's how the lao pai hsing feel, not what I think myself.
Everybody hated the Japanese because they didn't give us enough
to eat. M'y mother and wife used to go to the grain shop at midnight and sleep in line until next morning, and even then they
might be able to buy only a couple o"f pounds d!' gad millet be• tween them So everyone was happy when the Kuomintang came
back, and for a while American flour helped a little. ~ut then
things got worse, so everyone was happy when the Kuomintang
was kicked out and the Communists came in. But n~w things are
getting bad again. What's going to happen next? That's what a
lot of people are asking.''
My friend went on to describe the weekly meetings in his local
police district of those families whose chief wage earners have
entered the government here or joined the southern expedition.
These meet1ngs, held under the auspices of the district administrator of military dependents' affairs (a woman veteran of tbe
Liberation Army), are attended by some twelve families, includ-
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•
ing that of my ftiend. Chief item on the agenda is the difficulty

several of these families have in supporting themselves no:. that
.their chief wage earners have gone southward. When this movement s~rted, some months ago, the authorities pledged themselves to give econom1c aid to all dependents who might fall in
need. Now, however, the government is itself so hard pressed that
it finds it difficult to carry out thl!i promise.•
.
•
At one meeting, for example, an old lady of seventy, now left •
alone in Peking with a three-year-old grandson •. rose and with tears
in her eyes read ~ lett.er she had recently received from her son in
Hanko.w. "Have you," he wrote, "been receiving the grain promised by the government when I wentaway?" The answer, the old.
lady pointed out, was "no." At this juncture my friend rose ~ith
her and declared that the government should not have ma,de
pledges which it has since been unable to fulfill. To this the
chairwoman protested vigorously. The People's Government; she
pointed out, is a government for the people. How then could it
possibly have accepted able-bodied men for the amiy without
promising security for their dependents? Its present difficulties,
she continued, were the temporaljyresult of drought, lood, and
other unforeseen factors. Later-, however, she admitted that the
government is now no longer making such commitments when
asking for recruits. (In this connection it should be u~erstood
that there is no such thing as a draft under the People's Government; all recruiting is entirely voluntary.)
What is be!~ done con~retely to cope with this situation? Several things, my friend told me. He and others in his•district, for •
ex"ample, have been given tickets allowing them to buy grain in
the cooperatives~ Factory jobs have been promised to unemployed
members of •some families. In the case of my friend himself, his
younger daughter has been promised free tuition in a private
middle school. But the case of the seventy-year-old lady remains
unsolved.
·
Further questioning elicited from him the information that
few Peking cooperatives (whose membership now exc~ds t85,ooo,
according to latest published figures) still sell directly to the gene\"al public. Membership is largely limited to the employees of
specific factories or other organizations, or to persons like my
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friend who for special reasons are given membetship tkkets. Fur·
the~ore, prices are sometimes only slightly lower than those on
the open market.
•I
What about the factories, I then asked? How do they fi~ places
for these newly employed dependents of military personnel? His
reply was that some jobs have opened up as the result of factory
workers themselves 'olunteeri:ttg for the southern expedition,
• some ha~e been created through expanding production, and in
certain cases persons with reactionary tendencies may have been
dropped from their positions.
I then asked whether the private middle school to which my
friend's daug;Jte; has been promised rree admission had any choice
in fihe matter. His reply was that it did not. Such schools, as their
contribution toward alleviating the situation, have been asked by
the authorities to accept a certain quota of deserving students
tuition-free. (It should be remembered in this connection that
Peking's public middle schools are insufficient to meet the educational demand.)
Such are the comments of an intelligent though irritable and
sometim~ excitable Chinese, whose opinions I have nevertheless
.
always found provocative .

.

•

M~nchuria and the Soviet Union
In the midst of this depressing situation, much f!niare has been
• given to the-:me-year trade agreement between Manchuria and the
Soviet Union, the signing of which was announced from.Moscow
on July 30. Under it Russia is to supply Manchuria with industrial
installations, motor vehicles, petroleum, cloth, paf>er, medical
drugs, and instruments, in return for soybeans, vegetable oils,
corn, rice, and the like. The quantities involved are unspecified.
How do people in Peking, Shanghai. and elsewhere feel about
the export, at this time, of Chinese grain in return for "industrial
installations" quite possibly in part the same as those the Russians
•
originally removed from Manchuria in 1945? The newspapers,
_., of course, give the impression that the reaction is one of unqualified enthusiasm. Statements by workers, industrialists, intellec-
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•
tuals, all hail thct pact as another demonstration of Soviet tx'iendship and a crushing reply by the Chinese people to the "imperialist
• blockade."
This. pact, signed in the absence of formal diplomatic relations,
suggests a cooperation between Russia and Manchuria seemingly
greater .than that between Russia and China proper. So, perhaps,
does the announcement made in-Mukden ~n August 7 t~at "Russian will be the first foreign language in all high schools and •
universities." Here in China proper, though an expansion of
Russian-language teaching is planned, English continues to hold
its traditional primacy.

•
How To Lose Friends and Antagonize PeopleCommunist Style
The fourth anniversaries of the Soviet declaration of war on Japah
on August 8, 1945, and of the Japanese,urrender on August 15,
have been signals for a renewed "sell Russia" publicity campaign.
Typical is the August 8 broadc~t of Hu Yu-chih, "ctlinese expert on foreign affairs":
.
"Without the troops of the Soviet Union in Manchuria, Japan
might not have surrendered. Even if she did surrend~ a great ;
part of China would temporarily have become the colony of American imperialism, as South Korea and the Philippines are at present. It would.ffot have been easy for the people of the Northeast
and those throughout the country to win their swift vietory toda}"."
·Today's Progressive Daily elaborates on the same theme in its
answer to a reader who asks: "Whose force brought about the surrender of the Japanese pirates?" The editorial reply is:
The surrender of the Japanese pirates resulted from the heroic
eight-year resistance of the Chinese people, and especially of the
Eighth Route Army under the leadership of the Communist party. . . .
At the same time it resulted from the alliance of the various allies
then linked in the common struggle against Japanese-fascism....
The final factor bringing about the Japanese surrender was the Soviet
declaration of war on Japan on August 8, 1945.... Within a week
the Soviet Red Army,in conjunction with the forces of Outer Mongolia,
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. . . destroyed or captured 764,000 men of the Japanese Imperial
Kuantung Army. . . . If the Soviet Union had not sent troops into
Manchuria, a military decision could not have been reached so
speedily, because Japan still retained a very powerful army at the time'
. . . with which it could have continued resi~tance against tfte allied
forces . . . .
The American imMJialists, how~ver, with their running tlogs, the
Kuomintang reactionaries, spreaJ propaganda to the effect that the
• defeat of Japanese fascism resulted solely from the use of two atomic
bombs. Such talk is completely deceptive, for even though Soviet par·
ticipation in the Uapanese) war came late, the fart remains that, if
the Soviet people had not been ready, with their spirit of lofty selfsacrifice, to resist and destroy Hitler's great armies in the West, America
woftld certainly have been unable to conduct her offensive against
Japan in the Pacific. And if, after Germany's surrender, the Soviet
Union had not participated in the war against Japan and destroyed
her exceedingly powerful Kuantung Army, the war against Japan could
aot have been concluded with the August 15 surrender four years
ago. . . .
The purpose of this deceptive talk on the part of the Americans
and their running dogs is to conceal their sin of seizing and holding
the fruits• of victory for themseltres alone, and, by exaggerating the
power of the atomic bomb, to terrorize the people of the world's various
peace-loving countries in order to facilitate their own dark designs for
conductfqg new aggression as conditions permit. . . .

Such is the picture of history that .the Communists and their
, supporters-it should be remembered that the .Ptogressive Daily
i~ not officitftly a Communist organ-wish to give their people. One
wonders how rnany they hope to convince. Their mos• difficult
psychological task, as I have been told repeatedly, is that of explaining away Russian actions in Manchuria and of r~interpreting
in terms of noble altruism the 1945 Sino-Soviet Friendship Treaty
(the or.e Kuomintang treaty which the Communists never refer
to as "Kuomintang"). This topic is one that cropped up frequently
during the summer indoctrination course for university students
recently covcluded at Tsinghua, and the official way of handling
it failed to arouse great enthusiasm .

•

~
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•
How To -"ose Friends and Antagonize PeopleAmerican Style

•

The efffct here of the State Department's White Paper on China
(issued August 5 but Rrst made known in Peking on the twelfth)
has been disastrous. Here are •some of the ·passages from. Mr.
Acheson's introduction that hafe arouse<f particularly_· violent
•
comment:
(1) "The Nationalist armies did not lose a single battle during
the crucial year of 1948 through lack of arms and ammunition."
The real cause of defeat was that their "government had lost popular support." These facts notwithstanding, the United States continued its "historic policy . . . of friendship and aid toward the
people of China" in the form of several billion dollars' worth of
military and economic aid to the Nationalist government.
Comment: What kind of "friendship" toward what "people"£
Everywhere the document blames· Kuomintang incompetence for
what has happened in China. Why does it nowhere blame the
United States itself for maintaining a policy that was morally
•
wrong and politically disastrous? •
(2) Full scale American intervention "would have been resented by the mass of the Chinese people, would have dia~etrically
reversed our historic policy, and would have been con~mned by
the American people."
Comment fr~m the New-China News Agency: "Really strange!
If the Americ~n government actually harbored a frierv:lly attitmle •
to~ards the Chinese people, why should extending the sphere and
scope of ~uch a friendship . . . evoke the indignation of one party
. . . and deJmnciation by the other? . . . American imperialist
elements fancy that t~?.e whole world is stupid, but the results show
it is only they who are stupid."
(3) "The Communist leaders have forsworn their Chinese heritage and have publicly announced their subservience to a foreign
power, Russia."
Comment: If that is so, why does Mr. ~cheson hi~self admit
tltat the Chinese revolution "was the product of internal Chinese
forces, forces which this country tried to influence but could not"?
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If the Chinese Communists, by taking their sf:aild with Russia in
•
the present
world schism, are to be accused of having "forsworn
their Chinese heritage," why should not the European signatories. ~
to the North Atlantic Pact be accused with equal justice of. having
forswt>m their European heritage?
(4) ''Ultimately the profound' civilization and the d6lllocratic
individualism of Chifta will rea!sert themselves and she will throw
• off the •foreign yoke. I consider that we should encourage all
developments in China which now and in the future work toward
this end."
Comment: This statement has been seized upon as an open
threat to interff're in Chinese internal affairs-a threat which ill
ac~ords with America's reiterated policy of respect for the ter·
ritorial and administrative integrity of China. In particular, the
term "democratic individualism" (translated into Chinese as "democratic individualists") has aroused heated reaction, and Chinese
'ntellectuals are falling over themselves to deny that they could
possibly fit into such a cat"'gory. It is a commentary on the differences between the two cnuntries today that this term, so respected
in Amerlta, has in China beCOIJle one of opprobrium. The reason
is that a long tradition of highly "individualistic" opportunism
and self-seeking in Chinese public life has today made of the word
"indivitivalism" a synonym for selfishness.

"All the News That's Fit To. Print"

•

•

'•

In general the Communists have succeeded remarkably well, wl'th·
out use of force, in inducing non-Communist newspapers to toe
the ideological line. This record broke down on August 2, however, when a minor Tientsin daily, the Po-ling ]ih-pao, saved itself
from closure only by printing a front-page apology for the fact
that ever since liberation it had "uninterruptedly been issuing
errors." As listed in a New China News Agency dispatch of August 6, the~ inchded:
( 1) Falsification of statements issued by the Military Control
Commission.
•
(2) Disturbing of public order by making fabrications concern-
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•
ing the arrest ofj certain Chang Pi-hsien (unknown to me), mem' •

ber of the Kuomintang Legislative Yuan.
.
•
(3) Continued use of certain terms, such as "struggle" and
"reckQJling accounts with," which distort present official policy
(inasmuch as the Communists, since entering the big cities, no
longer Jemphasize the class struggle).
(4) Frequent a::.breviation of~he dispat~hes of the New China
•
News Agency.
•
(5) Use of terminology which is disrespectful and immoral, for
example: "Being a pedicabber is good business; you can get a wife
and also get rich."
(6) Printing short stories wh!ch are reactionary in their ideology. For example, ones where oppressed peasants refer to their
landlords as "My Lord in Heaven! My Lord of Heaven and Earth!
My dearly beloved first exemplar!"

•

August 18 IT h u r s d a y)
Clash of Old and New

•

•
•

• from the
Many are the family strains and heartaches- resulting
eagerness of the younger generation to join the new movement
despite par6rlfral objection.
Last night, at a wonderful farewell dinner of •Peking roast"
duck g~ven us by a Chinese professor of Peita, Galia was talking
her table neighbor, the wife of another Chinese professor.
fhe tall! turned to their children, and Galia learned that the
's daughter, of college age, is now working with the People's
in the South. The mother had recently received a letter and
pleased that the news was good.
Galia asked how she felt about her daughter being so
away and living under such difficult physical c~nditions, she
with a face which showed her conflicting emotions, "My
•daughter joined the Southern Expedition against my wishes and .._
awav from home."
·
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What a jolt it must have been to this mother \nd to her youthful-loo"king husband, both of whom definitely do not belong to
the modem, westernized set of Chinese intellectuals. At first, she • '
told Galia, she had cried a great deal, but now she had gr~dually
adjusted herself to the idea. As she told her story, there was a mixture of pride and embarrassment in her face-whether ~he was
embarrassed at her daftghter's btthavior or at her own "backward• ness," Ga'tia could not tell.
The group enthusiasm aroused among the young through
meetings and discussions is highly contagious. SQme weeks ago a
Tsinghua Chinese professor told us the story of the daughter of
one of his colleagues, a girl who is not very strong. Soon after
the toming of the Communists, she joined one of their indoctrination courses and, like all her classmates, followed a very strenuous
regimen. She was required to rise at five, go for a half-hour run
before breakfast (compulsory for everyone joining the Communist
cadres because so much of their wartime advance has been made
on foot), and continue classes and study until evening with but
few interruptions. Only two meals were served daily, commonlv
consistingee>f kaoliang porridge. wo-t'ou, or cabbage soup.
After some weeks the girl fe1l ill and was compelled by her
parents, supported by the family doctor, to give up her training.
Thereaft@r she spent lonely days at home, sometimes visited in
the evenings by her friends who were continuing their studies. One
fine day, however, she disappeared from the house. Her parents
soon learned that she had run away to •rejoin her ~vdent group,
·wnich had ~ne south with the army. Our friend has not heard
how she has since fared.
•
Calia's teacher, Mr. Ma, is another man whose family has h~
its share of upheavals. Though versed in traditiortal Chir.
learning, he has a remarkably open attitude toward new id
• Like most scholars with a Confucian background, he does not ~
much stock in religion, which he regards as mi hsin (superstiti<
He was glad when the Communists came, and has since been rt
ing philosop~ical treatises on Marxism (some of which, he adm
have been rather tough going). His wife, however, is a really c
' fashioned t'ai-t'ai, with no education and no mind for anyth
outside her family.

•

They have an attractive fourteen-year-old daughter who, like
the others in he: school, has been drawn into many new activities
' • -discussion groups, political lectures, mass singing, participation
in vict9ry celebrations, and the like. Among them is a drama group
whose purpose is to train recruits for acting teams sent south to
propag"-te the new ideas in dramatic form. Ma's daughter was
very anxious to join this group,efor whiclttshe seemed to possess
particular talent. Her mother, however, flatly forbade•her even •
to think of such a thing. Her daughter a singing girl, an actress?
Never! What cuuld be more degrading! So despite her father's,
willingness, the girl was forced to renounce her wish.
Later she actually did join, though secretly. When the mother
discovered a registration card showing this fact, a real fafnily
drama developed. In good traditional manner, the mother wailed
and cried and declared she would take poison if the daughter continued. The daughter no less vehemently declared that she herself
would do the same if not allowed to continue. Poor Ma, placed
between two fires, spent many sleepless nights. As for the daughter,
she fell ill and lost all interest in school or life. Finally, her elder
brother, also an ardent follower of the new order, perauaded her
to placate her mother by agreeing to wait a year before again discussing the matter. '
Thus the clash between old and new continues in·man~ families.
The other evening we heard our amah's two childre~. a girl of
thirteen and boy of eleven, singing the new songs they have
learned in ~irool. The d\nes are catchy and the children were
undoubtedly enjoying themselves. Even small child~n delight.in •
singing;hese days. A lower primary school stands near our house,
and often in the early morning we are awakened by the sounds of
singing ancf dancing to the rhythmic, monotonous beat of the
yang ko. It is also a common sight to see truckloads of children
lustily singing as they are taken for an outing. Their exhilaration
comes from doing things together (an idea little stressed in tradit tional Chinese child life). In the beginning they probably hardly
understand what they are singing, but gradually the new ideas
1
undoubtedly sink in.
•
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August 22 ( M o n d a y)

Malthus and Marx

•

Here is !.remark by ~uo Mo-jo,writer and archaeologist, who is
• one oftne mostnotabl~ "democratic personages" supporting the
new o~der. It appeared in an August 13 broadcast commemorating
ilie fourth anniversary of the Sino-Soviet Friendship Treaty.
~''The food problem in China is not due to overpopulation but
to excessive economic exploitation by foreign capitalism acting
in t!onnivance with the bad eggs in China. The Chinese people
have now turned the tables on their exploiters and in the near
future [italics mine] there will be no food problem in China even
though there is an increase in population."
• One of the weaknesses in Marxism is its refusal to recognize
overpopulation as a possible factor affecting a nation's well-being.
Many people doubt that China, whether Communist or not, can
.\' ~~~r achi~e a standard of livi~ comparable to that of Western
nations as long as her present population pressure remains unchecked. So far as I know, the Communists have never gone to
th~ extr~e of Sun Yat-sen, who once expressed fear that the
Chinese would be swallowed up by the white race. On the other
hand they have also, so far as I know, never put themselves on
record as favoring birth control. whicfi to many ~ervers seems
• e~ential fo~ny long-term solution.

•
Sudden Conversion

'

•

On the one hand, the Communists have officially pledged themselves to respect religious freedom; on the other, they reserve and
exercise the right to attack it verbally as a form of superstition!
which, they .maintain, will gradually die a natural death as the
result of popular education. Here in Peking they have so far
acted with exemplary correctness toward the Christian mission1
In certain rural areas, however, it is rumored that some mi ·
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suffer difficulties.because of increased taxation and similar.meas-

ures. Treatment has apparently sometimes varied from place to
'.place.
Mea:awhile what about the. indigenou~ Chine~eJrlig!ons? The
August 1 f{fifojffiisiiJk Diifty carries a curious item-describing the
experie,ll;C~ ,gf ~v~ m()n~_be1qngLng to ;=~~2cih!st_t~mpl~~
Wusih, near Nanking:
t
•
~·"Since
liberntion of Wusih these monks.. have been accused •
by society of being 'parasites' whose livelihood consists of abstract
talk; nobody thi!re invokes the name of Buddha any more or
prostrates himself." On ~IJJ~·.l!-~.UJ •. th~rlO!c;!L!!J.e hea.d.~bbot, "seeing that conditions iil'tTfe -rieW society 'are no longer-favorable for
•
.. )3-ugd!ili!._monks, . . . proclaimed to_ all t~e mon~_the cl,i~solu~ion. of the monaste_!:y a~ expressed the~ wlsli thai.::i;he,y e~brace
die b()som of the]!e~ Chin~ and wc:>rk for the.NewDe.tnocracy."
The next -~ax _"all the. monks.=.retyrned. to la£!ife)_~()Jlectively
bought tTie revolutionary literatur~, ;md b.egan_~to _eng~ge in
s!l1~Y- On the eighth--the{fufthei-m~re registered-at the school for
the training of revolutionary cadres, desiring to act for the service
of the people.".
•
•
Here indeed, t()_ u~e_ a Jtuddhist term, is "instant;trteous enlighteiiillent'" with a vengeance. Offhand it would be _hard to
imagine a gt:eatel' conti-a~ttliari;ihat_ betweenBuddhisiV~with jts
renu_!l~n_Q_( li~ :i_~d the extremely pra.ctlca.L N~w I>ern?q_acy!
Though obviously not typiCal, tliis "incident symbolizes, I think,
• trend. It is, in fact, a continuation of •
what will bec6'1ftle a growing
a trend that was already evident before the arrival ~f the Colftmunists .•

ilie

Changes in the Schools
Few changes have as yet been made in the curricula of schools and
universities. The major ones will come only with the fall semester.
veral recent newspaper articles, however, give a hint of what
me of them will be. Many new textbooks have been written
ring the summer and many old ones scrapped, though some
uomintang texts have been retained with revisions. The same is
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true c¥. certain Communist texts which, originilly prepared for
rural use, have now been revised to meet the demands of an
urban population. None have as yet appeared for sale.
•'
Changes planned for middle schools include curtailment or
elimination of certain classes and a corresponding expansion of
self-study and extrac~rricular activity. For example, cl:\emistry
and phy~s are to be abolished !nd mathematics curtailed in the
• case of arts students. On the other hand, history and geography
will be abolished and Chinese curtailed in the case of science
students. Both groups of students will take a new-two-hour weekly
course in "new philosophy." This will include the methodology
of tj.inking and dialectic materialism.
The teaching of Russian will be generally increased, though in
ways varying from school to school. Some schools will make it
compulsory in the first year and elective in the second and third,
while retaining English as before; some will require a choice of
;ither Russian or English in the first year; some will make Russian an elective in the first-year, and English in the second and
third years.
Politicl!-science courses will. be made more concrete by synthesizing abstract principles with a greater amount of material
drawn from actual life.
Risinga:osts will force "slight" tuition increases for a number
of private middle schools-in one school, 77 instead of 66 pounds
of flour per semester for its lower divJsion, and 88 instead of 70
pounds for its upper division; in another, conespol\tiing increases
iii terms ofi>ounds of millet of 210 instead of 125 and 220 instead
•
.
of t8s.
Regulations issued by the Peking- municipality o11. the 18th for
private primary and middle schools provide that all private schools
must reregister and, in the process, must pledge themselves to act
in conformity with the ideals of the New Democracy. Principals
and teachers who fail to do so are subject to removal by the
municipal board of education. The curricula of their schools must
conform wiah those of the public schools. "In order to preserve
students' freedom of belief," compulsory religious instruction and
attendance at religious services are henceforth forbidden. (Th~
provision does not differ materially from that already in fore~
l
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under the Kuorwntang.) Private schools suffering from fi.Jlilncial
August 1949

difficulties may appeal to the municipality for assistance. All
' . schools will be required to submit reports to the board of educa'
tion at_stated intervals.
As regards universities, both national and private, the major
general.change seems to be the introduction of two new compulsory one-semester freshman cturses, eact three houg weekly.
The first will deal with dialectic and historical materialism; the •
second with the New Democracy and its background in earlier
revolutionary movements. They replace such subjects as the
"Three People's Principles" and others compulsory under the
old regime.
•
In addition, all arts students will be required to take a onesemester three-hour course on political economy. The arts collt:"ges of the different ,universities are to be reorganized to include
departments of literature, history, philosophy, politics, economics,
law, and education. This means that, for example, Chinese and
Western languages, formerly separate departments, are now to be
merged into a single department of literature.
At the educational meetings at. which these changes"ere discussed, it was emphasized that the present economic situation precludes any major expansion of curriculum in the near future. On
the contrary, courses that seem too much like "unneceSify frills"
must be either curtailed or eliminated .

•
Spare Our ''Plowing Friends"

•

•

A touching letter.in the August 18 Progressive Daily comments
bitterly on a •news item carried by that paper a few days earlier,
in which it was stated that "an abundant supply of horses, cows,
md donkeys is now entering the [Tientsin] market. . .. A small
donkey fetches a price of only $2o,ooo, with the result that private
butchers are doing a flourishing business."
"In the spring," the writer of the letter comment&, "the government issued an order prohibiting the slaughtering of cows
'l~eded for plowing. This fact reveals its concern for the rural
population. . . . But cows, horses, mules, and donkeys are the

.
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plowing friends' of us farming folk . . ." If, he continues, they are being sold today for butcheri~g. it is only because of dire economic necessity. Therefore, could not the au- • '
thorities help the farmers by arranging for the transport of ~nimals
from flooded areas and their care until autumn, when they could
be restored to their original owners? "In this way the live,.s of our
'plowing.friends' wot!Id be pre«rved and the difficulties of the
• farmers would be largely solved. . . . Otherwise, after the flood
waters recede, with what will we till the ground and plant wheat?"
Today's Progressive Daily contains what is pQssibly an answer
to this plea. "In order to preserve livestock and prevent interference with agricultural production," it says, the Tientsin munic~pality has ordered that the regulation issued this spring
prohibiting the private slaughter of plowing cattle be recircularized, and that an educational campaign be launch(·d on the subject.
It has also instructed the Departments of Safetv, Industry and
Commerce, and Revenue, to maintain strict inspection of all
slaughtering activities. No suggestion is given, however, as to how
the farmers themselves are to obey these prohibitions and at the
same tid cope with their economic difficulties .

•

~~cial

Service

Today I said farewell to a Chinese whom I know well. As I was
leaving, I asked about his son, who haS recently co*opleted a trainihg course !it one of the new Communist universities.
"He is doing very well," my friend 1eplied. Then, lo'¥ering his
voice, "He has been given a position in the Bureau of Public
Safety."
•
"The Peiping Bureau of Public Safety?" I asked.
"No," he replied. "The Central Bureau of Public Safety for all
North China. It is dangerous work. He carries a pistol.'
Through further questioning I learned that my friend's son
though wo,king in an office at the moment, will probably late1
be appointed principal of a school, where he will perform the
usual administrative duties, while at the same time maintainin~:
secret check upon political activities. For this work. like all youn~
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•
men who dedicat; themselves to the service of the new regiwe, he

will receive, over and above a bare living allowance (to cov~r him- .self alone, irrespective of dependents), a supplementary "salary"
of twenJ:y pounds of millet monthly-well under two American
dollars at current prices. "But perhaps," my friend remarked
somewh~t wearily, "his income fnay be increased next year."
Thus the Communists, like the«.uominta'bg, are beginning the
•
use oft'e wu or "special service" agents-men who will presumably
•
be posted as they were under the old regime among students,
teachers, office functionaries, factory workers, and the like. No
doubt the existing conditions in China, plus the Communists' own
ideology, make any other course hardly possible. Nonetheless it
is sad to see this development. What is striking is that a yot!ng
man like my friend's son, himself not a member of the Communist
party, should have been chosen for such delicate work after only
four or five months of intensive· indoctrination. Granted that he
is of more than average intelligence and that he has long heed
sympathetic to the Communist cause, his appointment shows
nevertheless how short the Communists are in trained personnel.

..

•

Farewtlil

·-·

•

•

Far mon• than two weeks we. have been in .the. .thm.es ol pr~~ring
foTaeparture-a night-al1d-day strl}ggl~ a,gainst p::u:l<.j.n~, red~pe.
farewell ente~tainments, and a steady stream of frlendfybut timeconsuming visitors who have brought over one hundred letters
for us to ~arry to the outside world. The result for us has been
utter exhaustion. It was after one o'clock in the morning qf
August 24, the date of our departure, when we completed the last
deiaTis()rpacking and could lie down for a few hou~ of unt>asy
sleep.
'Nine hours later we made our way to the railroad station in a
car provided by our ever-thoughtful friend the American consul.
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There we spent a hectic three quarters of an hour passing ourselves

and Jur baggage through the station inspectors, foading it into the
railroad car, and in the last few moments exchanging hurried ~
good-byes with the gallant little group of friends who had.come to'
see U6 off. How different was this leave-tak.ing from the last time
we left Peking, in 1937. With wl.otat light hearts we left then.
This time the fan.·~vells wertttense and painful. domi~ated by
• concern ,or the friends we leave behind, particularly those whose
lives, for one reason or another, are tied to the fate of Peking;
dominated also by the sense of making an itrevocable transit
from one world to another, and that perhaps the two may never
meet in our lifetime; dominated, finally, by the unspoken convi~ion that we may never again see this city which we have loved
and known so well.
Hardest of all was the parting from our boy Chin. As the bell
rang signaling the train's departure, he ran to the side of the car,
~ipped first Theo's and then my hand firmly through the window,
cried in a broken voice, "Yi-lu p'ing-an!" "May your whole journey
be peaceful!"; then retired behind the assembled leave-takers,
tears weUing from his reddened eyes. It seems incredible that we
may never again hear the voit:e of this man who has served us
so faithfully during the past year, and who during that time has
become.nlmost a member of the family . 1\fay the future China'be
good for1.im and for the other Chinese like him!
On the go-mile journey to Tientsin we passed field after field
of corn and kaoliang, stunted, withett-d. and yellf4\"ed, obviously
• c;apable ofeyielding only a fraction of the yield once expected
from it. It looked as if it had been stricken by drought; in actual
• we apfact, the cause of this desolation was rain and Hood. As
proached the city, many fields were standing dee~ in water. It
had been a choice, we were told, either of inundating them or
exposing Tientsin to flood. The fields had been sacrificed.
At last Tientsin itself. with its miles of monotonous stone
streets and foreign houses, its wide-Hung factories, its stagnant
and foul-smelling canals, its all-pervading atmosphere (at least
to us, who•know Peking) of foreignized affluence amfd physical
'
ugliness and intellectual sterility. In spite of its evidences of p:t;t
wealth-symbolized by mansions of foreign businessmen and the

•
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Country Club-Ventsin seems toda}' a dying city.

7'

I~~jS are
deserted as compared wrtn tli.e llu~tling" traffic QIL..:P~k_i!!g)__!lve• .nl:leSimif hutun_gf{Jtsoffic~~ ~~itill andTffeieS5: ·· ··--' And ¥et the attitude of those foreign businessmen I have seen
in Tientsin remains ctlriously optimistic compared with the pessimism that has gripped many in Peking's foreign colony during
the past two months of intensifitd anti-imperialist prollaganda.
In Peking not a few foreigners appear ready to give up and pull •
out. In Tientsin, on the contrary, the attitude seems to be: Yes,
conditions are very difficult. Business is bad. Perhaps jt will become impossible. But for the time being we are willing to wait
and see what we can do.
The words of one foreign businessman particularly struck t!te.
"You know.'' he said, "many of the things the Communists do
are not bad. They are inexperienced in foreign trade. They make
mistakes.· Many of their regulations give lots of trouble. But it
is possible to reason with them, and if they are shown to be
wrong, they are willing to change. Moreover, they are completely honest. None of the monkey business that went on under the
Kuomintang. Suppose you are Dr. Bodde and I am 1\ft-. Wang.
When we go to the authorities, we• receive exactly the same treatmfl,nt. I happen to represent three firms. Under the Kuomintang
I never paid any taxes. But now under the Communists I/fave had
to pay the equivalent of US$6oo for six months' taxes. Now, naturally I don't particularly enjoy this, yet figure it is reasonable, so
have paid witl«lut question." He went on to explain how in the
hooked-rug export business it was formerly possibr-e, througl\
over- or !indervaluation and complicated ex<:hange transactions,
to make fantastic profits on a single deal. "People sometimes
used to make• thousands of American dollars overnight through
speculation. Now that has become impossible. A lot of people of
this sort are leaving Tientsin these days. It is they who say that
the Communists have made business impossible. But I am content to do business if I can be assured of a ten per cent profit.
Yes, conditions are not easy. You can wish me luck, I v.eed it. But
I'm prepared to stay and try and make a go of it."
f After four days ill Ti~rrtsin spent disent:angling_pur~elv~s from
thtred tape_ne~essary {or departure, we showed-up ~t the :wharf.
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at se¥en o'clock this morning, together with• the hundred or
more other passengers destined for the British steamer which is
to take us to Hong Kong. Three hours later, having finished the. •
immigration and customs inspection, we climbed abQilrd the
primitive tug-drawn lighter which woul1l dlrry us down the river
to the steamer itself. It boasted of a far from adequate awning as
protecti~n against the blazing tun; no seats save those provided
• by the bundles of passengers' luggage; no food or water, save
again what the passengers themselves provided; and no toilet
save a hole in a swaying platform slung over M1e stern and surrounded by a waist-high canvas screen. The journey down the
meandering yellow river between open fields and desolate mud
• lasted six hours. By its conclusion many faces had been
flats
turned by the sun into the color of boiled lobster. For all of this
we paid the sum of PN$4o,ooo each, or, at the current exchange,
about US$16. But a little after 4 P.M. we reached the little town
¥ Of Tangku near the mouth of the river. There lay our steamer,
rising white and cool above our dirty barge. \Ve climbed her
side. Our baggage followed. The almost incredible goal toward
which w~ have been striving ~e past several weeks was achieved!
Tomorrow at 6 A.M. we sail!
Apart from the uncertainty of securing steamer accommopation in ~ese days of blockade and limited sailings, the greatest
hazards confronting the foreigner who leaves North China are
psychological. Violent anti-foreign propaganda, coupled with
various restrictive regulations, has conditioned ~ to expectations of se'-rch, detention, and trouble of all kinds, so that he
lends a ready ear to rumors of what happened to previous dep<lrting foreigners. In our own case I am happy to say .that all these
expectations proved unfounded.
True, the regulations of the suspicious People's Government
cost us many weary hours, but once complied with, we passed
through the red tape without hitch. Our exit visas were granted in
Peking without question. Our meager supply of American dollars, deposited in the Bank of China months ago, was restored in
actual American greenbacks upon request and accompanied ~y
a document permitting us to take the money out of the country .
.At the Peking railroad station, our exit visas, though inspected
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three or four tiiifs, aroused no difficulty, and only two or.three
of our twelve pieces of baggage were examined. At the Tientsin
• .station the checking of visas and baggage took even less time,
while svbsequent registration with the Tientsin Bureau of Public Safety was expeditious and simple.
The final customs inspection'at the lighter jetty, though considerably longer, can only be dee:;ribed as t:ursory. Much of the
baggage was barely looked at, so that we could have •smuggled •
out any amount of clandestine· American dollars had we been so
inclined. Even o1u legitimate store from the Bank of China was
neither discovered nor asked about. This was not true of everyone. I saw one Chinese, for example, whose every pocket was
carefully searched, down to the emptying of a box of matc~es.
But it was true of all the dozen foreign pass~ngers on our ship.
The porters, bot~-~ the je~~y .and the J~eking_artd__Iie~tsin
railroaifstiti9n~, ~"eie _wel[lJehaved. a~d~!I_aige((fi~~Cf}>rices for
their services, l.n contrast wit&~flie extortion sonie-trmes practiced
in the past. Eight days before our departure, I had been upset
by the news that my books-to be shipped to America by freighter
since we ourselves are flying from Hong Kong-had be~ denied
.
customs clearance as personal effects. Th1s meant that I would
ha.ve had to apply for a license to send them out as export merchandise, with all the complications this entailed. MucJrprecious
time during our last hectic days was spent in- writing a letter of
appeal in Chinese and securing supporting letters from Chinese
scholars acqulftnted with ~y work. Yesterday, however, half an
hour before the closing of offices for the week-end fl.oliday, nty •
Tientsin. shipping agent phoned to say that the letters had
achieved thejr purpose and that my precious books had been
granted clearance.
In short, the only really unreasonable incident connected with
our departure was the exorbitant price charged for the journey
on the Tientsin municipal lighter-our British steamship company having been forbidden for some obscure reason to operate
lighters of its own. This was a slight matter conipC~Ied with all
tfe dire stories we had heard.
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At S e a , August 31 ( W e d n e s d a y )

•

Imperialist Blockade

.

This aft~rnoon our steamer ha~tbeen sailing past the picturesque
• rocky tips of the Shantung Peninsula. By rights we should have
passed them thirty-six hours ago. Here is what happened.
On the morning of the twenty-ninth, at six O:clock, we cast off
as scheduled from the Tangku dock and with easy heart watched
ourselves recede from the shore. But then we noticed with alarm
th:t the steamer failed to pick up speed. Instead she circled until
her bow lay where her stern had been. Lines were thrown out,
and in a few minutes she was again tied to her former resting
place. What had happened? Had the authorities decided to make
!nother, really thoroughgoing customs examination? Or another
check on passports? We soon learned. A Kuomintang gunboat
had been sighted hovering on the horizon beyond the mouth of
the rive~ How much delay would this mean? Perhaps three or
four days, our captain told us. •
All that day we remained at our moorings. Several climbs. to
the mas~ead by a man with binoculars yielded only negative re·
suits. The next day, the thirtieth, we missed the morning tide.
But in the afternoon we heard electrifying news: we were going
to make a run for it. At 5 P.M., with •the high tid~ the welcome
ftgure of tlfe pilot stepped aboard. Again the lines were cast off,
and this time we really got under way.
•
As we steamed down the river and into the bay, huge British
•
flags prominently painted on our hatch covers, everyone
peered
anxiously ahead. \Vhat we saw on the horizon were a freighter,
two lightships, several fishing junks, and a small dark object
which steamed rapidly away and, to our alarm, looked suspiciously as if it might be the dreaded gunboat. We remembered the
story of th~ tug (or was it some other small craft) that had been
, stopped by a Kuomintang gunboat, shelled and sunk near tq,is
spot, only a few weeks ago. By the time we drew past t«e
!lnchored freighter, the object had vanished. Shortly afterward,
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however, what was unmistakably a naval vessel appeared over the
horizon and dre.: toward us. In the setting sun she presenfly en•. gaged us in warm conversation by blinker. This is it, we thought
dismal~. We shall be stopped, searched, and perhaps escorted to
Formosa.
As oqr spirits sank, the arm~d guard standing beside us (carried as a precaution against piraees) suddeflly exclaimed in Chinese, "English ship! Not Chinese ship!" And indeed, sire turned •
out to be a British destroyer which, as we learned the next day
from our captain, just "happened" to be in the vicinity. Mistakenly identified as a Kuomintang vessel, she had unwittingly
caused all our delay. That evening it was a comforting sight to
see her following us, all lights ablaze. Then during the night~he
disappeared, and today we are alone. But that we are not completely out of danger is indicated by a notice on our bulletin
board:
"Passengers wishing to send radio messages sliould do so today.
After today no messages will be accepted until Saturday, as the
ship will maintain radio silence."
Imperialist blockade? This phrase has not only appeared constantly in the Chinese press durif:.g the past weeks but has crept
il!to the English-language press as well. Perhaps. But if so, our
!'!xperience proves that it is costing at least one "i~erialist"
nation no little time and money to circumvent. •
•
• On December 23, 1949, howevel, our State Department, after protesting several
times to the Kulilfllintang against the illegality of the "blockade," solemnly warned
American ship captains that they faced revocation of their ,masterselicenses if ~y •
co,ntinued to run American vessels into Shanghai waters. Though this act may not
technicall~constitute "imperialism," it 'surely seems to the average Chinese an ex·
cellent facsimile thereof .
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• H on 9 ~on 9 , September 8 {Th u r s d a y )

Capitalist Paradise
On Monday the fifth, at seven in the morning, we steamed into
f'f"i!i:gKong's ever-sJ>ectacular harbor. As we entered, its majestic
encircling peaks were wrapped in clouds. What a difference, both
physically and psychologically, between this lush haven and the
drab grayness of the north I First to capture our attention, while
we were still aboard ship, was the roar of planes rising in quick
succession from the airfield across the bay. ~ext was the sight of
a Kuomintang flag fluttering from one of Hong Kong's downtown buijdings. It is almost five months since we saw our last
plane; more than seven since
saw a Kuomintang flag.
In Peking nobody talks any longer about the Kuomintan,g.
Here inJfong Kong it is strange to find the statements of its
leaders sdll given prominence. Here, too, for the first time since
the end of the Japanese war, I have heard. the term "free China"
used to designate the shrinking remn1nts of the ~tionalist do• main. We also find obvious evidence that Kuomintang propaganda is hard at work. An American lady, for example, isked me
in all seriousness, "Is there any truth to the report about the
nationalization of women in North China?" Am! an English
missionary confirmed that in Chungking, from which he has rc·
cently arrived, the same rumor has caused alarm among segments
of the population."'
The most overpowering impression of Hong Kong, however,
is that of its seemingly inexhaustible affiuence and luxury. All the
, w,ealth of Cl~ina is being funneled through this port, brought bt

we
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• This Kuomintang fable is of long standing. See p. 132 for the way in which it
continued to circulate in Tientsin during the early postliberation period.
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•
the Kuomi~tan_gand its follower~inth~k II1~~J"lish_!Ql'lV'e ~emselves and tlieirtollars fr<irii£&e.<!d..Y<uJdng..r~d _ticle. Tne h~using
-- ---·
• situation is fantastic, as much as US$1o,ooo being given as "key

.
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-

--

---

moneY." to insure occupation of a moderate-sized apartment. The
air-conditioned restaurants are jammed with waiting patrons, ,
and th.e sho_p~_~verflQw with_"hzxf:Iry _g_()_odsL~}Jotl_!_Gh~n_~~~ and
~m~_ric~n-:-lli~ I~tter so!flet!~esf:ter.t-cJ!~E~Pe~~nan i~ tli0J~ied
~tates, ow~ng to Hong_ Ko_I!g__S_J!!!!fl!l~ s!_a,~u_~ as _a _dutf-fr~e. port.,
1lie streets are filled with--latest-model Amencan GlTS, mostly
Cfi1nese~own~cLYesterday, G~li~--~nd -Thdospeni
-~inutes
COUnting thos;r~ssing OUT hotel, and not a one COntained a foreigner.
Most striking of all, however, are the shapely silhouett!s of
beautiful Chit_lese _girls, _s'Yayi11g Q~ high-h~~kd ~hoe~.- iq. !.!_leir
c}osely ,fi_!:ted'~il~ow~s. We nave- seen-more of them .here these
past th,reectays than during our entire year in the North. As
Galia remarked of one, "There goes China's 'war criminal' money.
on high heels." What a contrast to Peking, with its unpainted
buildings, rickety pedicabs, battered wood-burning cars and
trucks, and shapeless gray uniforms! How different 1:4\J.is wanton
prodigality from the Spartan ea'"nestness of the North!
• ~- the!-e.o:~~~v_er~i'-iH11,dc:s.R~iUoo! i~ th~~J?!tali~t pa_Ea~e.
Yesterday, on one of the busiest street corners, I saw ar. unkempt
man, a woman, and their girl, squatting with bowed fteads upon
the sidewalk. An inscription neatly written in Chinese characters
upon a spread-out sheet ~f red paper, supplemented by a brief
conversation, told me their story. Less than a year-ago the marr
had be'n a soldier on the Tsinan front. Following the fall of
that city he and his family, after many adventures, had managed
to reach Fo~mosa. While there, however, they were robbed of all
their possessions. T~e)' drifted to Hong Kong, whq~ they
now are a homeless trio in a strange city in which few people speaK. their northern di~Iect. Though the man is jobless and the
daughter ID; an appeal to the local branch of their native Shantung provincial guild has brought no help. How long will the occasional ten- and twenty-cent notes dropped by sympath~
1
passers-by keep this family alive, one of the innumerable bits o..,.
flotsam cast up by war?
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•

Horne Sweet Horne

.'J' Today is China's national

holiday, the "Double Tenth" as the
Chinese call the tenth day of the tenth month. The Nationalists
are celebratingby evacuating the remnants of their government
frem.'' Cimton to Chungking. The Communists started to celeofi're>some·<fays ago by proclaiming a new Central People's Government for all China. Its capital will be Peking, the "Northern
:/. Capital"-W!is name officially replacing that of Peiping.
. · It Is alreaoy a month since ~ flew from Hong Kong on September 9 and two days later dropped through the mist onto the
San Fran.sco airport. On September 19 we were home agai~
after an ab•sence of more than fifteen months.
Our most striking first impression is the apparent sameness of
everything since we went away. This :ibsence of c~nge amid a
•chttnging w<Jrld gives to America, though for different reasons,
that same quality of unreality we at first felt in Pekin~ a yea~
ago. Some of the little things we find it hard to get used to-a
stable currency; the hurry and noise of an industrial ~ivilization;
the daily relegation to the trash can of innumerable boxes,
bottles, paper bags, and wrapping paper which two months ago
we would have carefully hoarded; the search in the daily papers
for news which is sandwiched between an endless succession of
advertisements, sports pages, comics, and columnists.
•
~n a ..high~r intellectual level, one of our dominant feelings,
~IS 1'fUit6£ helplessness in trying to convey to our friends here
aY.'e;a impression of wh~i we have seen in China. Another
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is the feeling of being ourselves irrevocably cut off from the
events with wh,ch we have so long been in close contalt. TJ!e
•. N,3!J Yoft ILm_es dut~h;lly j>T!n=t~~a._~~ief acco~~t- of t~0?rma
tion of. the new goyernlJl,e~nt_ii!.J_<!king, accQ_ITip;iriy.fug.it wjth an
ecfitoriaCblast against "the nauseating farce" taking place in that
city. Galia's grocer (who oMiously does not read the Times)
~omments to .he.r sympath.eticaWy, ·-·~-I?_~_ h.:ax~c.:.~~en ~orrible
.A\iving_ th~r!_ h1. C_l:lin~_un<:lg: .lMJILR,uSSians:"'
•
•
Yet the attempt at communication must be made somehow.
Here, then, are.some of the salient points I would like to suggest
·
to Americans:
~he_pi£!_J!regt,Qbina..Js.n.eith_~r as .b!~_ck_~_s t_he_ Tirnt!S would
}$- h:~e us believ:•. nor ~s _~Jgte -~~~e. pailf -»':or_~eL l~llints !tIt -1s
a mix_~~Lpic;ture,
brighter in
-.---- ......_ some spots, dar.k_er in ot~.rs,
and one in which the lights and shadows refuse to remain constant.

.

.,...~

-

___

~.......

~

Econo111ica..gy~~ ~~-~~'!,t ]l~~J?.P.~?~--in _Ch~!la ~o d~te

c;_nh-or"5e ·calleo£_OIIlii1UJlism. ~ .P]p~atn,_Qii_~f! -~~ I?~moc
racy ~ann
redistribution, rationalization-· ..of
commerce
--·-=-.::=.:-::::-·::::___--_:-_,---=-··•.•
--:.· ' .
and industry _through gov~rnm~n~t _c<_?n,!rols, fosterina_of c~>Operatives, development of labor 'driions and ~sant associations,
~nd~a ~y~telll ofsocTaiSecurity (h;alib 'j!isl!r~n~~'~ld ~ge pensions, etc.) that is only just beginning. It does qpt, so far,
include collectivization qf land. (save_ to a veryliinftld degree in
Manchuria), suppression of PJ:iVate capital, or even such elementary devices.as· goverrim~nt:enforced food rationing or a gr~ded
income tax (tried in Peking some months .ago and then ahan•
doned).• No wonder that some of my British friends in Peking
remarked that what they had seen thus far would seem mild in
England._ :rVt:ao ~se:tu~[_~m~~f~h_a~ W.§lrned against. the d~m~ers
of "I:-eftist d~'2_~!I~(me~p.mg overzealous~ess _1.!_1 speedmg
~o!Iomic change)~!ldhas p.roclai!lled, the New ))emocra~y as •
~ tr.a~~iti.pn~l period th_a~ _may la~t deqdes before the eyolut!on
?f th.Uull-Jk!lg.~d. Socialist-~
~ ~~pi~" ~hi_s_eso~()~i.c -~~,u_aE~m, how~verL th~re i~. no_dou_!>t
,.-

--~V

-~:.-~-·-.-:-~

-~:...:.::~----:..

l\

I

2, 1950, however, The New York Times reported from Hong~
that food rationing had been instituted in Tientsin (and presumably other North
China cities).
~
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K_ that the ~.f..~r;~!~t"iew of life is, for t~e Chinese Communists, the
1

one an~ fi~a~~2~~-Y.!:l9.t.I~stioned fa}th in this t'uth, in fact, expi~~n~~.~!L£!!!.tth~ir willingness to move slowly: they rest secure .•
in the conviction that sooner or later the forces of history will
inevitahly bring them to the final goal. This faith engenders in
dieiii'certain striking qualities: •enthusiasm, selfless deyotion,
oncern for the slf,e.J.!lf!gt;<fmassjs of China, idealism, incorrupt7
8
§!~tx, an~-~-!lli!l$11esg~ accept ul1told hardships-qualities such
s comm2~!J c~J~racterize a major religious movement. The
1
Similarity to religion is heightened by the indoctrination techniques they employ-group discussion, self-criticism, public confession-by means of which they generate a fervor in their convert: reminiscent of an oldtime revivalist meeting. All men save
a handful of hopeless irreconcilables, the Chinese Communists
seem to believe, can through patient education and moral sua--~··.-.
Ion be led to see the truth and thus be saved. It is this convicI~ii';"i_~~~y_§i.nd: that makes (){the present revolution in China,
from its." purely
military aspects, one of the least bloody
'
~ revolu~?,~_in history.
To;any, what have the Comii\Unists to contribute to China? A
· greaT"deal, it seems to me, that was lacking before: discipline,
constructive purpose, confidence in man's ability to improve Ms
en~ir~n~~-t. cooperative effon toward a common goal, individui'f concern for communal welfare, awakening of political consCiousness among the masses, instilliag in the intellectual of
.aw:reness of.and respect for the common man, incorruptibility
in public office, stripping of special favors and privileges, to name
only a few. I remember the starving man whom Galia sa;, a year
ago lying for days uncared for in the Peking hutungs~the demoralized human rabble that for months camped in our compound
- and called itself "students"; the corruption, oppression, and rank
stupidity under the Kuomintang; and then, by contrast, the
People's Army privates who, on their own initiative, restored to
their pedestals the bronze incense burners in the Pei Hai park.
~I rememb~r these things, I am convinced that there is much
"China can learn to advantage from the New Democracy.
'
But there is a darker side as well, and one which, because it is
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most immediately evident to the foreigner, will attract cpief attention from th~ outside world ..It is seen in the use of "special
•. service" agents, JlO~ ]:>egjnnin_g_ to· ~~r_~'"tex)~~~- Cqmmunist
~ill_a.i(d1a ~uo!Jiw~n~ Cbina;_ the threat:_o_f fo~that
underlies
their
mora1 bl~mlishm!!n~,;
the eff?rt to pig(!onhol<_!
aU
...
--~-.--·
-~- .•.
....,.....__
.
..
i~dividuals ~nto occEJ.>atio~aL()L@~J?~,-!!}!Il~~Lk!J.~, in
order to insure their easier co~rol; the existence of l small inner group that "knows" and does the controlling, and a larg~
outer mass that is told what to know and is the object of that
~control; the mani,pulati~ ?Cth_e=~~ _e_<iu<;atigp~_litc;x<!ture, ~d
~:t:_ts l<>r!he_ adyancem~,!lt9i.1!.l?_arti~t?-l<J.r _ideology.
Behind all these phenomena lies the one irreducible fa't to
which I have already alluded: th~ C~~~unist <:_<mviction that
~ !'darx-Le.!!_injs1¥_. is__th.e. .on~rmh: that ib~Q>~munists a.r~he
chosen_ instrl11Ilc;!nt~ fQ! kadif!g_.!!l.'!J1kind to this truth, and that
~11 wn_9 ~C~~Q!,.Qe WOO m.._the_tr~_sjg_e_mu~t b~ ~l!~Qrnatically agaii}St
tl!_em. In this last view theyabetted by the words- andacts
;f ~se'rvatives themselves. It L~m<tip.s,jn II!Y opjniop., tb,~.J!uty
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~£ eve·r-Lgenuine__bel.ie.verJp. ~h-·o_ _e___Tl!.C_ih.ou.g.-ht_to__ p_ _rov_ e. if he__ can,
f,hat a_ th!!d :wa.Ld.Q_es exist_-::-:a ~¥- qmsonant_ with_ ~ono!ll~ security~and_ '!eJl-.Qeipg~,}ntelle~,t~aJ_ integrity, a!!d fre~dom_!:om
.~.J!.l()!Jiition of ma~Jn:: man.
•
I~p_!ctive
of
w~p..e.ens
to
the
Commu~is_~s,
•one
f_a~ is
1
c~ri, t~e !~mi!ltang is througJl. By.lts ~ui>idity_!lnd corruption~icisP!-!l~p~th,-~tu~Y. and_jt1abQity _to _tnake con~~common man, ii):~~lp"-!:'O:~YJorfei~d that mass•
~py<m.it once_enjQy!_d. And by the same token the Communists,
displaying the reverse of these qualities, have succeeded in capturing that•support. Their success in retaining it depends upon
how well they handle the new problems confronting them now •
that they have entered the cities and become an organized
state.
In the sho~t ,!!lnL can they co~ with the. ~d .shon~g~s
th,.u-;"~em <:erta~ _theQ)_ffi!iig year? In ,t!~~}on~eE;:_~L~a!l _!!ley
Jn~~s~rialize Chin~thout imposing too heavy an econm~
, f>urden dn the peasants? Can they_ k,~e~tl_!~ int~l~tu~s ~tisfied
a st:~ap<_i(-~!;t-~cli~,!:~~ a~d~ e~-ci~iD:K ~odayL~~~~~ "'}
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fiye or ten years hence? • Can they hold
I power
-~ a~~~:th~!f..pr~.sent ~dealism and mentaffiexibilit~? And
oenmCf a'1rtliese questions hes another of fundamental tmpor- ••
tance: Can any government, in the face of China's overwpulation, scarcity of certain natural resources, and numerous other
difficulties, raise her standard of living to a level comparabJe with
t?at of oth~~ industria,ized coulfries? It would be a rash person
<~Vho woul~\lenture to answer these questions at this early date,
other than to say that, on the evidence so far, it seems quite unlikely that the Chinese Communists will lose thoir present dominance for a considerable time to come.
· " The most vociferous supporters of the new order are the intelA lect~ais, especia1Irthe students. It is easy to understand why Chinese who called themselves liberals should now suport the Communist program. T9~.rJ?,~2-~Xl! to date has been a mild one; it
~~~&:iven China the only clear-cut alternative to Kuomintang
-¥ €tfsf~l~; ·the intellectuals, long ignored by the Kuomintang, are
now made to feel that their specialized skills are needed in the
new China; they long for security and stability after twelve
ur;believal9ly difficult years of mental and physical privation. pisappointing, nevert~eless, is the failure of intellectuals to temper
m~rr enti1:-lisiasm ~with greater independence and objectivity.
Overtly, .-least, none of the "democratic personages" have ever
ventured t~ disturb a unanimity of public opinion that to the
outsider seems deadening. As pointed out by a Chinese lady who
knew and admired the Communists in\'enan, and who returned
"to-North Ch'tna this August, "If the 'democratic personages' really talk in private the way they do in public, I am not if\terested
in meeting them."
This phenomenon, it is worth repeating, is not fue result of
• terror. Many intellectuals are sincere converts to Marxism; others
have hopped on the band wagon; some undoubtedly see the
., dangers but accept them as necessary for China's salvation. This
is the more unfortunate because the Communists themselves

•

come~~~nous

• As a non-Chiliese worker for the People's Government remarked to me this
,JJ«ust when I commented on the drab monotony of the daily press, "The newspapers are not intended to function as purveyors of news but as organs of educa~
tion for the masses." This may be fine for the politically illiterate masses of a
country like China, but what remains for the intellectuals?
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wou ld, I thmk, have b een rea d y to accept grea~r cnUcis~ I·f It
had been offere<fin a constructive spirit. To do this in future will
• become more difficult as the patterns of the new China assume
• increasing rigidity. But whatever the reasons, events have shown
'P that the liberal tradition was weaker in China.Jh~ we had sup-/
., P,.9_se(Jli(i.J!i~~~~~n pohry ~~red in reg~d~t_!l.e C~i:'
!les~ W!ellectuals as a ""tliir~fiP ca~f funftiOI~mg efr ""\
!~ctj_wy pqt,s(d_tl. o,Lprevailing p litical forces.
•
'-. •. ' /
In view of the forsgoiug__lj .!! !llamfest.!y__~J:>~!~-~9- apply the
won:f''democraifcl_·~ asu~e((!>y tis.jo the new_Pekfgg_g_Qv_einment.
None of its memoers could have-oeen- aoriiltte<nr deemed ca._.......,
.
.
--.........,._.
~pable of seriously opposing basic Communist -eolicy. On the
other hand~ t'h""?governmenT'as now"'con:5t.'Itutea ctemonSttitefthe
wide range of public opinion that has gone over to the Communist side, including as it does even that once implacable foe of
Communism, General Fu Tso-yi himself. It is not unlikely that
within certain limitations its non-Communist constituents c<fll
make their influence felt, even though all final decisions will
doubtless be presented to the outside world as unanimous.
~ !>asic Amcic.an...J::cror,~ ,sa,g£UJ. encourag:_ecLJ:>_4-,K•~!!¥nJa.!lg
S,Pokes~n. is that the Chinese -x-evolution has been :·made _in
JvfC>scow" a~!._Cfls :p_roof param_2~~t __2f foreign domination. Such a
cfai?:t dangerously-----over::si~~e~ t~ssue by disreggrding..Jhe
~liafn of social conditions- and moyemwts witbll...g.hina it~ earu~ifUJ? tq the resent situation: Secr:t~ry ~;heS01_2_~. hisJ'}
mt:ggucuon,.to the tat~·n'W_<rrtm~n._ts}Vl'iae Paper on_Ch!na,
~<!I~ ~9 the Chi~ese revoluti-9!1- as "t:he.2r,2~t of _ifiter_nf.LQI.li- •
~- for~es, ~o:~es.~~ich ~h~:CQ_!l~t-U g_ie~ to_influenC~J;It sould
1!9-t." That these forces gained inspiration from Soviet example
cannot be dt>ubted..But that they were directed or substantially
aided by Russia remains unproved. Materially, indeed, whatever •
aid the Communists may have received from the Russians in
Manchuria or elsewhere has been infinitesimal compared with
the billions which we have vainly poured into the other side. That ti;;Y,.s!,lo~.~~~.P!'ocl._~m thel!lselves pro-Rus1~a~ and n_ot
J!ro:~~e.!:~a~~~: m~v!~~~ie~ _of their ?.~n i_<teglo~a~~
~orl<j ~i~P<!tiWJi.M.t.~?e~s- no~ s~ffic~ to _e:Q~ M,~ow. di~~aE~· '"
It is in foreign relations and propaganda, nevertheless, that
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the CQinese Communists have made their chief blurtders. Their
least successful task, psychologically, has been that of "selling··
Russia to their people: trying to prove, for example, that Rus- .•
sia's invasion of Manchuria in the last week of war forced the
•
Japanese surrender, and that the RussianS' removed industrial
installations from Manchuria to prevent their acquisition. by imperialists. • .
- •
1
• Similarly, Communist restrictions on foreigners in China, particularly diplomats and newspapermen, have robbed them of
many foreign friends at a time when these wowld be most valuable. And in Peking, at least, their violent anti-imperialist propaganda has had little effect upon rank-and-file Chinese, even
tho~gh it has admittedly made foreign contacts with Chinese intellectuals more difficult. Psychologically, these policies are understandable. The Communists have reason enough to dislike
and distrust America, and they are determined to show their peop1e i:hat they are masters in their own house. Practically speaking,
however, the price may be costly in view of China's desperate
need for the sort of economic assistance that the United States is
.
best able fo provide.
In view of the foregoing, it fs obvious that we too have blundered disastrously in our Chinese propaganda. American cries pf
• "foreign \oke" come with ill grace from a country that has
· actively intervened on behalf of an increasingly unpopular government. If such a yoke exists, the best thing is to let the Chinese
discover it for themselves. Similarly, a•s things now-stand, prom• isl!s of supJfort to Chinese believers in "democratic individualism" or to any other Chinese groups do nothing but coQJpromise
these groups in the eyes of their own people. If we really want
• they are.
to have friends in China, we should not advertise who
.,- In general, we would do weJI ,to avoid sermons about democracy,
free elections, and free speech in China when for years we have
actively supported a government that was the antithesis of these
concepts.
No war oJ modern times has succeeded·in really solving the
~ues for which it was ostensibly fought. Every war has broug~
increasing chaos and unrest. Today the world is split into two
ho~'tne Sloes: The O'nited,States, as a major party in one of these
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blocs, owls it to itself and the world to try every decent m9ns to
reduce the tensifm. Th~ SOII!_!!lYn:~~atio!l~of.G~~n~ rep_resents~n
~ enormou~ j>Q_tential a~reti()II-()t ~trength to.Jhe. _oth~r :jiQ.e. Ibere
if~ c~taln-factor;iU: the-Chinese ~it~atio~, however-China's
.
economic structure, .her vast size and overwhelmingly non-Communist.populati:on, her tradition and temperament, the strong
. cultural and commercial ties th"( have lot!g linked her with the
Western countries, her pressing need for continuing ,arge-scale.
trade with the West, and the present marked divergence, on
many points, of the Chinese Communists themselves from orthodox Communist theory and practice-t;!,ta,t ~uggm ~ f11ture evolu- ~
~io!! oJ. £orhmunism in__ china someJ$_a,.(-d_i~r:e~t from~! _in
EuroEe. With these factors in mind, the effort to reach a moaus
~iv~ndi wtil1the !!"$_~)f>r~~-jn_ C6i~~j-~~![worth\~~g. It_ will
DQ~ be (!a~y~ J~~r~~ it
pmy_e iJ!!EOsSible. ~u~ it sJ!<?Uld be
~51-de, Wi~ ~oi}.esl:x.!!i<Liooc!._!aith, before w~ ta:iVo ot~er al~
ternatives.
•
.,;;.--

.

J\
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-:Epilogue
•
Philadelpj)ia,•~~~'i 28
----~- .... -~-·····

•

(Sunday), 1950
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A Plea and a Warning

•

One evening some months ago, at the conclusion of a talk I had
given on China, a lady came up from the audience and re. marked, "You don't seem to realize that the so-called Kuomintang shellings of American blockade runners and bombings of
Chinese cities are really all being done by the Chinese Communists themselves. They are simply a trick to divide us·from the
Chinese people and from their legitimate government." In vain
I tried to disillusion her. She had been told so by a fdend, who
had been told by someone else, w~o had heard it from an Ameriqm ship captain recently back from the Far East. Fortunately
such fantastic beliefs are not found very frequently. ~ther misconceptions about China do exist, however, which, because seemingly more plausible, are therefore more widespread, even in
•
high circles. •
Perha s ~he comm.Qm.s.LiUhat.l\1~~9W _is dire~titre~OI1S~e •
fdr ever _!!lJi that has recently h~ppeiJe<lin. ChiQ'!· A&_m_.Qte sophlsti&~t~_g ~t:1ant:.1s~ J:h<tt_a_t~!!Y i.~ie_ the_ C.hinese..Conum.mists
the.!Ils~lY...es..ar..e.p:u_ppe.ts...oJ.)4os~ow an<!_ therefore -what has happened in Eastern Europe niust now inevitably repeat itself in •
China.
The first assertion commits the methodological error of tearing
recent Chinese events out of their whole historical context. It
refuses to recognize these events-~ ~ex!ti~~bly a~~of_a_~ec:
~es-old__ ,g!:OCess. o!_ social!_ ~olitic.E-~ -~l!.c! ~QI_!<?_U:ic;,re~n~
•
~evg.luti()!l w]lQ.s!!-ide.olo&kal~.J~~Hen,ts_.indude~not o_nly ¥arxi~~t ~_ut• ~u<:h=-~~vt;fs~._i~e.as...~ .th<!§t _of. Christi~~e_-~9
q
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and American revolutions, the lectures given by BertrJad R~ssell
aiiitf~'l'{':i1~e,&eyto Peki!lg students in 1919 and'1g2o, and Japan's
slogan of~<J\S'fu107the Asiatics."
•
The other 'ass~rtion similarly overlooks the indigenous factors•
• make
-historical, geographical, economic and (.'Ultural-which
China vastly different from an Eastern Europe country, and by
which the Chinese ~ommunists have been and continue to be
• confront~d at every step. This~oint is well put by John K. Fair.X bank at th~,}?$ginning of his book, The United States and China
(Harvard University Press, 1948). in which he writes:
qhina. is only superficially a meeting point between the United
and the Soviet Union. Fundamentally it is a society alien to both
Russia and America, which is developing according to its own tradition a~cC~frcumstances . . . . To be sure, both America and Russia
have exerted powerful influences on China. . . . But as Modem China
responds to this Western impact we may be sure that she will develop
'Plays of her own, under the influence of long millennia of het owu
history and culturaltradition.... It is incredible that Modern China.
the"greatest and old~st single mass of humanity, could be brought into
the -orbli.i)£ any foreign power-Russian, American, or any other-except in so far as China's own i11ner development itself conduced to
such an orientation.
St~es

What \e might have added, were he writing today is that ~e
ourselves, by refusing to deal with Communist China on the
groiu1ds · th~t it is...a Soviet satellite, thereby assist in a negative
way precisely those inner Chinese fort:es that mos• conduce to a
• ~~"'~s_i~n pt4ientation. The more we shout dire predictions, the
more we make it probable that what we fear will come •o pass.·
Another misconception is that the situation could have been
saved if only America had given more aid lo the Ku~mintang and
•
we had not "betrayed" Chiang Kai-shek. It is abundantly clear
today, even though it was less clear in 1945 and 1946, that at that
time the Kuomintang had already reached a stage of inner decay
from which no recovery was possible. Its fate was to be that eventually suffe~ed b) every ruling group when, in the words of Ari~ld Toynbee, it 'becomes a "dominant minority." Greater a~d
-' · on our part could at best have postponed but not prevented that
fate.
•

•

'

•

• •
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t~~~-_!ll~~h~e~ Co~mvnists

• ow~ ~heir~e _to no~on_s~ruS,!I~e q.u.ahues of theu o~vn, but solely
.to the mistakesand weak.ne5ses-oftheir adversaries. Capitalizing
now- ·---"t:nslaved" the
upon tbese mistakes, it is argued, theuave
c-.._
Chinese people. The tallacy of this alle~tion should~be ~nt
fo_aQ,J_'Qiie wJipJ}as take~erzoJi!1'itTit:ffcts: narr~t_~n this book.
Finally, many Americans like t~ argue th!tt what we have done,
after all, is t:nerely to support the legitimate gover~ment of •
China, and it is no fault of ours if that government has proved
unworthy. Hence it is unreasonable for politically-minded Chinese to feel bitter toward us today. This point of view-technically "correct" but ·psychologically naive-is well expressed in the
May 13 editorial of The New York Times commenting on the
release of two American aviators from Tsingtao after nineteen
months' captivity by the Communists as "prisoners of war." "We
were not at war with anyone," the Times remarks plaintively,
"e~cept Japan and Germany in October, 1948, when these mefl
made a forced landing in North China. . . . They were where
they had every right to be under invitation of the legitimate
Government of China."
•
This raises the question of ~hat "legitimacy" means in a
copntry like China, where the ballot has never been known. The
;<Kuomintang_ g~i~i ~ g_wn :'l~jtimacy" sql~ly ~ th~.!!_Sult of
. \~~sTuT !~i,U~d_ revolution, and in thi~ r~spect is no d~_!!erent
~Oil! anx...~th~~~~mp1,en_Ub<!t hao:ule<i ChJJ.la during ~past
th_r~~ ~hQti_S~nti xears. To justify such changes of power, the Chinese long ago developed a politico-metaphysical doctfine kno~ •
~s"that oi T'ien Ming, the "Man~~teQt,}:Ieaven~· W~ew
dy~~t.¥ _~<?~~IQi~4 jit"~ i! is_ becaus~ hea~ii,_has.con
f§~e~ on)~ its ma'?~at:& ~!J-d- iicontinu~s to el\iey .this,mai}Q.ate
as 1~~jt 1]~}~~ i,id,<;q,uaJrl.y. If, however, it should rule so badly
_[s -to provoke rebellion, in the course of which it is.overtlirown,
heav~~-then transfers its m~a~(J _ ~e suc<;_~s~pl_ r_e_yoJYEg
g;~l!.2I.}~~i5!_..th~_re?J_b~@~e=s. kg!tim~ This_ ~hegcy... reP._eated~X. ~'_'()ked i,n the east, ~till_li_ve_s_ il'l Chine~_-· millq~ ~~-a__ Y
__• It is
~vccinctly expressed, in fact, in the very nam.e.1orJ'eYolutio~
~o_ r_niyg, w~ich literally ~e_ans "nanslen:J!l~ th._e_~m~rr<late!;
From a Chinese point of view, therefore, it matters little tocijiy
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whether or not the Kuomintang still remains "legitimle" in the
eyes ~f some foreign powers. As far as the Chin&e themselves are
concerned, it had already lost that legitimacy at the moment, im- ~
possible to date precisely but certainly as early as the caEture of
•
the two American fliers in October 1948, iJJ. which a majority
of
politicallv conscious Chinese decided they had enoug~ of the
ancien regime and were willing_ to try the Communists instead.
• In sumtnary, then, though tfere are excellent reasons why we
as Americans should be opposed to communism ourselves, we
should also realize, if we hope to correct our pist mistakes, that
.~ thc;.;,~.~revalid reasons~:why communism (or more ~ccurately, ~e
· Chmese version of communism) should have gamed favor m
CTilrui[ th~t these reasons are primarily internal rather than ext;rnal; and that by disregarding them and trying to oppose Chicommunism by force rather than ideas, we have in the long
iiiitinerely promoted its growth. This view is an unpopular one
lit.AmeTica today, running counter as it does to a Washington
view ofthe world which regards Chinese events in quite a different light. How this Washington world view operates with regard
to China.might be illustrated by many quotations, but the two
following are typical:
•

ne5e

"Underground" agents of free, democratic trade unionism flourish
in Comm•nist China despite severe repression by the Communist
regime ...•. No figures exist as to the number of former trade union
leaders who have "disappeared." It is estimated that the number
killed and missing runs into the thousan~s. (Special Washington dis• patch to Th•New York Times of April27, 1950, quoting an unnamed
•
"authoritative source.")

•

Since the Chinese National Government disintegr\ted and the
Chinese Communists seized control on the mainland, the plight of
hundreds of millions of Chinese has been tragic. Their new taskmasters
have been heartlessly indifferent to the worst famine which has occurred in China in 100 years. (Speech of President Truman at Laramie,
Wyoming, May 9, 1950.)
~t is instructive to compare these Washington statements op
China with those of American educators and others who know
present-day China at first hand. On February 12 of this year an
I

•

e

'

e

•

lpll•t••

Americad teacher in one of Peking's universities-a man who
when I knew hiln last summer was far from enamored. wilh the
~ new govern~ent-wrote me as follows:
;;p We ~ve_com~_!o Iqto_w_o_ur_students mu«:h .b~~t~r_th!s year.__!!_has
"be~}m,e~$1in~ Jo w~_.t.~i!teii _,Pxogress under_ the-~en:ificjndoctrina- ~
t~n tl!ey!i~veJ>~~~ge_~g~ They all have been most friendly, in spite
ohlielacnha~ ilier~ is certainly lifle liking_ for America~~ be found
anywhere. Th1s busmfi!S of the useless bombmg of Shangha1 has mad•
them furious, especially since it is reportedly done by Japanese or
American pilots fsic]. And this business of America not sending any
more military aid to Formosa becomes a farce to them when, at the
same time, they hear about tanks being loaded at Philadelphia for
shipment there. The Chinese don't give a hang when they were boaght,
and you certainly can't blame them. . . .
T!_l~stu4_cm~__ al1_~ ~ trern~~d9l!~.PJ'iQd!l. the .new g~vem_!Ilent,
amhnough things are definitely baa, tlii govermnent is doing a li~
job of comrolling the situation. It is probably the first time in modern
history that a Chinese government has really tried to do. sometbing
about such a terrible famine. Moreover, in spite of definite shortages,
they have managed to keep pri<;es from going up too fast. Flour is
now listed at PN$go,ooo, but with tJte U.S. rate at PN$2g,o~o, it makes
flour about US$3 for a 44-pound bag. And there has been no sign of
· famine in the cities this winter, as was predicted by matJy people. They
have managed to stop speculation by taking over most 1£ the flour
mills and 1etting up state-owned companies to handle distribution. •

What_ about Chinese 11bor conditions? Some weeks ago, from
a recently return~d American whom I had last seenein Peking, I•
1'earned.something abouUYhat_ha~ ~~n haep~n!!!g in the large
Americ~~~erated PeiEing Union Medic'!!_ College. "As you
know," this American told me, "the P.U.M.C.'s workers were al• On May 24 the same .American wrote me- that since the beginning of 1950 there •
had actually been a slight drop in prices, and that "in Peking, at least, there seems
to be a plentiful supply of everything, including cotton cloth which was so short
before. With good crops predicted everywhere, the worst of Che financial trouble
seems to be over." On_.June 30, 1950 a French businessman, who the year before
had been bitterly hostile to the new government, similarly w110te: "Since .,:our
"tleparture conditions here have much improved owing to the stability o~e
currency and prices. It was obtained by $errific taxation which is now being slightly
eased off."
,

•

•
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ways well paid by Chinese standards. In the old days, ~owever,
they Jere unorganized and therefore had no diA!ct means of informing the administration about anv grievances they might ~
have. Everything had to pass through an intermediate l~yer of
Chinese foremen. But today all that has cbanged. The workers
have formed a union, representatives of which sit down ":ith the
administration in weetJy meetings. As a result, the administraJJ.on has letrned a lot of thin' which it never thought much
about before. For example, the workers had no complaint to
make about their wages, but they did say that they wanted a sixinstead of a seven-day week. This has now been granted them,
causing a rise in labor costs, while the meetings themselves take
up Cbnsiderable time. But on the other hand it is surprising how
the morale of the workers has improved. They feel an increased
sense of participation and responsibility, which has resulted in
reduced operating costs such as more than make up for the
luger payroll. A year or so ago. for example, the P.U.M.C. was
burning forty-five tons of coal daily to keep its power plant going, but this winter it has been burning only thirty-five-this despite the {jet that it has meanwhile opened several new wards.
Furthermore, the return of peacttime conditions to North China
has brought a sizable drop in coal prices."
•
On May\.18 the two earlier-mentioned American fliers who had
been releaJed from Tsingtao by the Communists gave a press
conference at Pearl Harbor which was reported as follo"'s by the
Associated Press:
•
•

•

•

•

Bender . . . and . . . Smith . . . said they were treate~ bette:
"than we could possibly have expected." ... 'We ate as well as the
Chinese did," Smith observed. He added that their capto~ "went out
of their way to give us as much as they could of all that they had."
Bender said the Chinese people he saw "are getting a better deal
under the Communists than they were under the Nationalist government."
They saw no Russian equipment of any kind. Smith said "the only
foreign equipJi.ent we saw was American." ...
A'broughout their captivity, they said, they remained on friendlyrelations with their eaptors. "They wouldn't ask us questions we might
refuse to answer," Smith said. "We left them lasr,month the best of

'

.

.

.

•

'
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friends," t3ender added. "There were no hard feelings on.either
side." . . .
•
Bender said the anti-American propaganda was aimed solely at
•
• the U.S. government and "they had nothing against the American
people.•· Smith added. that everyone they saw seemed sold on communism although only a few educated Chinese among them knew
anythin~ about Communist theory.
•
Such a disp-atch has become ex~eptional in our press•today. We!*
are faced by a growing uniformity of public utterance which
masks, but fails to conceal, similarly growing feelings of tear, uncertainty and inner contradiction on the part of many. On the
one hand we know we are the world's richest and most powCjful
country, and miss no opportunity to belittle the achievements of
the countries across the curtain. On the other, we gaze spellbound upon the doings of those countries with a curious mixture
of bewilderment, fear and uneasy anticipation. On the one hand
we exalt freedom of speech as the principle that has made odr
country great; on the other, we hound men who now seek to exercise it with cries of "Red!" and "Traitor!" On the one hand
we protest quite rightly against violations of human r~hts in totalitarian countries; on the other~ we seem content to see a small
b~nd of determined men in our own country year after year talk
to ~eath a bill for an F.E.P.C. On the one hand Wf proclaim
that actions speak louder than words and that in all we do and
say we must affirm the positive goals of free peoples; on the other,
•
we commit otxrselves to foreign
policies which though worded in
terms of idealism, smack too often of expediency an<! power p()l- •
it.'ics. Or. the one hand we laud our government as a model for
the world to ~allow; on the other, we elect to it certain men ready to
drag it through dirt of their own making, if by so doing they can
ruin the reputations of other men and thereby advance their •
own political fortunes.
In short, were we to behave as individuals in the way we are
now beginning to behave as a nation, it is not unlikely that we
would be advised to consult a psychiatrist. By "we~ I mean, of
oourse, only a small percentage of Americans, but it is preci;:ly
they who make the headlines these days, while most of the rest
of us sit back in sremned silence.
• '
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On February 18 of this year the city council of
Diego,
Califo~nia, rescinded its decision to inscribe lloosevelt's Four
Freedoms on a prt>jected war memorial, arguing that " 'Freedom ~
from want' is a Russian communistic slogan" and " 'Freedom
•
from fear' is a political slogan."
•
On April 10 a story in The Ne'w York Times described how a
young professor of mathematics who the year before had "lost his
41niversityeposition because helhad allowed a Negro family to
occupy his New York apartment in a large housing development
was about to lose his new position in another upiversity for the
same reason.
On May 1 thousands of men marched the streets of New York
in a-May Day "Loyalty Parade," naively believing that by so doing they were displaying loyalty to their country. On the same
day the American Legion post at Mosinee, Wisconsin, staged a
"May Day mock Communist invasion," in the excitement of
wpich the town's mayor and a Methodist minister suffered heart
attacks from which they subsequently died. The significance of
this incident is not so much the childishness of grown men thus
playing ar_cops and robbers as it is the psychological state of two
respected townsmen that could kad to such a tragic denouement.
Perhaps these scattered incidents are trivial in the total stream
of American life, yet we may be sure that they are noticed and
comment~ on not only in China, Russia, and the rest of the
Communist world, but in many non-Communist c<runtries as
well. They are symptomatic of an irmer insecurity which ill
• equips us f~r our self-avowed battle for the minds of men. We
have already lost that battle in China, and as I write t~ese lines
we seem to be beginning a similar campaign in Southeast Asia
from which similar results may be predicted. Wor~t of all, we
appear to be losing our own self-control and self-understanding.
• More than two thousand years ago, an anonymous Confucian
scholar wrote, "Know your deficiencies and then you can return
to your true self. Know your difficulties and then you can
strengthen yourself." And Mencius, the most famous follower of
Canfucius, femarked still earlier that "Men who are great,
correcting themselves, thereby cause others to become correct."
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Price Fluctuations in Tientsin '

•

August 24, 194.8 to August 23, 1949
The weekly index figures given below portray the fluctuations
in wholesale prices and in the cost of living for laborers-that
occurred in Tientsin between August 24, 1948 and August 23,
1949. Were comparable statistics available for Peking, they would
no doubt reveal a roughly similar pattern. These weekly figures
(but not the over-all statistics and general deductions draw~ frqm
them) are the work of the ·Institute of Economic Research of
Nankai University in Tientsin. Many were originally published
week by week in the Tientsin Progressive Daily. Othe~ are taken
from the Index Figures for Nortll China Wholesale Prices (Tientsin, April 1949), which is the first in the Institute's series of
Nankai Index· Figure Monographs. For making available to me
the remaining data for weeks not covered in these tv/, sources, I
am deepl.,. indebted to Professor Pao Chiieh-min, pres.ent director
•
of the Instit11te.
In compiling these statistics (employing a sim!Ve geomevic•
~verage~ the base figure 1 represents average Tientsin price
levels during the year July 1936-june 1937. It will be noted that
prices for tfle weeks immediately following August 24, 1948 do
not range very high above this 1936-37 figure in spite of eleven
intervening years of inflation. The explanation lies in the cur- •
rency reform of August 19, 1948, as the result of which the highly
inflated fa pi currency was supplanted by a new unit, the gold
yuan, theoretically stabilized at the rate of FP$3,ooo,ooo:GY$1.
After the Communists took over Tientsin, calculatfons were ~n
•tinued on the basis of the new regime's people's notes.
The indices for wholesale prices have been calculated on the
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basis
over one hundred separate items, fallin~ into tfvo main
classifications: ( 1) classification by industries ~foods, textilt>:s,
metal products, building materials, fuels, chemicals, miscellane- ~
ous items); (2) classification by stages of production (agrit:l.lltural
food products, other agricultural productl, animal products,
forestry products, mineral products, industrially used coiVmodities, consumer goods). -The laborers' cos,-of-living indices have
~en calcufated on the basis of ~e prices of food, clothing, fuel
and water, shelter, and miscellaneous items. Unfortunately, the
Institute has published no comparable statistics f~r wage fluctuations during this same period. This is perhaps because d the
difficulty of compiling such data in view of the wide spread in
inco~e existing between individual wage earners, in many case-s
even those belonging to the same occupational groups.
The absence of statistics for the period of Januaty 11-18, 1949.
is the result of the fighting that then took place, in the course
of•which Tientsin passed from Kuomintang to Communist control. A comparison of the total price rises, in percentages, that
occurred during the preceding period of almost five months of
Kuomintaftg control. with those that occurred during the subsequent seven-month period of'Communist control. yields the
following figures:
•
Ptrrcentage of lnCf'etUe
Lab01'ers' Cost of living
546.64%
65:.114%

\

lV holesate Prius

Kuomintang Period
(Aug. 14, 1948-Jan. 11, 1950)
Communist Period
• (Jan. 25-Au~ 23, 1949)

•

Total Increase

950.2\."'o

8994:5o/0

Converting these figures into weekly averages
periods, we obtain the following results:

• Kuomintang average weekly increase:
Communist

"

"

••

Wholesale
a6.o3%
11.38%

f~r

the two

Cost of tit~ing
31 20"{
9-51%

If we eliminate from consideration the admittedly abnormal
four weeks ':hen Tientsin was under siege, the K uomintang
avt!fages become somewhat reduced, as follows:
•
Wholesale

Kuoi'intang pre-siege average weekly increase:
I

e

2 5·5*%.

Cost of living

ts.6o%

•

•

'
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Thesetfigures indicate that the Communists, on comivg into
power, succeedl!tl in slowing the rate of inflation by considerably
~ more than one half. This achievement, while striking, is not surprisins in view of the wide over-all differences in the spirit,
operation, degree ofoeffective control and popular support of the
Kuom!ntang and Communist regimes. What is interesting, however, is that under Kuomintang rule, wh<11esale prices {OSe some. what leSs rapidly than did labortrs' cost of living, wh~reas undoc.
the Communists the opposite was true.
This reversal is probably attributable to several factors. Of
prime importance, no doubt, is the fact that the Communists,
unlike the Kuomintang, controlled the. countryside which produced several of the items-notably food-that bulk large~t in
the average worker's budget. It is evident that E.C.A. flour imports (operative under the Kuomintang, but halted by the Communists when they came to power) were not enough to overcome
this Kuomintang handicap. By way of contrast, many items whese
prices enter into the wholesale index figures consist of overseas ·
imports, which could more readily be shipped to Tientsin by
the Kuomintang than by the Communists, who were~onfronted
by insufficient shipping, the Kflomintang {.aval blockade, and
other wartime factors.
• Still another factor exists, however, that should njlt be overlooked. This is the underlying-difference in ideology find motivation bet"een the two regimes. The Kuomintang bureaucracy
(at least as a-system, if not in all iildividual cases) was more interested in retaining power and wealth for itself th!tn in taking•
really dfective measures t9 alleviate the economic suffering of
the ordina11 man. The Communists, on the other hand, seriously
tried to check the rising living costs of the poorer classes. For this
purpose they fostered such organs as consumer cooperatives, •
brought large quantities of food into the cities by means of their
North China Trading Corporation, and instituted other measures designed to insure economic stability-tasks made considerably more difficult by the disastrous drought an~ floods from
~hich North China suffered in the spring and summer of 1g4q.
That this policy was a fact seems indi~putaole, irrespective of
whether it was atimated by idealistic concern for mass welitre,

•

.

.
.

'
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by poijtical expediency, or by a combination of the tv.t. There
is no doubt, howe~er, that if figures were availabl~ for the months .,
following August 1949, they would be far less favorable than •
those presented here, since the cumulative effects of drJJught,
flood, pest, naval blockade, and ~ivil war h•ad by the winter of
1950 combined to produce one of the worst food shoruges in
Chinese history.
•
• The folrowing table gives a «etailed week-by-week picture of
what happened during the Kuomintang and Communist periods:
Wholesale Prices
Index
Percentage
Figure
Difference

Period

1!J48
Aug.
24
31

Sept.

2.807
2-596
2.824
3-024
3· 193
3.289
3.889
7-732
11.196
11.852
14-365
15-962
18.300
18.961
22-742
30.887
38-305
33·955
50-721

+ 19·49
-7-52
+8.78
+7-08
+5·58
+2.69
+18.18
+198.81
+\4.80
+5-85
+21.20
+11-11
+14.64
+3-61
+19-95
+35-81
+24.01
-16.13
+49·38

4

86.903

11
18
25

u8.u8

+31.9°
+47·54
lacking
+26.70
+14.28
+llll-14
+15.09
+20-42

7
14

•

lll

Oct.

28
5

u•
19
26
Nov.

•

•

Dec.

2

9\

16
23
30 •

7

14
lll

28
•

Laborers' Cost of living
Index
Percentage
Difference
Figure

+0-40
1.729
t.670
-3·4 1
1.735
+3·89
1.846
+6·39
1.907
+3-30
2.087
+9-44
+14.66
2-393
6-596
+175·64
11 1.45
13-947
-8.65
lll-740
+7·98.
13-757
14.247
+3-56
16.174
- + 1 3·53
-1.53
15-926 •
20.180
+26.70
27.631
+36-92
·+34·95.
37-288
+2.81
38·337 •
+60.51
61.53"5

+

•

1 949

Jan.

FeW.

•

8
15
llll

•

lacking
162-558
185-772
u6.917
261.172
3J4-527

118-40
194-52
lacking
134·48
164-70
172.09
186.71
23.71

+92-41
+64.29
lacking
-30.86
+llll-97
+4-48.
+8·49
+23-56

•

•

..

Period

'

21

•
Aug.

28
5
12
19
27
2.
9
16
23

Appendix

Wholesale Prices
•Index
Pqcentage
Figure
Difference

1949
March. 1
8
.15
22
29
April
5
12
19
26
May
3
10
17
24
!P
June . 7
14

July

'

•

•

•
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Laborers' Cost o' living
Index
Percentage
Figu"re
Difference

1135-316
1149·46o
1174-080
386.199
381.470
1184.960
.411.953
444·099
496·929
644·586
786.679
912·949
971.564

+6.61
;l-4·22
+6·23
+3·24
-\.22
+0.91
+7·01
+10.78
+11.99
+29·71
+22.04
+15-38
+6·42

234·16
24°·44
259·87
• 271.76
264.14
2!>7.16
280.85
317.68
357·34
516.61
592·73
695·32

g8B.u1

+o.BB

977·776
988.875
978-369
981.902
1,093-604
1,186.628
1,450-461
2,060.841
2,607.690
2,994·291
3,128.365
3·154· 135

-1.05
+1.111
- 1·35
+o.36
+11-38
+8·51
+22.23
- +42.08
+26·54
+14.83
•
+H8
+0.82

730·49
709· 13
700.88
699·32
690.17
779·49
862.61
1,098.o6
1,679·65
2,078·43
2,444·90
2,629.09
2,668.26

•

730.2~

+1.50
+2.68
+8.o8
+4-58
-2.8oe
+1.14
+5·12
+13.11
+12-48
+44-57
+14.86
+17·31
+5-03

+o.O!J

•

I
•

-2·91r
-1.16
-0.22
-1.31
+12-94
+1o.66
+27·30
+52·97
+23-74
+17.63
+7·53
+1·4~

-
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